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For my parents
All things go in pairs, by opposites; 
He has not made anything imperfect.
One thing complements the excellence of another. 
Who could ever grow tired of gazing at his glory?
-Ecclesiaticus 42:24, 25 
New Jerusalem Bible
Abstract
This thesis is an ethnographic analysis based on fieldwork among the 'mountain 
people' of the interior of Burn, an island located in the present-day province of Maluku in the 
Republic of Indonesia. Interested in 'metaphors for living' I found important Burn metaphors 
refer to botanic 'roots’ and 'tips'. The conceptualization of botanic growth as the 
consequence of life being transmitted from roots to new leaf-tips also applies to the Burn 
social world. This study details the Burn 'quest for life', a quest concerned with maintaining 
proper relationships with sources of life to ensure the transmission of 'prosperity and 
blessing' (berkona tu berkate).
After the Introduction, Part One provides the setting. Chapter Two examines the 
history of Bum's relations with the outside world. Chapter Three describes the island as a 
culturally constructed inside world. Part Two concerns Bum social life. Chapter Four 
focuses on the noro, exogamous groups (clans) defined in terms of common origins. When 
they marry, women leave their natal noro and their children subsequently belong to the noro 
of their husband. Yet Bum concerns about the source of life connect children to their 
mother's brothers in a relationship between 'source uncles' and 'life children'. To maintain 
'connections' between noro, ideally men return to their 'source uncle' to marry their emdaa 
(MBD). Chapter Five provides the details of marriage and the regeneration of human life. 
While the Bum kinship terminology is asymmetric, marriages are symmetric, involving 
simultaneous sister exchange and other bidirectional marriages. Sister exchange allows an 
immediate substitution for the bride, but, alternatively, there can be bridewealth, or the return 
of a child to replace its mother. Whenever a noro loses a person through the agency of 
another noro, Bum people are strict accountants. There must be a replacement for sisters lost 
in marriage as well as for members lost through death at the hands of another noro. Chapter 
Six describes the effort that goes into maintaining equality between noro, an effort that falls 
largely to 'entitled men' and warriors. Through their negotiating skills, 'entitled men' obtain 
a replacement for any life taken, while warriors guard the balance between noro through their 
fighting skills and the possibility of 'revenge killing' (kalungan). Part Three focuses on 
symbolic action. Chapter Seven examines the Bum symbols intertwined with the concept of 
'prosperity and blessing'. The dyadic categories of Bum symbolism are used to transform the 
state of things in the world. Chapter Eight describes a variety of taboos, constmcted in terms 
of symbolic action intended to create distinction and to avoid undesired consequences. 
Chapter Nine details various rituals and the role of symbolic actions in transforming 
experience as people seek to restore prosperity when they encounter difficulty.
i i i
The conclusion consider the implications of this study for the comparative effort. In 
reference to hierarchy, alliance, exchange, gender, the cultural construction of the body, 
illness, and childbirth, Burn presents a useful vantage point for the comparison of societies in 
eastern Indonesia and Melanesia.
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A Note on Language
A detailed linguistic analysis of the Burn language is found in The Buru language of 
eastern Indonesia (C. Grimes 1991). Here I briefly mention several points from that analysis 
which are relevant to this work and explain the approach I take in this thesis to other issues 
related to language.
The Buru language is an Austronesian language with 17 consonants including p, t, k, 
b, d, g, f, s, c [ch], h, I, r, w, y, m, n, ng [velar nasal written as a digraph following 
Indonesian orthography], and j [found only in loan words]. There are five vowels: i, e, a, o, 
u. Phonetically short vowels contrast with phonetically long vowels, the latter being 
represented as geminate vowel sequences. For example, paa means 'four' while pa is a realis 
marker used to join clauses (like a conjunction) and at the same time assert certainty about 
what is being said.
Realis and irrealis are important distinctions made in the Buru Tense-Aspect-Mood 
system. In using the realis mood speakers are asserting certainty or factuality about their 
propositions; this often — but not necessarily — correlates with reference to the past or 
present. In using the irrealis mood, speakers are indicating potential, desired, uncertain or 
hypothetical situations; this often — but not necessarily — correlates with the future. The 
certainty and lack of certainty being expressed in realis (real) and irrealis (unreal) moods, also 
correlate with Buru symbolism about things which are 'understandable' or 'certain' versus 
things which are not.
A prominent feature of the Buru language is cliticisation, a process in which the final 
syllable (often just the vowel) of a lexical root is dropped as it combines with the following 
root, creating a compound of two words and indicating a semantic cohesion between them. 
Geba means 'person' and fuka means 'mountain', but a person who lives in the mountains is 
called geb.fuka rather than geba fuka, indicating that the notions of person and mountain are 
semantically combined to mean 'mountain-person'. Because of its semantic significance, 
when this compounding occurs I follow the convention of indicating the lost syllable with a 
full stop (.) as in geb.fuka. In earlier attempts to write the Buru language, Dutch missionary- 
scholars handled this in various ways (gebfoeka, geb' foeka, geb foeka). Today Buru people 
tend to write the two parts of the compound separately (geb fuka), but as native speakers, they 
know the two words belong together. For the benefit of non-native speakers, I use the full 
stop to indicate this elision and semantic cohesion between words. Occasionally I use square 
brackets to indicate the full form of the first word (geb[a].fuka). Also in relation to 
cliticisation, the plural suffix /-ro/ is often shortened to /-r/.
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A variety of prefixes and suffixes can be added to Burn lexical roots. The most 
common include:
ep-j causative prefix indicating an active verb performed by the grammatical subject of the
sentence who is the agent.
ep-2 reciprocal prefix indicating reciprocal action between actors who are both agents and
undergoers (experiencers) of the action.1 This prefix is significant in words referring to 
social relations.
ek- agentive passive prefix indicating the subject of the sentence is an undergoer,
experiencing the action of a different agent.
eg- agentless passive prefix indicating the subject of the sentence is an undergoer,
experiencing an action, while the agent is out of focus and not expressed.
em- stative prefix indicating the subject of the sentence is an undergoer in a state expressed by
the verb. Geb.em-ngaa, for example, are 'people in the state of having a title (ngaa)', in 
other words, ’entitled men'.
es- verbal prefix indicating an active verb involving a contact of surfaces, such as body
surfaces. For example, gege-n means 'armpit'; es-gege means to 'hold or carry 
something under the arm'. This prefix appears in words such as esmola, a verb meaning 
to purify or wash the body.
en- nominalising prefix used in combination with a suffix -t or -n. The resulting form
functions as a participle causing an active verb root to function adjectivally or nominally.
In accord with Burn morphophonemics, there is often metathesis of the -n and the initial 
consonant of root: fasa ('cut; decide') becomes efnasat [en-fasa-t] ('decision')) newe 
'to live; be alive' becomes ana[t].en-newe-t 'life child' (ZC m.s.).
An example of how several of these prefixes can apply to a single root:
mata
ep-mata
ek-mata
en-mata-n
'die, be dead’ 
'cause to die; kill' 
'to be killed' 
'death'
In the use of these prefixes, notions of agency create major distinctions among Burn verbs. In 
loose terms, the subject of the clause is the undergoer, experiencing the verb in non-active 
verbs, while the subject is the agent of the action in active verbs. Active verbs may be active- 
transitive or active-intransitive.
Another relevant grammatical construction is the genitive construction which contrasts with 
the possessive construction indicating a relationship to things such as 'my house' (nang 
huma). The genitive construction signals a different kind of relationship: "an inherent
association between two nameable things, most commonly in a part-whole relationship" (C. 
Grimes 1991:282). This part-whole relationship may be a physical relationship or only a 
conceptual relationship. This relationship is indicated with the use of genitive enclitics 
(marked for person and number):
Although these two prefixes are homophones, they are derived from different historical roots, one a causative 
prefix (Proto-Austronesian *pa-) and the other a reciprocal prefix (Proto-Malayo-Polynesian *paRi-) (C. Grimes 
1991: 115) .
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1st person singular -ng
2nd person singular -m
3rd person singular -n
1st person plural inclusive -nan
1st person plural exclusive -nam
2nd person plural -nim
3rd person plural -nin
The basic structure of the genitive construction consists of: 
NOUNwhole NOUNpart -GENITIVE ENCLIITIC
fafu olo -n
pig head -GEN
'pig's head; head of pig'
enmatan lahi -n
death root -GEN
'root cause of death'
huma loli -n
house circle -GEN
'the encirclement, encompassment of the house; house-circle'
At times the N O U N ^^g  may be omitted, implicit but known from the context or from 
cultural knowledge. Genitive constructions can also be recursive, indicating "a hierarchy of 
parts of wholes" as in
[geba] faha -n wanga -n
person hand -GEN digit -GEN
'digit of the hand [of the person]; finger'
For many Burn people, Malay is a second language spoken with varying degrees of 
proficiency. Functionally, they distinguish between Burn as their 'inside' language and Malay 
as their 'outside' language. Malay has been spoken as a language of wider communication in 
Maluku for many centuries. The specific variety of Malay spoken in central Maluku is often 
called Ambonese Malay (Melayu Ambon). Elsewhere (B.D. Grimes 1991) I have described 
the unique development of Ambonese Malay, noting that it is not appropriate (on historical or 
synchronic grounds) to equate Ambonese Malay with the Standard Malay that is now referred 
to as Indonesian. However, both Indonesian and Ambonese Malay have a predominantly 
Malay-based lexicon and there are many common words. Yet in central Maluku the use of 
Malay is complex, reflecting a typical post-creole continuum: many people speak 'pure'
Ambonese Malay (largely unintelligible to speakers of Standard Malay); some people speak 
standard Malay (Indonesian) learned primarily through education in Indonesian schools; but in 
addition, people may also mix the two, speaking anywhere on a continuum between 'real' 
Ambonese Malay and 'formal' Indonesian. Consequently, I do not attempt to classify every
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Malay word as either Ambonese Malay or Indonesian, for in isolation, many words can be 
both. While the ’outside’ language Burn people speak is a variety of Malay that resembles 
Ambonese Malay far more often than it does Standard Malay, they rarely differentiate the 
two. In that they refer to their outside language as Melayu I also use the term Malay to refer 
to this continuum extending from Ambonese Malay to Indonesian. However, the use of 
Indonesian has become inherently associated with the institutional domains of the Indonesian 
state and I do refer to language used in such contexts as Indonesian.
I indicate Burn terms in bold print, and other language (non-English) terms in italics, 
also noting, if not obvious from the context, the source language. If foreign words have 
become fully assimilated into the Burn language, I also indicate these worlds in bold print. 
For example, the word raja (originally from Sanskrit) came to the Burn language via Malay, 
just as the word adat (originally from Arabic). In that I am concerned with the meaning 
constructed through contemporary Burn speech, I consider these as everyday Burn words and 
indicate them as such.
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Chapter One
Introduction: Metaphors for Living
This thesis, presented in the tradition of ethnographic inquiry, is a description and 
analysis of material collected during fieldwork on Burn island in the Indonesian province of 
Maluku. Within the tradition of Dutch anthropology, Burn is considered part of the 'culture 
area' of eastern Indonesia.1 In 1935 van Wouden delineated three features distinguishing the 
societies in this region, a 'structural core' that included clan systems, restricted cross-cousin 
marriage (MBD with FZS), and a dual classification system organising the cosmos and human 
society in the same way (1968:1,2). Although his ethnographic sources were few and at times 
unreliable, van Wouden's thesis became the foundation of comparative research in eastern 
Indonesia. Forty-five years later, The Flow of Life: Essays on Eastern Indonesia (Fox 1980a) 
was dedicated to the memory of van Wouden and his supervisor J.P.B. de Josselin de Jong, a 
book highlighting the importance of van Wouden's work even as it revealed recent advances 
in the study of societies in eastern Indonesia. Many of these advances were due to a 
fundamental change in approach:
[Van Wouden's] analyses make clear that his structural core consisted of a prior model 
of formally defined terms to which native categories were selectively fitted. In 
contrast, virtually all the anthropologists who have done fieldwork in the region since 
van Wouden have approached this problem from the opposite direction. They have 
tried to study each society from within and in terms of its own social categories (Fox 
1980c: 330).
As a result of studying these societies in terms of their own social categories, it has 
become possible to redefine the shared 'structural core' of societies in eastern Indonesia. 
Rather than van Wouden's predefined features, what these societies appear to have in common 
is a "set of shared social categories" (Fox 1980c:331). For example, social groups at varying 
levels in these societies are referred to as 'houses' and social differences are predicated on 
similar categories such as elder/younger, male/female, centre/periphery, or root/tip. In the 
final paragraph of The Flow of Life, Fox proposes that a productive comparative perspective 
for eastern Indonesian societies will come through the analysis of these 'metaphors for living':
W an Wouden defined this area as extending over "the whole of the south-east of Indonesia" (before the present 
day eastern province o f Irian Jaya was incorporated into the polity of Indonesia), noting "it stretches from the 
Timor Archipelago in the west to the Southeastern Islands in the east, and is bordered to the north by the islands 
of Seran and Buru" (1968:1).
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Together the combination of kin categories, terms for the house and for parts of the 
body, color categories, spatial coordinates, and botanic expressions - many of which 
appear to be reconstructable as proto-Austronesian - composes metaphors whose 
analysis may provide a better comparative perspective on alliance than van Wouden's 
formal model. Such category analysis should radically alter the notion of dualism as a 
thing-in-itself rather than a particular mode of perception and action. The vitality of 
eastern Indonesian societies which van Wouden recognized is not the effect of an 
adherence to a specific organizational structures but rather the results of a continuing 
preservation of similar metaphors for living which are encoded primarily in a 
pervasive dyadic form (1980c:333 my emphasis).
THEORETICAL APPROACH
In this context, this thesis began as an exploration of Burn ’metaphors for living'. As 
it turns out, the metaphors themselves are hardly new. The familiar 'binary oppositions' or 
’symbolic dualisms' of eastern Indonesia appear once again as elder/younger, trunk/tip, 
male/female, seaward/landward, hot/cool, light/dark, to name but a few. While I saw it as a 
necessary goal to describe how these and other categories inform Burn social life, I was not 
content to stop with only a static model of a symbolically labelled universe. I was also 
interested in how these metaphors are put into action, for in many eastern Indonesian societies 
the symbolic dualisms organising society are also deployed in ritual. If "metaphors provide 
organizing images which ritual action puts into effect" (Fernandez 1977:101), I sought to 
understand from the Burn context how metaphors in action could indeed transform experience.
My interest in metaphor and ritual actually developed after I had already begun my 
association with Burn. I remember returning to Burn for my own fieldwork thinking it a pity 
Burn was not really a good place to study ritual. Many places in eastern Indonesia have been 
a paradise for anthropologists interested in ritual and religion, but I did not see that ritual 
paradise extending to Burn. From early impressions, Burn people appeared totally 
uninterested in any of van Wouden's 'sacred ceremonies', consumed as they were with such 
profane activities as raising children and obtaining food. The paucity of (exotic) ritual on 
Burn struck me forcefully one afternoon when my younger son and I were in transit on Bali, 
returning to Indonesia from Canberra. To pass the time, we took a walk to the beach where, 
within minutes, we encountered a large procession with all the fanfare of people elaborately 
dressed, carrying intricate offerings to the sea. I concluded at the time that one could 
probably see more 'ritual' in an afternoon on Bali than in a year on Burn. But I was returning 
to Burn and thus resigned myself to the fact that a lack of exotica simply came with the 
territory. After all, Burn was historically part of central Maluku where (according to popular 
view) 'traditional' things like ritual capitulated to foreign ideas and religions centuries ago. 
But in the end, I learned far more about ritual on Burn than the initial dearth suggested.
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There is in fact much ritual on Burn, but it does not always occur with the same timing or the 
same elaboration as one might expect from reports of ritual elsewhere in eastern Indonesia. I 
have come to understand and appreciate the significance of ritual regardless of whether it is 
performed with flourishing embellishment or bare simplicity.
In exploring Burn metaphors, I turned to the recent literature on metaphor to bring a 
theoretical perspective to the ethnographic context. Debate about metaphor is, of course, not 
new and its importance has long been recognised. Since Aristotle scores of definitions have 
been posited for the predication of similarity that occurs through metaphor; some definitions 
have been extraordinarily complex while others have been as simple (and profound) as 
Burke's (1945:503) definition of metaphor as bringing out "the thisness of a that or the 
thatness of a this". But many of the traditional approaches to metaphor focused on a 
paradigmatic dichotomy of 'literal' versus 'figurative' and debated about whether metaphors 
were living or dead, without providing any useful framework to explain how metaphor was 
bringing out the thisness of the that. Over the last decade, however, interaction between 
cognitive linguists, anthropologists, philosophers and literary critics has resulted in "a simple 
but fundamental shift in the approach that is customarily taken to the analysis of metaphor" 
(Levin 1988:1). In 1980, the linguist Lakoff and the philosopher Johnson published 
Metaphors we live by, a book vividly illustrating (in reference to English) how metaphor is 
not just the tool of poets, but is essential to the human conceptual abilities for perceiving, 
thinking and acting. To them "the essence of metaphor is understanding and experiencing one 
kind of thing in terms of another" (1980:5). Or as Lakoff (1987) phrased it later, metaphor 
involves an experientially based "mapping" of correspondences between an ICM (idealized 
cognitive model) in a source domain to an ICM in a target domain. Lakoff and Johnson's 
work thus differentiated the linguistic from the conceptual, distinguishing metaphorical 
thought from the language that expresses that thought:
It is the argument of Lakoff and Johnson in Metaphors we live by that in respects 
which are important but largely unnoticed metaphors influence the manner in which we 
view the world and determine the roles that we play in it. Their primary concern is 
not with poetic metaphors but with such as occur commonly in everyday language and 
which betoken the influence of a certain other class of metaphors, which they call 
'conceptual'. The important fact for Lakoff and Johnson is not so much that we use 
metaphoric expressions in our everyday language (although as we shall see such 
expression do play a significant role in their account); what matters essentially is that 
we bring to bear metaphoric concepts in the ordinary affairs of our lives (Levin 
1988:4; his emphasis).
An example (from Lakoff and Turner 1989:6) of the difference between metaphorical 
expressions and metaphorical concepts can be illustrated by referring to someone as a 'young 
sprout', a metaphor predicated on the mapping of correspondences about the early stage of
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plant life onto the early stage of human life. But as a linguistic expression is only a spin-off 
or 'satellite' (to use a metaphor from Levin 1988:5) of a more basic, implicit conceptual 
metaphor in which stages in the life cycle of plants are mapped onto stages in the life cycle of 
people. Thus, we can refer not only to some people as 'young sprouts', we use other 
linguistic spin-offs from this metaphorical concept when we say that people are 'in full bloom' 
or that they are 'withering away' as they approach the end of life.
Taking this approach back to the context of eastern Indonesia, it has been recognised 
for some time (cf. Fox 1971b) that certain kinship terms are predicated on linguistic 
metaphors. This is again the case on Burn, where metaphors are reflected in terms such as 
those for MB, 'root or source-uncle' (mem.lahin), and ZC, 'life-child' (ana.newet). And yet 
from these, as well as other Burn linguistic expressions (such as calling descendants 'piper 
betel tips' or 'areca nut tips'), it is possible to go beyond the linguistic metaphor to the 
underlying conceptual metaphor in which plant structures and processes of botanic growth are 
mapped onto the conceptualization of life.
In this ethnography I have taken these and other systematic metaphoric expressions as 
an analytic focal point in the process of describing Burn social life. As the data accumulated 
it became possible to refer back from these 'spin-offs' to the Burn symbolic system and to the 
underlying, implicit and largely unconscious ideas that structure Burn views and experiences 
in the world. In interacting with the data it also became apparent that the symbolic system 
informing Burn rituals (efforts to produce desired results) was also informing Burn taboos 
(efforts to prevent undesired results).2 Accordingly, my focus expanded to include not only 
metaphor and ritual, but all symbolic action predicated through a synergistic 'play' of many 
tropes (cf. Fernandez 1991a).
Yet in further pondering the Burn data I was compelled to see symbolic action as more 
than performance with material or verbal symbols. Action involves a doer as well as a doing 
and, I came to conclude that agency itself can be symbolic on Burn. Confronted with Burn 
constructs of gender (such as gender pollution) which were typical of Melanesia, I turned to 
the recent literature. In a significant comparative study, Strathern (1988:93) links Melanesian 
constructs of gender with agency, suggesting that "gender demarcates different types of 
agency." From this, I realised that on Burn people are involved in productive activity not just 
as male or female agents, but also as hot or cool agents, open or closed agents. In other
2This necessary connection between ritual and taboo has also been noted by Teljeur (1990:188) in reference to the 
Giman of Halmahera: "the introduction of symbolism for the achievement of favourable goals is of necessity
accompanied by a whole series of rules in order to avoid any unfavourable implications of the same symbolism".
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words, a variety of other symbols in addition to gender can be evoked in symbolic agency. In 
short, symbolic action comes both from agents using symbols and from agents being symbols.
In taking this analytic approach from metaphor through to symbolic action, I was 
obliged to take language seriously for it comprises much of my primary evidence. My ability 
to do this has been greatly enhanced through the linguistic research of my husband, Charles 
Grimes, and the fact that I have been able to make ready reference to his PhD. thesis on the 
Burn language. In particular his linguistic analysis of lexically encoded notions such as 
agency, reciprocity, causality, and incorporation have contributed to my arguments here.
ETHNOGRAPHIC CONTEXT
While the primary goal of this thesis is an analysis of Burn social life and symbolic 
action, a secondary goal is to elucidate aspects of Burn social life through comparison with 
other societies in the region. Burn is located within the area Van Wouden defined as eastern 
Indonesia, yet there have been numerous occasions when I felt Burn social life reflected 
significant differences from what has been described for other eastern Indonesian societies in 
places such as Tanimbar, Flores and Timor. In addition to the apparent lack of ritual, another 
difference included the Burn system of symmetrical marriage alliances in a region famous for 
its asymmetric connubium. As ethnographic material has become available, Fox (1988a:xii) 
has compared eastern Indonesian societies on their own terms, suggesting that some of their 
distinguishing features include:
1. A concern for origins in terms of both personal and social identity.
2. Dual symbolic categories focusing on complementary categories of gender, symbolic 
space, and relative relation.
3. An analogic identification of life processes in a botanic idiom.
4. A view of human conception in which a person is composed of opposing elements of 
blood and flesh and/or semen and bone.
5. A dual sovereignty predicated on the delegation or usurpation of authority.
6. A social organization based on the "house" as a primary descent group and on a 
variable clan system as an intermediate structure in the formation of larger political or 
ceremonial groupings.
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7. A reliance on marriage as a means of linking houses through the mediation of the clan 
system.
8. A conceptualization of alliance as part of a continuing "flow of life".
9. An elaboration of life-enhancing rituals initiated by the conjoining of male and female, 
and continued in an extended series of ceremonies joining predecessor to descendant in 
a cyclical translation of life.
Burn society shares some of these features with other eastern Indonesian societies, but 
also has features which appear typically Melanesian. Different anthropological traditions and 
bodies of ethnographic literature have developed from the study of societies in these two 
regions. Throughout this thesis I have found it useful to refer to both bodies of literature in 
explicating the Burn material. In referring to 'eastern Indonesia' and 'Melanesia', however, I 
use the terms only as labels for two roughly defined geographical areas and do not intend to 
imply they are bounded cultural fields. Rather than attempting to weigh the evidence and 
decide if Burn belongs to some predefined eastern Indonesian or Melanesian cultural area, my 
goal is to allow the Burn data to speak for itself, reflecting commonalities with both eastern 
Indonesia and Melanesia. By taking on the Melanesian material and not limiting my 
comparative field to the traditionally defined 'eastern Indonesia', I believe this study of Burn 
provides a useful perspective from which to re-examine the above features suggested by Fox. 
In the conclusion of the thesis I propose some fundamental differences between eastern 
Indonesian societies in the ways they employ human effort in ritual and symbolic action even 
as they use similar metaphors and dyadic categories.
FIELDWORK
Between January 1985 and April 1991, along with my husband and two sons, I spent a 
total of 19 months in residence on Burn living at different times in various villages in the 
District of South Burn (Kecamatan Burn Selatan). To arrive at this part of Burn, we would 
embark on a Chinese-owned cargo and passenger boat from Ambon (the provincial capital of 
Maluku), and disembark between 18 and 48 hours later at Leksula (the government centre on 
the south coast of Burn). After making the necessary visits to officials in Leksula, we would 
then walk up the mountains to the village, sleeping overnight in the jungle as needed.
It was important to live in the mountains because our research focus was the people 
who consider themselves to be 'people of Burn island' (geb.fuk.Bururo) by virtue of their 
origins, but also 'mountain people' (geb.fuka) by virtue of their preferred residence. Our first
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month was spent on the coast at Labuan living with the raja of South Buru, where we gained a 
minimal survival knowledge of the Buru language. As things turned out, this was a good 
beginning, for only later did we realise how strongly Buru people conceive of rajas as 
guarding the doors of Buru. Fortunately, we came to Buru through the door, and with the 
approval of the raja we were well received wherever we went.3 Our first goal was to learn the 
Buru language, so we followed the advice of the raja who felt it would be far better for us to 
live with and learn from 'mountain people’. We were escorted by the raja's son three days’ 
walk into the interior to the village of Fakal, a village near the raja's place of origin where 
many of his relatives lived.
BURU3Ajt Buaya
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Map 1: Villages of primary research
Even though the only travel in the vast interior of the island is by foot, we soon 
discovered people are highly mobile and came to realise we would limit our understanding of 
the Buru language if we stayed only in one place. On subsequent trips to Buru, when we were 
more proficient in the language and had established our own Buru friends, we moved to the 
village of Wae Nama Olon and later to Wae Haa Olon. Part of the incentive for this was to 
live one day's walk from Leksula rather than three. Beside the advantages of being closer to 
the coast, Wae Nama Olon and Wae Haa Olon were also fairly new villages and people
3 As I discuss in Chapter 3, it was even later still before we understood that the approval of the raja was important, 
but the authority of rajas does not extend beyond their role of being 'guards'.
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maintained strong connections with relatives from all over the interior of south Burn. While 
Fakal is an older village established around 1903, Wae Nama Olon was formed after a recent 
migration in the mid 1980's and Wae Haa Olon after a migration in the late 1970’s. From 
these villages, we made several visits to the large lake in the centre of the island and to 
numerous other villages around the head-waters of the Wae Apo, Wae Mala and Wae Tina 
rivers. Moving around in this manner gave us the experience of living in villages with 
different sets of problems and different kin groups. It also provided significant interaction 
with the 'mountain people' of the central and southern regions of Burn.
OVERVIEW OF THESIS
Based on that interaction, this thesis is a study of the social life and symbolic action of 
these 'mountain people' on Burn island. In their conceptualization of such abstract ideas as 
life and causation, many images, metonymies and metaphors come from their experiences with 
botanic growth. Consequently, in life, the desired result is growth, the transmission of life. 
Positive consequences of growth (life) include healthy children, fruitful gardens, and 
prosperous hunting. Such valued consequences are often referred to by the paired terms 
'prosperity and blessing’ (berkona tu berkate). The Burn quest for life is thus a pursuit of 
prosperity and blessing.
The thesis is divided into three parts. The first part locates Burn historically, 
geographically and socially from an outside context in Chapters Two and from inside points of 
reference in Chapter Three. The second part describes Burn social life, focusing on the 
organization of noro (the focal Burn social groups) in Chapter Four, on the regeneration of 
life through marriage in Chapter Five, and on the maintenance of equality between noro in 
Chapter Six. The third part concerns symbolic action, and begins in Chapter Seven by 
examining the symbols intertwined with the concept of prosperity and blessing. Chapter Eight 
describes the action required to prevent undesired consequences. Chapter Nine details various 
rituals and the role of symbolic actions in transforming experience as people seek to restore 
prosperity when they encounter difficulty. The final chapter returns to the regional context to 
consider the implications of this study for the comparative effort.
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Photograph 1: The transmission of life as botanic growth
Planting Rice, south Burn, late October 1990
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PART ONE
The Setting
CHAPTER TWO — BURU AND THE OUTSIDE: A PERIPHERAL PLACE
CHAPTER THREE — BURU ON THE INSIDE: THE GOLDEN ISLAND
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Chapter Two
Buru and the Outside: a peripheral place
In much of this thesis I focus on internal Buru social relations. However, to 
understand contemporary Buru social life it is necessary to locate it within the context of past 
and present relationships with others outside their society. For the last several centuries 
people on Buru have participated in relations with a number of political centres, including 
Ternate, Tidore, Makassar, Ambon and Jakarta. From the perspective of these centres, Buru 
has been peripheral to their interests and of relatively little importance. Yet even peripheries 
can be affected by the struggles of centres and Buru has in fact been touched by events in the 
region. Because most historical accounts of Maluku have focused on the centres (Ternate, 
Tidore, Ambon, Banda), in attempting to present an account of the past from the perspective 
of a periphery, I have encountered several challenges. As the historian Andaya (1993) has 
noted, most of the story-tellers of Maluku's past have been European and I, like others, have 
had to rely heavily on Portuguese and Dutch sources to present this account. Furthermore, 
the focus of these historical accounts are largely the centres and when they do mention Buru it 
is usually only to note matters of interest to outsiders. Thus, in places my presentation of 
different historical periods is uneven, reflecting a general lack of outside interest in Buru by 
the centres. And at the same time, enough material is available to demonstrate that Buru's 
past is complex — perhaps too complex to be adequately described and analysed within the 
limitations of a single chapter. Given these challenges, I aim here to contextualise 
contemporary Buru social life in terms of its external relations in time and space.
THE REGIONAL CONTEXT: A TALE OF TWO TREES
Any account of Bum's history must be situated within the context of world demand for 
spices. The clove tree (Eugenia caryophyllata) is native only to several islands in north 
Maluku1 and the nutmeg tree (Myristica fragrans), native only to the Banda islands in central 
Maluku. Valued for both medicinal and culinary purposes, cloves and nutmeg have been used
^ h e  specific places in north Maluku where cloves first appear to have been collected for trade include the coastal 
lowlands of Halmahera and several small islands immediately to the west: Makian, Ternate, Tidore, Moti and 
Bacan (Ellen 1979:54).
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in places far from their source for several millenia.2 During the time of the Srivijaya Empire 
on Sumatra (7th to the 11th centuries A.D.) and the Majapahit Empire on Java (14th century), 
traders made lucrative profits obtaining these spices from Maluku for relatively small amounts 
of cloth, rice and other commodities. From these southeast Asian centres the spices were then 
traded again — sometimes several times over — eventually ending up in China, India, the 
Middle East and Europe, with each trader having made a significant profit in the process.
THE 15th CENTURY: EXPANSION OF THE MOSLEM TRADING WORLD
Towards the 15th century the demand for spices in Europe increased and the 
importance of the spice trade rose significantly (Reid 1984:20). At the same time, a network 
of trading ports was becoming established throughout southeast Asia in places where a triad of 
social factors was often present: trade, Islam, and the use of Malay as a trade language (Reid 
1984: 21). Such was the case with Melaka (Malacca), one of the most important of these 
trading ports, established early in the 15th century. Melaka was strategically located on the 
straits between Sumatra and the peninsula of Malaya, through which trading boats from all 
directions had to pass.
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Map 2: The Indonesian archipelago
2Exactly when this trade began is not known, but as the historian Lapian (1965:67) notes, cloves and nutmeg can 
serve as "tracers" of contact because these trees were original only to these islands, making it possible to at least 
partly reconstruct the history of outside contact by references to cloves and nutmeg. In a recent archaeological 
find dated at about 1700 B.C. in a Mesopotamian site in present-day Syria, cloves were found in the remains of a 
pantry room in a common household, suggesting a very early period of long distance trade. Some of the earliest 
written references to cloves include a Chinese source during the Han dynasty (206 BC - 222 AD) (Andaya 
1993:1,2). European documents record that Silvester, the Bishop of Rome from 314-335, was given a gift of 150 
pounds o f cloves (Lapian 1965:67).
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During the second half of the 15th century two ports in Maluku became incorporated 
into the Moslem trading world: Ternate, one of the clove islands with a good harbour, and 
Banda, a port at the source of nutmeg. During this period the dominant families of both 
Ternate and Banda adopted Islam. Asian traders and Islamic teachers settled at both ports and 
Malay became the language of trade and of religion. Ternate developed into a sultanate, 
establishing regional dependencies who regularly sent cloves, food and warriors as tribute. 
As a result of the increased wealth, Ternate came to control most of the clove trade. In the 
following two centuries, Bum's external relations would be intertwined with Ternate and the 
clove trade.
THE 16th CENTURY: INVOLVEMENT OF THE PORTUGUESE
Although their precise location was still unknown to Europeans, by the end of the 15th 
century the Spice Islands had become legendary as the source of Oriental wealth. Recognising 
that the wealth of Islamic sultanates (such as Istanbul) came from the spice trade, Europeans 
had both economic and religious motives to monopolise this trade (Vlekke 1959:91).3 At the 
turn of the 16th century the technological improvements and navigating successes of the 
Spanish and Portuguese escalated in world-wide exploration which included the search for a 
direct sea route to the Spice Islands. Following Vasco de Gama's newly discovered route 
around Africa, in 1511 the Portuguese conquistador, Alfonso de Albuquerque, sailed to India, 
took control of Goa, and then sailed on to take control of the strategic port of Melaka. Before 
the year was out, he sent three ships on to the Spice Islands, guided by a Malay skipper. One 
ship was lost, one reached Banda and returned to Melaka with a load of nutmeg, and the third, 
commanded by Francisco Serräo, was shipwrecked on some small islands in the Banda Sea. 
The survivors were assisted by natives who took them to Hitu, a Moslem village on the 
northern peninsula of Ambon Island. The news that the Portuguese had taken Melaka had 
spread throughout the region and shortly after the Sultan of Ternate sent an envoy to Hitu, 
inviting Serräo to Ternate. Serräo took up the offer, establishing a good relationship with the 
Sultan who allowed him to have a temporary trading post (feitoria) on Ternate. In 1522 a 
permanent fort (fortaleza) was established there, providing the Portuguese with military 
supremacy over other traders.4
3Greater European involvement in the spice trade also occurred in 1453 when some of the overland trade routes 
to Europe were closed after the capture of Constantinople by Moslem Ottoman Turks.
4The fort depended heavily on yearly provisions and salaries being sent from Goa. This remained the only 
Portuguese fort in the area east of Melaka until 1569 (Jacobs 1974, 1:8*).
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Map 3: The region of the Spice Islands
Initially Ternate and Banda were the main focus of Portuguese interest, but soon 
Ambon — an island with neither cloves nor nutmeg — became increasingly important as a 
place for their boats to wait until the winds changed for the return trip to Melaka and Goa.5 
For several years they stayed near Hitu, but soon moved to the south side of the peninsula in 
Ambon Bay near the villages of Tawiri and Hatiwi (Native) where there was a more protected 
anchoring place. The move was also motivated by religious conflict between the Catholic 
Portuguese and the Moslem leaders of Hitu (Abdurachman 1974:114-116; Keuning 
1988:368). By having the Portuguese move to Tawiri and Hatiwi, the Hitu Moslems had sent 
them to live with other "infidels".
^Because of the predictability of the monsoons, the Portuguese crown set out an official schedule for the voyages 
of their royal sailing ships to Maluku. In April the royal clove ship (nau da carreira) would leave Goa to arrive 
in Ternate in October. The nutmeg ship (nau de Banda) would leave Goa in September, to arrive in Banda the 
next February. The return voyage could be done only once a year, and after the trading was accomplished in 
Ternate and Banda each year, both ships headed to Ambon to 'hibernate'(envernar) from mid February until mid 
May when they would sail west again to hopefully arrive in Cochin in January or February of the following year 
just before the last ship left for Portugal. Other private Portuguese vessels often accompanied the royal ships, or 
sailed at other times, but the official vessels were meant to maintain the schedule as close as possible (Jacobs 
1974, 1:8-9*).
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Map 4: Ambon and the Lease Islands
Under the influence of the Portuguese, people in the villages of Tawiri and Hatiwi 
became Christians and soon people in other non-Moslem villages followed.6 As this occurred 
central Maluku became embroiled in very complex sets of oppositions. First, there was the 
religious conflict between Islam and Christianity transferred from the Iberian peninsula of 
Europe to this new setting. Second, a native political system found on Ambon, Seram and 
surrounding islands involved two village alliance groups who regarded each other as 
traditional enemies: the ’League of Nine’ (Uli Siwa) and the ’League of Five’ (Uli Lima).'1 
Often villages established trading relations with foreigners and accepted a new religion 
consistent with the other villages in their alliance group.
6In some ways the expansion of Christianity was part of official Portuguese policy, often stated as 'trading post, 
fort, and church' (feitoria, fortaleza e igreja). In the previous century the overseas church had been placed by the 
Pope under the 'patronate' (padroado) of the King of Portugal in the capacity of Grand Master of the Order of 
Christ. Clergy usually accompanied Portuguese ships to care for the needs of those on board and when a fortress 
was built to care for the soldiers in the garrison and any other Portuguese living near the fort. Their primary 
duties were to minister to the Europeans, but when situations arose, they were also involved in the conversion of 
others (Jacobs 1974, 1:13*).
'Among other things this Siwa-Lima classification has associations with an even more fundamental Austronesian 
opposition between immigrants and autochthons. This is suggested even in early Portuguese descriptions: A 
gemte destas ilhas se devide em duas geracois ... por omde, pella mayor parte, sempre ha briguas, emtre hums e 
outros, e asim dizem tambem que os Olilimas que sao de casta de mouro e naturais, e os Olicivas estramgeiros, e 
que comem porco. Este comumente sao mui afeicoados aos Portugezes...('The people of these islands divide 
themselves into two groups, ... who are, for the most part, always fighting with each other, and they also say that 
the Olilimas who are Moors are natives, and the Olicivas foreigners and eat pork. These are often very friendly 
to the Portuguese.’) (Relagäo Vascon^elos in Sä 1956, IV: 194-195). Valeri (1989) presents an insightful analysis 
of the Siwa-Lima system in Central Maluku, noting the historical complexities that intertwined categories such as 
immigrant/authchthon, male/female, land/sea, Christianity/Islam. The important point here is that regardless of 
which dual categories are applied in a specific context, the two group were opposites-"eternal enemies"--meant to 
interact only through war.
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Each village belonged to either the League of Five or the League o f N in e.... As a 
result o f the influence o f this system the villages o f the one would make political and 
cultural choices that were opposed to the choices o f nearby villages o f the other. The 
villages o f the north coast o f Hitu belonged to the League o f Five, had embraced Islam 
and sought support from the Javanese. The villages o f the south coast o f Hitu, 
including Hatiwe and Tawiri, belonged to the League of Nine, were still heathen and 
sought an alliance with the Portuguese. By and large the heathen villages o f Ambon 
and Lease8 belonging to the League o f Nine in the 16th century became the allies o f 
the Portuguese which as a rule implied that they embraced Christianity. The villages 
o f  the League o f Five in these islands were inclined to accept Islam and seek the 
support o f Javanese and Ternatans, on the other hand (van Fraassen 1983:5).
A third opposition in Maluku at the time was the rivalry between Ternate and Tidore. The 
leaders of Tidore (a small clove-producing island near Ternate and similar in size) had also 
adopted Islam and were competing with Ternate for wealth and influence. The eagerness of 
the Sultan of Ternate in establishing trading relationships with the Portuguese reflected his 
desire to have the militarily superior Portuguese allied with himself rather than Tidore.9 
Finally, Javanese and other traders from the western parts of the archipelago did not stop their 
attempts to continue trading in Maluku merely because the Portuguese had arrived. Thus, 
another set of enemies included the Javanese and the Portuguese, both seeking to trade in 
Maluku.
In some ways these oppositions reinforced each other, but there was also complexity in 
that allies rarely had completely parallel goals. Ternate and Tidore, for example, were 
political enemies and yet religious allies under Islam. Hitu continually tried to assert its 
political independence from Ternate, and yet would ally itself with Ternate against the 
Portuguese when they both came to see the Portuguese as their common enemy. Ternate and 
the Portuguese quickly established themselves as religious enemies and yet were economically 
dependent on each other as trading partners. When leaders from Hitu requested support from 
Japara on Java to drive the Portuguese out of Maluku, the Portuguese were forced to rely 
solely on the Uli Siwa villages in Ambon Bay. The situation on Ambon thus became 
delineated quite strongly in terms of an Uli Lima-Moslem-Javanese faction centred on Hitu 
versus an Uli Siwa-Christian-Portuguese faction centred at Hative, Tawiri and other Uli Siwa 
villages.
In the 1530s Hitu began to make war raids, burning and destroying Christian Uli Siwa 
villages on Ambon. Javanese and Ternatans assisted Hitu in building up powerful fleets of 
'war canoes' (kora-kora). To seek protection from these attacks, in 1536 a leader from Hative
8Lease refers to the smaller islands near Ambon: Saparua, Haruku and Nusa Laut.
Complicating this Ternate/Tidore rivalry was the fact that for much of the century the Spanish, the Iberian rivals 
of the Portuguese, were also in Maluku, allied with Tidore.
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went to the Portuguese administrative centre at Goa10 requesting Portuguese protection against 
the raids of the Moslem Uli Lima of Hitu (Abdurachman 1974:120). In agreeing, the 
Portuguese took on a new role as protectorate of Christian villages in central Maluku. In 
1538 a Portuguese fleet was sent to Ambon, dispersing the Hitu war fleet.
The middle of the 16th century brought a new form of European presence to Maluku 
with the arrival of Jesuit priests, sent specifically to attend to the native Christians.* 11 Like the 
secular Portuguese presence, the Jesuit Mission in Maluku was officially centred on Ternate, 
but priests lived on Ambon as well as other islands in north Maluku.12 After the Jesuits 
arrived the number of Christians increased. Consequently, opposition from Hitu escalated 
once again and the Christian villages became even more dependent on the Portuguese for 
protection. From February until May when the Portuguese ships were in harbour each year 
waiting out the monsoon, the Christians were safe, but as soon as the Portuguese left, they 
were once again vulnerable to attack. After these raids some villages would — from the 
priest's point of view — ’apostatise' and renege on their alliance with the Portuguese. To 
prevent this the Jesuits began to officially request that a permanent Portuguese military 
presence be placed on Ambon to protect the Christians. Knowing the Portuguese were in a 
double bind, Sultan Hairun of Ternate opposed this and because their economic relationship 
with Ternate was more important, the Portuguese complied with the Sultan. But from the 
perspective of the Jesuits, the Portuguese were officially supporting the enemy of the Catholic 
Church and they let their criticisms be known in Europe.13
Up against the Ternate-Portuguese clove monopoly, the Javanese traders allied with 
Hitu decided to take another approach by growing cloves elsewhere. In short order clove 
trees were planted on the island of Ambon, on Hoamoal (the western peninsula of Seram) and 
on Burn. As these trees produce well after about six years, cloves soon became available in 
central Maluku, effecting a significant economic transformation in the region. After a 
particularly intense religious conflict in 1558 in which many villages reneged on their 
Christian-Portuguese alliance and several priests were killed (Vlekke 1959:100), the 
Portuguese finally changed their position and agreed to establish a permanent military 
presence on Ambon. In 1569 a wooden fort was built at Hila on the north coast. To put more
10At Goa he was baptised and given the name Don Manuel.
11 On a visit to Ambon in 1546 Francisco Xavier, the co-founder of the Society of Jesus, had decided that Jesuits 
needed to be sent permanently to Maluku.
12According to the Jesuit historian Jacobs (1974 I; 17*), the total number of Jesuits for the first 30 years was 
never more than 10 or 11 at any one time. Through the letters of many Jesuits it is clear that they never felt there 
were adequate workers and they sent a constant cry to their superiors in Rome for more help.
13Vlekke (1959:411) notes Wessels' (1926) political analysis of this situation in recognising that many of the 
Jesuits were not Portuguese, but Italian and Flemish.
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distance between their enemies at Hitu, the fort was later moved to the Leitimor peninsula on 
the bay at Galala and then to Batu Merah. In June 1576 a stone fort, Nossa Senhora de 
Am mciada , was built at the site which is the present day town of Ambon. Replacing the fort 
in Iernate which the Portuguese had surrendered in 1575 after murdering the Sultan (1570), 
this new fort quickly became the centre of trade, religious and administrative life for the 
Portuguese. Because of the religious conflict on the island, many native Christian villages 
founded new villages around the fort as they sought protection.14
Photograph 2: Statue of St. Francisco Xavier, Ambon.
[This statue is outside the main Catholic cathedral in Ambon. The crab by his feet 
holds a small crucifix representing the crab that returned Xavier's crucifix after it fell 
into the sea while he was getting out of a boat during a visit to Maluku in 1546.1
14The fort was built on land granted by the Raja of Soa, a village in the mountains of the southern peninsula of  
Ambon, but there was no previous settlement where the fort was built. This was significant as the settlement 
around the fort developed into a heterogeneous population in which no single ethnic group or village could make a 
prior claim to the settlement. Many Christian villages had representatives living around the fort and as 
Abdurachman (1974:129) notes "until the present day one remembers the part of town, where the rajas of 
Nusaniwi, Kilang, Hitu and even Luhu (on Seran (Seram|) had their ’embassies'".
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As the century came to an end, Portuguese influence gradually declined in Maluku as 
it did in Europe. After expelling the Portuguese, Ternate established an economic alliance 
with traders from Hitu and Java. In the meantime the Portuguese had made an alliance with 
Tidore, and had built a fort there in 1578. But both the Portuguese and Tidore were weak. 
Their enemies included the increasingly powerful Ternatan alliance as well as other Europeans 
beginning to arrive in Maluku, competing for a share of the spice profits. In 1599 the first 
Dutch ship made its way to Maluku, and in the following year the Dutch established an 
alliance with Hitu. In 1605 the Dutch admiral Steven van der Haghen captured the fort on 
Ambon which had come to have such strategic political significance for the Portuguese.
Even though Burn did not play a major role in these regional events, it was not 
excluded from the regional power struggles. Having no native clove or nutmeg trees, Burn 
was initially of no economic interest to any traders seeking spices, and the Portuguese records 
suggest there was relatively little contact with Burn. The main sea routes to Maluku used by 
the Portuguese, the northern via de Borneo and the southern via de Banda both by-passed 
Burn (Jacobs 1974, 1:8-9*).
When the Jesuits arrived in mid century, they reported on the Christians they found in 
Maluku, including 4,000 Christians on Bum.15 As the official Portuguese ships did not stop 
at Bum, Jacobs (1974, 1:138) concludes that these first conversions on Bum must have been 
made through some unnamed private Portuguese merchant. The Jesuit letters do not specify
l s Three different letters written by Jesuits in 1553 and 1554 mention this (Jacobs 1974, 1:138; 151; 154).
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exactly where these Christian villages were on Burn. The most explicit reference is found in 
another Portuguese document:
Esta ilha do Burro he muito grande, porque era de roda sento e sincoenta legoas; esta 
norte sul e da banda do sul, a gente que habita, säo todos mouros, tao mouros como 
säo os de Mecua; e ha tres lugares principaes, hum por nome Rumaite e outro 
Vaicama e outro Laciala.
Os outros lugares estäo da banda do Norte, e dizem elles que säo christäos, 
principalmente sei eu que comem eles porque, e tern nome de christäos; näo se 
conversäo huns com os outros, e na real verdade, estiveräo ja  padres nos seus lugares 
e portuguezes e foräo christäos e tiveräo conhecimento de Deos.
This island of Burro [Burn] is very big, for it is 150 leagues around, that is north south 
and the people who live on the south coast are all Moors, Moors as those of Mecua 
[Mecca]; and there are three principal places, one called Ramaite [Lumaite] another 
Vaicama [Wae Sama] and another Laciala [Lasiali].16
The other places are on the north coast and they say that they are Christians, I know at 
least that they eat pork and have Christian names; they don't speak with each other 
[north coast Christians and south coast Moslems?], and in actual fact there have 
already been priests at their places and Portuguese and they were Christians and had a 
knowledge of God. (Relagao Vascongelos in Sä 1956, IV:322).
This description of Burn with north coast Christians and south coast Moslems is consistent 
with other historical descriptions of the 16th century. Rumphius, who wrote a political 
history of central Maluku in the 17th century, mentions a small wooden fort that had been 
built by the Portuguese at the Bay of Tjiko Morassa [Jiku Merasa], adding that it was situated 
there at the request of the "oelisivas van Tagalissa" (1910, 1:12). It is likely Tagalisa was at 
least one of the Christian areas on north Burn referred to but unnamed by the Jesuits, and that 
the small fort there was built to protect the Christians, as was done by the Portuguese 
elsewhere in Maluku. Jesuit letters also mention that the Christians on Burn were severely 
persecuted in the 1558 conflict (Jacobs 1974, 1:349).
While there may have been relatively little contact with the Portuguese, in the 16th 
century Burn had significant interaction with Ternate, particularly after the Sultan set out to 
acquire new lands for his sultanate and for Islam. An important Ternatan warrior called 
Samarau was sent out around 1534 and the first land he conquered for Ternate was Burn. 
Samarau established himself at the village of Tomahu on the west coast of Burn where there is 
an excellent harbour protected by off-shore islands (Rumphius 1910, 1:16). At its peak in the 
16th century, Tomahu was a large town with many foreign traders, particularly Javanese. 
From Tomahu Ternatan influence on Burn spread to the villages of Fogi, Ballamata,
16Lasiali is not a Buru place name today, but according to Rumphius (1983:195) it was a large village near Ilat on 
the east coast.
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Hukumina and Bara as well as other areas on the northwest part of the island (Rumphius 
1983:190).
In the last quarter of the century Burn became even more embroiled in regional issues 
as people in different villages on the island acted in line with their own concerns. Samarau's 
son, Rubohongi (a renowned Ternatan warrior like his father) conquered more parts of Burn 
for Ternate as well as the Hoamoal peninsula of eastern Seram. However, his conquests were 
contested by Tidore, and when Rubohongi went to Sulawesi to conquer Tomini, a Tidorese 
warrior, Kaicili Salamma, came to Burn and drove the Ternatans from Tomahu and Jiku 
Merasa (Rumphius 1910,1:18). It may have been at this time, when the Portuguese had allied 
themselves with Tidore, that the small fort at Jiku Merasa was built. But when Rubohongi 
returned from Tomini he quickly reconquered all these places, driving out the Tidorese. The 
Portuguese and local inhabitants from the villages of Tagalisa, Leliali and Ilat were also 
driven away to the village of Zeith on the east coast. Later they were again driven away from 
there by local inhabitants (Rumphius 1983:195).
So while there was a period in Bum’s history when it could be considered subordinate 
to Ternate, it was a subordination that did not go uncontested. When a Jesuit father visited 
Bum from July to September 1581:
he found the island split into two factions: followers of the king of Ternate, and 
supporters of Portugal-Tidore, and agitated by internal war. He could only animate 
the Christians to side with the pro-Portugal party. (Jacobs 1980, II: 22*).17
Another Portuguese account describes how a party of Ternatans arrived on Bum in the early 
1580s, sent out by Sultan Baab Ullah with two warboats (kora-kora) led by a Ternatan prince. 
The Ternatans demanded five manned kora-koras from the leaders of Lumaite, Waisama and 
Lasiali to accompany them to capture the Portuguese fort on Solor (near Timor). The Bum 
leaders agreed to give the boats but refused to provide the men, saying that Solor was 80 
leagues away and no one from Bum had the slightest desire to go there. After days of 
negotiations people of Waisama and Lumaite killed all the Ternatan men from the two kora- 
kora but the leader of Lasiali tipped off the prince who escaped. The prince was so afraid of 
the Bum people he sailed to the Portuguese fort on Ambon for protection. Shortly thereafter, 
the three leaders from Bum also arrived at the fort in Ambon in five large kora-koras,
a dar obediencia a fortaleza, fazendosse vassallos del-rey de Portugal, e que yamais 
numqua seriao amigos del-rey de Ternate
17As Jacobs also notes (1980, 11:22*), this trip was the end of any Catholic endeavour in Burn for several 
centuries.
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to give obeisance to the fort, making themselves vassals of the King of Portugal, and 
that even more they would never be friends with the King of Temate (Relagao 
Vascongelos in Sä 1956, IV:324).
While the sultan's representatives lived at Tomahu and Ternatan control extended to 
several surrounding villages, places such as Wae Sama, Lumaite, and Lasiali were 
geographically far from Tomahu and acted independently. Because these east coast villages 
had assisted Hitu in earlier wars against the Christians on Ambon, the Portuguese Captain was 
utterly amazed when they came to the fort requesting an alliance as "these were the people 
who had made war against the Christians in Ambon more than the Ternatans" (Relagäo 
Vascongelos in Sä 1956, IV:324). The people of Lumaite, in particular, were considered to 
be 'people of war and of the sea’ [gerne de gerra e do mar) (Relagäo Vascongeios in Sä 1956, 
IV: 322).
Thus, the 16th century was a significant period in the history of Burn, particularly 
coastal Burn. During this time both Islam and Christianity were adopted by different villages 
on the island. At different times during this century parts of Burn were considered 
subordinate to the Sultan of Ternate, the Sultan of Tidore, and the King of Portugal. In many 
ways, the so-called sovereignty of these lands over Burn was more a discourse of claim and 
counterclaim by outsiders in Ternate, Tidore and Ambon than actual authority or control on 
Burn. Thus for example, a Jesuit Father writing from Ambon in 1593 saw Burn as being at 
peace with Portugal by virtue of being a 'vassal of Tidore':
Outra ilha esta' mais apartada de Amboino por nome Burro, cujos naturais estäo de 
paz comnosco por serem vassallos d 'el-rey de Tydore.
There is another island more separated from Ambon called Burn, whose people live at 
peace with Portugal for its people are vassals of Tidore. (Jacobs 1980, 11:22*)
However, when the Dutch arrived and took stock of the situation twelve years later, it was to 
their advantage to see Burn as a dependency of Ternate. This determined Bum's interaction 
with the outside world for the next several centuries.
1605 - 1658: THE VOC STRUGGLE FOR MONOPOLY
The first sixty years of Dutch presence in Maluku were tumultuous ones in which the 
Verenigde Oost-Indische Compagnie (hereafter VOC) struggled to establish its monopoly over 
the spice trade. But as in the previous century, the Europeans were by no means the only 
political actors in Maluku. Local politics were also very complex during this period and must 
be carefully unravelled in order to understand the ways people on Bum acted and were acted 
upon by others.
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One consequence of the VOC takeover was the expulsion of the Jesuits. This was the 
first step in replacing Portuguese Catholicism with Dutch Calvinism in Maluku. But although 
they could expel the priests, the Dutch found it was not as easy to rid the people of Catholic 
practices. For many years the Christians on Ambon yearned for the return of the Fathers and 
were quick to point out the devotion and piety of the Fathers in contrast to the behaviour of 
the Dutch (Keuning 1988:375). Cooley's (1961) analysis of the 'Protestant Church of 
Maluku' (Gereja Protestan Maluku; hereafer GPM), notes the significance of the Catholic 
origins of Christianity in Maluku, commenting that it has been "Protestant for three centuries, 
and Christian for four". (Cooley 1961 :xix). Eventually this Ambonese variety of Christianity 
would effect Burn and many other areas in the region.
When the Portuguese surrendered the Ambon fort, the Dutch interpreted this to 
include the surrender of all villages that had been under Portuguese protection. Thus, people 
on the Christian villages on the southern peninsula of Ambon, the Lease islands and parts of 
Seram were considered by the Dutch from the start to be their subjects. In a different 
category were villages which the Dutch considered not to have been under Portuguese 
sovereignty. So from their earliest contacts they attempted to establish contracts with these 
latter villages and make them allies. Before Admiral van der Haghen left Ambon after 
capturing the fort, he made a flurry of such treaties, established the Gouvernement van 
Amboina and appointed a Governor for the 'Ambon islands'. In short order the VOC set up 
an administration from the fort, seeing the region as comprised of their subjects who were 
expected to obey them, their allies with whom they had established treaties, and then finally, 
other nations subordinate to their allies.
From the fort, Burn was seen as belonging to the last category: a 'nation under the 
sovereignty of Ternate'. This is seen in a 1607 contract18 with Ternate in which the Dutch 
recognised
alle ondersaten van de kroone van Ternaten als Xula, Bouro, Combello, Loehoe,...
all the lands that sit under the crown of Ternate, such as Sula, Burn, Kambello, Luhu
[on the Hoamoal peninsula of Seram]... (Corpus Diplomaticum I, 1907:52).
In this contract the Dutch promised to protect Ternate against the Spanish. In return, the 
Dutch could build forts wherever they saw fit, and Ternate — and all its dependencies — 
were to sell their cloves only to the VOC.19
18Corpus Diplomaticum I, 1907:50.
19 A second treatise was signed with Ternate two years later when the Dutch saw the Spanish presence as much 
more of a threat as they were supplied yearly from Manila. The Dutch enlisted the assistance of Ternate and its
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The Ternatan warriors who had been on Burn in the 16th century, Samarau and 
Rubuhongi, both belonged as father and son to an important Ternatan 'clan' (soa), Tomagola. 
This was not the royal clan, but the clan which came to establish a dynasty' of Ternatan royal 
representatives called kimelaha20 (Rumphius 1910, 1:16; Leirissa 1973:86; van Fraassen 
1987:82). As overlords of the Ternatan overseas provinces, they made contracts with traders 
and managed the local tribute to be sent to Ternate, often marrying daughters of the local 
elite. After Rubuhongi had driven the Portuguese and Tidorese from Burn and established 
Ternatan control on the rest of Buru, he went on to Luhu (on the Hoamoal peninsula of 
Seram) and established himself there as kimelaha (Rumphius 1910, 1:18). Over the years the 
Ternatan kimelahas on Buru and Seram continued to be from the same soa, linking Buru and 
the Hoamoal peninsula of Seram in a variety of activities and responses by the Dutch.
At this time clove production just in central Maluku was in excess of world 
consumption and needed to be curtailed in order to gain a profit (Meilink-Roelofsz 
1962:218,224; Chauvel 1990:19). For several reasons, mainly to do with their own operating 
procedures, this was difficult for the VOC to achieve. First, they offered very low prices for 
the cloves they sought to buy in Maluku, in effect, encouraging people to sell to other traders 
who offered better prices. As in previous times, numerous Asian traders in Maluku played an 
important role by bringing commodities such as rice, brass gongs, and cloth at a low price 
from the western part of the archipelago to be exchanged for cloves in Maluku. The VOC 
policy, on the other hand, was to pay for cloves in cash, Spanish real, rather than to offer 
trade items. They came to realise that if they expelled the Asian traders they would need to 
provide these essential trade items themselves. While considerable debate was going on 
within the Company as to whether they should become involved in such trade, the situation 
worsened before their eyes. In 1619 a treaty was signed in Europe between Holland and 
England requiring the Dutch East India Company to cooperate with the English East India 
Company. The English were already based at the south Sulawesi port of Makassar within 
easy reach of Maluku. To abide by this new European treaty, the Dutch could no longer keep 
them out of the area. Soon English traders were present on Ambon and even more so at 
Kambello on the Hoamoal peninsula of Seram, which was by 1620 a thriving centre of both 
European and Asian (non-VOC) trade (Leirissa 1973:91).
With their dream of monopoly even further removed, the VOC made new contracts 
with their allies and even with the subordinates of their allies, to remind them that they had
dependencies in fighting the Spanish. Again Buru was included in this 1609 contract (Corpus Diplomaticum I, 
1907:61) as a "nation under the sovereignty of Ternate".
20Kimelaha is a term also spelled Gimelaha and Quimelaha, and translated variously as standhouder der coning 
van Ternate, royal governor, and wakil Sultan.
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promised to sell cloves only to the Dutch. When almost no one complied, the Dutch were 
exasperated and saw treaty-breakers as deserving punishment. Between 1620 and 1625 (when 
the renowned Jan Pieterzoon Coen was Governor-General and van Spelt Governor of Ambon) 
the VOC made drastic decisions: people would be punished for breaking treaties; all other 
traders would be expelled from the area; and from that time on they would strictly control the 
clove producing areas. Much of the population of Banda was annihilated in retaliation for 
selling to non-VOC traders and the island was totally depopulated. The Seram port town of 
Kambello was repeatedly shelled from Dutch boats to discourage other traders from going 
there. The VOC also built a rash of small forts around the islands of Lease and Seram to 
watch the troublesome areas like Kambello and to expel unwanted traders. To control the 
actual production of cloves, the VOC designated Ambon and the Lease islands (Saparua, 
Haruku, Nusa Laut) as the only clove-producing areas. Each household on these islands was 
ordered to plant ten new clove trees a year. By conscripting both native labour and boats, 
yearly hongi expeditions were made around the islands of central Maluku to eradicate any 
clove trees growing in prohibited places.
In the 1630's several local leaders began taking a prominently anti-VOC and anti- 
Ternate position, particularly the Kimelaha Luhu on Hoamoal, and Kakiali, a Hitu leader who 
became a new Kapitan Hitu upon his father's death in 1633.21 In the same year Kimelaha 
Luhu married Kakiali's sister and the two leaders became not only brothers-in-law, but co- 
strugglers against the VOC and Ternate (Rumphius 1910, 1:194; Leirissa 1973:104,105). The 
two men went to Makassar and requested assistance from the Sultan of Goa. From the wealth 
collected in trade and harbour fees at the Makassar port, this sultan was militarily equipped 
and wanting to expand his sultanate. As a result, as many as 12,000 Makassarese soldiers 
may have been sent to central Maluku. (Leirissa 1973:109).
With these two influential men acting independently of Ternate and having the support 
of Makassar, the Dutch were concerned. When Governor-General van Diemen made a trip 
through the archipelago in 1638, Sultan Hamzah was called from Ternate to discuss the 
problem of his poorly controlled lands and his insubordinate kimelaha who would not obey 
orders to keep out foreign traders. Subsequently, a contract was signed22 in which the VOC 
agreed to acknowledge the Sultan's dominion over all Islamic areas in central Maluku23 as 
long as every clove was delivered to the VOC and traders from Java and Makassar were kept
21Despite various tensions that arose between Hitu and the VOC, Kakiali's father had continued to see the Dutch 
as allies against the Portuguese, based on his presence during the early contact with the Dutch. After his father’s 
death, however, as the new Kapitan Hitu, Kakiali saw the VOC as a bitter enemy.
22Corpus Diplomaticum I, 1907:316.
23It was a political move to acknowledge all Islamic areas in central Maluku as under the dominion of Ternate. 
This included Hitu which saw itself as independent of Ternate.
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out of the region. In return, the Sultan gave the VOC governor the right to administer his 
lands in central Maluku. Thus, Burn, Manipa, Kelang, Boano and Seram came under direct 
VOC administration while still considered subjects of Ternate.
This treaty was only a paper answer, as the kimelaha were not about to surrender their 
lands to VOC administration. By the end of the 1630's the VOC finally realised these areas of 
central Maluku would have to be dealt with directly, not through their subordination to 
Ternate. They concentrated first on the Hoamoal peninsula, defeating Kimelaha Luhu in 
1642. He and his family went to Ambon, but Sultan Hamzah demanded they be executed for 
treason because Luhu had offered Ternatan land to the Sultan of Makassar in exchange for 
Makassarese assistance. To appease Ternate, the VOC complied (Rumphius 1910, 1:200; 
Leirissa 1973:109).
The VOC then turned their attention to Hitu where Kakiali had built a fort high in the 
mountains, where he and his men were out of reach of the VOC and from where they could 
engage in various raids against VOC posts on the coast. Although the Dutch bribed Kakiali's 
Spanish adviser to murder him, even after his death in 1642 it took several more years before 
all of Kakiali's men were captured. But Hitu was finally incorporated into VOC administered 
lands and all mountain settlements were forced to relocate to the coast. Furthermore, the local 
government of Hitu was abolished as was the position of Kapitan Hitu (Rumphius 1910, 
1:221; Leirissa 1973:109).
The next turn of events occurred in Ternate when Sultan Hamzah died in 1648 without 
an heir and the VOC manipulated local affairs so that Mandarsyah, a pro-Dutch nephew of 
Hamzah, became sultan. The Ternatan nobility, however, felt the next sultan should have 
been Mandarsyah's elder brother. Within a year Sultan Mandarsyah signed a treaty 
transferring the autonomy of all central Maluku lands to the VOC. As a result, many 
Ternatans revolted against Mandarsyah who had to be protected by the Dutch. To keep the 
Hoamoal peninsula from VOC control, Ternatan warriors fought the VOC there in a savage 
war from 1651-1656. Eventually the VOC gained the upper hand and had the area completely 
depopulated, sending the people to live dispersed among Moslem villages on Hitu and the 
leaders to live by the fort on Ambon. They also destroyed all clove trees on the peninsula.
During the years of conflict on Hitu and Hoamoal, the kimelaha of Burn also refused 
to recognise either Sultan Hamzah's or Mandarsyah's transfer of the island to the VOC. 
There was also a strong bond of loyalty to Kakiali who had not only married into the family 
but had lived at Wae Sama on Burn for a year. Through these connections people on Burn 
became involved in the anti-VOC and anti-Ternate struggle. In 1637 four boats from Wae
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Sama had gone to assist Kakiali's fight against the VOC on Hitu (Rumphius 1910, 1:159). 
Due to its geographical position and the local terrain which provided many excellent shelters 
in river mouths, Burn was an excellent place to hide boats coming from Makassar. To the 
VOC, this was the most problematic thing about Burn. In 1644 the VOC Governor officially 
complained to Kimelaha Fakiri at Tomahu about Bum's taking in of "foreign guests", 
requesting they either be punished or kept out (Rumphius 1910, 1:236). Wae Sama was 
particularly problematic as there were many clove trees there.
Dewijle op Boeroe omtrent Waysamma vele Nagulboomen stonden, waar van niets off 
weinig in 's Comp handen quam, maar alleenlijk dienden om de vreemdelingen aan te 
locken.
While on Burn around Wae Sama there are many clove trees which result in little or 
nothing coming into the Company's hand, but only serve to entice foreigners there 
(Rumphius 1910, 1:269).
In fact, Wae Sama was seen as such a threat that the leader, called Patti Wae Sama, was 
captured and held in chains at the fort in Ambon before being sent to exile in Batavia. In 
1648 a Dutch lieutenant and a small force were sent to Wae Sama where they destroyed 3000 
clove trees between Ilat and Lumaite and pulled up countless smaller ones. They also 
managed to capture and burn down a Makassarese fort up a river and to burn several 
Makassarese boats (Rumphius 1910, 11:50).
The VOC eventually concluded that they not only needed to expel the Makassarese 
from Bum and to destroy the 'illegal' clove trees there, something also had to be done about 
the people whom they saw as being unmly and untmstworthy. When Sultan Mandarsyah was 
on his way to marry a Butonese princess (and presumably go on to Batavia) in 1652, he stayed 
on the way at Tomahu on Bum. The people there greatly insulted him, infuriating the Dutch 
who saw this as people refusing to acknowledge their king. In revenge, the VOC burned 
Tomahu and several other villages.
Around 1650 Kimelaha Hasi became kimelaha of Bum and refused to be subordinate 
to either the Dutch or Ternate. He may have lived at Tomahu initially, but by 1658 he was 
living on the other side of the island near Kayeli Bay, having evaded Dutch attempts to 
capture him. But the VOC was determined to capture him and enlisted the services of a 
Sengadaja of Manipa called Cawassa who set out to do so with 500 native soldiers, a Dutch 
officer and two Dutch soldiers. When they arrived at the village where Kimelaha Hasi had 
been living, they found it empty, the inhabitants having all mn into the interior. Hasi and his 
associates were able to hide out for several months, but finally sent word to Cawassa that they 
would surrender themselves if they were given a pardon from the Governor (Rumphius 1910,
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II: 116-118). On 2 October 1658 an envoy of Burn leaders including Kimelaha Hasi arrived at 
the fort in Ambon, escorted by Cawassa. The Governor made a treaty with these men, 
significant in that it was the only treaty the VOC made specifically with Burn, a treaty they 
saw as being made with the 'rebels of Burn' (muiters op Boero).24
The treaty included a pardon from the Company and Sultan Mandarsyah provided the 
Burn rebels would swear all loyalty to Mandarsyah; acknowledge that he had complete 
mastery over their lands and people; obey no other potentate or make a contract with no other 
people; stay legal allies of the VOC (who assured them their Moslem beliefs would not be 
harassed); and move all their villages around the entire island to live under the supervision of 
the VOC at a fort to be built at Kayeli. In accordance with the VOC agreement with 
Mandarsyah, all clove trees on Burn were also to be destroyed and the Burn leaders were to 
assist the VOC in locating them.25
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Map 6: Approximate location of villages removed to Kayeli fort in 1658
Obviously this contract resulted in significant changes for coastal Burn. The same 
month the contract was signed, the Governor went to Kayeli Bay where a temporary fort
24Corpus Diplomaticum II, 1931:133.
25 The treaty also stated that people finding any slaves escaping from Maluku, Ambon, or Banda that had fled to 
Buru would be excused provided they surrendered the slave to the Company, for which they would be given, 
head for head, 10 real.
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(called Mandarsyah!) was built manned by 24 soldiers with 4 cannons. Rumphius (1983:205) 
lists thirteen separate villages made around the fort, one for each of the villages from around 
the island who came to the fort: on the east side of the fort were the villages of Lumaite, 
Hukumina, Palamata, Tomahu and Masarete; Waisama lay to the south; and on the west side 
of the fort were Marulat, Leliali, Tagalisa, Ilat, Kayeli, Bara and Lisela.26 Each village had 
its own leader (Rumphius 1910, 11:118-121; Valentijn 1856, 11:197, 618). In 1664 a stone 
fort was made27 and in 1778 yet another fort, called Defensie, was made (Wilier 1858:97). 
The coastal peoples of Burn were thus removed from their homelands, forced into a mixed 
community with the Dutch as their ever-present overlord, cut off from their former overseas 
allies, and deprived of their local source of revenue from cloves.
So by virtue of being considered a dependency of Ternate, Burn finally came under 
VOC control. After the Spanish left Tidore in 1663, the VOC monopoly in Maluku was 
finally established at great expense to the local populations. Yearly hongi expeditions 
continued to be made throughout the region until 1828 to eradicate illegal clove trees. Burn 
— which now meant the villages around the fort at Kayeli — had to supply three kora-kora 
each year for the hongi (Rumphius 1983:205).
1658-1799: A PLACE OF VERY LITTLE PROFIT'
Once the monopoly was established, the next 150 years were ones of little change on 
Burn while the focus of VOC activity in Maluku was on the controlled clove producing areas 
of Ambon and Lease. The small Dutch presence at the Kayeli fort keeping an eye on the 
'rebels of Burn' included several soldiers under the authority of an opperhoofd along with an 
onderkoopman as bookkeeper (Valentijn 1856, 11:18, 665). Hoping to make some kind of 
profit on Burn, in 1660 VOC officials in Batavia sent an order to have the people of Burn 
grow rice (Rumphius 1910, 11:132). Small quantities were grown, but never enough from the 
Company's point of view. Even 100 years later they were still trying to encourage the 
production of more rice by increasing the purchase price (Knaap 1987:388). The Company 
also tried to grow indigo on Burn but were again disappointed. After several decades of effort 
it was reported in 1733 that because of "bleak ground, massive rain, flooding water, worm 
destruction and the inborn slowness and laziness of the natives", indigo cultivation could not
26Willer (1858:95) suggests that Fogi was missing from this list. Wilier (1858:138) includes a village called Fogi 
around the Kayeli fort with head of the rank of 'pattie'. Current oral history in Kayeli maintains the memory of a 
village o f Fogi as one of those around the fort (C. Grimes, personal communication).
27Initially the stone fort was called Cosburg after the VOC governor of Ambon at the time. Three years later it 
was changed to Oostburg (Rumphius 1910, 11:146).
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succeed (Knaap 1987:331). In 1767 it was also decided that Burn soil was too wet for 
growing pepper (Knaap 1987:388).
The most profitable commodity from Burn was — and still is — wood. In 1662 
ironwood planks were exported from Burn to Ambon for repairs at Fort Victoria (Knaap 
1987:211). Burn also supplied Ambon with firewood. Because of the abundant wood supply, 
boats were built at several places along the coast.28 Ebony wood was exported from Burn, 
and in 1733 the Company ordered it to be replanted as well (Knaap 1987:331). Orders were 
also sent in 1733 and again in 1775 and 1787 for the planting of teak wood on Burn (Knaap 
1987:388). At the Kayeli fort the Company provided cloth and a few other commodities for 
exchange such as salt. But as Valentijn (1856, 11:18) wrote, "only padi [rice] and carpentry 
wood were products of value from Burn and the Company made very little profit on the cloth 
it took to Bum".29
Although Bum proved to be of little economic value to the VOC, for Europeans it did 
prove to be a place full of natural curiosities. After they had been at Kayeli for only a few 
years, the Dutch began to hear of the lake in the centre of the island and of natives who lived 
there as well. In 1668 Jan Leipzig, the 'commander' (opperhoofd) at the fort, made the first 
European expedition to Lake Rana even though the interior of Bum was considered to be 
inaccessible, full of peril, frightful mountains and great serpents (Valentijn 1856, 11:18, 19). 
Over the centuries various other European expeditions to the lake followed. From the 18th 
century to the early part of the 20th century Bum held considerable intrigue for European 
naturalists with its rich varieties of parrots, pigeons, kingfishers, butterflies and beetles, as 
well as the strange babirusa, 'half pig, half deer', found only on Burn and Sulawesi. Most 
intriguing were the birds. According to the ornithologist Stresemann (1914:358), from the 
middle of the 18th century "the birds of Bum began to fill the cabinets of Europe". 
Bougainville's circum-world expedition in 1766-1769 sailed from New Ireland to Kayeli Bay 
where for five days the medical doctor and scientist of the expedition collected bird species 
(Bougainville 1771:305-317). Alfred Russel Wallace visited Bum in 1861 collecting material 
later published in his Malay Archipelago.30 In the fifty years following Wallace, fifteen other
28Although the Memories of Overgave (Knaap 1987:261) say in 1687 that boats were made for the Chinese, the 
burgers and mardikers, as well as moors, it does not say who made the boats. The boat makers were most likely 
immigrants to the island, who took advantage of Buru's wood supply to make boats. Immigrants still make boats 
on the north coast of Buru today.
29Willer (1858:94) also noted that the VOC could draw little profit from Buru.
30To Wallace and other naturalists, Buru was a living laboratory for applying budding European theories about 
evolution and the 'Laws of Variation and Survival of the Fittest' (Wallace 1869:401). What attracted Wallace's 
attention in particular was the distribution of species in the region as there was a greater preponderance of New 
Guinea and Australian varieties than Asian varieties. These observations eventually led to labelling the region as 
Wallacea.
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expeditions went to Burn collecting samples of flora and fauna for European museums. 
Success in these expeditions was defined by the number of new species of birds identified. 
"Bird Lists of Burn" were carefully recorded and amended, acknowledging the "discoverer" 
of each new species (Wallace 1863; Salvadori 1876; Forbes 1885; Harten 1900; Stresemann 
1914).31
1800 - 1942: COLONIAL CONTROL
Complex sets of events in Europe during the time of Napoleon in the early 1800s 
resulted in the transfer of VOC lands to the English, and then back again to the Dutch in 
1817. Even though it was brief, significant changes occurred in Maluku after this interlude. 
The French and English had managed to successfully cultivate cloves in various places around 
the world, so the Dutch no longer had a world monopoly.32 As the income to be gained from 
cloves decreased, Maluku became less important to the Dutch who turned the focus of their 
activities to Java and Sumatra. In addition, the VOC had been abolished in 1799. Thus, the 
renewed Dutch presence was no longer as a company, but as a colonial government with the 
specific goal of enhancing private trade throughout the archipelago. Towards this end, four 
ports in Maluku were made freeports in 1854: Ambon, Banda, Ternate and Kayeli. Some 
commentators such as the English traveller Bickmore (1868), felt this move was far too late to 
really enhance trade in Maluku, but the port at Kayeli did have a localised effect on Burn 
economy even before it was a freeport. Whalers and other ships would call into Kayeli Bay, 
seeking water, firewood and other supplies 33
By the middle of the 19th century approximately 2000 people were living around the 
fort at Kayeli. Many were the Moslem villagers, still organised in their original villages from 
200 years earlier. As early as 1691 some Christians from Ambon had also moved to Kayeli 
(Rumphius 1983:205). So in addition to the Moslem villagers, the population of Kayeli in the 
middle of the 19th century included around 200 Christians of Ambonese origin, some non- 
European traders, and a handful of Europeans (16 in 1869). The Ambonese were the main
31 Stresemann 's 1914 list of the Birds of Buru includes 135 species found on the island with 39 of them occurring 
only on Buru.
32At the same time, the Dutch colonial government maintained local control on the clove trade by setting fixed 
prices until 1863 (Chauvel 1990:22).
33Willer (1858:209) records that during 1845 and 1846 (before Kayeli was a free port) 3 American, 1 Spanish, 1 
Balinese, and 8 English ships called in at Kayeli. The Spanish ship was going from Manila to Cadix, the English 
ships from China to England, China to Bali to obtain rice, from Manila to Sydney, from Bombay to China and 
from China to Sydney. There is no indication that the number of ships and whalers was ever much more than this 
after Kayeli became a freeport.
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agricultural producers, growing vegetables to supply boats and export to Ambon. At Kayeli 
deer meat was also dried and processed as well as sago which was exported to Ambon.
During the 19th century the economy of Kayeli began to develop through melaleuca oil 
(gelan) .34 Today native melaleuca plants (Melaleuca kajuputi) still grow extensively in the 
area around Kayeli as well as in other parts of the island. With the purchase of a still (ketel), 
oil can be extracted from the leaves of these shrubs. In the middle of the 19th century there 
were 22 'factories' (fabrik) producing 6812 bottles of melaleuca oil a year from ketel owned 
by one Chinese (3 ketel) 8 Christians (12 ketel) and 13 Moslems (17 ketel) (Wilier 1858:131). 
In a mid 1860's travel report (Bickmore 1868), it was noted that 8000 bottles were being 
exported from Kayeli each year. In 1882 Forbes recorded that in the past year 96,000 bottles 
worth £9,200 had been exported from Kayeli directly to Makassar, Singapore and China. 
This oil continued to be important into the 20th century and is one of the main commodities 
exported from north Burn today.
For many years Kayeli was the only place on Burn of significance for the Dutch, who 
often equated Kayeli with all Bum. Wilier (1858:96) noted this perception in a title from 
Valentijn called 'Burn: the vicinities around the fort' (Boeroe: de buurten romdom het fort). 
The term orang Boeroe ('Bum people') was used only to refer to the Moslems living around 
the fort. In contrast to them were the Alfuru,2,5 the natives living in the interior of the island. 
As they had been since the 17th century, the Alfuru continued to be another Burn curiosity for 
European eyes.
As between the coast tribes and the Ale'furus of the interior [of Burn], who, according 
to their own superstitions 'durst not approach the sea so near as to hear it breaking on 
the shore without being struck with dire sickness’, there has never been much inter­
communication, I was very anxious to see these little contaminated people of the 
interior (Forbes 1885:392)
Although these "little contaminated people" may have had relatively infrequent 
interaction with other people, in the 19th century they were in fact engaging in significant 
external relations. A colonial law passed as Staatsblad 19a of 1824 sought to reorganise local 
political systems with the goal of incorporating them into the overarching colonial system.36 
On Bum the 13 villages around the fort at Kayeli were officially incorporated into the colonial
34Also known as minyak kayu putih.
35The Dutch used the term Alfuru for natives in the interior of Seram, Buru, Halmahera and other places, who 
were neither Moslem nor Christian.
36Historians o f Maluku (Leirissa et al 1982:1; Chauvel 1990:10) have noted that the administrative policy put 
forth in the Staatsblad 19a was based on the infrastructure that had existed from the time of the VOC.
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system through the appointment of each of the 13 village leaders as a regent}1 To encompass 
territorially all of Burn in the system, the island was divided into territories corresponding to 
the locations of the former villages that had been removed to the fort. Called regents chap,38 a 
territory was given to each regent at Kayeli in accord with his ancestral village of origin. 
With all the regent (who soon came to be referred to as raja) living there, Kayeli was the 
colonial hoofdplaats of Burn just as it had been for the VOC.
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Map 7: Regentschap of Bum circa 1850
The colonial chain of command was well defined. The European government 
official39 at Kayeli was first in charge. Under him were the various raja from the villages 
around the fort. Under each raja was a parwies, a second in command, who could represent 
the raja. Then under each raja and parwies were bobattos, representatives of the various 
branches of the different 'clans' (Dutch starri) in each village. Under them were the 
loembattan, or male heads of each household (Wilier 1858:98). This chain of command 
worked for Kayeli, as it did for other parts of Central Maluku, where a raja had a single
37From the time of the VOC the village heads at Kayeli had been ranked variously as raja, patti, sengadjie, and 
orang kaya. This ranking system was used in many parts of central Maluku by the VOC and was possibly 
adopted from a traditional system (Chauvel 1990:7). As in Ambon, when the colonial system was adopted, these 
men became referred to as regent regardless of their original rank.
38A regentschap was also equated with the Malay term petuanan. There is no native Burn term for this division. 
39Called both an opziener and a kontroleur.
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village under his jurisdiction. However, it was problematic for the areas of Burn outside 
Kayeli. In contrast to other Central Maluku raja, Burn raja were not only raja of the people in 
one village, in theory they were also raja over all the people living in the vast area defined as 
their regentschap.
In this way the Burn Alfuru came to be officially incorporated into the colonial system 
as subjects of the Moslem rajas at Kayeli. Although this relationship was officially 
established in the 19th century, an unequal relationship between the coastal people and the 
interior people had already existed for some time. In 1687, Padtbrugge, an outgoing VOC 
official, wrote about Burn in his Memorie van overgave:
Naer de grootheyt van 't land is het met weynige inwoonders beset, zijnde de 
vremdelingen, namelijk de moorse dorpelingen, genoegsaem meesters van 't land, 
rekende de inboorlingen off bergboeren evenal hare slaven....
Despite the largeness of the land it has few inhabitants, the foreigners, namely the 
Moslem villagers, sufficient masters of the land, consider the natives or mountain 
farmers just like their slaves.... (in Knaap 1987:261; emphasis mine).
In the second part of the 19th century certain colonial officials began to express 
concern about this relationship, claiming that the Burn raja acted like despots in their 
treatment of the Alfuru.40 The raja demanded large amounts of 'tribute' (enati) from each 
Burn clan in their regentschap. This included baskets of rice, millet, coconuts, sago, sweet 
potatoes and tobacco, in addition to kwarto services requiring each clan to supply a given 
number of men on a periodic basis to work exclusively for the raja.41 Different raja made 
different demands on the people in their regentschap, but several became quite wealthy as a 
result. Wilken (1875:6,7) noted that the tribute system was not originally an Alfuru idea, but 
had been introduced by the Moslem raja who legitimated their authority over the Alfuru as 
coming from the supremacy of Ternate and Islam.42 For the Alfuru themselves, the situation 
may have been unpleasant (the burden of enati is still remembered today), but it was also 
legitimated by their own notions that allowed rulers to be outsiders, illustrated by the 
following story:43
40Around this time colonial officials were also concerned with what they saw as the misuse of power by raja on 
Ambon (Chauvel 1990:8).
41Again the idea of kwarto services and hasilgeld (a percentage of the harvest to the raja) were not unique to Buru 
and had been provided to raja on Ambon for many years. After the clove monopoly was completely abolished in 
1863 the Resident of Ambon, Reidel, tried to put a stop to this and to alter the power of raja (Chauvel 
1990:10,11). Apparently this did not affect the practices of Buru raja, or at least not immediately.
420ne role of Ternatan kimelaha on Buru in the past had been to collect tribute to send to Ternate, and this may 
have set the precedent.
43This story was told to C.Grimes on the north coast of Buru in 1989 and is almost identical to one which was 
told to Jansen in 1928 (Jansen 1933) to explain why the regent of Lisela was a 'Butonese usurper' 
(Boetonneeschen Usurpator).
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Once there was a Patti Buton, a leader of the Butonese immigrants to Bum whose 
family name was Hentihu, and a Patti Bessy, who was a leader of the native Bum 
Nalbessy noro. The Patti Buton said to the Patti Bessy:
"Let's decide who will be the raja. We will each get a bucket of sand and whoever has 
the heaviest bucket will be the raja."
The Patti Bessy agreed and then the Patti Buton added:
"Because you are from the land, you walk landward to get sand, and because I am 
from the sea, I will walk seaward to get sand."
So that's what they did and of course the wet sand of the Patti Buton was heavier.
This is why the raja of Lisela is an outsider, and why the Hentihu family from Buton 
has been raja for many generations.
While some Kayeli rajas were well supplied by tribute from the Alfuru in their 
regenischap, there were not Alfuru in every regentschap. This may have partially been due 
the migration of the native people within the interior, an aspect of Burn social life that 
continues to the present. But for whatever reason, their different capacities to draw tribute 
from Alfuru created differences among the raja.44 As time passed, the raja without Alfuru 
subjects faded away as did their regentschap. Several times different regentschap dropped off 
the maps of Burn as the boundaries were redefined to include only regentschap with Alfuru 
subjects. In 1847 the regentschap of Maro, Hukumina, Palamata and Tomahu had no Alfuru 
(Wilier 1858); by 1875 this included Bara and Ilat as well (Wilken 1875:10).
As the colonial government weakened the authority of the raja, Kayeli began to 
decline. Perhaps not unrelated was the fact that Kayeli was one of the few places the Dutch 
allowed the sale of opium. The unproductiveness of several opium-smoking rajas was noted 
by Forbes (1885:392). Furthermore, in the 1880s the rajas of Leliali, Wae Sama and Fogi, 
along with most of their people, returned to their original homeland after more than 200 years 
at the fort. Around the turn of the century the rajas of Leliali and Tagalisa did the same. 
Also by the turn of the century the villages of Maroelat and Bara were extinct, and the ruling 
families of Hukumina, Tomahu and Lumaiti had died out. In 1907 there were only 231 
Moslems at Kayeli, compared to 1400 fifty years earlier (van der Miesen 1908:836, 837).
An important theme of the colonial government in the mid-19th century was the 
European colonization of the Netherlands Indies, particularly the islands of Sumatra, Borneo, 
Sulawesi and Bum. In 1846 the colonial official Wilier was sent to Burn to carry out an 
official investigation on the potential for colonization and private enterprise. Because of the 
low population density, he concluded that Bum could best be exploited through colonization
44While there may have been immigrants on the coast of these regentschap, apparently only the Alfuru were 
required to produce tribute.
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by Europeans. He listed 23 exact locations on Buru for possible settlement, along with 
descriptions of the local terrain, the trees, the native population (if any) and suggestions for 
crops to be grown (1858:213, 222-223). But as things turned out, this much-debated 
European colonization of Buru did not eventuate.
However, the later part of the 19th century did see the arrival of some Europeans, 
missionaries from the Utrechtsche Zendingsvereeniging (Utrecht Mission Society, hereafter 
UZV).45 From 1884 until the time approaching the second world war, UZV mission posts 
were established at various locations on Buru. With the goal of working among the Alfuru, 
these posts were mainly on south Buru, both on the coast and in the interior. In many ways 
this was a new era of Protestant mission in Maluku with UZV efforts also focused on the 
Alfuru of Halmahera. Independent of the state church, mission policy promoted the use of 
indigenous languages and sought the financial independence of the churches they established. 
As a result, people in several villages in south Buru, both on the coast and in the interior, 
adopted Christianity. Schools were established in these villages as well as hospitals in some. 
At a time when world demand for copra was increasing, thousands of coconut palms were 
planted along the south coast as 'parish gardens' (Dutch gemeentetuinen) as well as 30,000 
coffee plants from Java and Liberia planted in the mountains (Schut 1917c:333; van der 
Miesen 1909a:236).
Photograph 3: A church founded by UZV missionaries near Lake Rana
45Up until this time there had been only a small Christian community at Kayeli, serviced by the official state 
church from Ambon.
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Another consequence of this mission was the often meticulous efforts made by many of 
these Dutch men (some of whom had been well-educated in Holland) to record and describe 
Burn society as they understood it. The ethnographic record of Burn is indebted to men such 
as A. Hueting, H. Hendriks, H.J. Jansen, J.W.H. van der Miesen, and in particular to Joh. 
A.F. Schut who wrote various published as well as unpublished works on Burn. In addition, 
the Dutch anthropologist J.P.B. de Josselin de Jong visited central Burn for three months in 
1933 during a research trip in Maluku. From that fieldwork, the only published material was 
an article comparing Burn and Wetar (south Maluku) poetry (1941).46
Even though the mission was independent of the state church, mission and colonial 
effort intertwined in many ways. In 1884 a posthouder was sent to Tifu on the south coast 
where a dock was built in a protected enclosed bay. With the advent of steam navigation, 
ships travelling between Makassar and Ambon regularly stopped at Tifu, and a UZV mission 
post was also established there. When the first Masarete Alfuru converted to Christianity in 
the 1880s the government ended the authority of the Moslem Masarete raja over the Alfuru 
and appointed a new Christian (formerly Alfuru) raja for Masarete to live at Tifu (van der 
Miesen 1908:837).47 By the early 20th century Burn was officially divided into a northern 
afdeeling Kayeli (Kayeli Division) and a southern afdeeling Masarete (Masarete Division). 
Soon afterwards the colonial administration on Burn abandoned Kayeli and its mangrove 
swamps when the Chinese and Christian populations of Kayeli moved across the bay to 
establish a new village at Namlea. Namlea became the new colonial government centre and 
continues today to be the most important Indonesian administrative centre on Burn (1987 
population 4,584).48
When the Japanese took control of Ambon in January 1942 their military objectives 
included the building of airstrips in the region. A site near Namlea was chosen along with 
various other places on Ambon and Seram. The Japanese proceeded by using the raja to meet 
their demands for food and for labourers (Chauvel 1990:174). On Burn men were summoned 
from all over the island to work at the Namlea site. A few Japanese soldiers were stationed at
46De Josselin de Jong's unpublished diary and field notes are in the KITLV manuscript collection in Leiden (Cod. 
Or. 385). The field notes consist mainly of kinship terms (in the Rana dialect), lists of villages/hamlets and their 
associated kin groups (noro), and lists of inside and outside names of kin groups (very similar to my Figure 3, 
chapter 4). The notes are historically important in that genealogies of 'fathers' (tamar) from several kin groups 
are listed, information which may no longer be known on Buru. De Josselin de Jong also listed the titles given to 
men in various villages at the time. I am grateful to Jos Platenkamp for hand copying portions of the notes.
47The colonial government had done a similar thing in 1859 when they decided the Alfuru of Wae Sama would no 
longer be subject to the Moslem Raja Wae Sama at Kayeli. An Alfuru man was appointed to establish a village 
near Oki on the south coast. Regentschap Oki thus made an appearance on maps of Buru for a short time.
48For all its years of importance, after the move to Namlea, Kayeli became almost a forgotten place on Buru. 
The last fort 'Defensie', built in 1778, can still be found, sinking into the mangrove swamp. Today the only raja 
at Kayeli is Raja Kayeli.
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interior Christian villages where their treatment of women led several Burn men to ambush 
and kill a soldier. In revenge, several villagers were killed and people from many villages in 
the mountains lied in fear, hiding for months in the jungle, rather than returning to their 
villages. Even before this, the Japanese had mistrusted the Christians, whom they saw as 
Dutch sympathisers, and had used Moslem coastal residents to assist them in trapping several 
Christians. However, in general, relations with the Japanese were later constructed in terms 
of local interaction with them, not in terms of world politics. People remember with 
satisfaction how men who worked on the airstrip were fed well by Japanese cooks. In 
contrast, many more Japanese were stationed on Ambon and much heavier demands were 
made upon the local population there for food. From Darwin the Allies heavily bombed 
Ambon; many lives were lost and buildings destroyed. Buru, however, was on the periphery 
of the war.
Photograph 4: Remains of the main entrance of the Dutch fort at Kayeli
(photo: C. Grimes 1991)
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THE PRESENT INDONESIAN SETTING
While Indonesian independence was proclaimed on 17 August 1945, after the war 
Burn and much of eastern Indonesia returned to Dutch control (following a brief Australian 
military occupation) until 1949 when the Dutch officially transferred sovereignty to Indonesia. 
During this period there was considerable debate on Ambon and other places in Maluku 
regarding the desirability of belonging to the Indonesian state. Although Burn was not the 
centre of this activity, some of the secessionist struggles were fought on Burn. In 1946 a 
group of separatist supporters took control of Namlea but after four days the Dutch regained 
control (Chauvel 1990:204,205). Following the formation of the secessionist Republik 
Maluku Selatan (RMS, Republic of South Maluku) another clash occurred at Namlea in 1950 
when Indonesian troops were sent to regain control of Maluku. In landing at Namlea the 
Indonesian troops were resisted by sixty RMS soldiers (Chauvel 1990:387).49 In the end, 
however, the Indonesians regained control of Namlea as they eventually did the rest of 'South 
Maluku'.
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Map 8: Kecamatan of Buru
49As Chauvel (1990:384,389) notes, this was really an Ambonese civil war fought at Namlea. Many of the RMS 
soldiers were Ambonese and the Indonesian soldiers were from the Ambonese Pattimura battalion.
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Consequently, Burn is today part of the Indonesian province of Maluku and more 
specifically, part of Kabupaten Maluku Tengah (Kabupaten of Central Maluku) which has its 
administrative centre (ibukota kabupaten) at Masohi in south central Seram. Within the 
Indonesian administrative system Burn is divided into three kecamatan districts with 
administrative towns {ibukota kecamatan) at Namlea, Leksula, and Air Buaya.50 In 
implementing this system, Burn has become a peripheral place in relation to Ambon. From 
Ambon come the government officials, the police, the military, the health workers and church 
officials. Those representing the Indonesian government are thus people coming from outside 
Burn.
At the same time the government system extends to the level of desa (village) where 
the positions of kepala desa (village head) and sekretaris desa (village secretary) are required, 
positions which are usually filled by local men. According to a recent government 
regulation,51 desa are required to have a minimum population size. Because of the relatively 
small size of Burn villages (50-300 people), one desa must now comprise two or three 
previous desa, which may be several hours walk apart. This creates the problem of deciding 
which former kepala desa will remain the official kepala desa while the others are demoted to 
being kepala dusun (head of a sub-village).52 In south Burn the debates over this restructure 
were only beginning to rage in 1990-1991, at which time several kepala desa considered it 
was very frustrating if not outright disadvantageous to be involved in the government system. 
Rather than being free to garden and hunt like other men, they were frequently summoned by 
the camat and required to spend many days walking between their village and his office at 
Leksula. Very little reward — for either the kepala kampung or the village — comes with 
being an officially recognised village. But only villages on the coast and a few in the interior 
are actually recognised by the government as desa.53 Many small isolated villages scattered 
throughout the interior of Burn are not incorporated into this system.54 Of the three villages 
in which we lived, only one (Fakal) was an officially recognised village.
5®Namlea was already established as a government centre near the end of the colonial period. Although Tifu has 
a good harbour the decision was made to have the Indonesian government centre in South Buru at Leksula rather 
than Tifu, presumably because of the lack of flat land near Tifu. In 1908 the population of Leksula consisted of 
201 Christians and the population of Air Buaya of 118 immigrants from Sula (van der Miesen 1909a:230, 250). 
Included in the district of South Buru is the island of Ambelau, whose Moslem inhabitants speak a language 
related but distinct from Buru.
51Referred to as Undang-Undang Nomor Lima.
52This is further demoralising in that in Ambonese Malay dusun refers to a coconut (or other long lasting) grove, 
not a village.
53My use of the term village reflects the Buru idea of a settlement larger than that found in the gardens. It does 
not imply that the settlement is recognised as a desa in the government system.
54Becoming an official desa implies permanence. Mobility is highly valued on Buru and entire villages may be 
abandoned when people move on to a new place for various reason discussed later.
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Map 9: Regentschap of Buru still recognised in 1991
Although it was not abandoned outright, the regentschap system has continued to 
function half-heartedly since independence in that it is recognised by the Indonesian 
government as traditional Buru adat. From the 1950s some of the Buru raja served in the 
provincial legislature (DPR Tingkat I) on Ambon. Today raja are still acknowledged and 
maps of the regentschap hang in every kecamatan office, but the system is not truly traditional 
and is encountering problems where there is no mechanism for self-perpetuation. Among the 
Moslem raja, heredity is the established criterion and the title passes from father to son or 
uncle to nephew, but in regentschap where the Dutch eventually appointed Christian raja, 
heredity is not assumed, just as it is not assumed in the traditional Buru political system.55 
Previously the Dutch took an active role in appointing a new raja each time an old one died, 
but since the raja of Masarete died in 1986, the Indonesian government has taken no such 
initiative. Reportedly, the Bupati (at the Kabupaten office in Seram) will write a letter 
supporting as raja whoever he is convinced has local support. But from the perspective of 
Buru people in Masarete, raja are entitled by outsiders, not by people inside Buru society. 
With neither the Bupati nor the local people seeing it as their responsibility to come up with a
55Discussed in Chapter 6.
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new raja, the system is attenuated. A few individuals have wanted to be appointed raja, but 
no one can appoint himself.
From 1987 government statistics, the total population of Burn can be estimated to be 
approximately 104,000 people.56 With a total of 9,800 km2, the population density is thus 
10.6 people per km2. However, the population is distributed quite unevenly. Since the VOC 
depopulated the coastal areas in the 17th century, thousands of immigrants have established 
themselves around the coast of Burn. Many living on the north and west coasts of Burn 
originate from the island groups of Buton and Sula. Some have carefully kept track of their 
family history on Burn through the generations, but today still maintain their Buton or Sula 
identity and language.57 More recent immigrants include approximately 23,000 Javanese 
living in the flat valley near the mouth of the Wae Apo river (referred to as Daratan Wae Apo) 
nearby and accessible from Namlea. Some of these are transmigrants, others former political 
prisoners who were interned on Burn after the 1965 political upheaval in Indonesia.58 A 
smaller number of Javanese also live around a plywood factory at the mouth of the Wae Nibe 
River on the north coast. Smaller colonies of other ethnic groups from Sulawesi, and north 
and south Maluku are also found along the coasts. Thus the total number of immigrants (in 
the sense of people claiming such non-Buru origins) totals over 60,000, the majority of whom 
live at or within easy access of the coast.
In contrast to the immigrants, there are around 43,000 people who consider themselves 
'people of Burn island' (geb.fuk.Bururo); in Malay 'orang Buru'. Although they are divided 
into over 35 kin groups (noro) living all over the island, they nevertheless stress a 
commonality in that their common Buru origins (see Chapter 4) distinguishes them from the 
thousands of immigrants on the island whom they refer to as 'people whose affiliation flows
56This figure is based on 1987 statistics from officially recognised villages in each of the three government 
kecamatan on Buru (Kantor Statistik 1987a; 1987b; 1987c) and as well as from personal knowledge about various 
people in the interior of the island who are not included in these government statistics (C. Grimes 1991).
57Many immigrants from Buton and Sula claim that their families have been on Buru for 12-14 generations. 
Their arrival could thus very possibly have been in the second half of the 17th century, soon after the VOC 
depopulated coastal Buru. The assistant-resident of Ambon, Jansen (1933:485) made a trip to the north and east 
coasts of Buru in 1928, and in his report of the trip presented a map of the villages along the north coast 
indicating for each village the Buru 'clans' (stam) that resided there as well as where Buton or Sula 'foreigners' 
(vreemdelingen) resided. The distribution of Sula and Buton immigrants he described is much the same as 
encountered by C.Grimes in a 1990 trip to north Buru (as represented in the map below). The Buton and Sula 
presence on Buru — at least on the north coast — has thus apparently been a relatively long and stable one. 
58While the events of 1965 on Java had a profound effect on Buru in that it was used as political prison camp, the 
effect was extremely localised in the Wae Apo river valley. As Buru people tell it (with great delight), the 
Javanese did not venture from the area because they were terrified of the fierceness of the native inhabitants, 
assuming them to be head-hunters. Reportedly, some Buru kin groups (noro) have since intermarried with 
Javanese. This area is about seven days walk from where we were living on Buru and only a few people ever had 
been there.
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from the sea/from afar' (geb.man.lau tuan). Today they also stress the uniformity of their 
language which they call li.fuk.Buru (the voice of Burn island), or in Malay 'Bahasa Burn'. 
In fact, five major dialects of this language can be identified; dialect chaining also occurs and 
in some instances distant dialects may be only marginally intelligible (C.Grimes 1991:39-40). 
Nevertheless, people insist on identifying this language as a unified Burn language.
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Map 10: Immigrant communities on Burn (from C.Grimes 1991)
While there is one native Burn language today, it appears that prior to the uprooting of 
coastal Burn communities by the Dutch in the mid-1600s, there were three significant 
linguistic groupings on Burn: the language of the interior still spoken today; Hukumina, a 
language previously spoken in the northwest of the island around the old villages of 
Hukumina, Palamata and Bara; and Kayeli, a language or dialect chain with distinct dialects of 
Leliali, Kayeli, Lumaete (and possibly Ilat and Lumara) spoken along the eastern coast (C. 
Grimes 1991:27-39). After living for several centuries in the multilingual setting at Kayeli, 
speakers of Hukumina and Kayeli eventually shifted entirely to speaking Malay.59 Today 
their descendants are Moslem and live on the coast, speaking Malay both among themselves 
and with the numerous Moslems immigrants also living on the coast. And yet, on occasions 
when they want to assert their Buru origins, some of these Malay-speaking Burn Moslems
59in 1 9 8 9  there were only a few elderly speakers of Hukumina living at the village of Kayeli and only a few 
speakers of the different dialects of the Kayeli language (C. Grimes 1991:27).
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have learned the Burn language of the interior (li.fuk.Buru). This language has come to be a 
symbol of Burn ethnicity, creating difference between 'people of Burn island' and the many 
immigrants on the island.
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Map 11: Major dialects of the Burn language (from C.Grimes 1991)
Since independence the religious situation on Burn has become increasingly defined in 
terms of either Islam or Christianity as is most of Maluku. Around 35% of the 'people of 
Burn island' are Moslem. These native Burn people live on the coast, particularly along the 
north coast where there are numerous Moslem immigrants. At the same time, they themselves 
stress the fact that 'original' (Malay asli) Burn adat comes from the mountains. A few coastal 
villages are comprised of Burn Christians, but they interact frequently and intermarry with 
Burn people from the interior.
The approximately 20,000 'people of Burn island' who live in the vast mountainous 
interior of Burn are predominantly Christian. The old term Alfuru used in colonial times to 
refer to people following traditional religious beliefs, appears to have been replaced with the
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term Hindu.60 While this term is sometimes used to refer to people on Burn, the distinction 
being made is often ambiguous. Outsiders may use the term to refer to any one living in the 
interior of Burn, reflecting a party line that conflates modernization, official religion and 
coastal residence (the only place on Burn to live that is non-isolated and within easy reach of 
the government). When Burn people talk about certain villages as 'Hindu', they are referring 
to the absence of a church building (or presumably mosque although there are no Moslem 
villages in the interior). It does not necessarily mean the people living in a Hindu village have 
no affiliation with Christianity, for many of them do. As we discovered, they (as well as 
some of their now dead fathers) have often been baptised as Christians (serani) and even 
confirmed (sidi) in churches in various 'Christian villages'. During our time on Burn people 
from Hindu villages periodically visited family and affines in Christian villages to have their 
children baptised. Given these complexities of Burn social life, I use the term Hindu in 
accord with the classification of Burn people, not the perceptions of outsiders.
The population distribution on Burn can thus be differentiated in general terms on the 
basis of religion, ethnicity and the Burn categories 'coastal people' (geb.masi) and 'mountain 
people' (geb.fuka) .61 Four out of five people live around the coastal periphery of the island. 
These 'coastal people' includes immigrants who are largely Moslem and some native Burn 
people, both Moslem and Christian. In the vast interior of the island live the approximately 
20,000 native Burn 'mountain people' who associate themselves predominantly with 
Christianity.
The war brought an end to the UZV mission presence; in 1946 the churches and 
schools (and the profitable coconut plantations) established by the mission were incorporated 
into the Gereja Protestan Maluku (Protestant Church of Maluku, hereafter GPM).62 The 
majority of churches on Burn today are GPM, although there are some affiliated with other 
Protestant denominations63 and a few Catholic churches. People affiliated with GPM 
churches make use of a new system of relatedness: the relation between godfather or
godmother (bapa serani, mama serani) and godchild (anak serani). While godparents present 
occasional small gifts to their godchild such as clothing for school, the significance of this
60In Maluku the term hindu is widely used to refer to traditional religious beliefs and to people who have not yet 
adopted an official religion recognised by the Indonesian state (belum masuk agama). As the term is commonly 
used in Maluku, it does not refer to the officially recognised Hinduism of Bali.
61Van der Miesen (1902:431) also noted that the population was divided into these categories of 'beach dwellers' 
(gebmasin =  strandbewoners) and 'mountain dwellers' {gebfoeka =  bergbewoners).
62This church denomination was established on Ambon in 1935 to be independent from the state church, 
Indie sehe Kerk (Chauvel 1990:154, 159).
63This includes Sidang Jemaat Allah [Assemblies of God], Pantekosta [Pentecostal] and Gereja Kemah Injil 
[affiliated with Christian & Missionary Alliance].
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practice is that it provides a way to create linkages between people who might not otherwise 
be related.
To some extent educational opportunities have also changed since independence. The 
GPM church continued to operate some of the interior and coastal schools established by the 
UZV, while the Indonesian Department of Education established government schools at 
several places along the coast. In 1991 there were two high schools (Sekolah Lanjutan 
Tingkat Atas) on the island, one at Namlea and one at Leksula. Because most of the schools 
are on the coast and serve the coastal populations, education opportunities for people in the 
interior have been unequal. Unless they live in one of the few villages with a GPM primary 
school, people in the interior who want their children to go to school are forced to move at 
least temporarily to the coast, or to send their children to live with relatives or friends on the 
coast while going to school. Many families have done this, and yet it is very stressful from a 
Burn point of view. The physical effort required to supply the cash needs of children in 
school, as well as the separation from their children necessary to have them formally educated 
in Indonesian schools often limits the number of years parents are willing to have their 
children attend school, and the number of children they are willing to allow to attend school.
Leksula, the coastal town with which I am most familiar, is a government centre 
(ibukota kecamatan), with a population of around 1000 people. Between Leksula and Ambon 
there are boat connections on the average of once a week. It is possible to hire boats with 
small outboard engines to travel up or down the coast from Leksula, but foot travel is the only 
means of access to the interior.64 Leksula is the location of government, military and police 
offices, three primary schools (Sekolah Dasar), two secondary (intermediate) schools (Sekolah 
Lanjutan Tingkat Pertama), one recently formed high school (Sekolah Lanjutan Tingkat 
Atas),65 health-care services, and church offices. There are also several extended Chinese 
families who operate stores and serve as middlemen purchasing copra, cloves, peanuts and 
other produce. While people from Leksula rarely go into the interior, people living in the 
interior periodically walk down the mountains to Leksula, sometimes to seek health care, but 
most often to trade with the Chinese. A few people will take their produce (cloves, peanuts, 
copra, parrots or butterflies) from Leksula to Ambon to sell for better prices, but most do not 
even consider making such a trip with all of the complications of boat fare, the perils of sea 
travel, and the difficulties of finding lodging and food in Ambon. Through these Chinese
64The lack of roads (and flat land on which to build them) is reflected in 1987 government statistics showing the 
total number of vehicles in the entire district of South Buru to include 24 motorcycles, 15 four-wheeled vehicles 
and 6 six-wheeled vehicles (presumably lumber company trucks) (Kantor Statistik 1987a:43).
65Before this high school was in place, people either had to leave school after the intermediate level (eight years) 
or go to Namlea or Ambon to continue their education.
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merchants Burn people are connected to the outside economic world without leaving their 
island.
In general, Burn people engage in relations with others on their island by going to the 
coast, a pattern they have followed for many years. According to their own oral history, 
before there were small stores at towns like Leksula, people would walk down the mountains 
to the river mouths to meet sailing traders where in exchange for produce they could obtain 
cloth. And for the most part, they still engage in external relations in this way, in that they go 
to the coast to meet the outside world when they so desire. If they do not like the encounter, 
they can turn around and go home. Because few outsiders are willing to walk into the 
interior, the rugged mountains they live in afford Burn people some control over their 
encounters with other people.
At the same time, there have been lumber companies on Burn over the last decades, 
and this encounter has proven more problematic. What Burn people find worrying is not so 
much that there are lumber company employees and tractors in the interior, but that the 
traditional respect due them as 'custodians of the land' has not been given, compensation for 
planted trees has rarely been made, and their traditional hunting grounds are being noticeably 
affected by the continued deforestation. In their relations with the ’companies' (perusahan), 
Burn people have largely been the losers; but this is an encounter with the outside from which 
they cannot turn around and walk away.
At Leksula social life is dominated by outsiders. While they are mostly considered by 
Burn people to be Ambonese, the government and military officials, health workers, lumber 
company employees, school teachers and church workers actually come from a variety of 
ethnic backgrounds. But from their perspective, they are all 'posted' to Burn for a service 
that should, among other things, bring about 'national development' (pembangunan negara). 
In that the ideology of national development often conflates modernization, education, official 
religions, the speaking of Indonesian, and living within easy reach of the government, people 
who find themselves posted to Burn are often frustrated in what they see as the resistance of 
Burn people towards these goals of 'modernization'. Particularly because Burn mountain 
people live in isolated places and do not always overtly display all these state defined ideals, 
they are viewed as a 'primitive tribe' (suku terasing), uncivilised and uneducated (cf. 
Direktorat Bina Masyarakat Terasing 1985). With the dichotomy of civilised/barbarian that 
inevitably accompanies the discourse of 'modernization', they are constructed by the outside 
as the opposite of 'modern'. But it is not that Burn people are always in opposition to the 
state, nor that they are attempting to isolate themselves from interaction with the outside 
world. Rather, they are using their resources to control that interaction.
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tu kami geba fukar fofono
'for we are people of the mountain tops'
-from a Burn song
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Photograph 5: Coastal Buru
A village of Moslem immigrants from Southeast Sulawesi on the south coast of Buru
A 'wood ship' (kapal kayu) loading timber from the south coast of Buru
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Chapter Three
Buru on the Inside: the golden island
In this chapter I again aim to contextualise Buru social life, this time in reference to 
how Buru people use and define their world. In that they refer to their island as fuk.Buru and 
to themselves as geb.fuk.Buru-ro ('people of Buru island'), the word fuka (compounded as 
fuk.) can be glossed as 'island'. However, the same word is used to refer to mountain(s) 
when contrasted with masi referring to the coast or sea: geb.masi are people who live on the 
coast while geb.fuka live in the mountains. Fuka can thus be translated as both land and 
mountain and the fuka/masi opposition can be viewed both as land/sea and mountain/coast. 
As a starting point for this chapter I take the phrase 'golden island' as a gloss for the Buru 
phrase fuka flawa. In that the noun flawa-n refers to 'gold', it initially seemed strange that 
people would think of Buru as a 'golden island' for any gold was acknowledged as having 
come 'from across the sea' (fi lawe). Yet through the symbolism associated with light, 1 this 
island is seen as a gleaming, shinning, majestic place of wealth and prosperity.
That I had not immediately recognised Buru as such a place was exactly as it should 
be, for shining wealth on Buru is not openly displayed; it is hidden and protected like a 
concealed majesty that can only be known through revelation. After we had lived on Buru 
long enough to gain people's trust, on different occasions people would tell us about hidden 
things, explaining, for example, that on Buru there were kota (some type of an enclosed space 
such as a 'fort', 'box' 'cave') "filled with all types of gold," or "just like a store {toko) with 
many things inside". At times others would expound on how the wealth of the Sultan of 
Ternate had come from these kota; seeing it as important that we understood Ternate's visible 
glory had in fact come from these hidden sources of wealth on Buru. Perplexed, I once asked 
"But where are these kota?" "Oh, we cannot see them", I was told, "only people who know 
to 'open' them can see them". From then I began to understand the importance of 'hidden 
wealth' on Buru and the feeling that some of it has been lost. I also began to understand the 
importance of 'opening' things and revealing what is hidden. In that regard, there are two 
kinds of 'things' on Buru: visible things and invisible things, a difference people often
expressed to me in the simple terms of things 'we are able to see' (ma te kita) and things 'we 
are not able to see' (ma te kita moo). Because notions of visibility and invisibility (revealed
d isc u sse d  in Chapter 7.
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things and hidden things) are fundamental to the way Burn people view their world, I divide 
this chapter into two parts, discussing first the visible Burn world and then the invisible 
world.
THE VISIBLE WORLD 
T h e  Is l a n d
While the English language maintains a semantic distinction between 'mountain' and 
'island', on the mountainous island of Burn the single word fuka refers to both concepts. The 
mountainous formation of Burn has been explained by one geological theory as the result of a 
collision between the bed of the Indian Ocean and the resistant Sahul continental shelf 
(connecting Australia and New Guinea) which caused the uplifting of two parallel mountain 
chains. The inner chain is now composed of Sumatra, Java, the Lesser Sunda island and curls 
back to include Banda and several small islands south of Seram. The islands in this inner 
chain include 82 active volcanoes. Outside this arc is a deep ocean trench and then a parallel 
non-volcanic mountain chain which consists of the small islands off the western coast of 
Sumatra and the islands of Sumba, Timor, Seram and Burn (Ollier 1980). The entire area 
between the continental shelves of Sundaland (Sumatra, Java, Malayan peninsula and Borneo) 
and Sahulland (Australia and New Guinea) thus
evolved as a zone of enormous crustal instability, and now exists as a number of 
islands separated by deep ocean basins (particularly the Sulu, Sulawesi and Banda 
Seas), the whole formed by rapid processes of uplift and downfaulting. This area 
never formed a continuous land bridge between Asia and Australia, and all faunal, 
floral and human dispersal through it must have involved water crossings (Bellwood 
1985:8).
Evidence of this geological uplifting is clearly visible on the south coast of Burn where 
the land rises out of the ocean in sheer rock cliffs and throughout the southern part of the 
island where coral rocks can be found up to 1600 metres above sea level. In addition, 
numerous mountain ranges cross the island, forming culturally important divides and 
watersheds. The highest mountain, Kak.Pala Madat, is in the northwest part of the island. 
Reaching 2735 metres, this mountain can be seen looming above the horizon by boats sailing 
from the west to Ambon. On the north coast there is a coastal plain extending 5 to 10 
kilometres inland where the land rises slowly from sandy beaches into grassy foothills and 
then eventually into mountains. The availability of more flat land has accommodated a greater 
number of immigrants on the north coast in contrast to the south coast.
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Map 12: Major Buru rivers, lake and highest mountain
Approximately 140 kilometres east to west and 90 kilometres north to south, Buru is 
located between 3°4' and 3°50’ South and 126°3' and 127°24' East. Such figures are 
abstract and yet the most mundane as well as the most profound aspects of Buru social life are 
intertwined with this geographical location. At this latitude — less than 5 degrees from the 
equator — the island is within an area referred to as the "equatorial zone", a zone with 
frequent rainfall and luxuriant rainforests (Bellwood 1985:9). This is characteristic of Buru in 
general, and yet ecological variation also occurs as a result of the island's topography. A 
German ornithologist visiting Buru in the early part of this century described the island as 
having four major ecological zones including coastal mangrove swamps, tropical forests, 
grassy plateaus, and high altitude alpine trees and vegetation above 1600 metres. In addition, 
average temperatures decrease 0.5 to 0.6 degrees C per 100 metre increase in elevation 
(Stresemann 1914:367-368).
While the Buru rainforest is sufficiently wet to grow luxuriantly, yearly rainfall is not 
uniform on the island. When the southeast trade winds blow across the equator during 
northern hemisphere summer, rain falls heaviest in southern Buru as the mountains partially 
block rain from falling on the north coast. During the southern hemisphere summer, the 
situation is reversed. Less strong northeast trade winds blow across the equator and rain falls 
on the north coast while it is partially blocked by the mountains from reaching the southern
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parts of the island. The trade-winds and the mountains thus combine to bring south Burn the 
most rain during the east monsoon from mid May to mid August and to bring north Burn the 
most rain during the west monsoon in December and January. Because of the stronger 
southeast trade-winds, south Burn also receives more rain than north Burn. In that there is 
usually some rain all year long and no real 'dry season', Burn seasons are not constructed in 
terms of rainy or dry seasons but in term of the trade-winds: the 'east season’ (ful.timo) lasts 
from mid February to mid August and the ’west season’ (ful.fahat) from mid August to mid 
February. Regardless of the different patterns of rainfall on the north and south coasts, there 
is a uniform system on the island for referring to seasons.
Burn notions of prosperity are linked strongly to notions of health and there are 
important correlations between geography and disease. Malaria (motin) is a prevalent health 
problem at the lower altitudes on Burn. Due to the general mobility on the island, when 
people from the mountains visit the coast they often contract the disease and become ill when 
they return home. Pneumonia is common in the mountains particularly in villages above 1400 
metres elevation. Diets in the mountains tend to be deficient in iodine and goitres (skeh.haat) 
are common. A tropical fungi skin disease, cascado, is also prevalent. In the past renowned 
warriors (epkitan) reportedly ’purchased’ this disease so the itching would prevent them from 
sleeping and enable them to remain alert during times of warfare.
P e o p l e  a n d  t h e  l a n d
An important element of Burn social life is the relation created between the land and 
Burn kin groups called noro, a term I will gloss loosely as ’clan’.2 On the basis of its origin 
account, each Burn clan is linked to a well defined ’place’ or ’territory’ (neten) and the 
members of the clan are considered to be ’custodians of the territory’ (geba neten duan) .3 
Such a link exists between every Burn clan and a specific territorial area on the island. These 
places are well defined by boundaries such as stream beds, rivers, mountain ridges, large rock 
formations and other topographical features. This relationship between kin groups and the
2Buru people equate the term noro with regional Malay uses of suku, soa, and fam.
3This phrase literally means 'the person who is duan of the place'. While duan could also be translated as 
'owner', it is not a relationship constructed in terms of Western ideas about property ownership. It refers instead 
to 'the one who has the rights to say what can be done with something'. Thus, there are clans as duan of places, 
parents and elders as duan o f women (as potential brides), duan of animals, and duan of everyday items, such as 
machetes and cooking utensils. One girl playing with a plastic bag I had misplaced was told by her mother not to 
rip it, but to give it back to me —  the 'custodian of the bag' (tase duan). On another occasion at a dance, the 
joget music was suddenly interrupted when a man stormed in, turned off the tape recorder, and took out his 
cassette tape, angrily proclaiming, "You did not ask my permission to use this —  I am the 'owner (custodian) of 
the cassette’ (kaset duan)!"
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land was described by G. A. Wilken, a colonial government official who was on Burn for a 
year to study land tenure:
De eigendom van all de gronden, van de toppen der bergen tot aan het zeestrand, 
behoort dus aan de verschillende fenna 's; de Alfoer drukt zieh heiromtrent vrij bepaald 
uit, wanneer hij zegt, dat de fenna is 'nettin doean', d. i. heer (eigenaar) van de 
grond. Het bezit van den grond berust bij de leden der fenna.
The ownership of all the lands, from the tops of the mountains to the seaside, belongs 
thus to the different fenna [kin groups]; the Alfuru is very specific about this, when he 
says, that the fenna [fena] is 'nettin doean' [neten duan], that is master of the land.
The rights to the land belong to the members of the fena [my translation] (Wilken 
1875: 12) .
This link between people and land is not dependent on people actually living on that 
land. In fact, many Burn people actually live on land 'belonging' to another clan. If men 
'request with respect' (laha tu hormat) to hunt, make gardens, or even to build villages on the 
land of others (particularly the land of their mother's brothers or brothers-in-law), their 
request must be granted. Because the land belonging to a clan is also constructed as their 
place of origin, there may be a difference between place of origin and place of residence. In 
any given area, there will be people from the clan considered to be 'custodian of the territory', 
people residing in their place of origin. But in addition, people from other clans will also be 
residing there by agreement of the custodial clan.4
Another way to consider the interrelationships between Burn people and their island is 
in terms of different social constructions of space expressed in the Burn opposition of 
fena/mua. When these two words are used in contrast, they refer to what I will call as 
'domesticated land’ (fena)5 and 'jungle' or 'undomesticated land' (mua). These two words 
also have specific meanings that differ slightly according to context. Vast areas of tropical 
rainforest in the interior of Burn are referred to as 'jungle' (mua), but when contrasted with 
fena, mua refers to any type of wild or undomesticated space including grasslands and other 
spaces not typically considered as 'jungle'. Similarly fena refers to a territorial space, but a 
space defined in association with Burn clans. Because of the social and territorial semantic 
components of this word, fena can refer to the 'territory' (neten) of a clan, to a village
4Coastal immigrants can also be accommodated with this ideology. According to Buru ideals it is important for 
everyone, including immigrants living on the land of someone else, to be in a good relationship with the 
custodians of the territory and this comes by 'requesting with respect' (laha tu hormat) to live on their land. From 
a Buru point of view, part of the problem with lumber companies is they often ignore or show very little respect to 
the geba neten duan on whose land they operate. Wilken noted (1875:14) that outsiders who came to Buru to 
build boats would pay the geba neten duan for the wood or reciprocate by making a boat for them as well. This 
is still true today.
5Etymologically fena comes from the Proto-Austronesian word *banua/*benua. Blust (1987:100) reconstructed 
the meaning of this term as "an inhabited territory that includes not only the human population and dwellings, but 
also all plant and animal forms that contribute to the maintenance of the human community".
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Settlement, or to a clan itself. In this final sense the word fena is synonymous with noro, the 
term for Burn clans. For example, noro Masbait refers only to the people in the Masbait 
clan; while fena Masbait can refer to the people in this clan, to the specific territory linked to 
the Masbait clan who are considered to be its 'custodians' (geba neten duan),6 or to a village 
in this territory in which many Masbait clan members reside (along with people from other 
clans). Semantically referring to both land and social groups, fena is thus contrasted to mua 
in delineating a sphere of socially or humanly controlled land. It is in this sense that I 
consider the fena/mua contrast as domesticated and undomesticated spaces, recognising both 
as socially constructed spaces.
J u n g l e  a s  u n d o m e s t i c a t e d  s p a c e
Any Burn 'jungle' is valued for the resources it provides. People spend many hours in 
the jungle gathering natural resources in ways that are directly related to their ideas about 
ownership. The geba neten duan can be said to be the custodians of the land by virtue of 
their clan origins, but this does not involve an ownership that includes exclusive possession of 
everything on the land. Other people may hunt and collect resources from the 'jungle' of 
other clans as long as they do so by 'requesting with respect' and as long as the things they 
take have no owner. Deep in the jungle are trees which are known to be 'planted things' (ii 
esnekat) and considered the property of the planter or his or her descendants, including trees 
such as durian, canarium, sago, areca and damar.7 Having extended their 'sweat' to plant 
such trees, individuals have the rights to the 'tips of their tiredness' (emloo luken) in the 
products of their work. Being able to utilise the jungles resources thus involves a knowledge 
of 'planted things' that are off-limits to others.8
Plant products collected from the jungle include wood, bamboo and vines for 
constructing houses, garden granaries and fences. Specific types of wood are also collected 
for making various items such as handles for spears and machetes and the body of drums. 
Men are the ones primarily involved in cutting and carrying housing materials from the 
jungle, while women collect other resources including firewood, various kinds of bamboo and 
pandanus leaves for making baskets and mats, as well as a variety of leaves for house thatch.
6The 'territory' (neten) of a noro can equally be called the 'land or soil of the fena' (rah.isin fena). This Buru 
term was noted by several Dutch officials who investigated traditional landrights on Buru (Wilier 1858:100; 
Wilken 1875:12).
7In Chapter 8 I discuss how trees and other things to which people claim ownership in the jungle are protected 
from theft.
8This is another area o f tension with the lumber companies in that they often destroy 'planted' trees without any 
compensation to the owners.
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A significant amount of food is also collected from the jungle. Men spend many hours 
hunting wild pig, deer, several varieties of marsupial cuscus (genus Phalanger), civet cat, bats 
and a variety of birds. The primary methods of hunting involve spears, as well as a wide 
range of traps. Small fish, eels and crayfish are also sought in the streams and rivers. The 
sea is also a source of food, but a limited one, as many people do not live near the coast. 
Even the few who own canoes on the coast do not know how to fish from the ocean. They 
will search for shellfish, octopus and other marine life in tidal pools, but Burn people do not 
venture into the sea any farther than they can walk at low tide. They will eat marine fish, but 
they must purchase or exchange tubers and vegetables for fish from immigrants to whom 
fishing is a way of life.
In addition to animals, people forage for a wide range of other edible food in the 
jungle. Various leaves and fungi are collected by women to be cooked and eaten along with 
tubers, as well as grubs and birds eggs, which are dug from the large megapode mounds 
(mabet). A large part of the Burn diet comes from the jungle, and Burn people take pride in 
claiming to have the knowledge to survive solely on food from the jungle in times when they 
might need to hide from enemies, or in times of famine. If cultivated tubers are not available, 
people can dig up numerous kinds of jungle roots to cook and eat. Gardens are important, but 
people can in fact survive solely from the jungle.
Given the ecological variation on the island, these natural resources are not found 
uniformly around the island. Both flora and fauna vary according to locale and internal 
differences within Burn society often stem from differences in available resources. In the 
construction of houses, pile houses (huma emkele, literally, 'high houses') are constructed 
only where the desired type of trees grow for making the posts and flooring.9 Houses may be 
walled with split bamboo, mahogany bark, or sago fronds, depending on what is available. 
Leaves used for roofing material also vary according to the availability of local plants. A 
variety of palms such as 'sago palms' (bia lahin), 'coconut palms' (niwe lahin) and a sugar 
palm {tuat lahin) are cultivated, yet many of them grow only in specific ecological niches at 
lower altitudes on the island. Ecological variation also contributes to Burn mobility and co­
dependency on products from the land of other people. Depending on what is available where 
they live, people visit relatives living in other villages to obtain access to plants for roofing or 
mats, coconuts for making oil, gelan plants for processing melaleuca oil, or tuat palms for
9In her recent work on Southeast Asian houses, Waterson (1990:1-3) makes use of an earlier cross-cultural survey 
of Southeast Asian pile buildings which claims Buru is the only island in the entire region lacking a tradition of 
pile building (Nguyen 1934:112). This is erroneous. There may be certain places on Buru where houses are not 
built on piles, because (from a Buru point of view) the appropriate resources are unavailable or available from too 
far away. For native Buru people pile-built 'high houses' (huma emkele) are one option for house construction. 
In addition, garden granaries are always built on high piles.
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making 'palmwine' (eha). They may also plant their own sago, coconut or clove trees near 
the villages of relatives at altitudes appropriate for those trees. A significant degree of Bum 
social interaction is thus predicated on differences in local ecology and on the availability of 
natural resources.
Photograph 6: Tapping a sugar palm (Arenga sp.) for palmwine
GARDENS AND VILLAGES AS DOMESTICATED SPACE
Through the hard work — the ’sweat' (banit) — of chopping down the forest, mua 
become fena: the domesticated lands of gardens, fallow gardens and villages. Although
forest is still cleared frequently to make new villages, the most common reason for forest 
clearing is to make new gardens. Typical of non-volcanic islands in equatorial regions, the 
soil is relatively infertile (Bellwood 1985:12), and shifting agriculture is necessary to allow
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for the replenishment of the soil. The need for making new gardens on a fairly regular basis 
means that while the gardens of a new village can be close to the village, village-to-garden 
distance increases as people remain in the same village over time and new gardens have to be 
made further and further away. Villages of long standing have gardens several hours walk 
away. The further gardens are from the village, the more days or weeks people spend in their 
gardens without returning to the village, particularly in labour intensive periods of clearing, 
planting and harvesting.
Gardens
Each Burn household is responsible for its own food and men, women and children 
participate in gardening activities.10 Certain aspects of Burn agriculture are tied to the 
seasons following a yearly cycle diagramed below.
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The first stage, 'clearing a garden' (enogi), may be very time consuming if the garden 
is a new garden cut out of primary forest. While still significant, far less work is required to 
clear the secondary growth of an old garden left fallow for some years (wasi). The difficult 
work of cutting down large trees with axes is done largely by men although women also clear 
the underbrush and secondary growth. The wood is dry after several weeks to a month, 
depending on how much rain continues to fall, and people then 'burn off the garden' (pefa 
hawa). The activities of planting are referred to as seka hawa which literally means 'to 
pierce the garden'. In planting rice and peanuts, the men and boys pierce holes in the ground 
with dibble sticks while the women and girls follow behind filling each hole with a few
10Perhaps the most significant difference between native Buru people who have moved to the coast and those who 
remain traditionally oriented to the mountains is that on the coast there is not sufficient land available to carry out 
swidden agriculture. While people on the coast have gardens, the gardens are old and cannot be planted with first 
and second year crops. People living on the coast become economically dependent on other sources of income so 
they can buy food from the Chinese shops. Most of this income comes from cloves or copra which is seasonal. 
Moreover, income from cloves has decreased significantly in price over the past several years. Since people in 
the mountains do not need cash to buy basic foodstuffs, people from both the coast and the mountains say that 
food is 'hard' to come by on the coast, but 'easy' in the mountains.
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seeds.11 Different crops have different growing periods, but millet, rice and peanuts are 
harvested around March and April. By late May the heavy rains of ful.timo have usually 
started again. If it appears to be a good year, men 'enter the jungle' (rogo mua) to hunt. 
After they 'exit the jungle’ (suba mua) when the east monsoon is over, the cycle starts 
anew.12
The primary crops planted in a 'first year garden' (hawa menggiwa)13 are rice and 
millet and sometimes peanuts. Rice and millet are planted for two consecutive years and then 
the garden is left fallow for 3 to 5 years, when it is cleared again and used for another crop of 
peanuts. As the main crops of a hawa menggiwa, rice and millet are planted in their own 
'section' (bone) in the 'centre of the garden' (hawa tifun), while cassava and sweet potatoes 
are planted at the 'edge of the garden' (hawa baban). Bananas are preferably planted near 
tree stumps and taro near large rocks. Corn is often planted so that it will divide the different 
bone or plots when gardens are made together. The seeds of leafy greens are often sown 
along with rice or millet; the greens grow quickly and are harvested first while the rice and 
millet are still small. Crops such as corn can be harvested twice a year if the second planting 
is done in January. Many vegetables and tubers such as sweet potatoes, cassava, and taro are 
planted and harvested all year long.
Different structures are built in gardens including simple 'garden houses' (hum.hawa), 
'granaries' (hum.kolon) built on high piles, and an elevated platform with a roof that can be 
slid back for drying rice and peanuts (hum.lute). Because hum.kolon and hum.lufe are built 
on piles to keep out rats and other animals, the ground underneath them provides protection 
from sun and rain. A considerable amount of resting, cooking and eating is done there as well 
as in the hum.hawa where there is usually not much more than a sleeping platform. Around 
these 'houses', tobacco, onions, and various other spices are planted along with other 
vegetables, sugar cane, pineapples, and chilli. Fruit trees such as mangoes, lemons, lansat, 
jambu, and avocados may also be planted and will continue to be owned and harvested long 
after the garden is otherwise abandoned and left fallow.
11This gender division is not rigid. If there not enough holes, women use the dibble sticks; just as men can help 
finish the planting by putting seeds in the holes along with the women.
1217 August, Indonesian Independence Day, is seen as the date by which people should be out of the jungle and 
work on gardens begun. While this day is like any other day for people in the mountains, the day is marked by 
the ceremonies and parades of the police, military and government officials on the coast at Leksula. As a marked 
day, it provides a reference point to the outside calendar for the yearly agriculture cycle.
13When the word menggiwa is used in reference to a child (anat menggiwa) it indicates the first or eldest child.
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Photograph 7: Buru Gardens
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People usually have two, three or more active gardens in different stages at any one 
time. In addition they may grow fruit trees, coconut trees, sago trees, clove trees or coffee 
near the village . Not much is planted in or near the village unless a fence is built around it 
initially because of the danger of being eaten by domesticated pigs (faf.fena) and to some 
extent chickens. Gardens are meant to be at least far enough away so village pigs will not 
frequent them. At planting times chickens also are kept out of gardens. The other important 
domesticated animal, the dog (asu), accompanies its 'master' (tobon) from village to garden 
and is used in hunting. Dogs as well as domesticated pigs are given names, some have their 
own fame and stories.
At some distance from the village another type of garden, called 'male garden’ (hawa 
anamhana), is planted by men with cassava and sweet potatoes as lures for 'wild jungle pigs' 
(faf.mua). Stake traps are set around the periphery of the garden, aimed inward so pigs will 
enter the garden, eat, and then be caught when they attempt to leave. Occasionally men build 
a garden house in a male garden to use there to use for sleeping when hunting for several 
days.
In many ways people are self sufficient in terms of food. Food purchased from the 
coast such as salt, sugar, flour, and tea tend to be seen as luxury items. The primary source 
of cash for purchasing these items as well as soap and kerosene for lamps, clothes, kitchen 
pots and dishes, tape recorders, and watches, comes from the land; from crops people grow 
or forest products they collect. Cloves have been cash crops of considerable importance over 
the last two decades. Because clove trees grow best at lower elevations, some villages moved 
closer to the coast in order to cultivate clove trees. Cloves are harvested around November 
and require little care during the year except clearing the undergrowth before harvest. 
Peanuts are also a crop which can be sold to the Chinese merchants on the coast and are often 
planted in large amounts to sell at least part of the harvest. Some people, particularly women, 
are also involved in a trade of sweet potatoes, cassava and taro as well as vegetables and fruit, 
which they carry to the coast to sell to immigrants.14 Women also make mats to sell during 
clove harvest when there is a high demand for them to use in drying cloves. In addition, both 
men and women can collect a variety of items from the jungle to be sold at the coast including 
butterflies, parrots, candlenut, damar and rattan. During my fieldwork in 1990-1991, the 
processing of melaleuca oil (gelan) was considered the best income source and families would 
often walk a week to the northeast region of Burn where they would stay with relatives for 
several weeks or months while they collected the leaves and distilled the oil at a ketel, giving
14In south Burn there is no official pasar ('market'). People either have standing orders from coastal people for 
their produce, or they walk around the coastal village until they find people to buy their produce.
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the owner of the still his appropriate share of the processed oil. This oil was then sold to 
Chinese traders in Nainlea. In addition, young men sometimes work as labourers picking 
cloves or processing copra for coastal people. But this is seasonal labour and they are paid by 
being given an agreed-upon share of the cloves they pick or the copra they process. The 
vigour with which people engage in any of these endeavours largely depends on whether they 
have a current need for cash. If there is bridewealth to be gathered, these sources of cash are 
particularly important.
Photograph 8: Distilling melaleuca oil
Villages
At times it is difficult to say whether the primary residence of many Buru people is 
their garden house (hum.hawa) or their village house (huma fena). Several individuals I met 
told me that their only house was in their garden, although they would live with relatives in 
villages for extended times as well. Perhaps the best way of viewing Buru residence is in 
terms of the several options people have available to them. At certain times they live 
primarily in their garden house and at other times primarily in their village house. But they 
may have more than just two houses, for they may have garden houses in several gardens at 
significant distances apart. Along with the possibility of visiting relatives in other villages, 
people have numerous options for residence, as well as socially significant ways to avoid 
conflict and asymmetric relations. A general pattern in Christian villages is for people to
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return to the village from their gardens on Saturday afternoon and then leave again Sunday 
afternoon or Monday morning after the Sunday church service.15
One type of Burn residence thus involves the isolated garden house of a single 
household. Other types include small villages with three to ten households (20 to 50 people) 
belonging to the same subsection of a Burn kin group (noro) called the house-circle 
(hum.lolin). There may also be one or two households belonging to affines. Larger villages 
have 30 to 50 houses (150 to 300 people) belonging to several kin groups . The term fena 
can refer to any multi-household settlement. Villages composed of members of a single 
hum.lolin (social group) can also be referred to as hum.lolin (settlement).
Various colonial accounts (Wilier 1858; Wilken 1875; van der Miesen 1908, 1909a, 
1909b) recorded numbers of inhabitants in Burn villages. Many settlements had around 20 or 
30 inhabitants although some as many as 174 inhabitants (Wilier 1858:194). Often the 
settlements were referred to in these reports as hum.lolin, and although Wilier (1858:100) 
made it a point to call hum.lolin 'hamlets' (gebuchten) rather than 'villages' (dorpen) because 
of their small size, others referred to them as both gebuchten and dorpen. I will use the word 
'village' like Burn people use the word fena to refer to a village regardless of its size.
In many places in Maluku it is commonly said that people did not live in villages until 
they were forcibly resettled (usually on or near the coast) by the Dutch or Indonesian 
government. It is not obvious that this degree of outside intervention occurred on Bum. In 
colonial accounts there is no discussion of resettling people into larger villages nor is there 
any oral history from that time suggesting villages were formed by forced resettlement. In 
fact, small Bum villages today (hum.lolin) are very similar to those described in the last 
century. In addition today there are larger (50 houses) villages officially recognised by the 
government, but there are 'traditional' villages in the interior of the island, still largely 
outside the influence of both the church and government, which also have over 50 houses 
belonging to members of various clans. As I see it, differences in village size reflect the 
cumulative choices made by people about their place of residence. Migration is part of Burn 
social life; villages often break up as some or all of the people decide to move to new location 
or locations.16 New villages form when a man takes the initiative to 'encircle or gather 
people' (eflolik geba). The founder of a village is referred to as the 'village custodian' (negri 
duan). Upon his death, a son or someone else may become the new negri duan to maintain 
the cohesion of the group. The number of people living in a village is thus partly a reflection 
of the ability of the negri duan to gather people together and maintain their social cohesion.
15This same pattern was noted by Schut much earlier this century (1917a:43).
16The reasons for migration will be discussed in later chapters.
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The following figure reflects the range of households found in various Burn villages 
and the varying numbers of clans associated with these households.
N O R O
Names
V IL L A G E S
Kudil Lahin Mngeswaen Wae Nama Olon Fakal Wae Katin Wae Loo
Mual 9 2 5 7 3 10 _
Gebhain 1 5 7 5 2 6 2 0
G ew agit — — 8 2 9 1
Masbait — 1 4 — 2 2 1 1
Biloro — 2 — 5 1 2
L iligoli — 1 — — — 5
Tasane — 1 — — — —
L eslesi — — — — —
M igodo — 1 1 — — —
Outsiders — 1 1 — 1 1
Total 1 0 4 9 2 4 3 7 4 8 3 5
Figure 2: Some Bum villages and clan affiliation of each household
Because the Burn lifestyle often involves abandoning and 'moving village sites' (langa 
fena), more significant than a change in village size has been a change in the length of time 
villages may continue to be located in the same place. Some of the mountain villages in which 
churches were established by Dutch missionaries in the early part of this century still exist at 
the same location, although not without having endured various problems that would usually 
be resolved in Burn society through migration. In certain cases the pressure has become too 
much and some villages with Dutch churches have migrated. Even today more permanent 
structures — cement churches as well as cement houses — are not always sufficient to ensure 
permanent villages.17 During my fieldwork in 1990 a large village near the lake, quite 
prestigious in the interior for having several cement houses, was abandoned after disputes, 
with one kin group 'returning' four days' walk, half way across the island to their land of 
origin. For those living in a Burn village, then, the village is but one option for residence. 
They may abandon the village permanently to migrate somewhere else or temporarily to live 
in their garden or visit a relative.18
17It takes a mammoth effort to obtain the money to buy cement by carrying produce down to the coast and then 
carry the cement back up the mountains to build these semi-permanen structures. A one-way trip can take four 
days of hard walking. Cement is used to form stone foundations and the bottom half of walls as well as to cover 
plaited bamboo on the upper half of the walls. Often tin roofing is bought on the coast and carried up the 
mountain as well.
18To van der Miesen (1909a:226) "The nomadic lifestyle of the people is the reason why they do not build better 
houses." {De nomadische levenswijze der bewoners is oorzaak, dat zij geen betere huizen bouwen). According to 
some, in the past the Indonesian government has unsuccessfully attempted to prevent 'isolated people' (suku 
terasing) from migrating into different districts (kecamatan).
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Photograph 9: Buru villages
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(37 households), 
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of Wae Nama 
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circa 1985;
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1 day's walk 
from Leksula.
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at Lake Rana, 
abandoned 1990.
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THE INVISIBLE WORLD
While Burn people are visible and live in visible villages, there are other beings on 
Burn to whom human-like characteristics are attributed in that they are also considered to be 
geba ('people'), but different from the subcategory of geba referred to by the term mansia 
('humans' ) . 19 One such kind of geba is 'people of the house clearing' (geba hum.kisen); also 
called 'disappearing people' {geba endifut).20 I was told these people 'look like us, wear 
clothes like us and live in houses like us'. They are also considered to be native to the island 
and to live their lives on the model of Burn society. I was told some of them are good, some 
of them are bad, just as are people in Burn society. The unusual fact about them is that they, 
as well as their houses and other items of material culture, are invisible. They are known to 
dwell high on the tops of certain mountains and are thought to be active in places of fog and 
low clouds. Often the only evidence of their existence is an empty clearing where their 
invisible houses would be and the fact that they can occasionally be heard in the distance 
playing their drums at night.
Another kind of geba is associated with a certain kind of palm tree in the jungle, 'the 
bad person of the eslait tree '21 (geba bohot eslait lahin). In contrast to the invisible people 
who live in a Buru-type society, these geba live alone around caves and are considered to 
have 'bad or evil insides' (lalen boho), evidenced by the fact that they steal things from people 
(particularly solitary hunters in the jungle) and can cut people with their invisible swords. 
They also look like humans, but are distinguished in that they wear no clothes, have hair all 
over their faces and are thin but very strong. Like geba endifut they are usually invisible, 
and — also like geba endifut — they can occasionally be seen when they challenge solitary 
men to sword fights in the jungle.
Another kind of invisible geba is 'geba who are lord of the place' (geba neten tobon). 
These geba are considered to be the 'custodians' (duan) of the wild animals in the jungle.22 
In several explanations given to me about them, the Burn opposition between of 
'village/jungle' (fena/mua) was important. It was explained that just as all village animals 
have owners, so do all jungle animals. And just as village owners feed their animals, so also 
jungle owners feed theirs. Two particularly important kinds of geb.mua are sanane, who are
19Geba mansia is used to refer specifically to geba gam di kita ("geba like us - inclusive"), in other words, 
'humans', which includes Buru people as well as immigrants and foreigners.
20Buru people translate this into Malay as orang hilang-hilang ('people who habitually disappear'). The notion of 
'disappearing people' is widespread in Maluku (see also Teljeur (1990:95) on the Giman of Halmahera).
21Eslait is a species of wild areca palm.
22In many uses, the notion of tobon 'master, lord' and duan 'custodian' overlap. But when people speak of geba 
neten tobon they refer to spirit masters of the place, and when they speak of geba neten duan they refer to the 
living human custodians of the place.
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the masters of the wild pigs and deer, and geb.rawa who are the masters of the cuscus and 
birds. There are many sanane and geb.rawa throughout the jungle. People know their 
specific names and the specific trees which are their houses where they feed their animals. As 
masters of these wild animals they must not be offended, and hunters must offer prayers, 
saying, 'Please, Sanane, give me a wild pig today.' or 'Please, Geb Rawa, may you let a 
cuscus get caught in my trap.' People have many reasons for abandoning villages and 
migrating to a new place, but in one case people in a small village continually lost their village 
pigs and finally concluded that their village must be too close to the house of a sanane. When 
the sanane called his pigs to feed them, the village pigs would also come and subsequently 
disappear. To avoid losing more pigs, the village moved several kilometres away.
Burn categories to describe agents in the invisible world overlap somewhat. The 
'lords of the place' who are masters of the wild animals are described as both geba (in that 
they have some attributes of 'humans' even while invisible) and setan, a term for 'spirit or 
invisible agent'.23 At the same time, both geba and setan are differentiated in Burn 
cosmology as distinct from the souls of dead humans (nitu), from founding ancestors of clans 
(moyang) and from 'God, the Creator' (Oplastala) .24 In Burn cosmogeny setan were created 
before humans but are now invisible; as invisible agents they may be either good or bad. In 
telling me geba neten tobon are setan, people were stressing their invisibleness rather than 
any particular evil associated with them. Van der Miesen (1902:435) also noted that on Burn 
'spirits' (geesten) are divided into two camps of 'good and evil spirits' (goede en booze 
geesten) and that sanane were good spirits considered to be the owners of pigs and cuscus.
Other setan, however, are seen as having evil or mischievous intentions toward 
people. One particular creature is Murampaat ('Four eyes’), a being in the forest desiring to 
eat the flesh of humans. Certain birds warn hunters of Murampaat's presence so they will 
know to avoid that area of the jungle.25 Other malicious spirits are also associated with the 
jungle and with particular locales within the jungle, but they can also cross the threshold
23This term is used throughout the region and could arguably have either Arabic/Moslem origins or 
Dutch/Christian origins or both. Setan is also equated with jingi (jinn in Arabic), referring in traditional Islam to 
invisible, intelligent spirits (both good and evil) that were created by God.
240plastala appears to be a combination of 'grandparent, lord' (opo) and allah. It is equated today as well as in 
Dutch times with 'Lord the creator' (Opo geba esnulat). The word esnulat is morphologically composed of en- 
sula-t with the root sula meaning 'design; compose; create; write' (see also Hendriks 1897:77-78; Wilken 
1875:23). Similar terms are also used elsewhere in Maluku such as Alahatala in central Seram (Röder 1948).
25In reference to the Umeda of Papua New Guinea where cannibalism is not a reality of life but an "almost 
obsessional theme in myth” Gell (1975:117) notes "The logic of the system calls for the existence of cannibals to 
complement the asymmetry in the relation of men and game animals". In that Buru hunters eat animals from the 
jungle, they also fear being eaten themselves by this cannibal lurking in the jungle. The Buru notion of 'cannibal' 
is widely known as geba ka kaa geba (literally 'person who habitually eats people'). Cannibalism is not practiced, 
but is greatly feared.
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between jungle and village. The vulnerability of people toward such setan varies as pregnant 
women, infants and children are particularly susceptible to their malice. Certain setan have 
the habit of bothering newborn infants so they will not sleep and need to be protected by 
circling a burning cloth around their face so that the bothersome spirit will leave. An open 
Bible is also frequently placed on the bed with a sleeping infant to provide protection. At 
times setan can 'ascend [i.e. possess]' (keha) certain animals as well as humans. The animals 
that may be associated with spirits include pythons, wild pigs, civet cats, and certain birds.
But just as '[human] custodians of the place' {geba neten duan) should not be 
offended, neither should the 'lord of the place' (geba neten tobon) or other spirits be 
offended. As in other Burn relationships where precedence is accorded to the other party, 
respect toward these invisible agents is also created through avoidance.26 To interact safely in 
the jungle people are thus required to know and heed a large variety of 'avoidances' or 'taboo 
actions' (koin). But such careful behaviour is as necessary in the 'village' as in the 'jungle', 
for proper relations must also be maintained with invisible agents formerly associated with 
social life: clan founders (moyang) and the souls of dead humans (nitu). In the next part of 
this thesis I examine Burn social life as people interact in these socially constructed visible and 
invisible worlds.
26Discussed in Chapter 8.
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PART TWO
Social Life
CHAPTER FOUR — ORGANISATION OF THE NORO
CHAPTER FIVE — THE REGENERATION OF LIFE
CHAPTER SIX — MAINTAINING EQUALITY
Chapter Four 
Organisation of the
Burn social life pivots around the organisation of kin groups called noro. These clans 
are the exogamous units as well as the highest level political units in Burn society. There are 
around 35 noro on Burn and the approximately 42,000 individuals who consider themselves 
'people of Burn island' (geb.fuk.Buru) do so on the basis of their individual affiliation with 
one of this groups. The first section of this chapter describes the social identity and 
ideological connections established through membership in a noro. The second section details 
the structure of noro, describing social relations created through the major organising 
principles of precedence and gender. The final section considers how individuals, enmeshed 
in hierarchical relations within a noro, are simultaneously able to maintain autonomy as 
notions of hierarchy and equality both operate within Burn social life.
THE NORO AS IDENTITY AND IDEOLOGY
When a stranger arrives in a Burn village the immediate question people ask is, 'What 
kind of person is he/she?' ("Ringe san taun?"). A single word — a noro name — provides 
the expected answer to this question.1 Upon hearing the name of the noro, people know the 
social identity of the stranger and can connect him or her to fellow noro members, to affines 
and to maternal relatives. The affiliation of an individual to his or her particular noro is thus 
a very salient feature of personal identity, but these Burn kin groups also provide an ideology 
— a system of ideas — legitimating the very foundations of Burn society. These ideas 
emerge in daily discourse resembling what Ricoeur (1986) has called a social imaginaire, a 
notion summarised here by Kearney (1989):
Every society, Ricoeur claims, participates in a socio-political imaginaire. This 
represents the ensemble of mythic or symbolic discourses which serve to motivate and 
guide its citizens. The "social imaginary" can function as ideology to the extent that it 
reaffirms a society in its identity by representing or recollecting its "foundational 
symbols". Thus Soviet society remembers its October revolution, Britain its "glorious 
revolution", the United States 1776, France 1789, Ireland 1916, and so on. And non-
1If the stranger is not from Buru the same question is still appropriate, but rather than a noro name, the answer is 
some distinguishing social identification such as geb.Binoko taun (a person affiliated with Binungku in the Tukang 
Besi islands off southeast Sulawesi) or geb.fuk.Abon taun (a person affiliated with Ambon). The Buru word taun 
is translated into as Malay as orang, meaning 'person', but it is always used with reference to some social group, 
indicating a type of social person.
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revolutionary societies may recall their originating myths and legends to insure a 
similar sense of ideological continuity. This use of 'social imaginary' as an ideological 
recollection of sacred foundational acts, often serves to integrate and legitimate a social 
order.... By ritualizing and codifying its experiences in terms of idealized self-images, 
recollected from the past, a society provides itself with an ideological stability 
(Kearney 1989:21, 22; his emphasis).
While Ricoeur refers to the codified experiences of an entire (Soviet or French) 
'society', it is important to note that for Burn each noro has a unique story, a unique set of 
foundational acts and symbols. In daily life people rarely present themselves as belonging to a 
unified Burn society. Instead, they are always eager to talk about their particular noro and 
how it is wonderfully different from other noro. But this uniqueness is in the details, for all 
Bum noro employ a configuration of ideas, myths and symbols to create an "ideological 
recollection of sacred foundational acts". In this regard, noro are similar to social groups in 
other societies in eastern Indonesia which Fox (1990:3) has characterised as "origin groups" 
in that
what they claim to share and to celebrate is some form of common derivation. This 
derivation is socially constructed and may be variously based on the acknowledgement 
of a common ancestor, a common cult, a common name or set of names, a common 
place of derivation, and/or a share in a common collection of sacred artefacts.
First, each noro has a unique founder called a moyang, a term I gloss as a clan or 
noro 'founder'. As moyang is also a Malay term frequently glossed as 'ancestor', it is 
necessary to contrast the notion of 'ancestor' with the Burn meaning of moyang2 to avoid 
misconception. In standard English usage the term ancestor denotes a person from whom an 
individual is considered to be descended, most often on the basis of genealogical links. While 
'genealogical links to individuals in the past' (enohon enatin) are recognised at times on Burn, 
genealogical links are not the basis for an individual's relationship with his moyang. 
Connections to moyang are created through noro affiliation, not genealogical descent. 
Furthermore, genealogical ancestors are often considered to have been human like their 
descendants. Burn moyang, however, were much more than ordinary 'human beings' 
(mansia). In founding noro they had super-human powers, 'giving birth' (ebana) to both 
spirits and humans. In contrast to typical ideas about 'ancestors' then, moyang were not 
humans, nor are individuals connected to them on the basis of genealogical links.
Nevertheless there is a sense in which members of a noro consider themselves to have 
a common source in their moyang, not a source of common biological derivation, but a 
transcendent source of life. People locate the founding activity of moyang in the remote past,
2Although the semantics have changed, the term moyang was most likely borrowed from Malay. The less 
frequently used term luhu is also likely to be a loan.
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saying that moyang have now 'returned to the darkness' (oli di reden) and are invisible. Yet 
they are still agentive beings; through the agency of moyang living noro members can 
experience blessing as well as misfortune.3
Many of the celebrated differences between noro come from differences constructed 
among moyang. Each moyang is considered to be unique and to have a unique name. A 
moyang may also have a male or female identity, specified as a 'father founder' (ama 
moyang) or a mother founder' (ina moyang). While gender is differentiated among noro 
founders in this way, no asymmetry or further social differentiation is made between noro on 
this basis. Nor is there any difference in affiliation rules between noro with male or female 
founders. Moyang are also differentiated by the manner in which they appeared on Burn. 
Some founders were autochthons who '[spontaneously] appeared’ (newa) on the island, while 
founders of other noro came to Burn by boat from other islands. Yet regardless of whether 
they appeared on Burn or arrived from elsewhere, each moyang is associated with a unique 
place called a wae moyang (moyang water; stream; river), often a spring at the head-waters 
of a stream. Around this stream is the place where the moyang became established on the 
island, called the 'place of the planting [of the house pole]' (tean elen).4 5 For noro with 
autochthonous moyang, this is near the place the moyang 'appeared'. For noro with non- 
autochthonous moyang, this is the place where the moyang established themselves after 
arriving on the island by boat — the stream or river at which they arrived and subsequently 
planted a house pole to make a house, often after being given land by autochthons. There is 
an additional place on the coast associated with non-autochthonous moyang — the place of the 
'boat disembarkation' (waga enohon). There are ties to this place as well as ties for all noro 
to their 'place of the planted house pole' and 'moyang stream'. The location of these places 
are publicly known and create in part the social identity of a noro and of its members3
The "ideological recollection" of a noro also includes knowledge of the well-defined 
territory or 'place' (neten) surrounding the place of origin over which the noro members are 
considered to be 'custodians of the territory' (geba neten duan). On their territory, near or at
3Having the potential to cause both blessing and misfortune for living noro members, moyang are in some ways 
similar to the spirits of dead noro members (nitu) whose actions can also result in blessing or difficulty for their 
living relatives. And yet moyang and nitu are very different beings. In a particularly insightful discussion on Lao 
(Fiji) categories of spirits, Hocart (1952:9) noted a class of spirits called vu (which he also referred to as "gods") 
who had as their chief characteristic "originating". He also noted "the Fijians are very careful to distinguish 
between the spirits of the dead and these [vu] gods". In the same way, Buru people distinguish between nitu and 
moyang.
4Tea-n comes from the root tea-, meaning 'to plant or ground something (like a house pole) into the earth'. The 
same root with the causative prefix ep- (ep-tea) is the verb for 'sit, stay'. There is thus the idea of locating or 
fixing something in space.
5 Although I have not seen it, I have been told that in the village near the 'boat disembarkation' place of the Mual 
noro, there is the 'shape of a boat' (waga lakan) in the mosque representing the boat of the Mual moyang.
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the tean elen, each noro ideally has a hum.sikit6 or house in which various heirlooms of the 
noro are stored. These typically include ruling cloths, staffs and other objects of noro 
history.7 Because many people do not live near their tean elen, these noro houses are often 
difficult to maintain. In recent years there has been concerted effort by several noro to rebuild 
them. During 1990 one noro rebuilt their hum.sikit at their tean elen far in the interior of the 
island, using tin roofing which they carried up the mountain several days walk. The practical 
value of tin roofing is that it outlasts thatch roofing and should enable the hum.sikit to endure 
many years before repairs are needed. This innovation was not missed by other noro in the 
area, who also began discussing how to collect money to buy roofing in order to construct a 
"modern" hum.sikit. The hum.sikit is not merely a physical structure in which people store 
their noro heirlooms; it objectifies the place of their origins.
Finally, the "ideological recollection" of a Burn noro includes names for the noro 
which come from a variety of sources. Sometimes the name of the founding moyang is 
reflected in the name. In other cases, the origin place name is used as the noro name. Many 
noro are named after their moyang stream (wae moyang) such as the Wae Temun noro named 
after its moyang stream called 'Temun water [stream]'. So too with numerous other noro 
such as Wae Dupa, Wae Lusu, Wae Lua, Wae Gida, Wae Hidi, and Wae Ili. The origin place 
of the Wae Kolo noro is at Wae Kolo, an alternate name for the lake in the centre of the 
island.
Each noro actually has two names which are described as an 'inside' name and an 
'outside' name. The inside name is referred to as the noro name and the outside name is 
called the fam8 name or the 'Indonesian name'.9 The outside name is used rather like a 
surname when people interact with the Indonesian state, such as when children are enroled in 
school or when names are written on church documents. The use of names in these domains 
is consistent with a statement made to me about outside names: "When we speak our
language, there is no Solissa (Mual fam name), there is no Lesnussa (Masbait fam name)."
6I have no gloss for the word sikit and I have never encountered its use in any other form. It is most likely from 
masigit, found sporadically throughout eastern Indonesia from the Malay and Arabic mesjid 'mosque'. People 
often equate hum .sik it with hum .puji, using the Malay and Sanskrit word puji 'worship'. Translated literally this 
would be 'worship house'.
7These objects contrast with bridewealth objects that are given away. Like sisters, bridewealth objects leave, 
while noro heirlooms are like brothers and stay in the house, connecting people to their past.
8 Fam is an Ambonese Malay word of Dutch origin and is used through parts of Maluku and elsewhere to refer to 
various types of kin groups.
9The fact that Buru social groups had two names was recognised by some of the more detailed Dutch authors on 
Burn, although it was a bit problematic for them. Schut’s (1921:617) comment was ledere stam heeft zijn eigen 
geslachtsnaam of "van" ('Each clan has its own last name or "van"') in reference to Dutch surnames. His list of 
seven geslachtsnamen are the same names people today would refer to as fam  names.
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Photograph 10: A now  heirloom; 
a 'ruling sash' (sogaperinta)
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Although rare, people have changed their fam names. One reason for this was "to 
hide during the war [WWII]." In another case there was a dispute within the Gewagit noro, 
and part of the noro changed their fam name to Hukunala, while the other part retained the 
name of Behuku. In contrast, I have never heard of any noro name having been changed.
Noro names and their corresponding fam names are public knowledge, something even 
children were eager to tell me from our first days on Burn. Still, most people are only 
familiar with the names of seven or eight other noro, those with which they have most 
frequent contact. A few well travelled individuals could list around thirty noro names, 
although never producing exactly the same list. The following list is a compilation of Burn 
noro names collected from around the island.
noro Gebhain O fam Seleky
noro Gewagit fam Hukunala/Behuku
noro Masbait fam Lesnussa
noro Mual o fam Solissa
noro Hangwasit O fam Biloro
noro Wae Gida fam Tasane (Lilibasa?)
noro Wae Temun o fam Nurlatu
noro Wae Lua <-> fam Latbual
noro Wae Lusu <-> fam Taslatu
noro Migodo * r * fam Lacike
noro Wae Kolo < -> fam Wamese
noro Nalbessy fam Liligoli
noro Wae Dupa fam Leslessy
noro Walpangat o fam Nustelo
noro Baman < -> fam Nurbesa
noro Edafa fam Tombelen
noro Wae Hidi * * fam Nurwael/Belewael
noro Wae Ili o fam Luhulima
noro Efnabo <-> fam Tasijawa
noro Gebfua fam Silsili
noro Tinggapit O fam Waemangan
noro Gebrihi fam Lesbasa
noro Maktita o fam Leskona
noro Wae Eno o fam Lesbata
noro Tifu o fam Salasiwa
noro Fatu o fam Titalesi
noro Toraha o fam Norotoen
noro Fu'mae o fam Nurdawan
noro Wanhedan o fam Latuwael
noro Wae Kibo o fam Titawael
noro Wae Emnebo o fam Waerhangan
noro Nurwaen o fam Balete
noro Fuwai * * fam ?
noro Kakhanga < r> fam ?
noro Tawar O fam ?
Figure 3: Names of Burn noro and fam
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Knowledge of these 'foundational symbols' — the ensemble of origin names, places, 
heirlooms and narratives — are not secrets; rather than concealing them, people use them in 
discourse as symbols for creating difference in Burn society by defining individual noro 
identities. While these symbols are thus not used to create a unified Burn social identity, they 
are used to define the criterion for being a 'person of Burn island' (geb.fuk.Bururo). Many 
coastal immigrants living on Burn belong to kin groups similar to Burn noro, both in terms of 
ideological and organisational structure. Yet according to their own narratives and to Burn 
people's perceptions, these other people belong to another island: they have no founder’s 
'place of the planted house pole', no 'moyang stream' on Burn. Furthermore, outsiders 
usually have only a single name for their clan group, most always referred to as a. fam  name. 
Burn people equate this fam  name with an outside name and consider immigrants to lack an 
inside or noro name. The lack of an inside name is evidence that immigrants belong to groups 
without Burn origins; therefore, they cannot be 'people of Burn island'.10
Burn origins do more than just provide an identity, they also provide an ideology, a 
script for action. The noro is a source of life and blessing. People may entreat their moyang 
for prosperity and blessing at any place, but it is more efficacious to do so at the 'place of the 
planted house pole' and at the 'moyang stream'. In times of difficulty, people spend much 
time, money and effort returning to these places to seek blessing from their moyang. Noro 
thus provide an "ideological stability" connecting people to each another, to land, to the past 
and to a source of potential blessing.
Before moving on to consider relations within the noro, I mention the situations in 
which people may refer to groups of noro. In the colonial literature on Burn there are 
occasional references to groups of noro, including the 'four noro' (noro paa), 'seven noro' 
(noro pito), 'eight noro (noro etrua), 'nine noro' (noro ecia), and the area of Masarete often 
described as 'ten fena' (fenar polo). Burn people know and sometimes use these phrases, but 
in trying to ascertain from either the literature or informants the specific four, seven, eight, 
nine or ten noro included in each of these groupings, there was no consistency in what I read 
or was told. While I initially thought these groups may reflect higher level structures in Burn 
social organisation, that is apparently not so. These groups are not exclusive groups of noro 
(a single noro may be mentioned as part of several groups); they do not compose distinct 
social units; there is apparently nothing symbolic about the number used; nor is there a single 
head or representative for these groups. Instead, the terms are actually used as territorial 
terms, defining a place by the number of noro present. It is possible these noro groupings
10There are also linguistic and social differences between Buru people and immigrants on the island, but in Buru 
terms, the real 'evidence' of difference is in the varying constructions of kin group origins.
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developed in the 19th century as a result of the manner in which tribute (enati) was collected 
from groups of noro and sent to various raja at Kayeli.
im R A -N O R O  RELATIONS
A noro is internally segmented into smaller social groups called hum.lolin, a term I 
translate literally as 'house-circle'. The number of house-circles in a given noro varies, but 
there are often between three and seven. People belonging to a single house-circle belong in 
turn to various 'households' (huma kemat) whose residences may be located in several 
different villages or settlements. The following figure is a schematisation of the noro, 
idealised in that the number of house-circles and households actually vary.
huma kemat
huma kemathuma kemat
huma kemat
huma kemat
huma kemat
huma kemathuma kemat huma kemat
noro
hum.lolin hum.lolinhum.lolin
Figure 4: The internal structure of a Burn noro
Before continuing it is useful to clarify three points. First, a noro delineates a social 
group of people who do not necessarily form a local group. This is not to say they have no 
connection to a locale, for they do. The members of a noro are the collective custodians of a 
territory which is sub-divided into portions for each house-circle. Yet there is no obligation 
to live on this land and some members of any given noro will have migrated to live on 
territory belonging to other noro. Secondly, a noro is not an action group. House-circles are 
the units involved in negotiations concerning marriage and land use. But because the unit of 
exogamy is the noro, the house-circles of a bride and groom are always referred to by their 
noro names, not their house-circle names. Marriages are thus talked about in Burn discourse 
as if they were negotiated by two noro. In fact, not only marriages, but all 'negotiations' or
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'disputes' (perkara) are talked about as involving Noro A versus Noro B.11 Yet it is only ever 
a few representatives of the noro who 'sit' in any of these negotiations. The entire 
membership of a noro or house-circle is never actually involved in any corporate action or 
collective ritual. Finally, a noro and particularly a house-circle has the appearance of a 
classical 'descent group' in anthropology (see Figure 7, page 89), but I choose not to refer to 
them primarily as descent groups. A structural resemblance to an agnatic descent group 
occurs because patri-filiation is the preferred method of affiliation. However, patri-filiation is 
not automatic; if various cultural requirements have not been met, matri-filiation occurs. 
Parent-child links constrain the possibilities for affiliation, but a particular mode of 'descent' 
is not the determinant of affiliation. Furthermore, the people affiliated with a noro and house- 
circle also include adopted children and wives who 'reverse their affiliation' and 'enter' the 
house-circle and noro of their husbands upon marriage. I discuss affiliation in more detail in 
Chapter 5 (see also B.D.Grimes 1990).
Relations within a household
Referred to literally as a 'complete house' (huma kemat), a Burn household includes a 
man and his wife or wives and any unmarried children. While younger sons establish their 
own household upon marriage, the eldest son often remains in his parents' household with his 
wife after he marries. With their children a household can include three generations. There 
are often more people living within a given residence as relatives often visit for extended 
periods, but huma kemat refers specifically to the residential group formed around the core of 
a husband and wife, the complete unit and minimal social group necessary to form a 
household. If there are co-wives, in the village they usually each have their own cooking 
house (hum.masat), but the aggregate of 'cooking houses' and the 'residing house' (huma 
endefut) are seen as belonging to the single huma kemat.
^Internal disputes are also frequent, and referred to as anger or bad relations between elder and younger same- 
sex siblings (kaka-wait boho), but they are not considered perkara. Disputes involving people in different noro are 
perkara.
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Figure 5: A variety of attested huma kemat 'households
As a residential unit, a household is often mobile, enabling its members to act 
collectively as an economic unit. Families frequently 'tie shut' their village house12 to go for 
extended periods of weeks and sometimes months to other places on the island, carrying their 
necessary belongings in baskets on their back or attached to a shoulder pole. 13 Their main 
pursuits are agricultural; while clearing fields, planting and harvesting they may live in their 
gardens. During such times they may make periodic trips back to the village, particularly if 
they have church responsibilities on Sunday. But as soon as these are over, they return to 
their garden. Some people have gardens near two separate villages often several days walk 
apart. When the work is finished in one place, they temporarily move to be based out of the 
other village. Products from their gardens serve mainly to provide for the nutritional needs of 
their household, although many people also take some garden produce to the coast to sell. 
Food may be shared with other households, but this is voluntary and seen as a sign of 
generosity and intimacy. During lulls in the agricultural cycle, the members of a household 
may walk to other villages to be involved in activities such as processing melaleuca oil, drying 
copra, or picking cloves in order to obtain cash. The Burn household is thus a residential 
unit, but also a mobile economic unit.
12They may put up a prohibitionary sign so people do not enter to steal things. These signs are discussed in 
Chapter 8.
13Both men and women carry baskets (fodo) on their back although the methods for carrying them are different. 
A man carries a basket by two bark straps around his shoulders (eplabuk) while a woman carries it with a single 
strap from her forehead (renge). Baskets can be differentiated on this basis as 'male baskets’ (fodo anamhana) or 
'female baskets' (fodo anafina). Frequently, however, both sets of straps are attached to a single basket making it 
an androgynous basket that can be carried by males or females. When baskets are very heavy men may use the 
'female' forehead strap as well as the 'male' shoulder straps. Shoulder poles (ka.lebat) are only used by men.
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elenbaget
elenbaget elenbaget tunet
subu 'door' elenbaget bed '
meja tab le' tunet h earth  / stove'
paha 'rack for utensils' kafn 'cloth / curt am'
Figure 6: Layout of a typical house in the village 
Relations within  a House-circle
While a household is a group of people with close kinship ties who share residences 
and economic effort, households gain their primary social identity by belonging to a house- 
circle and noro. The residences of households belonging to the same house-circle are often 
clustered in one part of a village, but there may be households of that same house-circle who 
reside in other villages. Like noro, house-circles are named; yet unlike noro, they are given 
only one Burn name and no 'outside' name. 14 The name of a house-circle is often some 
distinguishing characteristic like a geographical feature near a previous residential area or a 
former garden.
Because women leave their natal household, house-circle and noro upon marriage, it is 
men and relations through men that define a house-circle. The following figure represents the 
male individuals of a hum.lolin of the Mual noro. When differentiating their house-circle 
from other house-circles in their noro, these individuals refer to themselves as "Mual Arlale 
people" (geb.Mual Arlale). Although they often visit each other, they reside in three separate 
villages several days walk apart.
14However, people rarely refer to their house-circle when they speak Malay, as it is both inside the noro and 
inside Burn culture. When presenting themselves to the outside world people speak in terms of noro, and 
specifically use their fam name.
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Figure 7: The males of the Arlale house-circle of the Mual nord5
As this example illustrates, the generational depth of a house-circle is around four or 
five generations. People often remember the composition of their house-circle through set 
phrases such as "We have 'one great-grandfather, three-grandfathers and 12 fathers' (osi 
emsian, opo telo, ama polo geran rua)." The genealogy of a house-circle is not just 
incidental information people provided in response to my queries; it is knowledge they use 
daily as they seek to act in accord with their social identity in their relationships with others. 
The relationships within a house-circle are expressed through the following kin terms 
differentiating generation, gender and relative age.
15In this chart I have used letters to indicate different individuals within the same generation. The numbers 
indicate the different generations.
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Term Generation Gender Relative Age Gloss
pio ± 4  gen eration s P P P P /C C C C
osi ± 3  gen eration s P P P /C C C
opo ± 2  gen eration s P P /C C
ama +  1 gen eration m ale F
ina + 1  gen eration fem ale M
kai sam e gen era tio n sam e sex elder e
wai sam e gen eration sam e sex y o u n g er y
feta sam e gen eration fem a le -o p p o s ite  sex  (m .s .) z
naha sam e gen eration m a le -o p p o site  sex  ( f .s . ) B
anat -1 gen era tio n C
Figure 8: Kin relations within a house-circle
These terms are used collaterally extending not only to individuals in a single 
household, but also to those in the house-circle. At the same time, there are several ways to 
indicate degrees of closeness in these relationships. Ama, for example, refers to all first 
ascending generation males within the house-circle, but it is possible to clarify a particular 
ama is ego's 'birth father' (ama ebanat), or a particular ina is a 'birth mother' (ina ebanat). 
Such specification is often mentioned in marriage negotiations where certain behaviour is 
required of the 'birth parents' and part of the bridewealth is reserved specifically for the 'birth 
mother'. Same-generation siblings in a house-circle can also denote their relationship with 
greater specificity by reference to the previous generation. Two such individuals may have 
'one father, one mother' (ama emsian, ina emsian), 'two fathers' (ama rua), 'one father, two 
mothers' (ama emsian, ina rua), or 'two great-grandfathers already' (osi rua haik). 
Metaphors of 'near' (brangin) and 'far' (breman) are also used to express the notion of 
collateral distance in genealogical relations.
Where gender is not indicated by a kin term, it can optionally be specified by adding 
'female' (fina) or 'male' (emhana). Opo can be specified as an opo fina ('female PP/CC) or 
opo emhana ('male PP/CC'); similarly, osi (PPP/CCC) and pio (PPPP/CCCC). An anat (C) 
can be 'female child' (ana.fina) or 'male child' (ana.mhana).
The relative age of same-sex siblings from one father and one mother is determined by 
the siblings’ birth order. However, the relative age of same-sex cousins within a house-circle 
is not based on their own birth order, but on the birth order of the original same-sex siblings 
with the same mother and father (their fathers, grandfathers, great-grandfathers, etc.). For 
example, any two same-sex and same-generation descendants of A1 and B1 (Figure 7, page 
89) are ranked as elder and younger, but the kai will always be the descendant of Al,
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regardless of whether he was born before or after his wai, the descendant of Bl. Occasionally 
relative age is also specified through the metaphors 'big/little' (haat/roit). A birth father's 
elder brother, for example, can be called 'big F' (ama haat) and his younger brother 'small F' 
(ama roit). Their wives can also be called ina haat and ina roit respectively.
In addition to terms for relative age, a few birth order terms are used on Burn. These 
are not differentiated by gender and include 'eldest child’ (ana.menggiwa), 'next [again] 
child' (ana.mendedun), 'middle child' (ana.mentifun), and 'youngest child' (an.hena). While 
birth order (particularly first and last born) is important, birth order terms are limited on Burn 
to defining the position of a child in relation to other children with the 'same father, same 
mother'. Once there is a different mother (as among children from co-wives of the same 
father) or a different father and mother (as among cousins), these birth order terms are no 
longer relevant. In those situations relative age among same-sex siblings is predicated on other 
criteria including the order of their mothers' marriages to their father (in the case of children 
of co-wives) or the birth order of fathers in previous generations (in the case of cousins).
Relations between house-circles within a noro
While the primary range of these kinship terms extends to individuals within the social 
group of the house-circle (hum.lolin), the ideology of siblingship extends through the entire 
noro. As in many eastern Indonesian societies where relations between groups claiming a 
common derivation is expressed in terms of elder/younger siblings, house-circle units within a 
noro are classed as same-sex siblings and ranked according to the relative age categories 
kai/wai. The terms are assigned based on the relative establishment of each house-circle, with 
those established prior as kai and those later as wai. As noro are associated with the streams 
of their founders (wae moyang), the precedence of house-circles is often geographically 
objectified along streams and rivers. Elder house-circles were established upstream to 
younger house-circles, closer to the source of the river near the 'place of the planted house 
pole' (tean elen). The precedence of house-circles within a noro thus flows from elder to 
younger, from upstream to downstream.
As the house-circle units belonging to the same noro are related as (same-sex) siblings, 
individuals from different house-circles within a noro are also related as siblings, either same- 
sex or cross-sex siblings. For same-sex individuals the terms kai/wai are used in reference to 
the precedence of their respective house-circles. In these situations biological age differences 
between individuals are not relevant, because the relationship is based on the relative age of 
the individuals' two house-circle groups. Thus, regardless of their biological age, all males of 
a Mual house-circle elder to the Arlale house-circle are 'elder same-sex siblings' (kai) to the
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Arlale males in Figure 7 (page 89); all males of a younger house-circle are 'younger same-sex 
siblings' (wai) to Arlale males. In the relationship between opposite-sex individuals from 
different house-circles in a noro, relative age is not indicated just as it is not indicated in the 
B/Z relationship within a house-circle. Thus, regardless of any biological age difference, a 
male and female from different house-circles within the same noro are considered brother and 
sister. In this relationship, the relative age of their respective house-circles is not relevant. 
This means a man's feta (Z) may be from 'one father, one mother' (ama emsian, ina emsian), 
she may be a 'sister of [my] house-circle' (feta hum.lolin), or she may be a 'sister of a 
different house-circle' (feta hum.lolin meget). Regardless of their degree of relatedness, 
sisters provide their brothers with connections to other noro through their marriages. It is 
thus advantageous for a Burn man to have and acknowledge as many sisters as possible.
The establishment of a new house-circle occasionally occurs as a marked historical 
event. A house-circle in the Gewagit noro decided to split after a death that had been 
accidently caused by a fellow member of the house-circle. Far more frequently, however, 
people were not able to recall any detail concerning their house-circle formation or give much 
explanation concerning its name. Nor did they consider such knowledge to be important. 
What is important is remembering the relationships of precedence between house-circles so as 
not to forget 'who is big, who is little' (sane haat, sane roit).
The Organising Differences of Precedence and Gender
Every relational term used within a Burn noro predicates a difference between two 
individuals in terms of generation, relative age, or gender (see Figure 7, page 90). Because 
the principles of generation and relative age both create seniority by allocating precedence to 
one of the individuals in the relationship, at an analytical level I use the terms ’senior/junior' 
to denote any relations predicated on a generational or relative age difference. For Burn this 
includes relations between inter-generational kin as well as intra-generational same-sex kin. 
My use of the term 'senior' is actually much like the Burn term geba emtuato ('elders', but 
etymologically 'old people'), a term Burn people equate with Malay orang tua. This Malay 
term is often glossed in English as 'parents', however, Burn geba emtuato is used to refer to 
more than just parents: it includes kin in generations above the parent generation as well as 
kin 'older' in one's own generation. In other words, it is used in situations where precedence 
is allocated to kin who structurally precede ego and are 'senior'.
In addition to precedence, a second important difference in Burn kin relations is 
predicated through gender. A key relationship portraying the difference created by gender is 
the Burn brother/sister relationship. Other male/female relations (for example,
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father/daughter, mother/son, husband/wife) also involve a gender difference, but in addition 
assign seniority to one of the individuals (father, mother, husband) on the basis of various 
constructions of precedence which I will discuss shortly. Relations between same-sex siblings 
also involve precedence constructed on the basis of birth order and relative age. In contrast, 
relations between opposite-sex siblings are constructed on the basis of gender without any 
reckoning of birth order or relative age. The brother/sister relation is thus a relationship 
involving the presence of gender and the absence of precedence. In that no seniority or 
precedence is ascribed to either, Burn brothers and sisters can be described as equals.
P recedence:
pio (PPPP) - pio (CCCC)
osi (PPP) - osi (CCC)
opo (PP) - op o (CC)
ama (F) - anat(C)
ina (M) - anat(C)
kai (elder same sex & generation) - wai (younger same sex & generation)
Gender-.
feta (Z m .s .) - naha (B f .s .)
Figure 9: Kin relationships predicated on precedence and gender
Precedence and gender are not merely analytical features of the kinship terminology, 
they are keys to understanding social and symbolic action on Bum. Every relationship within 
the noro is predicated on precedence and/or gender and in the remaining parts of this section,
I discuss some of the ways precedence and gender relate to social action. Because Burn 
relationships must be manifest through the appropriate action of the two parties, it is crucial 
that each person act appropriately to his or her position in the given relationship. In the 
asymmetric relations created through precedence, interaction reveals the superiority of seniors 
over juniors. In the equality of the brother/sister relationship where precedence is absent and 
the relationship differentiated only in terms of gender, social interaction reveals the 
complementarity of male and female.
Precedence Relations
Bum juniors are continually reminded that they should 'not forget' (bara gliduk) their 
seniors whether that be their fathers, mothers, or elder same-sex siblings. 'Not forgetting' 
these relationships requires that they be attended to, and that in doing so, juniors act 
appropriately. One important way this is done is through appropriate terms of address. The 
very act of addressing or referring to fathers as ama, mothers as ina and elders as kai indicates
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one's interpretation of the social relationship, acknowledges the Other's precedence and is 
equated with appropriately 'placing adat' (tahu adat).
It should be noted that in these relationships, superior value is not placed on the 
individual with real age seniority, but on the one with structural seniority. This is significant 
in that generational or relative age differences in the kinship system do not necessarily 
correspond to biological age differences. Nevertheless, the respect expected of an anat (C) to 
his ama (F) or ina (M) remains, regardless of their biological age differences. In Figure 7 
(page 89), Atus (H3) was born long after Ber (A4), yet Atus is ama to Ber, for he is of the 
same generation as Ber's father (D3). Therefore Ber must 'never forget' that when he 
interacts with Atus he must 'reciprocate' (laha) by both calling and treating Atus as 'father'. 
So too with relative age differences among same-sex siblings. Even though Edi (J3), is 
biologically older than Atus (H3), he is wai to Atus, because Edi's father (E2) was wai to 
Atus' father (D2). When Edi interacts with Atus, Edi must always 'reciprocate' by acting as 
wai. Because relations depend on appropriate social interaction, children are taught their 
correct relationship to other individuals from an early age. When a three-year-old girl was 
once playing with an infant (her FFBD) she called the baby ade ( Malay 'younger sibling'). 
She was immediately corrected by her aunt: "The baby is not ade, she is tante (Malay
'aunt').”
Precedence in Inter-generational relations
As in many cultures, Burn kin terms are also used to describe other relations besides 
kinship relations. Of interest here are how inter-generational terms are applied to other 
relations. Ina/anat (M/C) terms are frequently used to describe relationships in the biological 
world as indicated in the proverb 'The leaves are the same as its mother' (Omon sama tu nak 
ina). The supreme deity is often referred to as Opo (PP). To assert respect people address 
individuals as ama or ina according to their appropriate gender. Conversely, to assert the 
dependency of individuals, they can be called anat (C) or collectively 'children' (anato). The 
relationship of social leaders and those under the scope of their responsibility can be described 
as that of ama (F) and 'children' (anato). A village head, for example, is called ama 
kampung or in Malay Bapak kampung ('village father') and the villagers are his 'children'. 
As in kin relations, the use of these inter-generational terms indicates the temporal or social 
precedence of one party.
The asymmetry of inter-generational relationships gives parents the right to make 
requests of their children. Children, on the other hand, do not have the reciprocal right to do 
this, for it is something which can only be done with equals or juniors. Even so, children are
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not obliged to fulfil every parental demand, because all Burn individuals are expected to act in 
accord with their own 'will; desire' (lalet) .16 Of course others can attempt to 'persuade' 
(lomo) individuals to change their 'desire'. When a young child does not immediately 
'follow' (hai) their requests, parents may spend considerable time urging him, sometimes 
resorting to threats ("Do this or the health worker will give you an injection") and 
occasionally physical force. But in the end, even children 'follow their own desires' (hai nun 
lalet) .17 When a child continues to demand its own way, such as when a daughter runs away 
to elope against her parents' wishes, parents may be frustrated in their inability to persuade 
their child to act differently. Even if they eventually have to accept their child's autonomous 
will, in these situations it is legitimate for parents to be angry at their children. On the other 
hand, it is never legitimate for children to be angry at their parents, for that can have 
disastrous consequences.
Precedence in same-sex sibling relations
When there is no generational difference, Burn sibling relations are constructed either 
as same-sex relations (kal/wai) or cross-sex relations (feta/naha). When the relation between 
two individuals is undifferentiated by gender, precedence always ranks one as elder, the other 
as younger. In cross-sex relations, however, precedence is not evoked, and the two 
individuals are differentiated solely in terms of gender without the asymmetry that 
accompanies relations of precedence. In this section I consider the difference that precedence 
makes in a variety of relationships constructed as same-sex sibling relationships. Following 
that I discuss the nature of cross-sex sibling relations.
First, a general point about the same-sex sibling relation. This relationship is fraught 
with contradiction in that it suggests two contrasting ideas about siblingship. At one level 
elder and younger same-sex siblings are kaka-wait, 18 a word used to suggest both a common 
derivation and a sense of solidarity. This term can be used to refer to actual siblings, to 
general relatives, to all the residents in a village, or to all Burn people. While they should 
present a united front, internal relations within the noro are asymmetrical in that precedence
16Lale-t is a noun made up of the root lale, meaning 'inside'.
17Infants are considered to 'not yet know their desire' (tewa lalet mohede), and they must be encouraged to 
develop this ability. For a baby to cry when something she is playing with is taken away is seen as a positive 
indication that she is learning to know her own desire. To not discourage her, the play thing must be given back 
immediately (or replaced with something more amenable). On several occasions, mothers, who had asked me for 
medicine for their small children, never gave the medicine to the child because 'he did not want it' (da erei). To 
force medicine upon a child who does not want it is very negatively valued, just as is forcing (mam.hisik) anyone 
to do anything.
18Blust (1980) reconstructs *kakak-Sua(n)ji 'elder sibling-younger sibling' as a widespread Austronesian 
compound meaning 'relatives'. Pauwels (1990b) describes the range of contexts for the equivalent Selaru word.
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places superiority on various constructions of elder same-sex siblings. Despite their common 
derivation and common gender, the difference of precedence makes same-sex siblings 
anything but equal.
Elder/Younger Brothers: This tension between solidarity and asymmetry is evidenced 
in the relation between brothers as kai and wai. On the one hand brothers are meant to get 
along well and to help each other if needed, while on the other hand elder brothers are always 
superior. Like parents and grandparents, elder brothers have the right to make requests of 
their younger brothers. However, younger brothers also 'follow their own desires'. Elder 
brothers may become angry at their younger brothers' lack of compliance. Equally, younger 
brothers may resent overly demanding elder brothers and attempt to avoid them by moving 
either permanently or temporarily to live in another village or in their gardens.
A major concern for any relationship constructed in terms of precedence is anger 
(epsefe) . 19 With the potential for conflict this is particularly so in relationships between 
brothers. In later chapters I discuss how anger is dangerous to relationships and is seen as the 
cause of illness and of 'closure' in people's pursuits for prosperity. While it is legitimate for 
a kai to express anger about the behaviour of a wai, the reverse it not true. It is often stressed 
that a younger brother should 'not be angry at his elder brother' (bara sefek nak kai). When 
there is continual resentment and anger between elder and younger brothers the relationship is 
described as 'bad elder/younger sibling relations' (kaka-wait boho). Such 'bad' relations may 
be the reason for village splits, and migrations to form new villages. Thus, a major 
mechanism for avoiding anger in this relationship is for younger brothers to move away from 
and avoid their elder brothers.
Elder and younger sisters: The categories kai and wai also apply to sisters as same sex 
siblings, although tension in this relationship is not evidenced as acutely as in the relationship 
between brothers. When they are together as children, elder sisters may insist their younger 
sisters do chores such as wash clothes or collect firewood, but because they become separated 
in different households and different villages when they marry, their contact with each other 
often decreases significantly after marriage. Thus the intensity and potential conflict in this 
kai/wai relationship dissipates.
Elder and younger wives: Another set of individuals considered to be in a same-sex 
sibling relationship (kai/wai) are co-wives married to the same man.20 Here precedence is
19The morphology of ep-sefe refers to a reciprocal relationship (ep-) characterised by anger (sefe).
20Although they are far outnumbered by monogamous marriages, during my fieldwork I frequently encountered 
polygamous marriages, especially in one village where three out of fifteen households involved polygamous 
marriages. I only ever encountered two living co-wives, although serially men might have four or five wives.
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based on their marriage order, with the wife of the earlier marriage kai, and the wife of the 
later marriage wai. As with other same-sex siblings, these terms can be applied recursively 
when there are more than two wives, ranking a line of co-wives according to their marriage 
order. Same-sex children of different co-wives are also related as elder/younger same-sex 
siblings. Here precedence is not based on their own birth order, but on the marriage order of 
their mothers. All the children of an earlier wife are kai to the children of a later wife, 
regardless of their actual birth order.
In the relationship between co-wives, the precedence of the first wife is acknowledged, 
and she is often referred to as the fin.haa haat (literally, 'big big-woman') in contrast to her 
younger co-wife called fin.haa roit ('little big-woman'). There is still the potential for conflict 
in this relationship. In one instance an elder wife complained bitterly that her wai had broken 
many of her dishes when she had been staying out in her garden for several days. 
Nevertheless, there are several attenuating factors decreasing the tension in this elder/younger 
relationship. First, the agreement of an existing wife is needed before a man takes another. 
In fact, I was told of several men who did not marry a second wife because the first wife 
'refused' (erei). Secondly, each wife often has her own kitchen and is able to work in a 
relatively autonomous sphere of the single household. This correlation between a wife and a 
cooking house was used to create a typically Burn type of phrase level parallelism when 
individuals would tell the story of a prosperous man who died early in this century, saying he 
had 'seven wives, seven cooking houses' (as well as 10 sons and 46 daughters). Wives may 
sleep in their own cooking houses with their children. Thirdly, each wife can also be 
autonomous in having her own gardens. At one level gardens are considered to belong to 
households; usually only one garden house and one granary is built per garden. The entire 
household works together in clearing, planting and harvesting primary crops such as millet 
and rice, but each wife and sometimes older daughters will have sections of secondary gardens 
where they plant crops like tubers, corn and vegetables. In these cases the single individual is 
considered to be the 'owner' (duan) of such crops and she has the right to use them as she 
wishes. She may use some for everyday household consumption, as well as regularly carry 
basketloads to the coast to sell.21 The money a woman earns this way is considered to be her 
own money. Although she may use it to purchase items consumed by the entire household, 
the items (such as sugar, salt, buckets, and soap) are still considered to belong to her; she has 
the right to say how they are used.
21The frequency with which women go to the coast to sell vegetables or tubers depends on the distance from the 
village. Where it is possible to go to Leksula and return home in one day many women would go down at least 
once a week. In more distant villages women may go every few weeks, largely depending on when they have 
something to sell, and if there is to be some occasion such as a communal meal in which they need sugar, salt and 
other items from the stores on the coast.
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Sometimes co-wives are previously related, as in one case where the second wife was 
the niece (BD) of the first wife. In this case the generational respect due her aunt 
corresponded to the respect also due her as kai. However, co-wives often come from different 
noro, connecting their husband to brothers-in-law in more than one noro. In these cases co­
wives are often distinguished through the practice of referring to and addressing women as a 
'maiden' from their native noro. For example, as 'Gewagit maiden' (Mhuka Wagit) or ' Wae 
Lua maiden' (Mhuka Lua).
Elder and younger placenta and infant: A relationship between feotus and placenta is 
also constructed as a same-sex sibling relationship. In Burn theories of conception and 
gestation, the placenta precedes the feotus and is therefore kai, even though at birth it follows 
as the "afterbirth" of the child. As kai, a placenta deserves to be properly attended so the 
placentas of both males and females are carefully buried in the jungle or placed in a cave. If 
this is not done with care, the baby will be fussy and not sleep well. One woman attributed 
the contentment of each of her babies to her mother-in-law's expertise in disposing of the 
placenta properly. The manner in which the umbilical cord is cut, the way in which the child 
and placenta separated, can also affect the newborn. Thus on Burn, there is a relationship 
posited between the placenta and the infant that does not simply end when the cord is severed; 
this relationship transcends separation in space and time, similar to relationships between 
individuals. Fathers, for example, who are away from home and 'remember' (nan.beta) their 
children by longing for them may cause the children to feel ill or have a fever. It is thus 
important that placentas, like all seniors, be treated appropriately. If they are not, there can 
be inimical consequences.
Elder and younger husband and wife: The Burn husband/wife relationship is also 
constructed in terms of kai/wai, leading me to argue there are two dimensions to this 
relationship: both gender and precedence. At times gender is socially in focus as in the 
situations I discuss in Chapter 8 where gendered action is necessary and men and women 
(including husbands and wives) actively create the distinction of gender by separating 
themselves from members of the opposite sex. Yet Burn husbands and wives also refer to 
each other with same-sex sibling terms as if their relationship was undifferentiated by gender. 
There are thus alternate ways to view the husband/wife relationship in regards to gender and 
also in regards to their singular or plural state. Upon marriage a man and woman are spoken 
of as a single structural unit forming a 'complete house' (huma kemat) within the man's 
house-circle and noro. Fused as the same social person, his seniors become her affinal seniors
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and his juniors become her affinal juniors.22 During pregnancy, the phrase 'pregnant person’ 
(geba egalit) may be used to refer to a pregnant woman, to her husband, or to the couple. A 
husband and wife are thus conceptualised as a composite person; a complete whole potentially 
divisible into gendered male and female parts. This produces two ways to view the
husband/wife relationship. Differentiated by gender it is a cross-sex relation.
Undifferentiated by gender it is a relation like other same-sex relations differentiated by 
precedence. In this case, the husband, in the noro prior to his wife, is kai; she is wai.
The precedence of husbands is exhibited socially in several ways. One of the codified 
ways of 'placing respect' (tahu adat) toward senior affines is name avoidance, a taboo that 
women also observe in relation to their husbands. Women frequently explained to me that it 
was appropriate to acknowledge their husband's seniority in this way, because "He bought 
me" (Ringe safe yako). This does not mean Burn women view themselves as a passive 
objects for sale, but that in having been the person 'bought' [exchanged] as a consequence of 
the Burn practice of brothers staying and sisters leaving upon marriage, they entered their 
husband's noro and are consequently 'younger' to him.
With the superiority of a kai, a man as a husband has the prerogative to make requests 
of his wife. But as with other kai, this power is also constrained by the autonomy of his wife. 
He can make requests of her, even attempt to persuade her, but he should not 'force' 
(mam.hisik) her to do something she does not want to do. The autonomy of wives is perhaps 
most evident when a woman returns temporarily or permanently to her brother, or 'runs 
away' with another man when she no longer wants to stay with her husband. If she cannot be 
persuaded to return, her husband has only the right to request bridewealth from her 'new' 
husband. In their inability to convince their wives to return, men seek other means of control. 
They may return to their mother's brother, requesting him to perform ritual to make their wife 
'stick' (dike) to them. Or in their anger, they may put a 'curse' (wa.milat) on the 'new' 
husband and his noro.
Like any kai/wai relationship, the husband/wife relationship combines solidarity or 
mutual assistance with asymmetry. Different aspects of this relationship appear to have been 
noted by various colonial writers who often contradicted each other in commenting on Burn 
gender relations. Forbes (1885:394), for example, described how a Burn man would enter a 
house, and immediately a woman would come with betel and lime for him, or with fire for his 
cigarette. He concluded:
22The notion of 'fusion' in the husband/wife relationship is discussed by Battaglia (1983:292) and noted by 
Strathern (1988:173) in reference to the Sabarl (Massim, Papua New Guinea). In later chapters I further discuss 
the importance of this structural fusion in the Buru husband/wife relationship.
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The women seemed to live in great subjection to the men who never did anything for 
themselves if a woman was within call.
Schut (1917b) was particularly interested in constructing an argument about the low social 
position of Burn women and saw this evidenced, among other ways, in women being 
considered mere merchandise (koopwaar). As a result of the denigrading 'trade in women' 
(handel-in-vrouwen) 'men made women their property' (vrouw en tot eigendom te maken) and 
women heard only 'orders and abuse' (vrouwen moeten hooren bevelen en uitschelden). 
Schut's conclusion was that in relation to their husbands, women were 'as slaves to a 
slaveholder' (als slavinnen voor een slavenhaler) (p. 135-140).
But in contrast to both Forbes and Schut, are van der Miesen's comments:
De positie der vrouw is bij de Alifoeren van Boeroe, in vergelijking met andere 
Oostersehe volken, inderdaad günstig te noemen. Zij is niet de slavin van den man en 
behoeft geen arbeid to verrichten, welke hare krachten te boven gaat. Man en vrouw 
bearbeiden samen den tuin en niet zelden gebeurt het, dat de man alleen den 
veldarbeid verricht, hetgeen schier regel is, wanneer de vrouw een kind te verzorgen 
heeft. Zijne vrouw te voorzien van mooie sarongs en kabaja 's, acht de man zieh plicht 
en eer.
The position of a woman among the Alfuru of Burn, compared with other Eastern 
people, can indeed be said to be favourable. She is not the slave of the man and has to 
perform no work that is beyond her strength. Man and woman together work the 
garden and not infrequently, the man performs all of the fieldwork, which is almost the 
rule, whenever a woman has to care for a child. Heeding his obligation and honour, a 
man provides his wife with beautiful sarongs and kabayas [my translation, my 
emphasis] (1902:433-4).
I suggest that it is because of the tension between the precedence-based superiority of 
seniors (including husbands) and the autonomy of individuals (including wives), that these 
authors could write such contradictory statements. They each saw only part of the story. It is 
true that Burn men sit around relaxing while they yell to busy wives in the kitchen to bring 
them betel or fire for their cigarettes, but this does not mean — as Schut and Forbes 
interpreted the situation — that women are in total subjection to men. It is also true, as van 
der Miesen observed, that men and women work together.
In noting both complementarity and inequality between men and women in Kodi, 
Hoskins (1987:196) has remarked "eastern Indonesian notions of complementarity present an 
ambiguous and complex picture of male/female relations: they do not simply delineate male 
supremacy". While certainly complex, an ambiguous picture could arise on Burn if gender 
was seen as the only difference in male/female relations. But precision is gained in specifying 
individual relations such as husband/wife or brother/sister relations and then asking where 
gender operates as a salient difference in Burn social relations. Crucial to such inquiry is the
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difference between same-sex and cross-sex relations. This section has indicated how the 
husband/wife relation can be constructed as a same-sex relation. As with other same-sex 
relations, this relation is differentiated by the precedence of the kai, constructing an 
asymmetry between husband and wife. The next section discusses the cross-sex relation 
between brother and sister, a relation lacking the asymmetry that comes through precedence 
and revealing the complementarity inherent in Burn concepts of gender.
Cross-sex sibling relations
According to Burn cosmogony the first two humans, male and female, were brother 
and sister. Brothers and sisters married each other until adat was 'declared' (sarok), 
establishing distinctions between noro and the principle of exogamy: men would no longer 
marry their sisters, they would marry women from a different noro. Yet in demanding the 
separation of brother and sister, prescriptive MBD/FZS marriage allows for their children to 
be re-united in the next generation.
So although brother and sister are not linked in marriage, they are linked in childhood 
in specific brother/sister pairs, when parents join a particular daughter with a particular son, 
saying the daughter is her brother's 'vine' (muha) or 'passage way' . 23 This means the 
bridewealth received when the sister marries, will subsequently go to 'pay for' (safe) a wife 
for her brother. At times a man has to wait for his sister to marry, or wait for his sister's 
bridewealth to be delivered before he can deliver the bridewealth for his own wife. The 
indebtedness of a brother to his sister is stressed, for example, when parents scold young 
boys, "Don't pester your sister, she is your vine!" (Bara iik nam feta tu da puna nam muha). 
The vine metaphor comes from the jungle where certain types of vines called muha are tied so 
cuscus will crawl down them when a hunter stands near the vine and imitates the call of 
another cuscus. Any cuscus that crawls down the vine can easily be grabbed by the tail and 
killed by a blow to the head. There are other ways men catch cuscus, including setting traps 
(unet) or climbing up high trees at the risk of their lives to pull a cuscus from its nest. 
However, any Burn hunter will stress that 'calling cuscus down a vine' (geke) is by far the 
easiest way to catch one. When there is not a sister (vine) for each brother, it is still possible 
for him to obtain a wife, although it may take considerable effort and much 'sweat' to collect 
the bridewealth. The easiest way to get a wife is to have a sister.
The ideal of having an equal number of sons and daughters to create these 
sister/brother pairs makes the practice of pre-natal gender selection important to Burn parents.
23Ideally the brother and sister should have the same father, but if not, they can be have different fathers from the 
same house-circle.
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In this region of the world it is sometimes claimed that births of female and male children are 
equally valued, but this is only partly true on Burn, for it is context dependent. If parents 
have more children of one sex, the birth of a child of the opposite sex is desired and they may 
act to determine the sex of a subsequent child. There are different traditional ’medicines’ 
(mahun) for ensuring the birth of males and females.24 The medicine appropriate for the 
desired sex is 'spoken over' (perkadek) to make it effective, then tied for approximately an 
hour around the pregnant woman's waist, the right side for a male, left side for a female.
Examining the brother/sister relationship in a variety of Australian, Melanesian and 
Polynesian societies, Weiner (1992) proposes the notion of 'sibling intimacy'. This aptly 
describes the nature of Burn brother/sister (naha/feta) relationships, not only between a paired 
brother/sister but all brothers and sisters regardless of the degree of relatedness. The 
brother/sister relationship is described in Burn terms as a dape relationship, meaning 
'familiar', 'easy' or 'intimate' in contrast to other relationships described as koit25 where 
restraint and avoidance are needed. The affection between brothers and sisters stemming from 
their ties as childhood playmates continues throughout life. Burn men often talk with great 
affection about their sisters, particularly sisters who carried them around when they were 
small. A married woman always has the tie to her brother, and she may return to live with 
him if she considers her relationship with her husband unsuitable or if her husband dies. 
Although they may live separated most of their adult lives, the brother/sister bond is truly 
'inalienable' (Wiener 1992:4).
Yet the brother/sister relation is not only inalienable, it is also a prime example of the 
symmetrical (non-hierarchical) relationship constructed through the complementary categories 
male and female. I will again address issues of gender later in this thesis, but here it is 
sufficient to note the symmetrical creation of adult males and females in Burn puberty rites. 
After puberty both male and female circumcision is performed on Burn, a process referred to 
as 'sitting on his/her rock' (eptea nak fatu) in that the young person is taken to sit on a rock 
in the cold water before the circumcision is performed at a stream. A boy is circumcised by a 
man 'who knows how' and a girl by a women 'who knows how', but the whole affair happens 
with little attention or ceremony. The only requirement is that the one performing the 
circumcision be given compensation such as a plate or bowl. In addition to circumcision, 
teeth filing is also done for both sexes. Over periods of time, flat rocks are used to gradually 
even the teeth of male and female adolescents. Another rite analogous to circumcision and
24As with other traditional medicines, different people have different ways to make them, the proof being in the 
effectiveness. According to one informant, if a female child is desired the medicine was made of certain leaves 
(which I have not identified). When a male is desired, the medicine includes ingredients from a male cuscus. 
25Discussed in Chapter 8.
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teeth filing is 'confirmation' (sidi) in the GPM church, a rite of passage seen as necessary for 
taking communion as well as for being an adult member of society. But again, the 
requirements to attend catechism classes for sidi are the same for males and females. Through 
circumcision, teeth filing, and confirmation, brothers and sisters — males and females — face 
the same requirements to become adults.
EQUALITY WITHIN THE HIERARCHY OF THE NORO
Except for the brother/sister relation, relations within the noro are predicated on 
asymmetric relations of precedence and the inequalities between seniors and juniors in these 
relations must never be forgotten in people's actions. Nevertheless, individuals are also 
expected to 'follow their inside' (hai nun lalet) and a tension can arise between the precedence 
of seniors and the autonomy of juniors. Having already discussed how this is manifested in 
specific relations, here I consider the more general question of how it is that Burn individuals 
are so frequently able to act according to their own 'inside', even when contradicting the 
wishes of seniors.
An essential factor is the considerable mobility and flexibility which allows people to 
withdraw from any unwanted situation to alternative residences. When constraints are 
imposed on people, they can assert their autonomy by leaving and going to live in their 
garden house or to live with relatives in a different village. In extreme situations of 'bad 
sibling' (kaka-wai boho) relations, people may migrate to another place and form a new 
village. This may mean foregoing certain advantages such as established gardens and houses, 
but people still choose to leave.
Discussing characteristics of egalitarian societies, Woodburn points out how 
arrangements of mobility
are subversive for the development of authority. Individuals are not bound to fixed 
areas, to fixed assets or to fixed resources. They are able to move away without 
difficulty and at a moment's notice from constraints which others may seek to impose 
on them and such possibility of movement is a powerful levelling mechanism, positively 
valued like other levelling mechanisms in these societies (my emphasis) 
(1982:435,436).
The potential of mobility to counteract authority is very evident on Bum. When an unmarried 
woman became pregnant, both her elders and the elders of the purported partner put 
considerable pressure on him to marry her. Not wanting to do so, he disappeared and several 
days later it was said that he had gone to a distant village in the mountains. Although he 
could not confront the elders, he could avoid them. In another instance a village head and
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village secretary were attempting to fulfil the wishes of the government camat and enlist 
people to take adult literacy classes at Leksula. The previous year they had been able to enlist 
several unmarried men and women (just old enough to be considered adults). However, this 
time no one was interested even though the two men talked on and on in a village meeting 
about the monetary compensation that supposedly would be given by the government to any 
who attended. Desperate, they began to call on people to indicate individually whether they 
agreed to go. When asked, one man replied to the village head "Brother-in-law (wali), if you 
put my name down on that piece of paper, I'm moving back [further] into the mountains." 
The point is, he could very easily act on that threat and the village head knew it.
Another relevant aspect of egalitarian societies that Woodburn (1982:432) notes is the 
access to food and other resources. Contributing to the mobility of people on Burn is the low 
population density in the interior and the fact that they can live almost anywhere on the island. 
Burn people pride themselves in being able to survive off food hunted and gathered in the 
jungle. While this may be talked about more than practiced, it is possible in part because of 
access to tools and weapons. All men and women have machetes for gardening or gathering 
food in the jungle; all men have spears for hunting, swords for protecting themselves. People 
can survive temporarily in the jungle, and when they show up at a another village there is also 
the likelihood they will be taken in. It is essentially a matter of discovering some maternal or 
affinal relative, or finding a sister who has married into that village. It is at this point that it 
pays for men to have sisters married into as many noro as possible. If they request it, they 
cannot be refused the right to hunt, make gardens, or even take food from existing gardens. 
So while there are rigid boundaries between the land ’owned' by different noro, there are not 
rigid boundaries about who may use that land or the food grown on it.
These possibilities allow people — even within the hierarchy of the noro — to act in 
accord with their own 'inside'. While the structural relation of precedence always requires 
certain behaviour, the possibility of avoiding the more demanding constraints of elders does 
(to use Woodburn's metaphor) 'level' the day-to-day experience of unequal relations within 
the noro.
CONCLUSION
In this chapter I have described the ideology of Burn noro and how social relations are 
differentiated on the basis of precedence (senior/junior) and gender (male/female). Relations 
differentiated according to precedence include inter-generational relations as well as same-sex 
sibling relations. These relations create an internal hierarchy of senior/junior relations within
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the noro. relations which are asymmetric or unequal in that the superiority of the senior is 
never to be forgotten. Only one relation within the noro — the brother/sister relation — is 
constructed exclusively as gender difference. As precedence constructs asymmetric relations, 
gender constructs symmetric ones. Equality in the brother/sister relation contrasts with 
inequality in the husband/wife relation when it is differentiated in terms of precedence, giving 
seniority to the husband. When sisters leave their brothers and enter their husband's noro at 
marriage, the brother/sister relation becomes the basis for cross-noro relations. Through the 
difference of gender, relations extend beyond the noro, evoking a complement for wholeness 
and the regeneration of life.
Photograph 11: Confirmation service (Sidi Dam) in a Burn GPM church, 1991
(Note the alternating female-male arrangement of the candidates.)
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Chapter Five
The regeneration of life
The story of 'Turtle and Monitor Lizard' (Wela tu Gofot) begins with Turtle having 
dug up a banana shoot. As he carried it home, Monitor Lizard met him on the trail and asked, 
"Friend, where are you going with that?" "I'm taking it to plant. It's good to eat." Turtle 
answered. "Well, if that's the case," said Monitor Lizard, "give me a bit so we can both plant 
it." "OK," said Turtle, "I'll give you the tip." "No!" said Monitor Lizard, "I want the base." 
"No!" retorted Turtle, "I'm the one who dug it up so I keep the base and you can have the 
tip." With that, Turtle cut the thing in two and gave the tip to Monitor Lizard. Later when 
Monitor Lizard planted the tip, it didn't live; it died. But Turtle planted the base and it lived.
Turtle and Monitor Lizard were haggling here over two critical parts of a plant — the 
'base' (lahin) and the 'tip' (luken). In some contexts the word lahin stands for an entire plant. 
Trees, for example, are generically called 'wood lahin' (kau lahin) and can be differentiated 
specifically according to a type of lahin, such as a coconut palm (niwe lahin), a sago palm (bia 
lahin), or a tall canarium tree with its large buttress roots (ipa lahin). But just as Turtle took 
the banana shoot and divided it into a lahin and luken, the term lahin can also refer to a 
specific part of the plant, the base, which includes both the invisible roots under the ground 
and the visible trunk above ground. Luken, on the other hand, refers to the growth at the 
visible extremities, the tiny new leaf buds that grow off the tips of branches, as 'the young 
new leaves from the top of the cassava plant' (mangkau luken) which are picked to eat.
The imagery of a plant base and tip is the basis for two significant Burn metaphors 
creating a botanic model of causation. Metaphorically, a lahin is a cause, source, or 
beginning, and a luken, the consequence or end result. Actions are seen as causes which 
result in effects. Proper actions produce good effects while improper actions result in effects 
such as sickness, litigations, and warfare. Temporality is part of this construction. As both 
Turtle and Monitor Lizard knew, the base is prior to and generates the tip, not the other way 
around. Narrations and tape recordings are temporally conceptualised as progressing 'from 
the base until emerging at the tip' (fi di lahin eta suba luken) with the lahin as the beginning 
and luken as the end result.
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Central to this chapter is the way this conceptualization structures social life. Through 
the complementarity of male and female, the primary concern of Burn marriage is the 
regeneration of new life from a source. I begin by describing the marriage process and in the 
second section describe how this determines affiliation. In the third section I discuss how 
marriage provides new individuals born into society with connections to a source of life in 
another noro, a relation structured in term of a relation between 'base; trunk' and 'tip'. In the 
last section I discuss various ways Burn marriage is conceptualised as a 'return', one of which 
involves men returning to their own source of life to seek a marriage partner when the time 
comes for them to propagate new life.
THE MARRIAGE PROCESS
Before considering the marriage process in detail, it is important to clarify two points. 
Elders (geba emtuato) are responsible for ensuring that their house-circle (and consequently 
noro) increases. This responsibility is enacted by arranging good marriages for their sons and 
in seeking appropriate alliances and compensation for their daughters. Because the actors 
involved in arranging a marriage are the 'elders' of two house-circles in two different noro, 
the two parties are never referred to by their house-circle (hum.lolin) names, but by the names 
of the noro to which they each belong. The house-circle thus stands for the noro, and 
marriage arrangements are spoken of as the complementary actions of two noro called the kori 
('female's elders') and sanat ('male's elders').
Second, the requirements for a man and woman to be considered fully married are not 
fulfilled by a single event, nor on a single day. Because they are performed in distinct stages 
over time, I refer to the sequence of required events as the marriage process.1 The amount of 
time required to complete the process of marriage varies greatly from marriage to marriage 
and serves as little indication of progress in the process. There is, however, a definite 
beginning and a definite end to the process, as well as major landmarks along the way at 
which progress in the marriage process can be plotted. There is first the establishment of a 
contractual arrangement whereby the groom's elders 'request the bride' (enika anafina); 
second, the negotiations of the kori-sanat, the male's and female's elders, to determine the 
bridewealth; third, the exchange of bridewealth goods (harta; filin) after which both parties
^Modern ideas about a civil wedding performed by the camat with the resulting official letter of marriage and 
church service, have in a few cases been added to the marriage process, but have not replaced any of its essential 
stages. If the bride actually lives near one of the three camat offices on the island, a civil ceremony may be done 
at the time she exits her parents' home. But frequently the long walk (and the fee) keep even those who see it as 
desirable from having their marriage legally recognised by the camat. Occasionally a representative of the camat 
may walk by foot for several weeks around the mountains, officially recording marriages. The marriages he 
records are often in various stages from a Buru point of view.
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'exit the bride’ (epsuba anafina) from her parents' home; and a final return by the couple to 
visit the bride’s parents. Each phase requires its own exchange of goods culminating in the 
killing of a pig. People frequently refer to the progression of a particular marriage in terms of 
these phases, as 'they have already requested [the bride], but the elders have not yet 
negotiated [the bridewealth].' (du enika haik, bu du kori-sanat mohede).
Burn marriage practices were described by various authors from the colonial period. 
While many of these are superficial descriptions, some, such as Schut (1918), provide 
considerable detail. I do not comment extensively on these past works, but I do refer to the 
works of Schut and others where it is helpful for understanding contemporary marriage 
practices.
Enika Anafina: 'Requesting  the Br ide '
'Requesting the bride' (enika anafina)2 is the first step in the marriage process, 
establishing a contract between two noro in regard to a specific couple. At this stage the 
mem.lahin (MB) of both the bride and groom are often involved in negotiations. If a boy is 
not marrying his emdaa (MBD), his mem.lahin must 'open the path' (fuka tohon) for his 
'life-child' to marry someone else. If a boy is marrying his emdaa, the elders go to the boy's 
mem.lahin to request his daughter.
However, there is no guarantee the bride's family will 'open the door' (fuka subu) and 
let the party come inside the house so negotiations can begin. They are often forewarned of 
the arrival and the intentions of the groom's family, but it is to their advantage to show 
reluctance in opening the door. As people say, 'The bride's elders hold the sword handle' 
(Anafina nak geba emtuato gao katuen maen) in the negotiations, and they continually 
reinforce this notion. If the bride's family has no desire for the marriage, they can refuse to 
open the door, and the boy's family has to return home defeated. The girl's family may 
decide to 'give riddles' (tuke jigalu) to the groom's elders by shouting through the closed door 
of the house, and only open the door after the riddles are answered appropriately. Today it is 
sometimes also necessary for the groom's family to slip money under the door to persuade the 
bride's family to open the door and let them in so they can let their request be known 
formally.
2Anafina literally means 'female child', but is also appropriately glossed as 'female, woman, daughter, girl' etc. 
Appropriate to the context of marriage, I translate this term here as 'bride'. Similarly, I refer to the 'male child' 
(anamhana) in this context as the 'groom'.
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When the groom's elders come, they bring a sword, areca nut, betel and lime as gifts. 
If the girl's elders accept the proposal, the sword is presented to them and then used to open 
the areca nut. This sword is called an 'areca nut splitting sword' (todo ka faka fua) and is 
then hung in the girl's parent's house as evidence that a marriage contract has been established 
and that she has been requested, should anyone else come to do so. If the girl is still young or 
if the groom's party takes a long time to collect the bridewealth, the machete can hang for 
several years in her parents' house.
Today many people believe the woman should be given the opportunity to agree to the 
marriage proposal. In accord with Burn notions about individual autonomy, it is considered 
bad to force a woman (or man) to marry someone if they do not wish to do so. People 
educated in the Indonesian school system may submit a letter from the groom's elders to the 
bride's elders after an initial visit to her house and a conditional agreement from her elders. 
At a second visit the woman is given the opportunity to accept or refuse the letter when it is 
personally presented to her by the prospective groom in the presence of their parents and other 
elders. In these cases, a letter, rather than a sword, is seen as evidence of the beginning of the 
marriage contract. This is called 'requesting with a letter' (enika tu surat), in contrast to 
'requesting with a machete' (enika tu todo). But one symbol, either a sword or a letter, is 
necessary to legitimate and provide evidence of the marriage contract established between the 
two noro. The important thing is that a letter or sword shows 'they have put her off-limits' 
(du sihi-h) and no one else can subsequently request the same woman. After the letter or 
machete has been accepted, the bride's family often responds with hospitality by killing and 
cooking a 'yes pig' (fafu ehe) for everyone to eat in celebration.
In the past a girl could be requested at any point in her life, including as an infant, or 
even before birth, contingent on the fact that the child to be born was a girl. Schut (1918:23) 
noted that by giving gifts to his mother's brother's wife when she was pregnant, a man could 
'put her pregnancy off-limits [to others]' (sihi engalit). He laid claim to the child by saying:
Bama wae fatane da ba polah, tu bama anafina saa, do nanbetahe, yako
nauk dita.
'When the body water flows, and if it is a girl, then remember, it is mine.'
After the child was born, and if indeed it was a girl, the marriage process could continue. If 
the total bridewealth was presented, the young girl, sometimes just weaned, could be taken to 
be raised by her in-laws. This was 'so they could teach her' (la du ajar) to act as they wanted. 
Forbes also noticed this when he visited Burn in 1882:
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Marriage among them, as far as I could learn, was the sim ple purchase o f  a wom an for 
a large sum in all manner o f  trade article, and is celebrated by a feast. Very often she 
is purchased when yet a child , and is reared in the house o f  her master and husband, 
w ho may have as many w ives as he can afford (1885:404).
During my fieldwork I did not encounter any cases of an unborn child being requested 
in marriage, and only one case that involving a pre-adolescent girl. Many people described to 
me how this was common in the past, but today they view this as "forcing" the girl. People 
consider such marriages often do not work out well. However, this past practice of requesting 
an unborn bride is important, as it provides the context in which to interpret the symbolism of 
certain bridewealth items still given to the bride's mother today: gifts to use at birth and in 
caring for the newborn daughter (discussed in detail later).
Kori-sanat: Th e  ELDERS NEGOTIATE THE COMPENSATION
When the elders come together for the next stage of negotiations they are referred to as 
the kori-sanat: kori being the female's elders' (geba emtuato anafina) and sanat the male's 
elders' (geba emtuato anamhana). Depending on the circumstances of the particular 
marriage, the kori-sanat may meet almost immediately after the initial request has been made 
for the bride, or they may not meet until several years later. In marriage the bride's house- 
circle and noro loses a person, and the critical thing negotiated by the kori-sanat is how she 
will be replaced. There are several alternative ways to replace the bride and it is up to the 
kori-sanat to decide which 'path' (tohon) will be chosen. The options include bridewealth, 
'exchanging maidens' (emhuka eptukar) in direct sister exchange, or the eventual return of 
one of the couple's children to the bride's family. I discuss each of these in turn, starting with 
bridewealth, the most common option.
1st Replacement Option — Bridewealth
When bridewealth is to be given, the bride is substituted for 'things' (ii). The kori 
'declares the price' (kori enaba filin)3 but it must be agreed upon by the sanat. The discussion 
at this time is one where both parties obligatorily 'speak in a loud voice' (li.haat), making 
animated demands and refusing those of the other. Eventually a compromise is reached and 
the amount of bridewealth is agreed upon when the kori-sanat is 'of the same mind' (lalet tu 
lalet, literally 'inside with inside'). The 'declaration' of bridewealth is traditionally expressed
Filin, which literally means 'price', is the Buru term for the goods which are given to the bride's family by the 
grooms' family. The Malay terms harta and kupang are used as well. While the bride's family reciprocates with 
other items ("counter-prestations"), the terms filin, harta and kupang are used to refer only to the goods from the 
groom's family at this stage in the marriage process. My use of the term bridewealth refers specifically to this 
filin, in contrast to generic marriage prestations which are the items given by both parties.
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in terms of the number of items to be given, as in 'a price of 300' (filin utun telo). Two 
hundred items is within range for an 'unmarried maiden' (emhuka), although as many as 500 
may be demanded. Beside deciding the total number of items, the kori-sanat also agrees on 
the number of specific items, determining "how many swords, how many spears, how many 
woks, how many bolts of white cloth, how many antique bowls, how many plates, how many 
gongs, and so on". Each sword, spear, wok, bolt of cloth, etc. counts as one item. In 
addition tape recorders, pellet rifles, watches, radios and treadle sewing machines can also be 
requested, counting as one item. On top of all the counted items, money (Rp 100,000 to 
Rp500,000) is often requested as well.
Bridewealth is a topic of everyday discussion on Burn, and people often complain 
about excessive bridewealth demands: They demanded harta that reaches the sky' (du kabak 
harta saka langit). Exasperated at the requests that came from one village in particular, one 
young man said, "Next time, they will ask for an aeroplane." The groom's elders (sanat) 
always attempt to negotiate for less, but they recognise that they do not "hold the sword 
handle" and are often forced to comply with high demands. Because demands for bridewealth 
often resulted in quarrels necessitating the arbitration of village leaders and others, in 1969 
the various raja of south Burn put out a "Letter of Declaration" in Indonesian determining 
bridewealth for the kecamatan of South Burn. In addition to prohibiting child brides and 
sister-exchange, the Letter stated that because some traditional bridewealth items, such as 
gongs, could no longer be purchased and were very difficult to obtain, they should no longer 
be required. The Letter proceeded to set out the acceptable bridewealth for Moslems (one bolt 
of cloth and money), and for Christians, adding that the "Hindu" population should be taught 
to follow the regulations for the Christians. Listed below are the items for bridewealth for the 
Christian population, both the Burn term and the Indonesian equivalent as referred to in the 
Letter. I have added English glosses:
Latupati Letter of Declaration (1969)
Bridewealth for the Christian Population
E'lefut {kain gendong) — kain putih satu kayu ('(carrying cloth) — one bolt of white cloth').
Okofnoit (tempurung mandi) — kuali satu buah ('(bathing shell) — one wok').
Kasihagit (pencungkil keniri) — parang satu bilah ('(candlenut pick) — one machete').
Pirin taglasit (piring tagalaya) — piring kedalam satu lusin ('(tagalaya dishes) — one dozen 
deep plates').
Fafu esnil.lalet4 (babi pembeli had) - babi satu ekor ('(heart-buying pig) - one pig').
4It appears this pig is going the "wrong way" in that pigs are not normally included among the items given by the 
groom's family to the bride's family. While pigs are very important at every stage of the traditional marriage 
process, they always go the opposite way, as counter-prestations given by the bride's family. Why the pig is 
included in this Letter is unclear, but possibly reflects the fact that the authors, who were raja of South Buru, are
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Mas kawin (uang) — Uang Rp. 25.000 ('(money) — Rp25.000).
But in fact, most mountain villages ignore this Letter. People recognise that it is much 
easier to get a bride in the few villages where the Letter is followed, but on most of Burn, 
bridewealth is still 150, 200, 250, 300, 350, 400, or 500 'things'. Bridewealth is meant to be 
negotiated until the kori-sanat become 'of the same mind' (lalet tu lalet) and reach a final 
agreement. Eliminating the need for negotiation and final agreement, fixed bridewealth 
diminishes an important subjective dimension of the relationship between kori and sanat.* 5
When the bridewealth is eventually presented to the bride's family it will be divided 
into two parts.6 The first part goes to the 'birth father and mother' (ama-ina ebanat) to 'pay 
for their fatigue' (sili nun emloo) in raising the child. This part of the bridewealth, referred to 
as the 'pain bridewealth' (berhadat) or the 'price for the pain' (filin pei or harta pei),7 goes to 
the birth mother who 'served' (melayani) her daughter from before birth and to the father who 
is also considered to have 'sweated' and suffered through his efforts to hunt and make gardens 
to feed his daughter. The 'price for the pain' minimally includes certain items. A
considerable variation is possible in the other parts of bridewealth, but people consistently 
agree on the minimal items and the symbolism of these items required as the 'price for the 
pain'.
'Price for the pain' (Filin pei)
1 esleban (1 bolt of muslin cloth): to wrap the infant.
1 oko efnoit ('1 bathing shell' i.e., a large cooking wok which serves as a bathing basin): to bathe 
the infant.
1 katanan ka si.hagit [= katanan ka siwa hagit] ('1 candlenut prying knife [for prying 
nutmeat out of the shell]): to pry out candlenut which is pounded and used in bathing the 
newborn infant.
12 pir.susa ('12 hardship plates'): to feed the child
1 rohit fah.wang.konit [= rohit fahan wangan konit] ('1 yellow finger gong'): to
compensate for the mother's fingers which are yellowed as she warms them at the hearth to 
warm and 'shape' (pangik) the nose, ears and limbs of the newborn infant.
Most of these obligatory 'pain' items are identical to the items listed for the Christian 
population in the Latupati Letter of Declaration. This means that people who follow this fixed
often outsiders and not usually involved in internal traditional affairs. In the few villages where people actually do
follow this letter of declaration for bridewealth, they do not include a pig.
sMunn (1986:12) points out the significance of agreement as a crucial subjective dimension of a relationship when
Gawans (Massim, Papua New Guinea) agree to sail together on a major kula competition. With such a wide 
range of possibilities for substitution of the bride on Burn, final agreement is a crucial aspect of the relationship
between kori and sanat.
6For instance, a bridewealth of 300 items would be divided into two sets of 150 items.
7In speaking people often shorten this reference to bridewealth to just pei, as in, for example, "That gong is his 
pain", meaning "That gong is part of the 'pain bridewealth' he will be giving to his parents-in-law."
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bridewealth are still giving these essential items. The one exception is that the Latupatti 
bridewealth did not include a gong, but the point was made that gongs and other items 
difficult to obtain would no longer be required. But despite the perceived difficulty in finding 
gongs in 1969, large gongs (rohit) and smaller gongs in sets of six (tabuan) still continue to be 
exchanged for bridewealth on Burn. However, they are admittedly difficult to obtain and may 
need to be purchased from someone else for the price of several pigs.
The symbolism of both the Latupati bridewealth and minimal 'pain bridewealth', as 
well as the reference to the pain of childbirth, can be understood with more historical depth. 
Schut (1918:23) listed the following gifts which a man gave when he came to request a bride 
before she was born, referred to as gifts to 'make the pregnancy off-limits [from betrothal 
attempts by someone else]' (sihi engalit). I list the Burn terms Schut used as well as a 
translation of his comments:
Gifts to 'make the pregnancy fi.e. daughter vet to be born] off-limits' (sihi enqalit) 
piri: (Malay piring 'plates'): for the woman to use in eating 8 
katanen ka siwa hagit: knife for candlenut for treating the infant's skin 
pigala ka efnoit: bathing bowl for bathing the infant 
elefut: ('slendang or sarong') cloth for carrying the infant.
According to Schut's description these were the gifts necessary for claiming betrothal 
to the infant, although more gifts (the filin - cloth, gongs, plates, knifes, etc.) followed after 
the birth if the child was female. If the infant was not female, the gifts could be given back, 
or they could agree to wait until another pregnancy (Schut 1918: 24). The point here is that 
gifts previously given to 'make the pregnancy off-limits' and then used during the mother's 
confinement and the birth of the bride, are now considered 'price for the pain' (filin pei), the 
most essential part of bridewealth.
In contrast to the berhadat or harta pei that goes to the 'birth parents', the other part 
of the bridewealth goes to the elders of the bride's house-circle. As is the case for the 'birth 
parents' bridewealth, there are also several names used to refer to this portion of the 
bridewealth. Because the main intent is to pay the house-circle (and noro) for the loss of a 
life, one name is 'soul price' (jiwa filin).9 This portion of bridewealth can be distributed
8While my informants said the plates are for feeding the child, Schut says they are specifically for the mother 
when the pregnancy is 'prohibited [to others].' Currently a Buru woman remains isolated for 8 days after the 
birth of a child during which time she must eat on separate dishes (see Chapter 8). These 'hardship plates' may 
have been for the mother's confinement.
9There are a variety of synonyms for jiwa filin, some reflecting Ambonese influence. It is also called 'village 
bridewealth' (harta fena) and 'government bridewealth' (harta pamarinta) because it goes to the pamarinta (elders) 
of the house-circle. Other terms are harta negri (Malay: 'village bridewealth'). In Ambon a bridewealth payment
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among the elders of the house-circle. If this is done, all the bride's house-circle 'fathers' are 
entitled to a share. They may need to walk from their own village to collect it when it is 
delivered to the bride s parents house. Or, the house-circle elders may have previously 
agreed the bridewealth of a particular sister goes to pay for a bride for a particular brother. In 
this case, the bridewealth is not distributed, but is passed on to another noro.
When there is not the advantage of having a sister's bridewealth to pass on, it often 
takes a considerable amount of time for the sanat to collect all the bridewealth items. Either 
at the meeting of the kori-sanat or at a later date, the sanat will 'set the time' (edobon waktu) 
when they will return with the bridewealth. They usually specify a season or year, depending 
on the amount of time they need to gather the bridewealth. Occasionally the age of the bride 
is also a factor, and a specific time may have been negotiated with her parents about how 
much time must pass before she will leave home. It is the responsibility of the entire house- 
circle to assist the groom in collecting the bridewealth, and he is usually unable to do it 
without their assistance. The cooperation of his fathers (ama-ro) and elder brothers (kai-ro) is 
essential, but this places him to some extent at the mercy of his family. They of course 
recognise this, and tensions among brothers arise when the groom feels his brothers are not 
assisting him or not assisting him as quickly as he would like. But even with their assistance 
the groom usually spends most of his time and energy over several years collecting money and 
other items for the bridewealth. This is when young men often go to process melaleuca oil in 
the northeast part of the island, or go to the coast to process copra. They may also grow cash 
crops such as peanuts, or hunt for candlenut, parrots and butterflies in the jungle. The point 
is, after the kori-sanat decide on the bridewealth, the boy's family is consumed with 'going to 
find the [bridewealth] objects' (iko hama barang). In whatever way they can manage, every 
spare rupiah goes for the bridewealth, the whole process involving much hard work and 
'sweat'.
is given to the village when a girl marries out of her native village to compensate the village for her loss (Cooley 
1962:69-71). People equate that bridewealth payment with what is given to the house-circle elders on Buru. 
Individuals of the ‘people coming to get the bride' (geba ma uha) may give the part of the bridewealth they 
contributed directly to the household of the bride's house that they stay in as guests. These gifts, which look like 
gifts for hospitality, are part of the bridewealth given to members of the house-circle. The need to eat and drink 
and pay for expenses involved in 'exiting' the bride is why this part of the bridewealth can also be referred to as 
harta makang minung (Malay: 'eating and drinking bridewealth') or harta ongkos (Malay: 'expenses 
bridewealth’).
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2nd Replacement Option — 'Exchanged Maidens' (Emhuka eptukar)
In great contrast to the sweat of collecting bridewealth is the ease of 'exchanged 
maidens' (emhuka eptukar) . 10 In this situation the kori-sanat decides both parties will put 
forth a maiden at the same time. If any bridewealth is given it is only for the 'pain' (harta 
pei) and equal amounts should be given by the two parties. There is no need to pay the 'soul 
price' (jiwa filin), for although each noro loses a maiden, they each gain another as 'one 
woman enters, one exits' (anafina saa rogo, saa suba). In addition, with emhuka eptukar the 
two parties are simultaneously both kori and sanat and the asymmetry of a single kori as 
'sword holder' is equalised.
Emhuka eptukar marriages are desirable on Burn for both avoiding the necessity of 
bridewealth and for creating symmetrical relationships between noro and men who become 
simultaneously ZH and WB to each other. They are particularly valued when new marriage 
alliances are formed, as it establishes the relation between the two noro on symmetrical terms 
from the beginning. The desirability of emhuka eptukar was expressed by one man as:
From long ago here on Bum, if a man marries my sister, I take his sister. We both
benefit, we both feel happy.
3rd Replacement Option — 'A child returns' (Anat saa oil)
The final method of replacing the bride is for one of her children to be given back to 
her family and natal noro. This often happens when the groom 'sits in debt' (eptea ba uta) at 
his father-in-law's house for a long while with no adequate means to collect bridewealth. This 
option is one the sanat will try to avoid as it means they lose a child for their house-circle and 
noro. Often the sanat may have initially consented to pay bridewealth, but if years pass and 
still no bridewealth is forthcoming, the 'bride's elders' (kori) can demand a child: 'If they do 
not pay the pain bridewealth, they must return a child to replace the pain bridewealth'. (Du 
sili harta pei moo, pyolik anat ia gati harta pei). In these cases then, the kori-sanat decides 
that 'a person replaces bridewealth' (geba gati harta). In describing how she replaced her 
father's bridewealth, one woman told me her father had been a relatively wealthy man and her 
mother was his third wife. He had paid bridewealth for his previous wives and had all 
intentions of paying for this wife as well, but suddenly he fell ill. As he lay on his deathbed 
he pointed to her — his young daughter playing at his bedside — and said, "Wait until she is 
big, then declare her my pain [bridewealth] (Jaga da haa, kabak ya nang pei)". Thus, she
10The word emhuka refers to an unmarried woman. Throughout life Burn women may be called Emhuka X in 
reference to their natal noro [X], such as Emhuka Lua, referring to a woman affiliated with the Wae Lua noro 
before she married. I use the English word 'maiden' as a gloss for emhuka. The prefix on ep-tukar means 
'reciprocal'.
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not only replaced her father s bridewealth, she also replaced her mother' (da gati nak ina) in 
being returned to the Gewagit noro, her mother's natal noro.
In summary, it could be said that of these three options, bridewealth is the norm, sister 
exchange is of great value when it is possible, and returning a child is the last resort. What 
these options all have in common is the notion that when a noro loses a person to another 
noro, the person must be replaced. A Burn bride can be replaced indirectly through 
bridewealth, which can then be used to obtain a bride for one of her brothers; she can be 
replaced directly by a woman from her husband's noro, or by her own child.
Epsuba Anafina: "Exiting the Bride"
Days, weeks, months or years may pass after the kori-sanat first meet, before the 
groom's family finally comes to collect the bride. When they do come, as many people as 
possible from the groom's family accompany him to the bride's house, beating drums as they 
arrive. They may have only walked across the village or they may have walked three days 
across the mountains to get to the house of the bride's parents. In the discourse concerning 
this stage in the marriage process, the underlying presupposition is that when they are ready, 
the groom's party will come from a different village, saying 'let's go up to get the bride' (ma 
keha ma uha). When many of the groom's relatives accompany him, it may be necessary for 
them to stay in various households of the bride's house-circle, with 'the house people taking 
care of the people coming to get the bride' (geba huma jaga geba ma uha). In the context of 
coming to get the bride, Schut (1918) recorded that the bride's people were called 'people of 
the house' (geba huma) and the groom's, 'people of the trail' (geba tohon).
If they are replacing the bride with bridewealth, soon after they arrive it is all laid out 
in the bride's family's house and divided into the 'price for the pain' (filin pei) for the birth 
parents and the 'soul price' (jiwa filin) for the house-circle. The bride's house-circle is then 
obligated to reciprocate with gifts of pork, chicken, rice, sago, salt, sugar, clothing and cloth. 
The amount of reciprocation strictly 'follows the bridewealth' (hai nak harta).11 A big pig, 
for example is reckoned as appropriate reciprocation for one bolt of muslin cloth and four 
woks; an average pig is equivalent to a dozen plates. The pig that is given specifically as part 
of the reciprocation for the 'pain price' (filin pei) is called the 'pig which reciprocates the pain 
[bridewealth]' (fafu ka dora pei). Often several households in the bride's house-circle have to 
help in reciprocating all the bridewealth. Those who assist are seen as having a greater right 
to take items of the jiwa filin.
^ In  fact, in demanding bridewealth, the bride's house-circle knows that it will also have to reciprocate according 
to how much is given. At times this effects the kori, so that they do not ask too much bridewealth.
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The next day, or several days later if the groom’s family has walked far, the groom's 
party leaves with the bride, beating 'escort drums' (tuba efnehet) as they did when they 
arrived. The entire party walks to the groom's house, including the bride's brothers (nahato), 
who carry her 'maiden things' (ii emhuka). These items are for her to use in her new home, 
as it is felt that 'a bride should not leave with empty hands' (anafina te suba tu fahan fuun 
moo). So she brings to her new home her own firewood, firegrate, sago, rice, chickens, 
cooking pots, drinking glasses, plates, spoons, brooms, woks, bowls, graters, pillows, 
curtains, and other household items. During the months before she left home, she collected 
these items by 'going crying' (ik.tangi) to her relatives in various villages, telling them she is 
about to leave her natal noro. Her relatives respond by giving items for her new home, as 
well as advising her on how to act as a wife. When her brothers arrive at the groom's house 
with these things, they will not put them down until the groom's family agrees to 'pay or 
reciprocate' (sili) every item with either money or other things. The groom's family is again 
in a position where they must agree to whatever the bride's brothers demand.
In addition, the bride's parents may have killed and smoked a pig before she left, a pig 
called 'the full basket pig' (fafu fodo taun) in reference to the baskets women carry on their 
backs, or 'the hot hearth pig' (fafu tunet poto), so that the 'source of fire' (bana lahin) does 
not go out in her new home. I was told that a bride needs to bring all these things because if 
she 'leaves with empty hands' she will be 'shy; embarrassed' (emgea) to use her mother-in- 
law’s things or to ask her husband for food right after they have been married. One man 
described the numerous items of ii emhuka his wife brought with her, the panic it created as 
his family sought to reciprocate for them all, and then stated with considerable pride:
Ringe koi emhewake nak pala emhewake, da masak tu nak priut emhewake, 
la tuke pa ya nang ama tu nang ina kaa.
By herself she scooped her own rice, she cooked it in her own cooking pot, and gave it 
to my father and my mother to eat.
When the bridal procession reaches the groom's house several important rituals occur. 
These rituals are considered to be the climax of the marriage process, when the bride 'reverses 
her affiliation' (leli nak leit) .12 Before she enters the house of her husband, one of the 
groom's elders pronounces something like the following when a Gewagit maiden married a 
Gebhain man:
Yako fene mhuka Wagit naa, kami leli mhuka Wagit naa, la da oli saki di 
fena Gebhain tu umur eslamate.
12The word leit refers to the way in which something is oriented, the direction it follows.
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Photograph 12: The Marriage Process
'Requesting with 
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tu surat); a 
potential groom 
presents a written 
marriage request 
to his intended 
bride.
Accompanied by 
her mother (right) 
a bride returns 
home with items for 
her new home, 
after 'going crying' 
(ik tangi), 
visiting relatives 
in another village.
The family of 
a groom on a 
two day walk 
to deliver 
bridewealth.
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I proclaim this Wagit maiden: we reverse [the orientation of] this Wagit maiden so
that she returns to the Gebhain group with a long life.
After this has been said, everyone gathered at the door 'gives three cheers because 
adat is fulfilled'. The bride then crosses the threshold of the door of the groom's house 
where one of his sister's washes her feet by slowly pouring water from an 'antique bowl' 
(pir.dolo) to symbolise that 'a new woman steps across the doorway' (anafin.fehut pehek 
subu). The bride takes a ring off her finger and places it in the bowl as a gift to her husband's 
sister and then physically 'enters' (rogo) the house, symbolically entering the house-circle and 
noro of her husband as well.
After these rituals are over, the first responsibility of the bride in her new home is to 
'serve areca nut to the elders' (pefua nak geba emtuato), as well as tea and cakes she brought 
from her parents home. That evening and possibly for several evenings 'they make festivities' 
(du puna ramen) including dancing and feasting by killing a 'festivities pig' (fafu ramen).
Pyolik Pifit: "RETURNING THE BEND OF THE GRASS"
After the marriage festivities are over and life has returned to normal for a while, the 
bride and groom 'seek again' (hama sakik) ten or so items to take back to the bride's family. 
When they arrive, the bride's family opens the door and says 'Oh! They have returned the 
bend of the grass' ("O! Du pyolik pifit") in reference to the long waist-high grass which grows 
on the sides of trails and bends in the direction people have walked. When people return on 
the same trail, the grass bends in the opposite direction. The items the bride and groom bring 
to give her family are called 'things which return the bend of the grass' (ii ka pyolik pifit). 
The bride's family then kills a final pig to be taken to the groom's family, the 'pig which 
returns the bend of the grass' (fafu ka pyolik pifit). The grass on the trail between the two 
houses should regularly bend in both directions now; the bride and her family are free to visit. 
With this final grass-bending exchange, the marriage process is complete.
V a r ia t io n s  in  th e  m a r r ia g e  process
Before leaving the topic of marriage there are a few variations which need to be 
considered: elopement, 'sitting in debt', and the marriage of a 'widow' (falu) rather than a 
'maiden' (emhuka).
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1— Elopement
As in much of Maluku, eloping is relatively common on Burn where it is referred to as 
'running away with a girl' (heka-tuha anafina) .13 Elopement usually occurs when a couple 
considers their elders too slow in negotiations, or when the elders oppose the marriage. A 
man and woman usually run off together into the jungle and may then spend several weeks or 
months living with relatives in a distant village until the girl's parents' anger has subsided. 
When they run off, the couple are meant to leave some compensation behind; nowadays this is 
usually an envelope with money in it.
Elopement highlights the nature of inter-noro relations. When a girl's parents 
discover that someone has run off with their daughter, they are socially obligated to express 
anger to the boy's family. Men put on a warrior's headcloth (ifutin), grab their spears and 
swords and head for the boy's family, yelling out their grievances. Eventually most situations 
settle down, the girl's parents' anger subsides, and the elders are forced to begin marriage 
negotiations. When the bride and groom eventually return they must go to the girl's parents 
to ask forgiveness. In addition to the normal bridewealth, a fine must be paid to her parents.
2— "Sitting in Debt"
Given the significant amount of time that is involved in the marriage process, the kori- 
sanat may agree to allow the groom to 'sit or live in debt' (eptea ba uta) at his father-in-law’s 
house during the interim period while the bridewealth is being collected. A man can sit in 
debt for several years before this happens, all the while 'sitting' under the demands of his 
father-in-law. This means he works in his father-in-law's gardens, repairs his father-in-law's 
house, collects firewood and palmwine for his father-in-law and so on. While this appears 
like bride-service, it is not a required part of the Burn marriage process and does nothing to 
reduce the debt owed for taking a bride. In fact many men who 'live in debt' are eventually 
obliged to 'return a child', the most undesirable form of compensation from the perspective of 
the groom's family, as they lose a child who could otherwise belonged to their noro.
Buru people have heard of what they call 'entering marriage' (kaweng enrogot)14 in 
reference to men who become part of or adopted into their father-in-law's house. This idea 
appals them and they stress that even though a man 'sitting in debt' at his father-in-law's 
house may look like kaweng enrogot, it most emphatically is not. When they can finally 
provide adequate compensation to his wife's noro, his people will come to get him and take 
both him and the bride home.
13The Malay term for eloping is semantically similar: lari bini ('run [off with] a wife').
14This is probably a Buru translation of Ambonese Malay kaweng masuk, the term used for marriage when men 
become part of the woman's family.
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3—The Widow's Marriage
When a woman's husband's dies she remains affiliated with his house-circle and noro. 
She also remains in charge of the house and gardens as long as she does not remarry. Should 
she marry someone of another house-circle or noro she would lose those rights, as well as 
become separated from her children who remain affiliated to her husband's house-circle. In 
such cases, a widow’s bridewealth, which is considered to be half a normal bridewealth, must 
be given by the new husband to the dead husband’s house-circle. Often around 50 items are 
asked for a widow.
Frequently, however, a widow is remarried to someone within her dead husband's 
house-circle and no further negotiations are needed. This arrangement is beneficial on several 
counts. It gives a wife to someone in the house-circle without having to pay another 
bridewealth. From the woman's point of view, it keeps her in the same house-circle as her 
children. Women are in an avoidance relationship with their husband's senior male relatives, 
and were a widow to marry one of these men, several rituals are needed to transform their 
relationship from 'avoidance' (koit) to 'familiarity' (dape). I discuss these rituals in Chapter 
8. Their relatively frequent occurrence is precisely because of the advantages of a widow 
remarrying someone in her dead husband's house-circle.
MARRIAGE AND AFFILIATION
The affiliation of children is intricately tied to the marriage process. After a woman 
'reverses her affiliation' (leli nak leit) and 'enters' the house-circle and noro of her husband, 
the 'rights to her children' (hak anat) are also transferred to his house-circle and noro. This 
is particularly evident when a widow becomes pregnant after the death of her husband and 
before she remarries. Regardless of whom the biological father may be, the child belongs to 
her deceased husband's house-circle and noro. Before marriage negotiations for a particular 
woman have been initiated (that is, before a sword or letter has been given), child rights 
belong to her natal house-circle and noro. If a woman 'gives birth as a maiden' (da bana 
emhuka), her brother becomes the father (ama) of those children.15 Once again the affiliation 
of a child born to a woman without a husband is determined irrespective of the affiliation of 
the biological father. This does not mean the identity of the biological father is not known in 
these situations, but neither he nor his noro has any right to claim the child.
15This illustrates how kin terms are not strictly markers of genealogical relationships. Affiliation determines 
whether a mother's brother is an ama or a mem.lahin.
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This means that at birth, the affiliation of a child is usually very clear. However, 
whenever bridewealth is outstanding, as in the case of men who 'sit in debt' at their father-in- 
law's house, there is always the possibility a child may need to be returned to replace the 
bridewealth. There are thus children whose affiliation may sometimes be undecided for 
several years while the kori-sanat negotiates. If they have no more males to 'stay in the 
house', the bride's house-circle may refuse bridewealth and demand the return of a male child 
instead. Of course this is often undesirable to the groom's elders and there may be two parties 
claiming the affiliation of a child. With all the possibilities to be negotiated, it may take 
several years, but eventually the two parties must agree on a single affiliation for such 
children. While young, an undecided affiliation is not of much consequence, but before a 
child marries, his or her affiliation must be decided, as this defines possible marriage partners 
and who is responsible for negotiating the marriage. However, it is rare for negotiations to 
take this long. Usually by the time these children are five or six years old, their mother's 
marriage is finalised and their previously disputed affiliation settled.
I encountered only one case where the affiliation of an individual was still being 
disputed when he reached marriageable age. His mother was a widow who eventually married 
his biological father. The father had paid a 'widow's bridewealth' and the affiliation of his 
subsequent children undisputably belonged to his noro. But for years both the noro of the 
biological father and the noro of the mother's deceased husband claimed the affiliation of the 
first child. As he was already in his early 20s, the two noro were recognising the need to sit 
and talk specifically about his affiliation so that one affiliation would be finally agreed upon 
and he could then consider marriage.16
In summary, the affiliation of children is determined by the transferral of 'child rights' 
(hak anat) in the marriage process. Children born before marriage are affiliated with their 
mother's natal noro, children born after marriage are affiliated with the noro of their mother's 
husband. In some cases, the affiliation of a child may be temporarily undecided until all 
negotiations to do with their mother's marriage are considered complete.
16In contrast with some New Guinea kin groups (cf. Gell 1975:35; Kaberry 1967), membership in a Buru noro is 
not a matter of individual expediency or whim; it must be decided by the kori-sanat.
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C h i ld r e n  a f f i l ia te d  w ith  th e
noro a n d  hum.lolin o f  a
w o m a n ’s  b r o th e r
C h i ld r e n 's  a f f i l ia t io n  n e g o t ia b le
b y  th e  kori-sanat
C h ild r e n  a f f i l ia te d  w ith  noro 
a n d  hum.lolin o f  a  w o m a n 's  
h u s b a n d
<-----------The M arriage P rocess--------->
Enika anafina -+ Leli nak leit
'r e q u e s t in g  th e  b r id e ' -*  'e x c h a n g in g  h e r  a f f i l ia t io n '
(I n it ia t io n  o f  p r o c e s s ) -*  ( C o m p le t io n  o f  p r o c e s s )
Figure 10: Affiliation and the marriage process
Several metaphors are used to refer to the children of unmarried sisters including 
'areca nut and tobacco children’ (anat fua-tabako). Like areca nut and tobacco, which are 
offered to all guests and not one specific person, these children are born without any specific 
father. The way people feel about these children is perhaps best expressed in the metaphor 
'children of blessing' (anat berkat). Given that the goal of each house-circle and noro is to 
increase, there are many times when they are considered an extra blessing and no demeaning 
status is attached to them. In several cases where a man had no descendants to 'stay in the 
house', that is, no sons, the marriage of a sister or daughter was postponed so that she could 
leave behind children for her father or brother before she eventually 'exited' (suba) in 
marriage. 17
The children of unmarried sisters, as well as children who 'return' to replace their 
mothers when there is no bridewealth, are also called an.tuni or an.dengen. The word tuni 
means 'original', in contrast to someone or something that came from some other place. It 
can be used, for example, to differentiate between 'original people' (geb.tuni) on Burn, and 
those who came from 'across the sea' (geba fi lawe). The word dengen is used to refer to 
something that has not been mixed with something else, things which are 'pure', which have 
'not been changed'. For instance, before melaleuca oil (gelan) has been diluted with coconut 
oil, it is gelan dengen. These children are thus 'original'; their source of life originates from 
within their own noro. They are 'pure and unmixed' in that they do not have roots in other 
noro.
Thus, there are two ways for the noro to regenerate itself: from an internal source 
when unmarried sisters give birth to 'original children’; or from an external source when 
wives give birth to children having a source of life in another noro. But in both cases, life has 
a source.
17It is also possible for a man with no descendants to take another wife. Although polygamous marriages are still 
relatively frequent, they are discouraged by the government and by the church. The best option for a man without 
descendants now, is for his sister or daughter to give him an anat berkat before she marries.
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RELATIONS OF SOURCE AND TIP
As a consequence of women leaving the noro in marriage, individuals are related to 
individuals in other noro. Even while belonging to different noro, the children of brothers 
and sisters are considered to be related as 'sisters together with brothers' (feta sar.naha). In 
the following figure, letters (A,B,C) designate different noro to which the offspring of 
siblings can belong while still related as feta sar.naha.
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feta sar.naha J
Figure 11: Feta sar.naha: 'Reciprocally sisters and brothers'
The specific terms used for these relationships reflect the concept that life has a source:
em daa - M BD 
ina - M 
am a - F
yoi - FZ 
w ate - FZH  
feta - Z
w ali ennew et - FZS 
feta ennew et - FZD
w ate lah in  - M BW  
m em .lah in  - M B 
w ali lah in  - M BS
w atem em .lahin
w ate
lah in
em daalahin
ennew et ennew et
Figure 12: Kin of brothers and sisters in other noro (male ego)
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w ate lahin - M BW  
m em .lahin - MB 
n ahalah in  - MBS
e m d a a -M B D /F Z C  
ina - M 
am a - F
yoi - FZ 
wate - FZH  
naha  - B
watem em .lahin
wate
lahin
em daa nahalahin em daa em daa
Figure 13: Kin of brothers and sisters in other noro (female ego)
Many of these terms are compounds, constructed of a kin term plus a modifying 
metaphor of 'life' (ennewet)18 or 'root; source' (lahin). For example, the term feta (Z m.s.) 
is included in the term for feta ennewet (FZD m.s.); ana- (C) in the term ana.newet (ZC); 
and the brother-in-law term wali (WB/ZH)19 in the term wali ennewet (FZS m.s.). Wali can 
also be modified with the term lahin, resulting in wali lahin (MBS m.s.). The term naha (B 
f.s.) is used in naha lahin (MBS f.s.). Similarly, the term mem[e].lahin is composed of lahin 
plus meme, a term used to refer to a parent's male sibling and in many ways synonymous 
with ama (F). A meme roit (small meme) is the same as an ama roit (small father), i.e. the 
term for FyB. When either meme or ama is modified with lahin (mem.lahin or ama lahin), 
however, it refers unambiguously to MB. Wate is a reciprocal term used for the relation 
between an ego's spouse's cross-sex sibling's child and that child (WBC/FZH or 
HZC/MBW). When wate is modified with lahin, however, it unambiguously specifies MBW. 
Similarly (but not in the above figures), the term opo (PP/CC) can be modified with lahin, 
referring unambiguously to the parents of the mother.20
In sum, the Burn kin terms modified with lahin and ennewet can be glossed as follows:
18The root of the morphologically complex word /en-newe-t/ is newe, a verb which means 'to live’, used in 
reference to plants, animals, and humans.
19Wali is a Malay or Javanese borrowing. One use of the term on Java refers to Moslem saints (Fox 1991). A 
second usage of wali noted by Horne (1974) for Javanese, and by Echols and Shadily (1989), and Moeliono 
(1988) for Indonesian is 'guardian of the bride at a wedding ceremony'. In central Maluku wali refers to ’brother- 
in-law, companion (of a different kin group)' and is often equated with Malay ipar, reflecting the significance of 
the brother/sister relation in marriage arrangements. The historical form from which Malay wali derives is PMP
*baliw 'counterpart (of opposite moiety)' (Robert Blust, p.c. to C. Grimes). The Buru cognate with * baliw is 
in.fali-n 'MyZ'.
20Other terms in these figures which are discussed elsewhere where relevant, include yoi, the term for FZ, 
regardless of whether she is married or not. Conversely, a woman's brother's children are called wai (younger 
sibling), reflecting her seniority. The term kakan (HZ/BW) is also discussed later.
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opo lahin (M P ) 'sou rce grandparent'
mem.lahin (M B ) 'sou rce-u n cle '
wate lahin (M B W ) 'sou rce aunt'
wali lahin (M B S  - m .s .) 'sou rce b roth er-in -law '
naha lahin (M B S  - f .s . ) 'sou rce brother'
wali ennewet (F Z S  - m .s .) 'life  b roth er-in -law '
feta ennewet (F Z D  - m .s .) 'l ife  sister'
ana.newet (Z C  - m .s .) 'life -ch ild '
Figure 14: Kin terms modified with lahin and ennewet
In addition, I have been told that a male ego could call his MBD 'source sister' (feta lahin), 
and a girl could equally call her FZS 'life brother' (naha ennewet), but this is not necessary, 
as they are emdaa and that term is preferred. While these additional terms are seldom used, 
as equivalents they point out both the consistency in the structure of the kin terminology for 
the descendants of a brother and sister and the conceptualization of life as having a source. 
Life comes from females giving birth to children. But because a woman changes her 
affiliation and 'enters' (rogo) her husband's noro when she marries, her natal noro is the 
source or origin of her children's life. Kin in a married woman's natal noro are thus her 
children's 'source' relatives. Children of a sister who has left in marriage are 'life' relatives.
ennewet relatives lahin relatives
Figure 15: Life relatives {ennewet) and source relatives {lahin)
Representing a person's source of life, a mem.lahin occupies one of the most 
authoritarian positions in Burn social structure. Particularly a mother's closely related brother 
(related through one father, but also one house-circle) is to be more feared, more respected 
than one's own father, for although a person 'has his father's water' (ego ama waen) ,21 he
21This statement is ambiguous as to whether semen or blood (or both) is being referred to. As far as we have 
been able to ascertain, semen is always referred to as a man's ’water; liquid' (wae-n). But there is also a general 
aversion to speaking about blood (rahan), and people should say instead, I was told, 'liquid' (waen). One should 
say even 'the pig's water' (fafu waen), rather than 'the pig's blood' (fafu rahan). When people talk about kinship
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'stands from his source-uncle' (kerek fi di mem.lahin). A mem.lahin is responsible for 
regenerating and maintaining the life of his sister's children. Because of this, he has the 
power to bless, as well as curse his sister's children should they offend him. While it is 
crucial to avoid angering a mem.lahin, if he does become angry, people assured me it is far 
better that he beat them, than that he hide his anger. As I was told, "If our mem.lahin curses 
us, we will surely die." Although he represents their source of life, a mem.lahin is not 
required to feed or nourish his 'life-children', for that is the responsibility of their father and 
his noro, the noro to which they belong.
Maternal sources of life are labelled for two generations on Burn. Mara refers to the 
natal noro of an ego's mother, and halan the natal noro of an ego's mother's mother. In other 
words, one's mara is the noro of one's mem.lahin (MB), and one's halan is the noro of one's 
mother's mem.lahin (MMB). In using these terms, a Wae Temun man, for example, might 
state "I am of noro Wae Temun, mara Gewagit [noro name], halan Mual [noro name]" (Yako 
noro Wae Temun, mara Gewagit, halan Mual).22 In classical anthropological terms, the 
relation to mara and halan could be considered a type of 'secondary affiliation' recognised for 
two generations. The connections to two noro are what Fox (1990) refers to as 'progenitor 
lines' in Austronesian systems of alliance. These connections are illustrated below:
noro
mara
Figure 16: Mara and Halan: Reckoning maternal noro as the source of life
Because it is advantageous to have as many connections to other noro as possible, it is 
important to remember one's mara and halan. Links to his mara and halan, as well as his 
wife's mara and halan, enable a man to request hunting rights or permission to build gardens
connections in Malay, however, they are quite happy to talk about 'father's blood' (dara bapa) and 'mother's 
blood’ (dara mama).
22Although the preferred marriage pattern is for a man to marry someone of his mara, the nature of Buru 
marriage exchanges does not prevent a woman from marrying someone of her mara. When this happens, her 
children belong to the same noro as their MM natal noro, making the notion o f being connected to a halan 
irrelevant, since it is the same as their own noro. While an individual's own noro and halan is coterminous in 
such cases, a mara is always a different noro, and this connection is always relevant.
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on their land. Connections to these noro are also significant when a son is seeking to marry 
and propagate new life, for then he should return to his source of life.
MARRIAGE AS RETURN
Burn ideas of 'return' are often expressed with the word oli, a word implying motion, 
specifically the motion of something which has previously gone out from a source or origin 
and is subsequently coming back to the original location. This notion of oli can be diagramed 
in simple fashion as follows:
other 
location 
or state
'source' ^ 
location X  
or state
Figure 17: The concept of 'return' (oli) as exchange
People frequently use this word when someone or something has 'gone out/crossed a 
threshold' (suba) from some location and later returns to their original location, as, for 
example, when people leave their house in the morning to go hunting or to work in their 
gardens, and then oli in the evenings. Animals are also said to oli to their 'place' (elen) when 
they return to their nest or sleeping place. Villages also oli when people migrate back to their 
ancestral land or to a previous village location, a case where the time span between leaving 
and returning may be many decades. The 'spirit of a person' (suhat) can temporarily 'leave' 
(suba) in sickness,23 but if the suhat oli, the person will continue living. When a person stops 
breathing, then 'the spirit will not return' (suhat oli moo). Millet, rice and peanuts are said to 
'go down' (toho) from the granary, but to later 'return' transformed and increased at harvest. 
All of these various items — people, animals, villages, life spirits, planting seed — are seen 
as leaving a point of reference, going somewhere else (exactly where may or may not be 
explicit), and eventually returning to an original point of reference as in the figure above.
Burn marriage is conceptualised as 'return' in several different ways. First, a man is 
said to 'return' to his mother’s brother when he marries his mother's brother's daughter. Two
23This is frequently in situations where people are unconscious or semi-conscious.
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individuals related as MBD/FZS are seen as ideal marriage partners. This relation is 
prescribed by the kinship terminology as the reciprocal relationship between male and female 
emdaa. A man's emdaa may be his actual MBD, a classificatory MBD in the same house- 
circle (for example, MBFFBSSD =  MBD), or a woman of another house-circle in mother's 
natal noro, his mara. While is seen as more ideal for a man to marry his actual MBD (emdaa 
benima), any same generation female from his mother's natal noro is an emdaa and a 
preferred marriage partner.
People give various explanations about the preference for MBD/FZS marriage. For 
one, it ensures that the connection between the two noro does not 'break' (delak). Actually, a 
mother's brother can initiate this marriage, saying to his sister and her husband, "cause your 
son to become [my] son-in-law (pemsawan nim anat)". When this is agreed upon, a young 
man returns to his mem.lahin to marry his emdaa and his mem.lahin becomes his ama kete 
(WF). People also comment that when a man returns to his mara to marry his emdaa, he has 
the best assurance of successfully producing offspring. Some men are quite proud of 
successive returns to marry women of the same noro over several generations. A Gewagit 
man who had married a a Wae Temun 'maiden' (emhuka) and was in the process of arranging 
a marriage for his son with a Wae Temun 'maiden' told me "My father is mara Wae Temun, 
and I also am mara Wae Temun." In other words, father, son and grandson all returned to 
their mara to marry their emdaa.
iWae Temun
I W ae Temun
W ae Temun
W ae Temun
Figure 18: Men over successive generations returning to their mara to marry their emdaa
(an attested case)
In prescriptive marriage systems it is important to ask how the ideal corresponds to 
actual practice. A high percentage of Burn marriages are in fact emdaa marriages,
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particularly when emdaa refers at its most inclusive level to a woman of any house-circle in a 
man's mara. Out of 76 marriages which I recorded from five different villages, 32 (42%) 
were emdaa marriages. In two cases where a first marriage between non-emdaa had resulted 
in infertility, a second wife had been married who was specifically an emdaa to ensure the 
best potential for offspring. This relatively high percentage of emdaa marriages is significant 
in that two noro can have strong affinal connections, reflecting the Burn perception of place as 
the location where two noro 'marry each other' (wali-dawen). Nevertheless, people are not 
obligated to marry their emdaa, and personal preference plays a considerable part in 
arranging marriage partners. In addition, people want to have connections with as many noro 
as possible, so there are also benefits to having children marry spouses from different noro.
In an earlier description of Burn marriage, Schut (1918:24) noted that if a man did not 
marry a woman from his own mara, the 'ancestors' (voorouders) of his mara would be upset 
because their noro would not receive the bridewealth from this sister's son. It would go 
instead to another noro and be lost to their 'alliance' (stamverband). In these cases the man 
would have to present gifts to the ancestors of his mara to make peace and ensure there was 
no anger toward their 'living son' which could have calamitous effects on his future life and 
prosperity.24 He quotes the following as what the man's mother’s brother would then say to 
the ancestors:
O, ama sira, ina sira! Nim fua luken, nim dalu luken, du ba ego nim esbalan 
bagean ha dii. Nanbeta! Kim sale nim esbalan bagean dii. Do, bara kim 
eduwe misil-misil an ngei nim fua luken, dalu luken, bama da ba beta nak 
mar.dikat pi mar.meget saa. Nanbeta! Kim penatahe eta da ba
eban.fah.waro tu da ba epteak muan-modan.
Oh! Fathers and mothers! Your areca nut 'tips', your betel piper 'tips', they are 
bringing your [bridewealth] cloth. Remember! Receive your [bridewealth] cloth. Do 
not send troubles to your areca nut 'tips', your betel piper 'tips' even if they find a 
different mara, another mara. Remember! Watch over them until they have given 
birth to many and they live in peace and prosperity.
While I never heard the preference for emdaa marriage described in terms of the ancestors' 
happiness, it is most certainly the case that the displeasure of ancestors affects the life of 
descendants and future descendants. This is perhaps an earlier interpretation of why emdaa 
marriage is the best way to ensure the greatest potential for 'peace and prosperity' (muan 
modan).25
24According to Schut, these gifts were placed in either the hum.sikit, the noro house where heirlooms are stored, 
or in a saloni, a small offering house outside a residential house. While hum.sikit still exist, I have never seen a 
saloni on Buru as described by Schut and others.
25This metaphor literally means 'jungle coolness' and is discussed in Chapter 7. People translate this metaphor 
into Indonesian as damai sejahtera, which is what I have followed here with the English translation.
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Like most of the Buru kinship terminology, the term for the emdaa is asymmetrical in 
that it refers only to individuals who are related as MBD/FZS but not FZD/MBS. The 
asymmetrical nature of Buru kin terms in general can be seen by placing them in a classical 
three group grid.
A (m) < ___ .. b ff) < ______ - R tm'» r  ( m \  ^ 0 / Au v1/ ^ — e to  v ---------- - a  (.I)
opo opo opo opo
w a te yoi am a ina m em -lah in w a te  lahin
w a li en n ew ei fe ta ka i/w a i (e/y) em daa w ali lahin fe ta  en n e w e t
an a -e n n e w e t anat anat w a te w a te an a-en n ew et
opo opo opo opo
Figure 19: The asymmetric nature of Buru kin terms (male ego)
In symmetrical terminologies certain diagnostic relationships are expected to be the 
same for both the wife-giving group as the wife-taking group. But this is not the case in the 
Buru terminology, for these two groups are consistently differentiated.
mem.lahin ( M B ) 4= ( F Z H ) wate
wate lahin ( M B W ) 4= ( F Z ) yoi
emdaa ( M B D  m . s . ) 4= ( F Z D  m . s . ) feta ennewet
wali lahin ( M B S  m . s . ) H= ( F Z S  m . s . ) wali ennewet
beta ( W B W ) 4= (Z  m . s . ) feta
bela ( H Z H ) 4= (B  f . s . ) naha
Eastern Indonesia has been of particular focus in alliance theory and it is of note here 
that while the Buru kinship terminology is largely asymmetric, the marriage system is 
symmetrical in that simultaneous sister exchange is a preferred marriage arrangement 
involving 'reciprocally exchanged maidens' (emhuka eptukar). In various works on the 
prescriptive systems of eastern Indonesia, it has been noted that there is not always a 
congruence between the kinship terminology and the marriage alliance system. When this 
occurs it is often because the kinship terminology of society is symmetrical while the alliance 
system is asymmetrical. Needham (1967:43-44) found "no known case of the combination of 
an asymmetric prescriptive terminology and a symmetric organisation of alliances", leading 
him to suggest later that this was "structurally unfeasible" (1968:332). In reference to 
societies in Nusa Tenggara Timur in a later article he once again concluded that "An 
asymmetric terminology (one characterised by at least MBD =f= FZD) is incompatible with 
symmetric alliance" (1980:31). Buru is a society not far outside the region of Needham's
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work that does in fact combine an asymmetrical terminology with a symmetrical alliance 
system.
How then do people on Burn live with this 'structural unfeasibility'? First, I would 
say it is a problem only in the eyes of the beholder and not to Burn people. While there is 
greater insurance of fertility in emdaa marriage, there is no prohibition or rule on the 
direction of marriages as in asymmetrical marriage systems. The only marriage prohibition 
on Burn is that of incest — marrying within the noro. A man may marry any woman of 
another noro, including his 'life sister' (FZD), which is in fact, another frequent marriage 
pattern. In addition, whenever there has been sister exchange in the previous generation, 
FZD = MBD and MBS = FZS. In these cases the asymmetry of the kin terminology 
becomes irrelevant, and the preferred term emdaa is used.
The second way in which Burn marriage is conceptualised as a return is from the 
female point of reference. While some men 'return' to their mother's brother to marry their 
emdaa, all women are said to 'return' to their husband's noro when they marry.26 For 
example, a man might refer to an event before he was married by saying it happened 'before 
[his wife] Ani returned to him' (Ani oli di yako mohede). Or a woman might say 'The 
Gewagits bought me, so I returned to the Gewagits' (Gewagito safe yako, petu a oli di 
Gewagit). Since a woman as a bride has never previously left the noro of her husband, an 
appropriate question is then how does she 'return' to him or his noro?
In an earlier analysis of this same point (B.D. Grimes 1990), I looked closely at Burn 
marriage cycles, influenced by ethnographies of asymmetrical marriage systems in nearby 
societies where the directionality of marriage is fixed so that marriages can only complete a
26General terms for 'marry' include ala which is often used in the context of two noro such as 'Muals marry 
Gebhains' (Mual ala Gebhain). Another word frequently used is the Malay-Arabic word kaweng.
emdaa
Figure 20: FZD = MBD and MBS = FZS
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'cycle of reciprocity' (Levi-Strauss 1969:438ff) after a fixed number of generations.27 
Pursuing Levi-Strauss's approach, it is obvious when sister exchange occurs on Burn through 
’exchanged maidens' (emhuka eptukar), this 'restricted exchange' creates immediate 
reciprocity. Other Burn marriages also close more delayed 'cycles of reciprocity' by giving a 
bride to the same noro from which a bride had been taken in previous generations. This is 
illustrated in the following case of three sisters from the Gebhain noro who married into three 
different noro. Tracing their genealogy revealed that these were the same noro their M, MM, 
and MMM had previously left upon marriage. However, neither the women nor anyone else 
pointed this out to me.
W ae Temun
A 0 y /^ M u a l
Cj y A ^ G e w a g it
^^^G ebhain
A 0  A_j9 9
W ae Temun Mual Gewagit
MMM
; : i
Gebhain.Wae
Temun daughter 3
daughter 2
daughter 1
Figure 21: An attested case of marriages closing 'cycles of reciprocity'
27Among the Kedang, rare marriages which close alliance cycles are said to 'return the blood' (Barnes 1974: 248- 
249). On Fordata (Tanimbar) after at least three generations a marriage can close a cycle and is said to 'shatter 
one's palmwine cup' (McKinnon 1991:211-216). On Selaru (Tanimbar) it is possible to 'close a row' after five 
generations (Pauwels 1990c).
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I had previously thought that because so many marriages were closing cycles of 
reciprocity and because of the explicitly verbalised desire to have symmetrical marriages 
between noro, in the grand network of all marriages, it could be said that all Burn brides 
ideally 'return' to close a marriage cycle. However, several things remained unaddressed in 
this formulation. One was why every Burn bride was said to return, regardless of whether or 
not her particular marriage was closing a 'cycle of reciprocity'. Secondly, when marriages 
close cycles like those of the three Gebhain sisters, this is never commented upon by Burn 
people themselves. These marriages appear to be seen as no different from marriages which 
do not close cycles. While people delight in the immediate reciprocity of sister exchange, the 
notion of closing a delayed marriage cycle does not seem to have much salience at all on 
Burn. E.D. Lewis (1988:300) has noted a similar situation among the Ata Tana ' Ai of Flores: 
"marriages that close alliance cycles are not identified (either in language or by ritual) as 
being of particular significance". Suspecting that perhaps I might be attaching more 
significance to these closed cycles than Burn people (cf. E.D. Lewis 1988:301), I re-examined 
the Burn notion of 'return' (oli). While the term refers to physical movement to and from a 
source location, it is also used to refer to the substitution of culturally equivalent items. When 
something 'goes out from' (suba) a source location, the same thing — or a transformed 
cultural equivalent — is what 'returns'. It is thus the idiom of exchange. In reference to 
marriage, Burn brides are not constructed as cultural equivalents or replacements of their M, 
MM, MMM, MZ, or any other female relative who left in a previous marriage. What is 
continually discussed as being equivalent to a bride is what it takes to replace her in her natal 
noro. A substitute for the bride (bridewealth, a sister, or a child) 'goes out' or 'leaves' (suba) 
the groom's noro, and what comes back — what 'returns' — is a bride. This is why every 
Burn bride can say "They paid, reciprocated for me [bridewealth went out from them], and so 
consequently (petu) I returned to them."
Thus, the notion of 'return' applies from several perspectives in Burn marriage. 
While some men 'return' to their mara and actually marry their emdaa (MBD), when anyone 
marries it is crucial to the permission and blessing of their mem.lahin (MB). Women are said 
to 'return' to their husband and his noro in exchange for bridewealth or other substitution. 
From the perspective of the bride's elders there must also be a return: their daughter or sister 
is 'going out' (suba) so something equivalent must return to compensate for her. If there has 
been no sister exchange and bridewealth is not forthcoming, they have the right to demand 
that a child be 'returned' to replace its mother: "If no bridewealth, a child returns" (Harta 
moo, anat oli). From the perspective of the groom's elders, the hard work they may have put 
into collecting bridewealth brings back a bride in the immediate setting, but if a daughter is 
born from that marriage, their bridewealth will also 'return' when she marries. Because of
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ideas about 'bridewealth returning' (harta oli), the amount of bridewealth given for a bride 
should be equivalent to (or greater than) the amount that was given for her mother. People 
announce the birth of a daughter by saying, "Our bridewealth returns wet" (harta oli waek). 
Metaphors of wetness are used to express temporality here in saying the bridewealth will 
return 'wet' — sooner — rather than 'dried out' and later.
The Burn notion of 'return' (oli) is a crucial metaphor for exchange. In the next 
chapter I discuss how reciprocity is the continual concern of inter-noro relations. Ideally, this 
should not be delayed, but as immediate as possible. In Burn exchange, the 'wetter' 
something returns, the better.
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Chapter Six  
Maintaining Equality
The theme of inter-noro relations is aptly summarised in the Burn phrase 'a person 
replaces a person' (geba gati geba). A noro is held accountable to provide substitution 
whenever any member has caused the loss of a person in another noro. This principle 
essentially creates a debt accounting system that applies when women are lost in marriage as 
well as when lives are lost through murder or manslaughter. Debt created by taking a wife 
can be cancelled by 'returning' bridewealth, another wife, or a child to replace its mother. 
Debt created through murder or manslaughter can be cancelled by giving a child for each life 
lost 'to pay for the blood in order to make peace' (sili rahan la puna damen). If this is not 
done, 'revenge killing' (kalungan) is acceptable and reciprocates the loss. When all debts are 
cancelled, equality is maintained between noro. But this equality or balance must be 
diligently and sometimes painstakingly guarded through the negotiating skills of entitled men 
and the fighting skills of warriors.
In the first section of this chapter, I discuss the basis for inter-noro relations: 
connections provided through multiple networks of affinity. Sister exchange and other 
bidirectional marriages provide for symmetry and equality in these relations. In the second 
section, I discuss two kinds of men involved in protecting the balance of inter-noro exchange: 
men who are 'raised up' within their noro and given 'titles' on the basis of their superior 
oratory and negotiating skills, and champion warriors who 'stand up' on the basis of their 
superior fighting skills. Either through speaking or fighting, the role of both is to protect the 
noro from unreciprocated loss. Having already discussed in the last chapter how reciprocity 
is restored in marriage exchanges, in the third section of this chapter I discuss other ways that 
entitled men and war champions strive to maintain equality when the balance between noro is 
challenged. In the final section, I discuss several implications of this system concerned with 
establishing reciprocity between noro as immediately as possible.
NETWORKS OF SYMMETRICAL AFFINITY
Relations between noro are established and maintained primarily through marriage. 
By the marriages of their grandmothers, mothers, sisters and daughters, men are linked to 
men in other noro through females (see Figure 22 below). As these relations are established
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between individuals, the various members of a single noro have numerous and diverse links to 
other noro. At its most encompassing level, Burn society is a multiplicity of localised 
networks of affinity.
MMB
Figure 22: Links through females to men of other noro
Furthermore, these relations are reciprocal in that two noro should both give and 
receive wives from the other. This is ideally established through sister exchange, the 
'exchange of maidens' (emhuka eptukar), simultaneous double unions arranged in a single set 
of marriage negotiations. On Burn an inherent asymmetry is present in the distinction 
between wife-givers and wife-takers: the kori ('female's elders') is superior, holding the
'sword handle' over the sanat ('male's elders'). In the negotiations for a single marriage this 
asymmetry is keenly felt in the cross-noro relation. However, sister exchange cancels this 
asymmetry as both parties are kori. Even without simultaneous sister exchange, the reciprocal 
exchange of women over time also allows two noro to see their overall relation as one of 
symmetry and equality. When there is a history of symmetrical marriages between two noro, 
people say du wali-dawen,1 meaning they [the two noro] are both agents and experiencers of 
the wali (BW) and dawe (ZH) relation. While a wali is always superior to his dawe, when 
men are wali-tal-dawet ('reciprocally both BW and ZH to each other') their relation reflects 
the ideal of equality and friendship between Burn men. Hence, sister exchange and 
bidirectional marriages enable cross-noro relations to be predicated on a symmetry that comes 
from reciprocal indebtedness.
^ h e n  -n makes an active verb out o f a normally nominal word or phrase it signals that the subject is both an 
actor and an undergoer (C.Grimes 1991:107). In other words, the two noro ('they') are both 'acting' and 
'experiencing' the WB - ZH relation.
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It is desirable to have such relations with men in numerous noro. Yet this does not 
mean every noro has marriage relations with every other noro, for in reality, marriage 
relations correlate highly with place — when people live near each other, they frequently 
inter-marry; when people live far from each other they rarely do so. This correlation is 
openly acknowledged such that places are, at least in part, defined by the marriages that occur 
there. A common way to explain a distant unfamiliar place is to contextualise it as the place 
where two specific noro 'marry each other'.
The correlation between place and marriage relations can be seen by taking an example 
from the Gebhain noro. Around the territory of the Gebhain noro in the Masarete area of 
south Burn are two villages a day's walk apart, Wae Katin and Wae Loo. Each village has 
approximately 200 inhabitants or 40 households. In the village of Wae Katin 50% (24/48) of 
the households are affiliated with the Gebhain noro and in the village of Wae Loo 65% 
(28/43). In many of the other households there are wives who came from the Gebhain noro, 
so that in total, 83% (40/48) of the households in Wae Katin and 88% (38/43) of the 
households in Wae Loo have one Gebhain spouse. Yet in these two villages, Gebhain 
marriage partners tend to come from different noro.
Gebhain men whose 
wives are from noro
In village of
Wae Katin
In village of
Wae Loo
Gewagit 11 3
Mual 10 5
Masbait 1 0
Hangwasit 2 3
Nalbessy 0 1
Wae Dupa 0 11
Wae Eno 0 4
Wae Kolo 0 1
TOTAL 24 28
Natal Gebhain women 
married to men in noro
In village of
Wae Katin
In village of
Wae Loo
Gewagit 7 1
Mual 8 0
Hangwasit 1 2
Nalbessy 0 4
Wae Dupa 0 3
TOTAL 14 10
Figure 23: Marriages of Gebhain men and women in the villages of Wae Katin and Wae 
Loo
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The best way to see the relation between place and the frequency of marriage relations 
is to interpret these figures with reference to local geography (see map below). The village of 
Wae Loo is on the northern border of the Masarete area. More than half of its marriages are 
with noro whose origin places are around Lake Rana: Nalbessy, Wae Dupa, Wae Eno, and 
Wae Kolo. The village associated with the Hangwasit noro, called Unet (a migration from the 
former village located at Ena Biloro), is located roughly equidistant from both Wae Katin and 
Wae Loo. Correspondingly, there are equal number of Hangwasit spouses in Wae Katin and 
Wae Loo. The village of Wae Katin is near the 'ancestral stream’ {wae moyang) of the Mual 
noro, at Wae Brapa, as well as being near Mngeswaen, a village associated with the Muals. 
Wae Katin is also near Fakal, a village associated with the Masbait noro. The numerous 
marriages with the Gewagit noro in Wae Katin can be explained with reference to the Gewagit 
origin place, a stream called Erwagit, which is near the (now former) village of Wang Karang 
Fatan. Between Wang Karang Fatan and the Wae Brapa river, there are several small 
Gewagit settlements as well. On the ground, it is in localised relations of affinity such as 
these that the concern for reciprocity in inter-noro relations is realised.
T1ANA
W AE LOO
>WANG KARä KIG
ENA BILOROUN ET 'FATAN-
W AE KATIN
M NG ESW AEI FAKAL
Map 13: Wae Katin, Wae Loo and surrounding villages
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THE GUARDIANS OF EQUALITY
In this section I discuss two kinds of men — entitled men' and champion warriors — 
whose role is to protect the balance of inter-noro exchange. I discuss these men in detail 
because the manner by which they gain social prominence differs and has implications for 
other aspects of social life.
Entitled Men
Titles given to certain men in society are referred to as ngaa-t, a word with the same 
root (ngaa-) as the word ngaa-n, meaning 'name'. The morphological differences in these 
two words reflect the way proper names and titles are conceptualised, where every individual 
in society has a ngaa-n, but only a few men are given a ngaa-t. The genitive -n enclitic 
indicates "an inherent association between two nameable things, most commonly in a part- 
whole relationship" (C.Grimes 1991:282), the type of association attributed to a person and 
his or her individual name. The enclitic -t, on the other hand, attaches to roots to form "an 
independent noun which is perceived by the speaker to be an independent cognitive unit" 
(C.Grimes 1991:143). So in contrast to the inherent association of personhood to a ngaa-n, a 
ngaa-t is an embellishment and refers only to independent 'names', political titles bestowed by 
others.
Men with a ngaat are referred to as geba emngaa, meaning 'named or titled people'.2 
In this phrase the root ngaa is verbalised by the prefix em- creating a non-active verb in 
which the subject is not an actor but an undergoer (cf. C.Grimes 1991:100). Again the 
underlying role structure of the morphology correlates with the way geba emngaa are 
perceived. People are said to 'raise up geba emngaa' (du lepak geba emngaa) where the 
titled person himself is not an agent in this process, but rather, the one who undergoes the 
action of being 'raised up' and given a political name by others. Because this 'raising up' 
process 'entities' a person, I refer to it as entitlement. As entitled men, geba emngaa may tie 
their 'headcloth' (ifutin) in a special manner symbolising their position in society and thus, 
visibly differentiating themselves from other men.
The collective agent 'raising up' a geba emngaa is his own house-circle or noro. It is 
his responsibility to represent those who raised him up, but the scope of his representation 
depends on whether it was his house-circle or his entire noro that raised him up. However, it 
is not obligatory to have geba emngaa; only when people feel a need for someone to represent 
them in various 'negotiations or disputes' (perkara) do they consider raising up such a person.
2Men with political titles in New Guinea and Timor are also said to be "named”.
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Even then, it only occurs after all the members of the noro or house-circle reach consensus on 
whom to raise up. When a geba emngaa dies, there is no procedure set in motion to replace 
him. If there is no need for someone to represent them, it may be years before people agree to 
raise up a new geba emngaa. The positions are not hereditary — people do not automatically 
raise up the 'son' of a deceased geba emngaa. Furthermore, the criterion for entitlement is 
neither precedence nor seniority: it does not have to be the eldest lather (ama) nor the eldest 
sibling (kai) who is raised up. What is important is the ability to speak well (stori gosa) so he 
will be able to 'sit in litigations and not fall' (eptea perkara bu moho moo).
Photograph 13: A geba emngaa with headcloth and ruling sash
The metaphor 'head' (pyolot) is used to refer to a geba emngaa raised up by his entire 
noro. If there is one at all, there is only one such 'head' of a noro at any given time. During 
our time on Burn in 1990-1991, in several different villages members of the Mual noro were 
discussing among themselves the need to raise a new head. While it appeared that most 
agreed this should be done, over the months they continued to discuss who should be raised. 
This process of consensus formation among so many people scattered over numerous villages
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is very time consuming and yet very important. I was told it was essential that all Muals 
agree on the person so that 'Muals in the mountains and Muals on the coast will listen to him' 
(Mual fuka, Mual masi caan ringe). People were willing to venture forth the names of several 
individuals, but our stay on Burn ended before the Muals reached consensus on whom to raise 
up as a new 'head'.
When the metaphor of 'head' is applied to individuals in other societies, it frequently 
implies the presence of power and authority. It is appropriate then to ask if entitlement 
accords Burn men power and authority and if so, how. First, however, these common yet 
vague notions need some definition. Adams (1977:388) examined the nature of "power" in 
numerous ethnographic contexts and produced an operational definition as "the ability of a 
person or social unit to influence the conduct and decision-making of another through the 
control over energetic forms in the alter's environment (in the broadest sense of the word)". 
He also differentiated between two kinds of power relationships. "Independent power is the 
relation of dominance based upon the direct abilities and controls of an individual or social 
unit." Dependent power, on the other hand, is "granted, allocated or delegated from another 
controller who gives another or others the right to make decisions for him" (ibid).
As reflected in the verbal morphology, a Burn geba emngaa does not raise himself up. 
Using Adams' terms, this entitlement is dependent in that it requires allocation by others. 
However, this brings to light some complexity: Burn entitlement allocates a title, but it does 
not allocate power. An entitled person is not given the right to make unilateral decisions on 
behalf of others, nor can he order or force people to do things against their will. A geba 
emngaa has the right to initiate suggestions for the good of the collective whole, but whether 
or not people 'listen' (caan)3 or 'follow' (hai) him depends on his ability to persuade them to 
do so. Collective action comes through discussion, persuasion and ultimately consensus — 
collective individual agreement — of all involved. If consensus cannot be reached, the action 
is temporarily or permanently stalled through attrition.
3Caan means to hear, sense, respond to something. When I once commented about a sore on a friend's leg, she 
responded "I do not sense [feel] it; i.e. it doesn’t hurt (a caan moo)." In Malo society of Vanuatu, Rubinstein 
(1981) has analysed traditional knowledge as having two components conceived as sensory operations. Strathern 
(1988:108) makes reference to these, noting "The first component, 'understanding' (from 'feel', 'hear'), refers to 
emotional response, the impact that interaction with others has on the inner person. The second component, 
'knowing' (from 'eye', 'examination'), refers to a much more automatic response ... and thus encompasses 
perception, recognition, and factual knowledge." While the second component is also operating on Burn, the 
notion of caan is very much concerned with the impact of interaction. When people walk away from a village 
meeting without consenting, 'they have not heard, sensed, responded' (du caan moo). Frustrated parents yell at 
their children "Are you not hearing [responding to] me? (kae caan yako moo?). Still the burden is on the part of 
the one doing the persuading, who must make his persuasion effective enough to elicit the desired response from 
the listener.
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While they have been given a title, geba emngaa are just like everyone else in that 
their power comes from their ability to successfully appeal to the minds (’insides') of others. 
Examined in light of the classical Weberian (1982:43) definition of power as "the chances 
which a man or a group of men have to realise their will in a communal activity, even against 
the opposition of others" this is, relatively speaking, weak power indeed. But while 
entitlement may not allocate power, a geba emngaa is given authority, if authority is an 
"institutionalised right to take certain action" (Miller 1979:283). To consider the nature of 
this authority, it is necessary to look specifically at the different kinds of geba emngaa as men 
are not only raised up with different scopes to their authority (noro or house-circle), they are 
also given authority for different responsibilities. There is further complexity in that the 
names given to these positions vary from noro to noro.
A man raised up as the 'head' (olo) of any noro can be referred to with the Ternatan 
term joh ('ruler'), often followed by the name of his noro as in Joh Masbait (the head of the 
Masbait noro) or Joh Wae Temun (the head of the Wae Temun noro). While joh is a generic 
term used widely in Maluku, more frequently used titles are specific to each noro. Four noro 
call their head mat.gugul, a title they each claim was given by the Sultan of Ternate during 
what Burn people call the 'Ternatan era' (waktu Ternate) when men from these four noro 
were appointed by the Sultan to be his representatives and to collect 'tribute' (enati) from 
Burn to be sent to him in Ternate. The location of these four noro is described as "two in the 
north (Wae Kolo and Nalbessy) and two in the south (Mual and Masbait)". The two in the 
south have not had a mat.gugul since the last ones died in the middle part of this century, 
although people in the Mual noro were discussing the possibilities of raising a new head. The 
heads of other noro are called Segel (Dutch: 'seal' as the head of the Wae Temun noro), 
Tean Elen ('the planted place') (Gewagit noro), and Mat.lea. Like the story about mat.gugul, 
each noro has a 'story' (endohin) about the origin of the particular title used to refer to its 
'head'. While some noro use similar titles like the four with mat.gugul, no special 
relationship exists between them on this basis.
A house-circle (hum.lolin) can also raise up a person to 'sit in litigations' which is 
most often in marriage negotiations, elopements, and events demanding manslaughter or blood 
compensation. Again, different noro use different names, but will equate them with geb.haa, 
a term literally meaning 'big man'4 and most often translated into Malay as 'kepala soa' (head 
of a clan). There is no obligation for every house-circle to have a head, and other house- 
circles can request a geba emngaa of another house-circle in their noro to represent them in a
4This also means 'husband' in the dialects of south Buru.
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particular instance. In function there is little distinction between someone raised up as the 
head of a noro and someone raised up as the head of a house-circle.
There are other geba emngaa who are assistants at the noro or house-circle level, 
depending on the level to which they are raised. This includes the titles of portelu, porwisi5 
and kawasan. The latter is said to stand behind' the other geba emngaa and is the one who 
'arranges things in the kitchen'. He is in charge of arrangements involving hospitality such as 
at harvest festivals or secondary funeral meals in which he oversees the acquisition of food for 
the meal and the distribution of the cooked food. He also ensures that items exchanged at 
marriage are appropriately distributed within the house-circle. Again, there are no rigid 
delineations between these positions in terms of function. Men from one house-circle with a 
porwisi explained to me that they had no need to raise a noro head, for the porwisi did 
everything they needed of a geba emngaa — he 'sat in litigations' (eptea perkara) for them 
when needed.
Photograph 14: A geb.haa of the Gebhain noro
? According Wilier (1858:98), the Moslem raja at Kayeli has an assistant called a porwies who was second in 
command.
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C h a m p i o n  W a r r i o r s
While geba emngaa are 'raised up' by others for their ability to interact with other 
noro in speech, warriors are equally important for their ability to interact with men of other 
noro in combat. The ability to combat an opponent with swords and spears is a skill almost 
all Burn men learn from early boyhood by fighting in pairs with wooden swords and 'fighting 
staffs' (maet). At the same time, this aspect of male social life is highly competitive. All 
Burn men can act like warriors, yet certain ones among them who 'stand up' (kerek) with their 
superior skill are called epkitan.6 I have chosen, therefore, to refer to epkitan as 'champion 
warriors’.
Epkitan are not entitled (given a ngaat) like geba emngaa and the nature of their 
social prominence is very different from that of geba emngaa. While only entitled men 
should tie their headcloths in the manner of geba emngaa, any male can tie his headcloth in 
the manner of an epkitan when he is fighting or when he wishes to intimidate someone by his 
bravery and fierceness.7 To call someone an epkitan is essentially an individual assertion that 
this person approximates the ideal image of a brave and skilled warrior. Not everyone might 
consent to calling a given person an epkitan, for by its very nature, epkitan-ship is 
contestable. There are some individuals whom most people acknowledge to be great fighters, 
but there is much more agreement about the skills of dead men and a willingness to refer to 
them as epkitan, than living men. The stories about epkitan that people love to tell and hear 
are not about men currently contesting their skills, but about dead fathers and grandfathers.
Being an epkitan, then, is not a social position to which a few men are raised; it is a 
social ideal toward which all men strive as epkitan are both heroes and icons of maleness in 
Burn culture. Every male strives to imitate in both skill and appearance the fierce and fearless 
warrior. He will tie his headcloth for fighting, he may wear a fighting sash (soga platat) 
around his waist, red sashes (berang) across his chest, and carry his fighting sword (kehet) in 
his scabbard and his spears (enhero) in his hand. On many occasions when taking 
photographs, men would tell us to wait so they could dress in the attire of a warrior before 
their picture was taken. The images of themselves men wanted, in fact insisted upon, were 
images of the fierce Burn warrior.
6Buru people equate epkitan with the Malay word kapitan, often used to refer to war leaders in Maluku.
7This act of intimidation has been done by walking around lumber company camps. According to what we have 
been told, police in Leksula do not allow people to walk around town with their swords and spears.
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Photograph 15: A Bum warrior
Burn men work hard to construct and portray the image of fierce warriors and most 
people on Burn — immigrants as well as natives — acknowledge, if not fear, their very real 
power. However, these images contradict several 19th century European descriptions such as 
that by Bickmore (1868:269) who considered the people of Burn to be 'not fierce, mild and 
inoffensive'. While this would insult most Burn men, these statements suggest Burn warfare 
largely passed unnoticed by Europeans or, if they were aware of it, it certainly lacked the 
exoticism of headhunting found on Seram and other islands in the region (Pannell 1992, 
Valeri 1990a). And it is true, Burn warfare does not appear to have ever been concerned with 
incorporating alien heads back into society.8 If 'headhunting seems to be much concerned 
with how to manage the existential limits of the social world' (McKinley 1976:96 in Pannell 
1992:163), it is perhaps significant that for most Burn people, the limits of their social world 
are the limits of the island. Buru warfare is not based on an ideology of outward mobility and 
attack; rather, it is based on an ideology of internal protection. Buru warriors are concerned 
with protecting their island, their noro, their families, their bodies from the actions of alien 
others. In other words, they are concerned with protection from loss and negative reciprocity.
8In central Maluku, Seram is particularly notorious for its headhunters. Headhunting was also carried out on 
islands in south Maluku such as Damar (Pannell 1992) and on many places outside of Maluku such as Timor 
(Schulte Nordholt 1971: 326-353). Wilier (1858: 115) noted that headhunting was completely unknown on Buru. 
In accord with that, I never heard any "we used to be headhunters" stories on Buru. The Buru perspective is 
"Why would people want to be headhunters?"
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Their role is necessary when a daughter has been 'run off with in elopement or when a 
member has been killed by someone in another noro.
The Burn construction of enemies also shows considerable concern with perceived 
threats from outside. In the past one type of enemy was 'Lano people' (geba Lano), who 
apparently were slave raiders. To protect themselves, warriors — epkitan — would be 
appointed to stand guard and give warning should the boats of Lano raiders approach.9 
Ideally each noro had at least one epkitan for protection and sometimes more if they had one 
at the head-waters (epkitan waer olo) and one at the river mouths (epkitan waer nangan) 
watching from high cliffs for boats coming to the island. Towards the end of the last century 
the colonial government took considerable efforts to stop slave raiding in Maluku. 10 While 
the specific threat of Lano people no longer exists, protection is still needed. According to 
the interpretation of Burn people, the role of the coastal raja is to 'guard the doors' of Burn 
island (jaga hinolon fuk Burn).
The protection of warriors is also needed against the threat of 'headhunters' 
(kuwihil)11, solitary unknown individuals who stalk unpredictably through the jungle with 
their swords and spears. During our stay in Burn the danger of these headhunters was 
frequently commented upon. Children were often warned "Don't play far away because of 
headhunters" (Bara midi breman tu kuwihil). On one occasion when I was with several 
women in the jungle, the discovery of a recent human footprint on the trail was interpreted as 
that of a kuwihil, for we knew of no one else who had recently been on that trail. The terror 
this caused greatly altered our plans as safety — getting out of the jungle and to a house 
settlement — became our primary objective. On several other occasions there was great 
anxiety when people reported having seen a kuwihil in the jungle. A few women were chased 
by a kuwihil several times when they walked back up the mountains after having gone down to 
the coast to sell vegetables.
9When I once asked where these raiders purportedly came from, I was told "Who knows?”, consistent with the 
Buru lack of knowledge or concern with things outside their island.
10In 1887 the Dutch governor of Maluku wrote a report describing the activity of sea pirates who came from the 
island o f Sarangani, south of Mindanao. Meeting up with Tobelorese and Galelarese from Halmahera each year 
they would sail to Sula and Buton and then to the west coast of Buru where they could take on drinking water and 
make repairs. They then sailed along the west and south coasts of Buru raiding coastal villages along the way. 
They then continued on to Ambelau, Seram, Aru and the southwest islands of Maluku. They would return with 
the east monsoon in May and June, again passing along the south and east coasts of Bum. The Governor 
proposed various orembai expeditions at the appropriate times each year to protect the coastal villages (this 
Bilangen is reproduced in Leirissa et al 1982:112-118). The geba Lano Bum people remember are very possibly 
these same sea pirates who in other literature are called the Ilanun pirates from southern Mindanao (Rutter 1986). 
11The word kuwihil was explained as 'people who habitually cut off heads', thus I use the word headhunter.
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Kuwihil are said to have 'bad insides' (lalen boho) and their desire to take heads is 
incomprehensible to Burn people.12 Occasionally Burn men kill them. When a man, often 
alone, encounters a kuwihil in a solitary place in the jungle, the two may engage in combat, 
fighting with their swords and spears, hiding behind trees and jumping over rocks. Various 
places in the jungle have 'stories’ (endohin) of how someone killed a kuwihil at that spot. One 
location recently became the place of a 'kuwihil killing' (kuwihil enmatan) around 1990. In 
asking about the identity of kuwihil, most often people commented 'we do not know who it 
was' (ma tewa moo fen sane). The danger of unexpectedly meeting up with strangers in the 
jungle is reflected in this popular Burn song:
Mano leli geba rua e; bara emata kono;
Yang nang eiet ma naa kako, tu a oli angga e.
Turn around and go back you two; don’t kill me;
My place is still up in the mountains, and I'm going back right now.
Sometimes men are appointed to guard periodically against perceived threats from 
kuwihil and other 'people with bad insides' (geba lalen boho). In one mountain village where 
we lived, most people temporarily migrated to the coast to pick and dry cloves during harvest 
time. However, in a village meeting beforehand, it was decided that one able-bodied man 
should stay around the village to protect the few who were left. So, as they did each year, 
they formed a roster to ensure that each week a man would be present to protect the village 
from bad outsiders.
Beside the lack of headhunting in Burn warfare, another reason it may not have drawn 
European attention is because it was rarely carried out en masse. Burn warfare is based on 
techniques of 'stalking' (rohi) and 'hiding in ambush' (oto) to kill one or two individuals by 
surprise.13 When men go out to find a kuwihil or other dangerous person they considered to 
be hiding in the jungle, they may go together in a small group, but Burn fighting skills are 
based on combat between two individuals. A skilled fighter does not depend on the assistance 
of others; he is able to defend himself and defeat his enemy alone.
This individualistic type of fighting is portrayed in the Burn war dance called cefal.14 
Accompanied by the beating of drums to a specific rhythm, cefal can be done for 
entertainment. In performance a single man will cefal with his weapons, dressed in his 
epkitan attire, jumping from imaginary rocks and logs, hiding behind imaginary trees in the
12When I once asked "Why would a kuwihil kill someone to take their head?" I was told "Who knows! They must 
sell the head to someone."
13This contrasts starkly with techniques of group combat at prearranged times and fighting places such as among 
the Dani of Irian Jaya (Heider 1979:88ff).
14The Malay term for cefal is cakalele, frequently used in Maluku to refer to war dances.
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jungle, and defending himself and attacking an imaginary enemy. Or, two men may cefal 
together, circling each other as enemies and eventually clashing spears and swords. As 
entertainment, cefal is a dance, yet is not pre-arranged choreography. Many of the 
movements are stylized but it is a dance meant to show individuality, spontaneity, bravery and 
skill. 15 On one occasion when two small boys were duelling, their mother came out of the 
house and told them to stop, saying "elder and younger same-sex siblings should not cefal, 
you must cefal with someone of another noro". This statement reflects the ideology that one's 
enemies are those of another noro. Yet at entertainment performances I have also seen men 
insist that the two dancers be of the same noro, precisely so the performance would not turn 
into a real fight.
Photograph 16: Cefal — the Bum war dance
The dividing line between entertainment and real combat is thus a fine one. In fact, 
the very same word — cefal — is used when people fight in earnest and is intrinsically tied to 
anger. People often comment "He was so angry he began to cefal" (Da sefen eta da cefal). 
Sometimes men get their headcloth, spear and swords and rage around the village in cefal 
merely to threaten and intimidate someone with whom they are angry. Cefal can thus be done 
without the intent to cause actual harm, but to register anger over a number of things, 
including the elopement of a daughter or sister. In such cases when people display no real
15Valeri (1990a:63,64) describes a similar war dance (usali) among the Huaulu of Seram, although there the 
dance is associated with headhunting.
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intent to harm anyone, they are allowed to express their anger, as one village head said of a 
father raging around the house of the boy who had eloped with his daughter, "Let him be, as 
long as he only yells" (Barisuk da hean baa). But when a person doing cefal appears as if he 
is actually intent on harming someone, others may try to restrain him. I watched in 
amazement as one woman went into the middle of clashing swords to restrain her grandson 
when she thought the cefal that began as a performance was becoming too dangerous.
There is thus an essential tension in cefal as both dance and fight. 16 The question 
always lurks: "Are we playing or are we fighting?" One woman told me that when her father 
was in the jungle walking on the trail with his wife and sister, they encountered a man who 
began to cefal when he saw them. Her father asked, "Are you doing this in earnest or are you 
just playing?" (Kae puna resen, pi kae midi?) The man said in earnest so her father put on 
his 'fighting cloth' (soga platat) and killed the man, who in the end turned out to be a 
'headhunter' (kuwihil) whom no one knew. People can cefal, then, as entertainment to display 
their fighting skill, to intimidate and display their anger without any real intent to wound 
another, or to fight in earnest, for cefal is the Burn way of both dancing and fighting. And 
although Burn people are not headhunters themselves, unknown others are constructed as 
headhunters, dangerous enemies against whom protection is always needed.
While every man has some ability to cefal, some men are better than others and it is 
this superiority that differentiates epkitan. Physical prowess and skill are essential, but are 
not the total basis for this superiority. Epkitan also have knowledge of war magic and access 
to various protective powers. One source of power is from material objects associated with 
past successes in fighting. The 'headcloth' (ifutin) or 'fighting waistcloth' (soga platat) from 
a deceased epkitan is considered particularly powerful and capable of transmitting power to a 
warrior. Power is also associated with certain spears (enhero) and fighting swords (kehet). 
Both weapons and warriors can be 'made brave' (eptau) by calling on the spirit of a dead 
epkitan so they will 'spear correctly' (fage beta) rather than 'spear wrongly' (fage epsalak).
There are numerous varieties of swords and spears on Burn, many of which are used 
in daily life. However, certain ones are used exclusively for fighting and are often stored 
away. Sometimes individual weapons are given empowering names such as a spear named 
"Goes by Itself" (Iko Emhewak). Occasionally men display their weapons to other men. On 
one such occasion a man was discussing the power of his fighting sword and proudly claimed 
that a woman had never touched it. While I have never heard this said in reference to fighting 
cloths or headcloths, the potential of femaleness to 'close' or 'block' the power of males in
16This also occurs in other forms of fight-dance such as Brazilian capoiera (cf. L. Lewis 1991).
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fighting appears to extend to their swords and spears as well. In many ways, swords and 
spears are an extension of the male hunter and warrior himself.
Another power epkitan can possess is the capacity to become invisible, called ebalik 
mata. He may know how to become 'invisible all day long' (ebalik matat lea taun) or for 
seven days (ebalik matat beton pito). In situations of actual combat ebalik mat.filat is 
important where the warrior appears like lightning (filat) first in one place, then he disappears 
and after a few seconds reappears in another spot. The symbolism of darkness and blackness 
are important in effecting this invisibility. Seven knots tied in the back of the 'fighting cloth' 
(soga platat), invisible from the front, can produce invisibility as can a piece of black cloth 
placed across the warrior's chest. Warriors also tie small strips of black cloth on their spears 
and swords to make them invisible. Black arm bracelets made of wood are also protection to 
make men and their weapons invisible in times of danger. This ability reflects wider cultural 
concepts about the relationship between the visible and invisible worlds.
Another important knowledge for warriors is knowledge of sal.salaro17 which makes 
the enemy 'throw his spear wrong' (fage ep-sala.k). Some people associate sal.salaro with 
burning a native incense (pef.komniak) which 'locks the head' (konci olon) of the enemy so he 
will not throw correctly. This ability to make the outcome of action 'go wrong' can be 
accomplished through either words or objects. Sal.salaro objects include items such as 'millet 
seed' (feten fatun) and silan leaves (silan omon) which are tied in the warrior's headcloth for 
protection. When the enemy is throwing his spear, saying the words "wrong-wrong-wrong 
millet seed, wrong-wrong-wrong silan leaf" ("sala-sala-sala fet.fatun, sala-sala-sala silan 
omon") causes the spear to go wrong. While millet seed and silan leaves may be specific to 
warfare, wider cultural principles are again being expressed. The power of words to effect 
transformation is central to Burn ritual and exemplified in the use of the spoken word sala. 
When it appears imminent that some action will produce an undesired effect, saying sala-sala- 
sala will make the action 'go wrong' and the unfortunate consequence will not occur. It is not 
only warriors who say sala-sala-sala when their enemy is throwing a spear at them, people 
frequently say it in everyday situations such as when someone begins to fall on a slippery 
trail, to trip on a log, or appears about to fall from a tree. Epkitan in warfare, as well as 
children in play and people in ritual, attempt to change outcomes through spoken words.
A similar ability called raak makes an enemy drop his weapons. To counter this, an 
epkitan should also know kaskadal, to protect himself so he can 'stand firm' (eptanen) and
17The underlying form of this word is sala-sala-ro (literally 'wrong-wrong-plural'), referring to the power to make 
things go wrong. It is also referred to as 'fruit of the Wrongwood tree' (ka.sala fuan), a specific type of tree 
whose nuts are used for sal.salaro.
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not fall. When two men cefal (for performance or for real), if one of them drops his weapons, 
the other is known to have superior power.
The difference between men as warriors is in part based on their knowledge of these 
various powers. This knowledge is not spread uniformly among Burn men, and is one of the 
most protected kinds of knowledge on Bum. When discussing these topics with us several 
times men immediately changed the topic of conversation when other men walked into the 
house. All people know that good warriors — epkitan — make use of braveness (emhanaro), 
sal.salaro, ebalik mataro and kaskadal, but the specific details of how to do it are personal 
and guarded, for this knowledge is the basis for the competitiveness that allows some men to 
be superior to others.
The superiority of a given warrior thus comes from evidence of the effectiveness of his 
knowledge and skill. Sometimes specific knowledge is purposefully contested, to see if it is 
indeed effective. I was told a long narration about a case a few years ago when a young 
married man decided to test his sal.salaro. He was called the 'sal.sala owner' (geba salsala 
duan) and his village colleagues were his 'enemies' (musu). A 'durian fruit' (warian) was 
brought into the village clearing and placed on a pole. The 'owner' then tied his small 
sal.salaro objects around it. That night the 'owner' and several of his 'enemies' spent the 
night across the stream from the village, separating themselves from the women. 18 They did 
not sleep that night, but 'stayed awake' (wana) and burned incense. At such times warriors 
can also 'fast' (peek), eating only ginger root (siwi) . 19 Abstaining from contact with women, 
from sleep and from food are all signs of male strength (emhana) on Burn. Sex, food, and 
sleep are necessary, but to abstain from them is not only to assert strength, it is to gain 
strength.
After a night of abstinence, early the next morning the warriors went to the river to 
sharpen their spears and swords. The competition then began by throwing spears at the 
durian from some distance away. As they gradually came closer to the durian, none of the 
'enemies' could hit it. Even when they tried to empower (eptau) them, their spears continued 
to go too high or too low. The men came so close to the durian I was assured it would have 
been easily split into pieces had the sal.salaro not been attached. The 'owner' then fought 
with several of his 'enemies', but not one of them could fight better than him. He was so 
strong that even though he was cut by one of their weapons he did not bleed. In the end, he
18Sexual separation and abstinence (edisa) are important to success in hunting as well as in warfare. These Buru 
gender constructs are discussed further in Chapter 8.
19Ginger is also hot; heat is associated with warriors.
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knew that his sal.salaro was 'effective' (bisa) and he 'did not need to be afraid because no one 
could spear him' (bara emtako tu geba saa te tage ringe moo).
Fearlessness is essential to being an epkitan. Redness symbolises the braveness, anger 
and heat associated with warriors in contrast with whiteness representing the fearful nature of 
someone who has a 'white heart' (pos.botit) like white-breasted doves considered to be timid, 
fearful birds.20 If they are going into potentially dangerous situations men are often told 
'don't be afraid' (bara emtako). The Burn word for 'brave' is emhana, the word for 'male' is 
also emhana. Although two different proto-Austronesian roots are reflected,21 it is not 
without significance that the two concepts merge both in form and in meaning, for being male 
is being brave and fearless. Every Burn male is concerned with being brave and staying equal 
when challenged.
STAYING EQUAL
Having suggested that Burn warfare is concerned with protection from loss in the 
course of inter-noro relations, it is noteworthy that much of the discourse of inter-noro 
relations relies heavily on the language of Burn warfare. Regardless of whether it is the kori 
('bride's elders') and sanat ('groom's elders') fighting with words in a marriage negotiation 
or two epkitan fighting with swords and spears, inter-noro exchanges are spoken of as 
challenges, specifically as challenges to equality. The verb lata means to cut something with a 
sword or knife; an en-lata-t refers to a riddle or other 'cutting' remark that verbally 
challenges an opponent. Men of the Wae Lua noro are considered to be very aggressive in 
(physical and) verbal fighting, so much so that people refer to verbal duelling as li Wae Lua 
('the sound or speech of Wae Lua' ) . 22 Concerned that my husband might not know how to 
respond adequately should he meet anyone who began to challenge him in this subtle form of 
verbal combat, his Burn friends instructed him to always listen for hidden meaning, in 
particular, any references to 'white' since he was a 'white man' (geb.botit). If, for example, 
someone said "See that tree with white bark over there, I could fell it with a single blow", he 
should know to interpret this as a challenge, and respond skilfully by saying something like 
"Yes, you could, but it would fall back on you and crush your head." 23 It is particularly
20White is also associated with femaleness.
21Through regular sound changes both proto-Austronesian *maRuqanay 'male' and *baRanay ’bold, courageous’ 
appear in the Buru language as homophones emhanaj 'male' and emhana2 'brave'. (C. Grimes, personal 
communication).
22This is also discussed in C. Grimes 1991:470-471.
23Similar challenges were in reference to killing white dogs.
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common to thrust such indirect challenges on strangers, to see if they are capable of an 
equally assertive response.
This kind of interaction is based on an assumption of potential equality between 
strangers and people of different noro, with the goal of staying equal when challenged. 
Discussing similar interaction in Papua New Guinea, Forge (1972:533) has noted
to be equal and stay equal is an extremely onerous task requiring continual vigilance 
and effort.... The principal mechanism by which equality is maintained is equal 
exchange of things of the same class or of identical things. Basically all presentations 
of this type are challenges to prove equality (in Woodbum 1982:446).24
The notion of challenging an opponent to maintain equality in an exchange is operating 
in inter-noro relations on Burn in marriage negotiations, manslaughter or murder 
compensations, as well as in li Wae Lua verbal exchanges. If people cannot adequately 
respond when someone 'challenges or attacks' (literally, 'goes up' keha), they 'fall' (moho). 
To fall is to admit the superiority of the other side. Warriors can fall in combat, geba 
emngaa can fall in 'negotiations’ (perkara). When a child was said to have 'fallen' to its 
mother's natal noro, it was because the father's noro had given no bridewealth for the mother. 
Unable to reciprocate with bridewealth or another bride, the man's noro 'fell' and had to 
default the child to the other side. But even when one side falls, no one ultimately wins or 
loses.25 Just as when people cefal for performance, the goal is for each party to show they are 
capable of an equal exchange 26
When there has been a loss, it is the warrior's role to threaten the responsible noro 
into a willingness to pay appropriate substitution. In the case of elopement, the girl's fathers 
and brothers threaten the boy's family and other members of his noro through cefal and have 
the right to even tear their house down until either the girl is returned to her family or the two 
parties agree to begin proper marriage negotiations. When a person dies through the action of 
someone in another noro, the inter-noro relationship also turns immediately to one of warfare, 
regardless of multiple ties of affinity. The two noro become 'enemies' (musu) and peace can 
only be restored when the other party has 'paid [reciprocated for] the blood' (sili rahan). If 
the other noro is not willing to negotiate, 'revenge killing' (kalungan), only complete when
24Woodbum follows on to say that "the outcome of such challenges [described by Forge] is striking inequality", 
evidenced in other works by 'rubbish-men' who are casualties of the system. The outcome of challenges to 
exchange on Buru do not result in significant discrepancies such as between individuals like Papua New Guinean 
big men and rubbish men.
25Explaining a similar situation, Pierre Lemonnier (1991:8-9) has noted "Papua New Guinea warfare is neither 
totally oriented towards conquest and extermination nor a game; it is a competitive activity, coupled with a system 
of bookkeeping for balancing life and death which is central to the representations of inter-group exchanges." 
26There is a Buru verb for this idea: em tae. When they do not feel up to what ever kind of challenge someone 
presents, they say 7 am not able to maintain equality [reciprocate appropriately]' (yako em tae ringe moo).
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there is an equal number of deaths in each noro, is one way to seek reciprocation for the 
death. After a murder or manslaughter, the threat of kalungan always exists and the entire 
noro of the offender lives in great fear, many fleeing to their gardens or to the jungle to hide. 
Even though nothing may happen immediately, unavenged deaths are never forgotten. During 
1991 three Burn men drowned in a boat accident as they were travelling up the coast to seek 
seasonal employment. Because their village head had suggested they seek this employment 
and then indirectly caused their deaths, people from his noro began to flee the village, fearing 
that relatives of the dead men would seek revenge. Commenting on the situation, others felt 
the village head could not be held responsible for the deaths, but the fear of those fleeing 
possible revenge was still seen as justifiable.
The other way to compensate is for the offending noro to give a child 'to pay for the 
blood in order to make peace' (sili rahan la puna damen). The outstanding debt should be 
settled quickly so there is no longer any threat of kalungan.27 The child given does not have 
to be the same sex as the deceased person, but if so, the ideology of replacement is followed 
to the point that a same-sex child is given the exact structural position of precedence in the 
noro as the deceased person he or she replaced.
In making peace, 'peace pigs' (fafu damen) are killed, and representatives of the two 
noro shake hands over a white table-cloth, symbolising peace and the absence of anger 
(symbolised as red). When the child given is a girl, it is recognised that she may leave her 
new noro when she marries.28 If the child is a boy, an additional ritual is performed to assure 
that he never leaves his new noro or 'returns' (oli) his affiliation to his original noro. A 'stone 
monument’ (fat.aa, literally 'rock jaw') is built, upon which an 'antique plate' {pigan, 
pir.dolot) is broken in two pieces and a vine is sliced in two. The separation of the pieces of 
plate and vine symbolise the separation of the boy from his natal noro. As people say, "The 
plate and the vine can never be put back together and neither can the boy ever return to his 
original noro." In addition, a plant called mokin is planted at the fat.aa. In other contexts 
mokin is a ritual cooling plant, and in this ritual it is transforming the hot state of anger
27Just as having a marriage ceremony performed by an Indonesian state official can be an extra step in the 
marriage process without changing the expectations within Buru culture, turning a murderer over to the state 
police does not change expectations within Buru culture of how to deal with the murder. In a case that occurred 
about 10 years ago, the murderer was handed over to the police (after his relatives hunted him down in the jungle) 
and was taken off to jail in Java for seven years. This had no effect on how the matter was handled internally, 
however. His noro still had to give a child to the offended noro to pay for the blood . In regards to another 
murder that occurred over twenty years ago and was handled by the Indonesian police, there was never any peace 
made between the two noro involved. Many people still see this as an outstanding debt, a perkara that is still not 
'dead*.
28She could even marry a man from her natal noro, as long as he was not from her natal house-circle, tor that 
would be incest.
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between two noro to a state of peace and coolness. The ritual is also effecting a separation 
and a permanent one at that. Mokin also symbolises permanence, as people often pointed out 
that even in drought mokin never dies and is permanent, like the child’s new affiliation. If the 
boy, or any of his descendants ever consider returning to his original noro, a person has only 
to remind them of the mokin plant and the fat.aa. If they insist on returning, picking one of 
the mokin leaves will cause their death. Once given in compensation, neither the child nor 
any of his descendants should 'return' for that would re-create the debt and cause an 
imbalance in the equality between the two noro.
IMPLICATIONS OF EQUALITY
Here I consider several implications of the material presented in this chapter, 
beginning with some of the consequences of sister exchange and symmetrical marriages. 
From references in the colonial literature I initially thought that noro groupings (such as the 
'four noro', 'seven noro' discussed in Chapter 4) might involve some sort of ranking among 
noro. However, with the potential for sister exchange to produce a lasting equality in inter- 
noro relations, this is not the case and Burn noro appear to be quite rank-resistant. In other 
societies in the region it is common to find an absolute social hierarchy ranking clan-type 
social groups, but on Burn there are no castes as on Kei, no nobles, commoners or slaves as 
on Tanimbar (McKinnon 1991:104; Pauwels 1990a:21,22). In addition to affinal asymmetry, 
often some feature of clan origins operates to rank these groups, making, for example, those 
who arrived first superior to those who arrived later (or vice versa). Differences exist among 
Burn noro, but none of them — autochthonous versus non-autochthonous origins, the order of 
appearance on the island, male or female founders — translates into categorical asymmetry. 
Burn noro are both different and equal.
Even when prominence was given to men of certain noro by various outsiders, they 
were never able to make this a permanent prominence or superiority over other noro.29 The 
historical linkage of the position of mat.gugul to the Ternatan sultanate is seen as the source 
of considerable prestige, and is particularly stressed by current mat.gugul. People from other
29In the 16th century, Islam, the arrival of the Portuguese, and the rapid growth of the clove trade "gradually 
undermined the authority structure in Ternate based on kinship groups led by elders who governed on the basis of 
consensus" (Andaya 1990:15). The Europeans focused on a principal mediator among the elders called kolano, 
and saw him as a 'king'. Eventually this person became the powerful sultan, and his family the sultan’s family. 
An asymmetric marriage system played a significant role in this as "the flow of women from the kolano's 
household" established the superiority of the kolano's family in relations with a wide range of wife-taking groups, 
while Ternatan kolano married daughters of the kolano of Tidore which had spiritual superiority in contrast to 
Ternate's military superiority (Andaya 1990:8). On Buru the reaction would have been to equalise the relation 
with the kolano through sister-exchange, but the asymmetric marriage system on Ternate prevented this type of 
equality and facilitated the development of a hierarchical sultanate.
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noro acknowledge this historical sultan-connection, but they also stress an ideology of 
equality between noro, and claim that a mat.gugul is the same as any other noro leader — he 
represents only his own people. Once again, on the few occasions when the Dutch 'raised up' 
Burn men to be raja in south Burn, no political asymmetry developed between noro. Just as 
noro with mat.gugul cannot claim the Sultan's entitlement made them superior to other noro, 
a noro with a raja is not superior to any other noro. As the relation between Burn noro is first 
and foremost a relation between men who are reciprocally WB and ZH, neither can claim 
superiority.
The second set of implications concerns the way Burn notions about entitlement extend 
to other positions in contemporary Burn social life. In addition to the titles used for geba 
emngaa raised up by traditional Burn social units, there are other titles which people say 
'came with religion' (kaduk tu agama). Positions associated with GPM churches include that 
of preacher (pendeta), church elder (penatua), deacon (syamas), and tuagama who is 
responsible for opening the church and ringing the bell to announce services. Positions in 
village government are also described as having 'come with religion.' This is not surprising 
as 'government' (pemarinta) and 'religion' (agama) arrived at the same time in the late 19th 
century when the work of Ambonese and Dutch UZV missionary-teachers went hand-in-hand 
with the establishment of several officially recognised 'villages' in the interior of the island. 
According to traditional Burn residence patterns, the founder of a village is called the 'village 
owner' (negri duan). When the position of 'village head' (kepala kampung) was required, in 
several cases it appears that the negri duan or his son took this position. Under the current 
system, village elections are suppose to be held periodically to elect a village head as well as a 
'village secretary' (sekretaris desa). However, the candidates must be approved by the 
government official (camat) in Leksula as these positions are part of the official Indonesian 
government infrastructure. Previously included as part of the official village government was 
the position of emrimo whose responsibility was to assistant the village head in such things as 
keeping order in the village, beating the drum to call village meetings, or going out to gardens 
or other villages to deliver messages from the village head.30 Many Burn villages continue to 
have emrimo.
My point is that Burn concepts about entitlement, power and authority operate in the 
context of all titled people, regardless of whether they are geba emngaa raised up by a noro 
or house-circle, raja formally raised up by the Dutch government, village heads raised up by 
the Indonesian government, or pastors raised up by the synod. From a Burn perspective, all
30This is also a position in the structure of Ambonese villages (marinyo Cooley 1961:329), the word itself 
reflecting a Portuguese origin. This person acts as a village constable and is equated with Indonesian hansip.
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entitled people are considered to have been raised up and given authority to carry out certain 
responsibilities in society. These individuals have the right to talk and persuade, but they can 
only appeal to the minds of others and it is not appropriate for them to force people to act 
against their own wishes. When others follow the example of most geba emngaa and carry 
out their responsibilities without assuming the right to give orders they are often effective. 
However, if they assume that their entitlement as raja, village head or preacher also allocates 
them power to make decisions for others, there can be considerable conflict as other people 
interpret their actions as overly demanding.
If an entitled person becomes too demanding, people have a number of ways to avoid 
him. The first recourse is to 'ignore or turn their back' (peskori) on the person and walk 
away from his demand. If necessary, they can leave and move away to another place on the 
island. But if demands are seen as too excessive, sometimes people have taken further action. 
Around the early part of this century, the Moslem raja of regents chap Wae Sama was killed 
by Burn people because of their long-standing grievances against him. His grandson, the 
current raja, is still said to be terrified of the 'mountain people' and has very little interaction 
with them. In another instance, a Burn 'son' who had been sent to school in Ambon was 
called back by the people of his village to be their (educated) village head. However, he 
assumed he had the right to give orders to make the village 'progress' (Indonesian: maju). 
Very quickly people were commenting on his inappropriate style and as resentment grew, 
people began to avoid the village, opting to spent most of their time in their garden houses 
instead.
In light of the Burn view of entitlement, it is possible to understand why certain 
colonial writers commenting on Burn and other nearby islands often noted what they saw as 
powerless leaders in men like a raja who had "nominal power and no more influence than an 
ordinary man." From a Western point of view, authority and power usually go together, but 
on Burn entitlement gives people the authority to carry out certain responsibilities in society, 
but not the power to subordinate the will of others. Authority comes from entitlement by 
others and power is only seen in the effect of one's own ability to persuade.31 The lengthy 
process of raising up men on Burn is meant to match the effective man with the socially given 
authority. But a match does not always occur, especially when positions of raja, kepala 
kampung and pendeta are filled by outsiders entitled on the basis of other criteria like formal 
education. When this happens there can be powerless men with titles as well as titleless men
31On one of our first trips to Buru on 1985, the Buru raja of Masarete, Anton Lesnussa, described to us how he 
could send a message to any village in the mountains and people would respond to whatever he requested. I 
initially thought this reflected the power of Buru raja, but was wrong. It was evidence of the personal charisma 
and influence of Anton Lesnussa.
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with power. In this regard, Burn men are rarely ambitious for entitlement, but they can be 
ambitious to develop their skills in oratory and warfare, for power comes from ability, not 
titles.
Finally, in the next part of this study I move on to examine symbolic action, including 
Burn ritual, but before doing so, it is relevant to consider the nature of Burn role 
specialisation in light of several points discussed in this chapter. Among other things, this 
will shed light on why 'ritual specialists' could appear to be lacking in the Burn material. Just 
as some men gain renown for their skill in fighting and people seek to entitle men who speak 
well, individuals can be acknowledged for a variety of other skills. In a sense, a skilled 
person could be called a specialist at what he or she does, but this does not mean they are 
given a title; it does not mean they have automatically inherited a position; it does not mean 
they are the only individuals with authority to perform that particular action. Such people are 
only referred to as 'a person who habitually or characteristically does X' as in 'a person who 
characteristically pounds iron' (geba ka toto momol). In English such a person would be 
categorised as a 'blacksmith' but on Burn he is only a person who habitually does what 
everyone can do. Of course, a difference of quality can be recognised in skill, but it can also 
be contested. When we took photographs back to Burn, the photos of men as they cefal were 
always closely examined. Men took in every detail of the warrior in the picture: his stance, 
his weapons, his clothing, the expression of fierceness on his face and then declared whether 
it was a good photograph or whether they thought the warrior was a wimp and could easily be 
defeated. This competitiveness in individual skill is not limited to men. Often women would 
examine the quality of baskets, mats, or garden produce and compare it with their own skill at 
creating the same. Several baskets which had been given to me were examined and declared 
pieces of rubbish by other women. Houses, knife handles, scabbards, spears, or any 
handiwork can be closely examined, scrutinised and compared. It is possible to compare and 
contest the skill of someone else because an equality of potential exists among all men and 
women.
This directly relates to ritual. When problems arise it is essential to disclose the 'root' 
or cause of the situation. Yet this does not call for a ritual specialist or a 'diviner', for on 
Burn anyone and everyone can proffer a guess at the root cause. There is no penalty for being 
wrong, although it is definitely advantageous to seek out someone who 'habitually discerns 
correctly' (ka odo beta). Nor are there ritual specialists in the sense that one person is 
appointed to perform specific rituals.32 When rituals are needed, people either do it
32The exception would be certain church rituals (especially communion) which are required (by outsiders) to be 
performed by a pastor.
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themselves or (when it does not work the first time) seek out someone known to perform that 
particular ritual effectively. In other words, for Burn ritual the proof is in the efficacy of the 
action. Everyone can try, but some may have better results than others.
CONCLUSION
In this chapter I have referred frequently to equality. While the notion of 'egalitarian' 
has recently come under justifiable scrutiny,33 by most textbook definitions Burn society can 
be considered classless and egalitarian. At this point it is possible to consider why Burn 
society does in fact appear so egalitarian. It is not that Burn social structure is inherently 
egalitarian, for I have described in Chapter 4 the hierarchical nature of relations within the 
noro and the asymmetrical nature of relations between the kori ('bride's' elders') and sanat 
('groom's elders') in Chapter 5. And yet structural equality is possible between noro because 
of sister exchange and symmetrical marriages: men can become wali-tal-dawet (reciprocally 
both WB and ZH to each other). But even with this potential for structural equality, there is 
much concern about guarding equality between noro. In this instance, equality is established 
through exchange. When challenged in exchange, the goal is to stay equal, to return like for 
like. This applies to marriage, to murder or manslaughter, to verbal or physical combat. 
This chapter has also noted another kind of equality — the equality of potential that exists 
between Burn men and women. This type of equality is implicit even in 'revenge killing' 
(kalungan), for a warrior may not kill a child, a woman, or an incapacitated man. He must 
kill someone with equal potential to reciprocate. Equality is also expressed in the actions of 
juniors as they are able to level the day-to-day experience of inequality in their relations with 
seniors. Equality is a thus a key Burn value, but it must be continually and carefully created 
in social life.
33Summarised by Flanagan (1989).
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Chapter Seven
Signs of Prosperity and Blessing
When an acknowledged 'good' singer agreed to sing a 'folktale' (hakayate)1 for us to 
record one evening, we hardly imagined the excitement it would cause. After word of the 
performance got out the woman's house was soon overflowing with people seeking an evening 
of entertainment. As they passed around betel and tobacco people began discussing which 
folktale we should hear. Soon both adults and children were urging her, "Sing Raja Bau, sing 
Raja Bau." When the singer was finally ready, everyone grew quiet and all eyes watched as 
the tape recorder was turned on. She began with a brief oral preface summarising the 
hakayate:
A dohi berkona tu berkate fi di Raja Bau.
I describe the prosperity and blessing of Raja Bau.
When she finished 95 verses later, she had sung about the bravery of Raja Bau in 
demonstrating his superior fighting power, about his good fortune in gaining a wife who 
'stuck' to him, and about his affluence enabling him to give a generous bridewealth to his 
brothers-in-law. Indeed, it was a story people loved to hear.
Although the character in this folktale was called raja, the Burn concept of 'prosperity 
and blessing' (berkona tu berkate) is not restricted to raja or to individuals of any particular 
position in society. On the contrary, there are other folktales in which an insignificant 
person, a poor orphan like 'The Pitiful Child' (An Kasian), also gains the blessing of a wife 
and wealth. Burn prosperity and blessing is thus blind to any kind of social status. It comes 
to the important as well as the non-important, the rich as well as the poor. In some ways it 
can be considered 'institutionalised admiration' (Douglas 1966:111) of positively valued social 
outcomes. When gardens are prosperous and hunting trips successful, when warriors win in 
combat, when good marriages are arranged and many healthy children born, when the clove 
harvest is abundant and sells for a good price, people comment "Now this is prosperity and 
blessing."
hakayate labels a Buru storytelling genre that can be either sung as poetry like a 'ballad' or spoken in narrative 
form like a 'folktale'.
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Unfortunately, however, such success is not always forthcoming. Draught or floods 
can destroy gardens, hunting trip after hunting trip can go unrewarded, warriors can be 
defeated, women can be barren, spouses and children can become ill and die, the price of 
cloves can plummet. Rather than perceiving their situation as one of 'prosperity and 
blessing', people may feel instead that they have 'encountered difficulty' (dapak emgoin; 
dapak susa) and are being 'beaten in punishment' (baut paha kita). In two following chapters 
I discuss how Burn people attempt to avoid and transform such negatively valued outcomes. 
Meanwhile, in this chapter I focus on how positively valued outcomes are conceptualised as 
'prosperity and blessing'.
TRANSLATING BERKONA TU BERRATE
The phrase I translate as 'prosperity and blessing' comes from the Burn phrase 
berkona tu berkate, a phrase often used in songs, stories, and speeches of a formal nature, 
just as it was used in the preface to the Raja Bau folktale. In informal discourse the two 
words berkona and berkate are also used together as a paired set, but in many situations 
people use only berkate (or berkat) . 2 When a hunter returns to the village with a wild pig or 
deer, or even with less prestigious game such as a cuscus, a bat, or a few crayfish from the 
stream, it can be said, for instance, that he 'encountered berkat' (dapak berkat). When people 
'win' or 'benefit' (menang) from negotiations they refer to themselves as 'blessed people’ 
(mansia berkat). On the numerous occasions I inquired about the meaning of these paired 
words, not even my most semantically astute informants could verbalise any distinction 
between them, defining berkona in terms of berkat and berkat in terms of berkona. As a 
phrase it is consistent though with the way Burn people aim for eloquence in speech by 
'speaking in pairs' (plangu). When pairs mean the same thing, one element is frequently used 
from another language or dialect as in the case of the word berkat. Because of the Burn desire 
for paired speech as well as the circular definitions my informants gave me, I therefore 
consider the two elements in the phrase berkona tu berkate as synonyms expressing 
semantically parallel ideas about success.
In translating these terms as 'prosperity and blessing,' I am attempting to reflect both 
the parallelism and this general Burn meaning. I therefore use both the English (prosperity, 
blessing) and Burn (berkona, berkate) terms to refer to this single notion of success. It 
should be noted that these English terms are merely glosses for a Burn idea. With the term
2Berkat is also used in Malay, and has Arabic origins (baraka). Nuku, a renown sultan of Tidore (installed 
1801), was called Jou Barakati ('Lord of Fortune') (Andaya 1993:221). Hendriks (1897:162-164) translated these 
Buru notions as Dutch zegen ('blessing').
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'blessing', I am referring to a Burn concept, not to what is evoked by the word blessing in 
normal English usage, nor even by the word berkat in Malay as it has come to be used in both 
Islam and Christianity. There are similarities in the semantics of these cross-linguistic terms, 
but there are significant differences as well. I make the point because it was only in putting 
aside the Malay and English meanings of berkat and blessing and piecing together the Burn 
uses of berkat context by context that I came to understand how Burn people conceptualise 
berkat. The word may have foreign origins, but it is much more than just a foreign religious 
term. It is an expression of a Burn idea that is an integral and systematic part of a larger 
cultural whole conceptualising the transmission of life as growth.
PROSPERITY AND BLESSING AS TIPS'
Burn notions of prosperity and blessing are framed in terms of the botanic model of 
'roots' (lahin) and 'leaf tips' (luken) introduced in Chapter 5. To understand how the positive 
outcomes associated with berkona tu berkate are considered the consequences or 'tips' of 
prior causes or 'roots', it is necessary to examine these metaphors in further detail. First, 
these metaphors are used to structure a specific kind of relation. The prototypical plant image 
for this cognitive model is a tree, particularly a palm tree, as areca palms (fua lahin), sago 
palms (bia lahin) or sugar palms (tuat lahin) are occasionally specified in metaphorical 
analogy. With palms, as with many plants, leaf tips appear subsequent to the root. Relations 
structured on this botanical imagery thus follow a unidirectional and irreversible temporal 
process progressing from cause to effect, or as they say on Burn, 'from the roots until 
emerging at the leaf tips' (fi di lahin eta suba luken).
This relation can be asserted between two entities or two actions. Because a single 
entity can have numerous relations with other entities, this relation is always seen from a 
particular perspective. Children, for example, are said to be the 'tips' of their parent's 
'tiredness' (emloo luken), referring to the nurturing actions of both mothers and fathers which 
cause their children to grow. In other contexts they are called 'areca nut tips' (fua luken) and 
'betel pepper tips' (dalu luken) of their ancestors as well as 'life child tips' (ana.newet luken) 
of their mother's brother (mem.lahin). When root/tip metaphors are applied to a relation 
between entities such as this, the critical aspect of that relation is growth, the transmission of 
life.
When root/tip metaphors are applied to a relation between actions, they label a relation 
of cause and effect. But regardless of whether they are referring to entities or actions, roots 
and tips are inter-dependent, one category always evokes the existence of the other. If there
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are roots, tips can be anticipated; when there are tips or effects, there are always be roots even 
is they are not immediately recognised. An important symbolic feature associated with roots 
and tips concerns visibility. The base and roots of a plant are (at least partially) invisible? but 
the leaf tips are visible. Correspondingly, effects are always obvious and visible, while 
causes may be unclear or hidden.
In sum, the relevant features mapped from the botanic world onto this Burn conceptual 
model include aspects of temporality (root before tip; senior before junior; cause before 
consequence), visibility (causes may be unclear; consequences are obvious), and the notion of 
growth or the transmission of life.
luken
new leaf tips 
result/consequence
visible
tem poralx l| 
process
lahin non-visible
root / base 
source / cause
Figure 24: The botanic model for root/tip relations
Burn concepts about growth are significant here. As I came to realise, Burn people do 
not worry about causing plants to grow. What is important is the root and acting 
appropriately by putting the root in the ground. Then the root grows the tip, irrespective of 
human action and intentionality. People may perform agricultural rituals to transform the 
garden from hot to cool when disaster strikes and things do not grow, but normally no rituals 
are needed to cause plants to grow. Growth comes from the root, not ritual. Conceptualised
3The word lahin refers specifically to both the roots under the ground and the part of the trunk visible above 
ground before it branches out into branches and 'tips'. This part of the plant is then also used metonymically to 
refer to the entire plant. Lahin thus has a specific and generic sense.
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in terms of this model, the positive outcomes or 'tips' called berkat are effects of causal action 
by source agents in the invisible world. They are evidence of the transmission of life. In this 
context, humans are non-agents and human action cannot cause berkat. Corresponding to the 
agricultural context, no Burn ritual is needed to cause prosperity, for if there is a proper 
relation to the source, then growth or transmission — the 'flow of life' from root to tip — can 
be taken for granted.
However, human action can affect the relationship with these invisible sources who 
bring about berkat. When people 'forget' the proper way to interact with a source, 
(intentionally or non-intentionally) committing an 'offence or wrong behaviour' (sala), the 
relationship is negatively affected and the transmission of life and blessing from the source is 
blocked. When this happens and the relationship is not properly maintained, they or any of 
their immediate kin may become 'closed' when the effects of the sala register on their bodies 
as sickness or unsuccess. The obstruction of blessing can also occur through 'sorcery' (wae 
milat) where a human agent evokes 'bad' sources in the invisible world to 'close' someone 
else, a situation usually motivated by jealousy. In general, however, Burn people appear to be 
much more concerned with sala than sorcery obstructing the flow of blessing. But both the 
offensive actions of sala and the destructive actions of sorcery are 'roots' or causes of the 
subsequent effects registering as 'difficulty'. To deal with these effects, the root cause must 
be revealed. In some cases the root is not immediately visible and discernment is needed to 
'search for the root' (hama lahin). The point is, when prosperity is blocked and bad effects 
become obvious, people know there has been either sala or sorcercy and they seek to 'discern 
the root from the tips' (ma tewa lahin fi di luken).
Thus, the Burn notion of 'prosperity and blessing' (berkona tu berkate) — positively 
valued outcomes — is conceptually structured in the same way as the notion of ’disaster’ or 
'difficulty' (susa/emgoin) — negatively valued outcomes. Both are effects or 'tips’ coming 
from causes or 'roots'; but the causes must be different. Human action cannot directly cause 
manifestations of blessing, but human action can be the root cause of problems which block 
the transmission of blessing. This means the concerns in Buru life are not with causing 
prosperity, but with avoiding and annulling actions that prevent this anticipated blessing. 
Buru people do indeed actively pursue prosperity and blessing, for they are by no means 
fatalistically resigned to whatever happens to them or their families. But as agents, their 
actions do not produce this success, they prevent and transform its defeat.
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THE SOURCES OF PROSPERITY & BLESSING
Manifested as successful tips or outcomes in the visible world, prosperity and 
blessing' come from sources or causal agents in the invisible world including moyang, nitu 
and Oplastala.4 In many instances relations with these agents go without mention, but when 
success is not evident and people feel particularly vulnerable to failure, they make requests to 
these invisible agents who are all considered capable of ’giving prosperity and blessing’ (laik 
berkona tu berkate). The frequency of requests directed to any particular one depends in part 
on individual orientation within Burn society. In the context of the church and in the official 
prayers of pastors and church elders it is Oplastala who is addressed almost exclusively, but 
requests to moyang and nitu can also be made. There are, however, different collocations of 
vocabulary. The verb used for ’making requests for prosperity and blessing’ to moyang or 
nitu is esmake (esmake moyang, esmake nitu), considered synonymous with Malay phrases 
like puji moyang or sembahyang di moyang. In reference to Oplastala, the terms salawatu or 
sembahyang are most often used. However, because of the similar goal and the fact that all 
can be addressed at one time, however, I use the terms ’pray’ and ’prayer’ to refer generically 
to these requests for blessing, regardless of which agent is being addressed.
Prayers can be said in a wide variety of contexts, being formal and deliberate or 
informal and spontaneous. In public situations, prayers are often longer and more eloquent 
with parallelisms, but in all cases the language for praying is the language of everyday Burn 
discourse. The prayers offered in church are more formal and often begin in Malay, later 
switching into Burn. The prayers I heard offered to moyang by distressed men in their role as 
a mother's brother at the sick bed of their sister's child varied in eloquence, depending on the 
particular man's oratory skills. The most elaborate prayer to a moyang that did not concern a 
sick child was one I heard when several men from the Wae Temun noro were called together 
from several different villages and commissioned to go to the jungle as warriors in search of a 
fellow kinsman. The situation was considered critical as the man had wounded someone from 
another noro, actually drawing blood, the critical point at which compensation can be 
demanded. Several Wae Temun families had already fled to distant villages in fear of 
retaliation from the wounded man's kinsmen. But it was not enough to flee, and the Wae 
Temun elders were worried their kinsman might be killed in retaliation or that he might have 
might a 'bad inside' (lalen boho) and attack someone else. Not wanting the affair to create 
even further inter-noro tension, the Wae Temun elders decided they must find their kinsman 
even though considerable danger would be involved in tracking him down in the jungle. As 
the men were ready to leave the village fully armed with spears and swords, an older man
4Moyang are noro founders, nitu are spirtis of dead humans and Oplastala is the Buru name for the supreme deity.
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from their noro was called to esmake. Holding a batik warrior's headcloth jointly with the 
leader of the hunting party, he prayed for several minutes, requesting the Wae Temun 
moyang to protect the men from bloodshed, and to 'bless the Wae Temun people' (berkate 
bangsa Wae Temun). After the prayer, the warriors walked down the trail out of the village 
with his parting farewell reminding them of their moyang's protection: "Don't be afraid"
(Bara emtako).
Photograph 17: Wae Temun men leaving with the protection of their moyang
While prayers can be elaborate and public, they can also be simple and spontaneous, 
said wherever needed in the midst of whatever an individual is doing. As they walk through 
the jungle in a heavy wind, people may evoke the assistance and protection of moyang or nitu 
for safe passage. At a funeral one man evoked the nitu of the dead person whose grave he 
was digging. Without even pausing in his work, he requested her to hold off the threatening 
rain and wind until they had finished. Mother's brothers, pastors and church elders may make 
more formal prayers, but anyone sitting beside the bed of an invalid can utter their own as 
well: 'God help him.' (Opo sibi ringe). People do not need to be a specialist to pray.
Yet there is a sense in which people in certain positions in the social structure are 
mediators between individuals and their sources of blessing in the invisible world. These 
people are often called specifically to pray and request blessing on behalf of those socially 
dependent on their mediating role. A mother's brother mediates between his sister's children 
and the moyang that is the hidden source of their life, having the ability to both bless and
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curse his sister's children. Therefore, mother's brothers are one of the first to be called when 
a child is sick. Even in adulthood when men are unsuccessful, they 'return to their mother's 
brother to [have him] pray' (oli ia mem.lahin sembahyang tuha). His actions are thus able 
both to cause obstruction and to remove obstruction in the transmission of life and blessing 
from the 'source' moyang to the 'tip' child.
Another set of mediators are pastors and to a lesser extent church elders, who are in a 
structural position of mediation to Oplastala and whose prayers are seen as particularly 
efficacious. One of the most significant parts of the church service is the final benediction 
requesting berkat for all present in the service. During a church service many people wander 
out of the building with noisy children, to relieve themselves, to smoke a cigarette, or 
whatever. The final song though is the signal for them to come back inside and be physically 
present when the pastor raises his arms and requests blessing for those attending the service. 
Mothers with sick children often face a tension in that an ill person should not be taken out of 
the house, yet because of this blessing they may choose to bundle up their sick children and 
take them to church. In this sense it is important for the sick to be in church. Like mothers' 
brothers, pastors and church elders are also called to the bedside of the ill to pray. In addition 
to performing the church services, this is in fact one of their major responsibilities.
Another mediator is the 'ritual person' (geb.puji, literally 'worship person' ) 5 who is 
appointed by his noro to as the guardian of the 'founder stream' (wae moyang). I do not 
know if every noro currently has a geb.puji, but many do. In the cases I know of, there is 
only one geb.puji per noro, spoken of as if he were appointed like 'entitled men' {geba 
emngaa) .6 Geb.puji usually live near the headwaters of the 'founder stream’ of their noro. 
Just as people 'return' in times of difficulty to have their mother's brothers pray for them, 
they can also 'return' to their moyang by going to the geb.puji and requesting him to pray on 
their behalf. People living at a village near Wae Brapa, the 'moyang stream' of the Mual 
noro, told me about a Mual man who had recently returned to Wae Brapa to have the Mual 
geb.puji pray to the moyang. He had been working as a contract labourer for the government
5While puji is from Malay/Sanskrit meaning ’praise/worship’, I have not found any 'indigenous' term for this 
position. Traube (1986:16,17) notes that the term the Mambai (East Timor) 'most often use to designate ritual 
action is the verb keo', a word sometimes used interchangeable with the Portuguese word adorar, 'to worship'. 
The similarities in equating Mambai keo with Portuguese adorar and Buru esm ake with Malay/Sanskrit puji are 
striking.
6 A few Buru Christians associate geb.puji entirely with traditional Buru religion. However, when I was at a wae 
moyang and met a geb.puji I found that although there was no church in his village (and it was therefore a 'Hindu' 
village), he had been baptised and confirmed in the GPM church in another village. It is true that geb.puji are 
associated with moyang who some may see as the symbol of traditional Buru religion, but as I found out, the 
religious affiliation o f a geb.puji is not what makes him (or does not make him) a geb.puji. They are guardians of 
the place associated with the moyang; pastors are mediators to Oplastala. From the perspective of most Buru 
people there is not necessarily any competition between the two.
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in attempting to build an airstrip on a rare bit of flat land on the coast which happened to be 
the 'boat disembarkation place' (waga enohon) of the Mual moyang. Efforts to build the 
airstrip failed repeatedly until finally he decided the project could not succeed without 
requesting berkat from the moyang. So he had made the long trek up into the mountains to 
the geb.puji at the 'founder stream' to request success from his moyang for the airstrip 
venture. Yet people can return to pray at the stream without the mediation of geb.puji, for the 
stream, not the geb.puji, symbolises the place and power of the moyang.
In reflecting on all these prayers for prosperity and blessing, several points can be 
made. The first concerns temporality. Outside of the weekly church service, people do not 
regularly request blessing on a cyclical basis, for they only need be concerned about blessing 
when it does not show up. In other words, prayers are for times of difficulty. People do not 
call the pastor, return to their mother's brother or go to their geb.puji on some cyclical basis 
when life is going well; they do it when life is hard. This relation between prayers and 
difficulty was concisely expressed once when I was told 'someone with difficulty or [other 
problems], he asks, he succeeds' (da susa pi, da laha, da dapak).
Secondly, some of the prayers for berkat are prayers for protection like the prayer to 
the Wae Temun moyang for the warrior's safety or the benediction in church. But many of 
the prayers are removing obstacles or bad 'roots' that have caused difficulty and are thus 
prayers for forgiveness of sala.7 But before this can be done, the offensive action of the sala 
must be disclosed. In this sense, disclosure is as important as praying because if people know 
the correct sala they can pray correctly and the damaged relationship can be amended. When 
a pastor or church elder is called to pray for someone who is sick, he cannot just arrive, pray 
and leave, for he must first know what is causing the sickness before he can pray effectively. 
This may take hours of talking and requesting family members to 'open their insides' (fuka 
lalen) as they search for the 'root' of sickness.
Finally, the connection between an individual's moyang and his or her consequent 
success in life is reflected linguistically in the word noro-n, where a genitive -n is added to 
noro and the word translated as 'fate' . 8 If an individual has an open and unblocked 
transmission of life and blessing from his moyang, the founder of his noro, he or she will 
inevitably have 'good fate' (noro-n gosat). But if there is a problem, an offence or blockage 
at the source, blessing will not be forthcoming and difficulty will appear. This connection 
between noro and noro-n and between moyang and fate is the basis for a certain type of 
adoption on Bum. If a woman has had several children die and it is concluded that she 'gives
7Sometimes it is necessary to sacrifice a chicken or pig as well. I discuss this in a following chapter.
8Nasib in Malay.
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birth with bad consequences' (eban.boho, literally 'gives birth badly'), when her next child is 
born, it is adopted into a different noro. Her infant is placed on the rubbish pile (wedu) at the 
edge of the village and someone of another noro comes along to 'retrieve' {repu)9 it. These 
children are thus called 'retrieved children' (an.repu.n) and often nicked-named 'Rubbish 
Heap'. The person who 'retrieves' the dropped child is determined ahead of time by the birth 
parents who can still nurse and care for the child for several years before it eventually goes to 
live with its adopted parents.10 This involves a bit of tricking the moyang and the seemingly 
derogatory name — sometimes these children are also called 'Faeces' (Tai) — is meant to 
make the child appear as something undesirable, something which the old moyang would not 
miss or want. But even though the child can remain for many years with its birth parents, it is 
not just a trick. To avoid the child's death it is actually adopted; placed in a new noro so it 
will have a new moyang, a new source of prosperity and blessing and consequently 'good 
fate' (noro-n gosat) . * 11
CELEBRATING THE FIRST TIPS'
People celebrate manifestations of berkona tu berkate on various occasions, 
particularly occasions referred to as degen. This word was explained as meaning ’first tip’ 
(luken pertama) and is used to refer to a variety of first results from some cause or ’root’, 
including first fruits from the garden. The entire harvest is considered ’blessing from the 
garden’ (berkat fi di hawa lalen), but the 'first tips' of harvest are particularly symbolic of 
that success and blessing because they are proof that an unhindered relation exists between 
these tips and a causal agent in the invisible world.
The Burn notion of degen is well suited for the practice of giving 'first fruit offerings' 
(hasil pertama) in the GPM church. On any given Sunday there may be garden produce on 
the table at the front of the church, often placed in a bowl or some container and covered with 
a white cloth. This can include rice, millet, peanuts, sweet potatoes, or even onions and 
vegetables. Although most people are well aware of the donor, the household presenting such 
an offering usually remains unnamed but their gift is mentioned and special blessing is
9Repu means to pick up something [usually off the ground] that someone else has dropped.
10When a girl is an an.repun, people say half of the ’pain’ (pei) part of her bridewealth should go to her birth 
parents and half to the parents who 'retrieved' her.
11To give a child in adoption to another noro is greatly resisted in Buru society, as each noro should increase. 
The only other situations in which people do this is when they are forced, such as when they must return a child 
to replace its mother if there is no bridewealth or sister-exchange or when a child must be given to another noro as 
a life compensation payment. In voluntarily giving a child to be 'retrieved' by another noro, compassion 
overrides the desire to increase the noro and parents as well as the noro elders are willing to give up a child 'so 
long as it will live' (asal da newe).
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requested for them by the pastor in the intercessory prayer' (doci syofci at). After the service 
the produce can be bought by anyone willing to give a reasonable price, with the money going 
to the congregational funds (kepeng jemaat). Or if no one is interested in purchasing it 
immediately, the produce can be stored. Because certain crops often seem to grow better or 
are grown more abundantly in gardens around different villages, the crops given as first fruits 
vary from village to village. There are no markets in Burn villages allowing people to 
purchase food, but this congregational produce can be exchanged for money. When they 
know it is available, people may walk to other villages to purchase the 'congregation's 
peanuts' {warahe jemaat), the ’congregation’s rice’ (pala jemaat), or whatever else might 
have been presented as a first fruit offering in church.
Photograph 18: Peanuts and millet given as a first fruit offering in church
While people put first fruits in church relatively frequently, on certain occasions they 
may celebrate by 'making a garden degen' (puna hawa degen), equated with 'making 
festivities' (puna ramen). The 'first tip' being celebrated is always a particular crop, so the 
festival is designated a millet degen, rice degen, corn degen, peanut degen, or a vegetable 
degen. Although all of these degen are great celebrations, they are valued differently and 
associated with different types of meat that should accompany the particular garden food being 
celebrated. The most prestigious is the millet degen (also called 'millet festivities' feten 
ramen) which should be accompanied by pork and cuscus. A special delicacy of millet 
festivities is noba, millet cooked in bamboo with pig fat. A rice degen should also have pork 
and cuscus. For a corn degen, there should be cuscus, and pork if it is available. For a
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vegetable degen people only need 'shine the water' (sida wae) with torches to collect 
'crayfish' (uran).
Photograph 19: A com harvest meal with men holding the 'extra' (com cooked in
bamboo) to take home
A particular household, or extended family from several households, is the sponsor or 
'master' (geba tobon) of the degen. They provide the main garden produce, and in the case 
of millet or rice festivities, they also provide the pig. Other people in the village assist as they 
desire, or reciprocate previous debts by providing additional cuscus, chickens or garden 
produce. While the ultimate responsibility for the preparations falls to the sponsors, the 
actual work of collecting and preparing the food can involve many people in the village. For 
several days in advance various men can be involved with hunting and finding the appropriate 
meat, while numerous women work at pounding and winnowing the millet or rice. A degen 
is an event which the entire village attends. If someone in the village is too ill to attend the 
degen, food will be brought to them, as it important that everyone in the village eats this 
shared food.
The point people always stress about a garden degen is the long table. A 'big table' 
(meja haat) is set up in the house of the sponsor, either in the front room or the kitchen, long 
enough to seat all the grown men in the village at the same time (except for the sponsors who 
do not eat until everyone else has eaten). The table is covered with banana leaves and the
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celebration food is piled high down the entire centre or 'backbone of the table' (meja kakun 
rohin). Before the guests are invited to sit, a male from the sponsoring household (or another 
man to whom the responsibility has been delegated) distributes cooked meat and broth into a 
plate on the table for each guest. Hot sago or cassava paste is added to the plate after the meal 
begins. Included on the table are leaf-wrapped packages of rice or millet or else 30cm long 
pieces of bamboo in which rice, millet or grated corn has been cooked. These are meant for 
the guests to take home, as every guest should not only eat until they are satisfied, they should 
have some 'extra' (geran) to take home. After the men have eaten, the plates are cleared and 
washed, the food replenished, and then the younger men and boys are called to eat. After 
they finish, the process is repeated for the women and girls to eat, with every man, woman 
and child taking home their own 'extra' packet.12
After people eat (which may be in the middle of the day or in the evening) they 'make 
night festivities' (du rame beto). This includes singing enga fuka, traditional Burn songs 
sung in a responsive pattern and accompanied by drum music, and enweset, newly composed 
songs sung by one or two singers. The festivities can also include various kinds of traditional 
dancing (enusi) outside at night accompanied by drums and gongs as well as 'modern' dancing 
(joget) accompanied by cassette tapes. The goal is to 'be festive until day' (rame eta lea) and 
even if people do not really dance all night long, it is important to claim so. In the morning 
men and boys can do the war dance (cefal), which is also considered part of the festivities, but 
is never done at night. There is no official closure to the festivities, they continue until no 
one is left, everyone having gone home to sleep, or in the morning, having gone off to their 
gardens (on the pretext of work but really to sleep).
An important part of the degen are the speeches and prayer given at the beginning of 
the meal, after the first male guests are all seated, but before they begin to eat. In the several 
degen I attended, these speeches and prayer lasted five to ten minutes. As soon as the prayer 
was finished the guests would be invited to eat and the women would come from the kitchen 
with a large basin of hot cassava (or sago) paste, a bit of which would be added to each 
guest's plate on the table.
The speeches are largely statements of the obvious ("We are here celebrating berkat 
from the garden."), while guests who might speak may also comment on the 'hospitality'
12There are variations. On one occasion a second table was set up at which the boys ate at the same time as the 
men. Also there may be no strict division between women and girls. At that point some women do not officially 
sit at the table, but eat in the kitchen. On several occasions when I was without my husband in a village where a 
degen was being celebrated, people expressed concern among themselves about when I would eat. Although I 
assured them I could eat with the women, they would not allow that and set up another table for me to eat as an 
honoured guest at the same time as, but separate from, the men.
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(sareat) of the sponsors. As is typical of Burn speeches and public prayers, Malay words are 
used frequently in an attempt to produce parallelisms and formality. Also typical is 
considerable bemoaning by sponsors about the inadequacy of the food. While this is common 
on other occasions as well, it always struck me as rather ironic to do it in front of a table 
laden with food and with even more food waiting in the kitchen. It is consistent though with 
the general Burn view about past prosperity in contrast to what people see as current depletion 
and how they are now 'pitiful people' (geb.kasian).
imm9 r m  mk? ■ m
Photograph 20: Preparing the 'long table' for a millet harvest meal, including the 'extra' 
(millet wrapped in leaves and pork) in front of each plate to be taken home
The following excerpts come from speeches at a millet festival held around harvest 
time in April 1991. The village head, an invited guest, gave the first speech intending to 
remind people that even though this might be a 'pitiful table' (meja kasian) in comparison to 
the past, it was really berkat, evidence that nothing had prevented the sponsors or the village 
from being blessed:
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If we compare this with our hospitality from the time of our fathers, oh dear, it's 
pitiful. In the former days, in the olden days we had nothing [as pitiful as] this. In the 
olden days, in the previous days, there was no occasion like this. So, my beloved 
relatives, from various clans (soa), from various tribes {bangsä) who sit at this place, 
at this pitiful table here, I respectfully ask that you do not think of this as representing 
an obstruction {halangari), because it is not an obstruction. Saying it is not an 
obstruction means that this village, our three clans, three tribes, they have all left 
behind their lands. And here, my brothers-in-law from Mual, my younger siblings 
from Gewagit, they have made their thing here. Poor people, they put gifts in church 
but after that, none of their relatives knew, and they felt bad and thought it wouldn't 
do. So sufficient or not sufficient, they made this here...
After he finished, the sponsor, never a man of many words, gave a brief speech, also 
comparing this with the olden days and saying how they had left the mountains and come to 
live nearer the coast (around 15 or so years before), where they had also 'entered religion'.
We felt that this here, a bit of it [the offering in church] reciprocates the share from 
God, a bit of it goes for the elders of our village, but it is not sufficient. So I 
respectfully ask, even if it is only a glass of unboiled water, I request the elders and 
deacons here that we give thanks to God. My speech stops here and I ask the elder to 
pray about this table.
Before the elder could pray, the village head stood up again and asked respectfully to add to 
his speech. He wanted to clarify that even though his relatively new village was founded on 
someone else's land, the success being celebrated was also the 'tips' of their own sweat and no 
one else's. Several people present at the degen were from a village on the coast where the 
'custodians of the territory' (neten duan) lived. That village was also the location of the 
'mother church' (gereja induk) to the church in his village. On the surface there were cordial 
relations between the two villages, but people in the coastal village tended to view the 
mountain village as uneducated and poor, a village where people only recently 'entered 
religion' and only recently begun sending their children to school. As a subtle counter to 
these underlying attitudes the village head reminded everyone (including the people from the 
coastal village):
The place of father's [the degen sponsor's] garden, his gardens near the coast here, 
actually someone else holds [owns] them. But pork like this, how many thousand 
rupiahs? Pumpkin like this, how many thousand rupiahs? Millet like this, how many 
thousand rupiahs? As for us, we would have died orphans if we had not struggled to 
make this village here.
When the church elder finally did pray, he acknowledged Oplastala as the causal source 
saying "You gave blessing to these three families" (Ku ba laik berkat ngei keluarga telo), 
evidenced in the good harvest and in 'no one being afflicted with any sickness' (geba sa 
dapak empeit sa moo).
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As these brief excerpts were meant to show, this millet festival was celebrating the 
success of unhindered blessing. Even though it may have been pitiful in comparison to the 
past, it was evidence that relations in both the visible and invisible worlds were well 
maintained and there were no bad roots blocking a fruitful harvest.
In addition to the 'food degen' (degen inaat), there is another kind of 'first tip' 
celebration associated with housebuilding, called a 'house degen' (huma degen). People 
describe this by saying one should 'open the house to sit and talk' (fuka huma la aun), before 
the first fire is lit in the house. The food that accompanies this may be much simpler fare than 
a food degen, and the entire village does not necessarily have to be invited. It can, however, 
be a large feast if desired. I was told that when houses were first built in the 'new' village 
where we lived, one family sponsored a house degen, killing many pigs, providing a 'big 
table' for everyone in the village to eat, and then 'making festivities' by dancing until 
daylight. A huma degen thus celebrates the 'first tips' of a new house.
PROSPERITY AND BLESSING AND THE BURU SYMBOLIC SYSTEM
Before describing how 'first tip' festivities celebrate manifestations of prosperity and 
blessing, I noted how Burn people pray when it appears blessing has been suppressed or when 
they feel vulnerable to failure. In considering language as a 'framer of experience' and a form 
of symbolic action (Burke 1966), I see Burn prayers as drawing on an intricate world of signs 
to create the desired outcomes of berkona tu berkate. But it is not only in verbal prayers that 
people manipulate these signs; they may also do so in other action. One such sign, for 
instance, concerns heat. It is actually coolness — the absence of heat — that is specifically 
associated with the growth necessary to obtain 'blessing from the garden' (berkat fi di hawa 
lalen). Because of this symbolism, gardens are usually considered cool, but sometimes they 
may become hot and non-productive. If this happens, a plant called mokin, a 'cool thing' (ii 
modat), can be planted in the middle of the garden, transforming the garden from a state of 
hot to cool. But in prayers also drawing from the same symbolic system, people request the 
blessing of 'sitting in jungle coolness' (eptea tu muan modan).
I now consider this symbolic system in more detail. The Burn categories of 'hot/cool' 
(poto/moda) are of course a classic example of how binary categories are a 'prevalent 
conceptual resource' and serve as 'operators' in the symbolic systems of societies throughout 
the region (Fox 1989:45, 53; Needham 1978:12-13). So while it is not surprising to find 
categories like hot and cool used on Burn, here I want to examine briefly what makes these (as
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well as other) categories so 'good to think with'. In doing so, I outline my general approach 
to symbolic action on Burn.13
T h e  D u a l  c a t e g o r ie s  o f  t h e  Bu r u  s y m b o l ic  s y s t e m
Because binary categories figure so predominantly in Buru symbolism, it is relevant to 
begin by considering them in more detail. When two words occur as conventional pairs in 
Buru discourse, they can be semantically related in different ways. In some cases the two 
words refer to aspects of a unitary idea or common phenomenon. This is the case with the 
conventionally paired words berkona and berkate, both referring to the general idea of 
success in life. As another example, the words midi (play) and mali (laugh) frequently co­
occur in songs and verbal parallelisms to indicate the general idea of people having a good 
time together. In this sense 'play' and 'laugh' are parallel metonyms for relaxed, enjoyable 
social interaction. They are paired in the following stanza from a ’newly composed song’ 
{enweset) sung when people were sitting around inside a house one evening, shortly before 
visiting relatives were to return home to their village three days walk away. Ever mindful of 
the coming separation, people were presently enjoying each other's company.
O ma ba midi 6 Oh, let us play, 6,
Ma ba midi, ma ba mali. 6 Let us play, let us laugh. 6,
Geb heren 6 , Beloved people, o,
bu kita geba 6 but we are people 6,
Kita geba elet rua e. We are people from two places, e.
In other cases paired Buru words do not refer to the same phenomenon, but refer 
instead to different or opposing ideas similar to the 'raw' and the 'cooked' and other 'binary 
oppositions' made famous in structural anthropology following Levi-Strauss. Binary 
oppositions are indeed the fundamental operators in the Buru symbolic system and yet these
13In proposing this general framework I have drawn on a variety of sources. A range of ethnographic literature 
provides varying degrees of detail regarding the way in which symbols and ritual operate in other societies in the 
region (Francillon 1980; Gell 1975; Kana 1980; Lewis 1988; McKinnon 1991; Mosko 1985; Pauwels 1990a; 
Schulte Nordholt 1980; Teljeur 1990; Traube 1980a,1980b, 1986, 1989). Fox (1989) focuses specifically on 
dualism in eastern Indonesian symbolic systems. The general work on lexical relations and meaning text theory 
developing in linguistics (Steele 1990; J. Grimes 1987; 1990) was a starting point for considering meaning 
relations between Buru oppositional categories. In recognising the transformative power of certain Buru 
categories to produce outcomes, I have drawn on Munn's (1986) model of 'value creation' in her ethnographic 
account of the ways in which Gawan (Massim, Papua New Guinea) actions are "fundamental symbolic operators 
of positive value transformation and its negation." I also gained insights into how notions of agency operate in 
Buru social life from Strathern's (1988) synthesis of common strategies employed in the conceptualisation of 
social relations in a range of Melanesian cultures. In addition, I have again benefited from C. Grimes' (1991) 
grammar which has provided a reliable reference to how relevant issues such as agency and causation are 
expressed linguistically in the Buru language.
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'opposites' are not all semantically 'opposite' in the same way, as there can be different kinds 
of so-called 'opposite' meaning relating the two terms in different pairs. I suggest that when 
the semantic relations between the various Burn binary oppositions are more carefully 
defined, several analytic advantages are gained. In addition to revealing which binary 
categories function as symbolic 'operators', a more rigourous analysis also reveals how these 
categories are used in different kinds of symbolic operations, and why certain categories are 
semantically apropos in performing certain kinds of symbolic operations.
One kind of Burn binary opposition defines a relation between two separate conceptual 
units. Here I am specifically referring to the categories 'male/female' (emhana/anafina) and 
the contextualised categories of 'female's elders/male's elders' (kori/sanat) in marriage 
negotiations; 'elder/younger' (kai/wai) and the metaphorical 'root/tip' (lahin/luken) used for 
generational and procreative relations. What is being evoked through the use of these 
categories is a relationship between two parties; one category always implies the existence of 
the other. Without a senior there is no junior; without a kori, no sanat. I refer to these as 
relational categories, recognising they are based on the key organising principles of gender 
(male/female) and precedence (prior/later). As discussed in Chapter 4, precedence creates 
categories that are asymmetric in that superiority is placed on that which 'came before' — 
elder is superior to younger; source is superior to tip. Burn gender, on the other hand, lacks 
such categorical asymmetry.
GENDER
male i i female
PRECEDENCE
elder || younger
source i i tip
Figure 25: Prominent Burn relational categories
A second set of categories defines a binary opposition between two possible states of a 
single object. Here inversion is relevant in that a single object can be 'turned or changed to 
the opposite' (Macquarie Dictionary). Some Burn binary pairs can be said to be inverses of 
each other through the reversal of a process, a relation found between categories such as 'go 
uphill/go downhill' (lepak/logok), 'open/close' (fuka/tregu). A person going uphill can 'turn 
around' (leli 'change his orientation') and go downhill. A door that is opened can be closed. 
Another inverse relation can be found in pairs which indicate two extremes of a relative scale, 
as hot/cool (poto/moda), terms referring to the degree to which a given quality — in this case
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heat — applies. Similarly wet/dry (wae-k/mangi), are two inverse terms for the opposite end 
of a scale referring to the degree to which something contains moisture or liquid. Again, both 
categories can apply to a single referent, albeit at different points in time. Something cool can 
become hot. Something wet can become dry; something dry, wet. Because categories of this 
nature represent polarised values of particular states, I refer to them as value categories. 
Furthermore, with their potential for inversion, these categories function as transformative 
operators. This is the type of category evoked in ritual to transform a hot garden to a cool 
garden to ensure fertility or to 'open' a 'closed' hunter so that his success in hunting returns. 
The most frequent Burn signs of this kind are associated with heat, light, liquid, and 
containment, all yielding polarized values.
± heat hot ◄— — ► cool
± light light ◄— — ► dark
± liquid wet ◄— — ► dry
± containment closed ◄— — ► open
Figure 26: Prominent Burn value categories used for symbolic transformation
Having suggested a difference between relational and value categories, it is necessary 
to comment on their co-occurrence in Burn symbolism. An important aspect of symbolism in 
eastern Indonesian societies is that different binary pairs are regularly associated as 
homologous or 'coincident' (Fox 1989:47). This is the case, for example, on Burn where the 
categories male/female are associated with right/left. There is also a Burn male deity (leber) 
associated with the Sky, and a female deity with the Earth. It is not unusual in 
anthropological analysis to find such 'products of classification’ often strung out in lines of 
homologous categories:
male : right: Sky :: female : left : Earth.
This correspondence does indeed reflect Burn gender symbolism in that two other sets of 
relational categories — right/left and Sky/Earth — are ’symbolic of’ or can 'substitute for' 
gender categories. Similarly, the 'elder/younger' categories are associated with other sets of 
relational categories — 'up/down' and 'upstream/downstream':
elder : up : upstream :: younger : down : downstream.
Shortly I include a double column listing of an even greater number of dual categories 
symbolic of the light/dark opposition. While the Burn system is symbolically prolific to a
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degree, I am cautious of overextending the homologies to the extent that they misrepresent the 
way the Burn symbolic system is actually employed. There are two reasons for this.
First, Burn relational categories are not inherently associated with any value categories 
in fixed ways. In a particular context, two opposing relational categories might be associated 
with opposing value categories (a particular man may be said to be closed and a particular 
women open), but these correlations change in different contexts. 14 Value categories can be 
internally homologous (light : open :: dark : closed) just as relational categories can have their 
own internal symbolism (male : right : Sky :: female : left: Earth), but the two types of 
categories are not externally homologous. For Burn it would, thus, be erroneous to 
permanently link homologous value categories (hot : closed :: cool : open) with gender 
categories to suggest male : hot : closed :: female : cool : open. The value categories 
associated with either gender are dependent on the desired outcome in a particular context and 
as such are not predetermined.
Secondly, I do not see the binary Burn value categories as inherently asymmetric. 
Each state or value symbolises a different outcome, but in contrast to relational categories 
constructed through precedence, neither is marked as 'superior'. What may appear at first 
glance as a fixed preference for one value over the other actually depends on the desired 
outcome. When fertility and productivity are desired, both men and women as well as 
gardens and hunting grounds, must be cool and open. But in a different context when the 
desired outcome is not to have production but protection, places as well as people need to hot 
and closed so no loss will occur. Thus, the preference for a given value depends on whether 
the outcome associated with that value is desired in the current context.15
This means that rather than seeing the Burn symbolic system as a structure to be 
frozen on paper, it is far more productive to see it as a system informing people's choices and 
actions. Burn people do not sit as passive objects in a world of symbols, rather, they act 
symbolically to maintain and transform values and thereby produce the outcomes they desire. 
My explanation of many features of Burn life is thus predicated on the premise that action is 
symbolic and has the potential to transform value. It is relatively easy to view Burn ritual as 
intentional action for producing a desired transformation of value, like planting mokin to make 
a hot garden cool. But in addition, that intentionality is insignificant to the potential for 
certain symbolic actions to effect transformation. It other words, it is possible both
14In reference to the Bush Mekeo of Papua New Guinea, Mosko (1985) also describes how males and females 
both alternate between needing to be associated with values such as open and closed, wet and dry.
15In eastern Indonesia it is often noted that opposing symbolic values are associated with a change in context. In 
regards to these same values and contexts Friedberg (1980:271) writes that for the Bunaq of central Timor 
'"coldness' is synonymous with fertility, 'heat' with danger and combat".
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intentionally and unintentionally to cause transformation through symbolic action. Inadvertant 
transformation is the basis for certain Burn taboos. If the value that will be produced by a 
certain action is undesirable in a given context, then (regardless of whether one intends for it 
to be symbolic or not) that action must be avoided. As an example, it is considered very 
dangerous for a pregnant woman to sit in a doorway. Sitting in a doorway blocks the pathway 
in and out of the house, and by association the birth passage, the child's 'pathway' (tohon), 
can be blocked causing great difficulty in childbirth. Furthermore, the doorway, the 
threshold, is a place where transformation occurs, where houses are transformed from open 
states to closed states and vice versa. A pregnant woman must thus avoid this action for it can 
result in an undesired state — closure — specifically at a time in her life when she needs to be 
open for childbirth. The point is, both ritual and taboo are concerned with the transformation 
of value. The goal of ritual is to produce a desired value; the goal of taboo, to avoid an 
undesired value. But neither occurs in a vacuum; the same symbolic operators inform 
people's actions in ritual and taboo as well as in sorcery and anti-sorcery protection. With the 
ethnographic detail in the next chapters it will become even clearer that Burn value categories 
are not only 'good to think with', they are also 'good to act with' 16
Having outlined my basic approach, I consider briefly the most prominent Burn value 
categories, looking specifically at their metaphorical and metonymical associations and how 
they are associated with berkona tu berkate.
Hot v e r s u s  Cool
While there are a variety of Burn words associated with degrees of temperature, 17 the 
two words poto (hot) and moda (cool) are conventionally associated in parallel speech and are 
always the words used to describe symbolic action concerned with heat. Some linguistic
16The essence of many rituals in eastern Indonesia is the transformation of dyadic value categories from one state 
to the other. In describing these rituals ethnographers refer (implicitly or explicitly) to this symbolic process, but 
they speak of it in a variety of ways. The language of symbolic 'inversion' or 'reversal' is often used (for 
instance, Barnes et. al. 1985, Barraud and Platenkamp 1990, Fox 1989, McKinnon 1991, Platenkamp 1990, 
Schulte Nordholt 1980). Other references include those of Hoskins (1989:443) who speaks of Kodi 'ritual 
modulation' and 'transformative exchange'; Traube (1980a:313) who talks of the 'dialectical resolution' achieved 
through Mambai ritual; and E.D. Lewis (1989:501) who notes "all ritual in Tana 'Ai aims at recategorization". 
Facing the Burn data I chose to speak of 'value transformation' (following Munn 1986) to avoid implying one 
value is normative and the other evoked only through ritual. Because each value is associated with a different 
outcome, I see neither as primary. Furthermore, Buru transformations can be in either direction and occur 
intentionally through ritual or unintentionally by not heeding taboo. For these reasons I speak of 'value 
transformation' rather than use the more limited language of 'ritual inversion'.
17Bridi refers to something that is excessively 'cold' like the body of a corpse. Moti refers to something that is 
chilled to an undesirable degree and is used to describe the chills that accompany malaria. Rara refers to a 
transitory heated state and is used to describe someone with a fever.
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detail (based on C. Grimes 1991) is necessary here to interpret the way these words are used, 
particularly in regard to issues of agency, volition, and process.
Both poto and moda are non-active verbs,18 a class of Burn verbs which can have 
either (or both) a Stative and a process interpretation. For example,
Da poto. 'It is hot.' (state)
'It becomes hot.' (process)
Da moda. 'It is cool.' (state)
'It becomes cool.' (process)
When the suffix l-tl is added to words still used as verbs, they have an unambiguously Stative 
interpretation:
Da poto-t. 'It is hot.' (stative interpretation only)
Da moda-t. 'It is cool.' (stative interpretation only)
With the /-t/ suffix these verbs can also be used attributively, like an adjective, modifying a 
noun by describing its state:
wae poto-t hot water'
obat moda-t 'cool medicine'
When the nominaliser and genitive /-n/ is added to moda the resulting noun (moda-n) refers to 
'coolness, wind, shade', as in
Modan ba moda kita. The coolness [i.e. wind or shade] cools us.
As an independent noun modan also refers to late afternoon, the time when the day is cooling 
off, when people usually go home to rest and relax after working in their gardens during the 
day.
Ya oli tu modan. I will return with the coolness [i.e., late afternoon].
When the same genitive 1-nJ is added to poto, it is most often in combination with lea ('sun'
or 'day'), contracted to le.poto-n ('the heat of the day or sun').
The above examples show a variety of ways in which these two words, poto and moda, are 
similarly derived. However, the two words are significantly different in regards to 
morphological causation. The moda root can be modified by adding the causative prefix /ep-/ 
which indicates a volitional agent and makes the verb active and transitive.
18Meaning the subject of the verb is not the agent or actor, but undergoes or is affected by the action of the verb.
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Da ep-moda geba.
s/he C A U SE -cool person
'He cools the person.'
However, a causative prefix is never found with poto, and I suggest that this is not just a 
haphazard inconsistency, but a reflection of underlying semantics. Things which are poto are 
(either implicitly or explicitly) caused to be hot by some agent, be it the sun, fire, or symbolic 
sources of heat. Causation is therefore an inherent part of the semantics of poto and causative 
prefixes are unnecessary. On the other hand, coolness can happen with or without an agent. 
When it is relevant to express that an agent specifically causes the coolness, causative prefixes 
are added to moda.
This surface linguistic phenomenon is significant in that the same semantic detail is 
also reflected in symbolic uses of the terms. Like the heat of fire that makes raw food cooked, 
symbolic heat is also a transforming agent, causing things to change state. In some instances, 
this transforming potential is associated with an intensity of activity. 'Hot things or affairs' (ii 
pot-potot) are considered urgent matters that require some sort of immediate and intense 
action. Someone who is 'hot inside' (lal[en].poto-t) is motivated to accomplish a particular 
activity, as for example the man who told me he was 'hot inside' to build the clan house 
(hum.sikit) for his noro. Heat is also associated with anger and the braveries of warriors who 
eat ginger to become hot. When prepared to fight, a warrior should have a 'hot heart' (poson 
potot) and display this heat through 'his redness' (mera-n), not only through the redness of his 
headcloths or fighting sashes, but also through the redness of his flushed face. Seeing all this 
redness and symbolic heat, his opponent will be afraid. Thus, both desire and anger are 
symbolic sources of heat which can cause change in the state of external things.
This power of heat and of hot things is obviously useful in certain situations where 
change is desired. In other situations, however, the changes are undesired and heat is 
considered dangerous.19 This is particularly so with the heat of anger which can block or 
close people when their productive efforts require openness. So when anger has been present, 
it is very important that cooling take place if productivity and openness is to 'return' (oli). 
Two parties angry at each other over some 'litigation' (perkara) must talk together until they 
both have 'cool insides’ (lalen moda). This is true for relationships within a noro as well as 
between noro. In the ceremony of 'peace between fena' (damen fena) in which a life is 
given to another noro to compensate for murder or manslaughter, a monument of stones 
(fat.aa) is built to commemorate the event. Mokin is planted around the monument to cool the 
relationship between the two noro. There is concern to cool even the anger of people when
19Uncontrolled 'forest fires' (pot.haki) are greatly feared on Buru.
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they are justifiably punished (usually by beating or fine), as in cases of stealing or adultery. 
A village head who will not tolerate stealing or drunkenness in the village, or a mother 
brother's who does not approve of the actions of his sister's child, can justifiably punish the 
offender. But after the punishment has been carried out, the punisher must give the offender 
some article of clothing, such as a pair of pants or a shirt, to 'cool the skin' (epmoda okon) of 
the offender. Contrasting Burn 'customary law' (hukum adat) with the state law ('law from 
across the sea', hukum lawe), people note that while the Indonesian police may justifiably 
punish an offender, there is never any effort made to cool the person afterward, to get rid of 
the potential danger of the heat from his anger.
This correlates with the undesirablity of heat where growth is concerned. Heat 
transforms, but growth is not a transformation, it is a process of 'becoming big', of life 
flowing from the root to the tip.20 Comparing the smaller size of their babies to mine, Burn 
mothers would often comment "We work in the sun too much, our babies do not 'grow fast'." 
In general, nursing mothers attempt to avoid situations like gardening in the hot sun because 
their bodies become hot and their babies consequently drink hot breastmilk, diminishing their 
potential for growth. But heat not only prevents growth in nursing infants, it is antithetical to 
any flow of life or blessing from a source to a tip. Anger in any interaction between a source 
and a tip can alter the relationship and block the flow of blessing and life.
If heat is present (either intentionally or non-intentionally) when there is meant to be 
productivity and growth, cooling must be done. Mothers can bathe with water or sit in the 
shade to cool their bodies. In hot gardens mokin is planted. If a person has 'hot hands' 
(fah.potot) because the things he or she plants repeatedly die or do not even sprout, mokin 
leaves are used with water to 'wash away the hot hands' (bilu tatak nake faha potot). If a 
person's endeavours fail to an even greater extent, if there is never any berkat and members 
of his family die, it may be discerned that he has 'hot blood' (rah.poto). 'Cooling medicine' 
(obat modat) can then be made for him to drink. Whether cooling happens 'naturally' or 
'ritually', the important thing is that it happen if there is to be productivity and growth.
Light versus Darkness
Terms referring to light (glinan) and its absence, darkness (reden), form another set of 
dyadic symbols. As a modifier the word glina describes the ocean (masi glina) on a clear day
20In his analysis of Buru verbs, C.Grimes (1991:94) has adapted a system of verb classification and lexical 
decomposition proposed by Foley and Van Valin (1984) which identifies four classes of predicates: states 
(semantically composed of the notion of BE X), activities (DO X), processes (BECOME X), and accomplishments 
(CAUSE to BE/BECOME/DO X). It is relevant here that semantically growth is BECOME big, while heat is 
CAUSE to BECOME hot.
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when it is calm and appears radiant and brilliant in contrast to the times when it appears dark 
and turbulent with crashing waves. The conventionalised opposite to glinan is reden 'dark'. 
The 'dark moon' (ful.reden) is the time of darkness during the new moon phase of the lunar 
cycle.
The perceptual difference that occurs when there is light as opposed to darkness is the 
basis for one metaphorical use of these terms. Light which makes visibility possible is also 
associated with mental visibility or understanding, while darkness is associated with 
invisibility and a lack of or reduced understanding. The word glina thus also refers to things 
that are mentally 'clear/visible/understandable' . 21 The important Burn distinction between the 
visible and the invisible world is also made with these metaphors. Noro founders (moyang), 
considered to have been visibly present at one point, 'returned to the darkness' (oli di reden) 
long ago and are consequently no longer visible.
Other dyadic sets are also metonymically or metaphorically associated with light and 
darkness. Underneath is associated with darkness and invisibility. Another way to talk about 
the invisibility of noro founders is to say they are 'underneath' (pao kolo). The (at least 
partial) invisibility of roots physically underneath the ground is significant in that 
metaphorical 'roots' (lahin) may also be considered invisible and difficult to understand at 
times, while 'tips' (luken) are always visible and obvious. There is further an association of 
invisibility and decreased certainty concerning things 'behind' (pao mori) in contrast to things 
'in front' (sak.mena) which are visible and certain.
The metonymical association of black with darkness leads warriors as well as others to 
use blackness in rituals and objects to effect invisibility. A 'black fighting cloth' (ika poro 
mitet) is said to be a 'strip of darkness' which will close the enemy's eyes and protect the 
warrior by making him invisible to his enemy. In contrast to these dark protective cloths of 
warriors, white cloth (esbalan) is exchanged in bridewealth, when fertility and productivity 
are the focus.
There is a further connection of light with 'day' or 'sun' (lea) and darkness with 
'night' (beto). Again, similar associations are woven into these metaphors. People who are 
presently living and visible are 'people of the day' (mansia lea-r). Certain symbolic actions 
also become dependent on this day/night dichotomy. Some actions and rituals are effective 
only if done in the day time, others only at night; some taboos only need to be observed 
during the day, others only at night, depending on the relevant associations and the value 
which is desired or to be avoided. For example, a ritual to 'open' women in childbirth I was
21The meaning of glina is similar in many ways to that of the Malay word terang.
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told should be done when the sun is high in the sky around 11 o'clock in the morning. The 
correspondence between opening and light are necessary to the ritual. On the other hand, the 
appropriate time to discuss certain knowledge about spirits and the invisible world is night. 
When the word black (mite) is made into an abstract noun — 'blackness' (per.mite-n) — it 
refers to the invisible world, the world of spirits, nitu, and noro founders. Night is the time 
of activity in the invisible world, activity which is evidenced almost nightly by numerous 
fireflies — 'spirit eyes' (setan raman) — which cluster around trees and bushes.
Certain characteristics of light, including its radiance and shiny, glistening, 
shimmering qualities, are specifically associated with productivity and fertility. Reference to 
this symbolism constructs Burn as a 'radiant' or 'golden island' (fuka flawa). In a folktale the 
radiance of a wonderful house, a visible sign of berkat, was so intense it was compared to 
being a house 'made of mirrors' (gam di cermin). Often when the beautiful maidens are 
introduced in the plot of such folktales, it is their 'radiance' that is commented upon, even in 
parallelism as 'her radiance cuts [strikes], her radiance eminates [precedes]' (nak filan ba 
lata, filan ba leo)22 or 'her skin glistens, her skin shines' (okon ba emseret, okon ba 
emnaat). Sweat on human skin is very shiny and the Burn emphasis on 'sweat' (banit) is 
more than just metonymic shorthand for labour; sweat is a shining symbol of the anticipated 
productivity and prosperity from labour.
All these associations of light and darkness are intricately interwoven in Burn 
symbolism. The numerous binary symbols associated with light/darkness are homologous:
Figure 27: Associations with 'light' and 'dark'
O p e n  v e r s u s  C l o s e d
The notion of containment is significant in Burn culture. Many things are conceived 
as being containable, including human bodies, the land, gardens, knowledge and narratives, 
granaries, houses, and the social groups represented as house-circles and noro. The
22The radiance of a person is fila-n (using the genitive -n) while fila-t (with the -t signifying an independent unit) is 
the word for 'lightning'.
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conventionalized set of words used to describe the state of contained objects is 'open' (fuka) 
versus 'closed' (tregu), with the metaphors of 'locked' (konci) and ’nailed’ (paku) also used 
for things in a closed state. Something that is closed is also blocked and the Malay word 
halangan ('obstruction') is also used when something should be open but is not. A second 
conventionalised opposite to fuka (open) is foni (hide), better glossed as 'reveal' versus 
'conceal'. The meanings are of course interwoven: to open is to reveal; to close is to
conceal.
As with all the other signs, both values or states of containment are necessary. There 
are times for things to be closed and concealed just as there are times for things to be open 
and revealed. When things are open and go out from their containment, there is increase like 
the gain that occurs when grain is taken out of the granary and planted. At the same time, 
when things are contained, they are protected from loss like grain safely stored and hidden in 
the granary. The need for both openness and closure creates a major tension in Burn life, for 
there are positive and negative aspects to both states. With the protection of closure there is 
also sterility, and with the productivity of openness there is vulnerability. In following 
chapters I discuss how these values are particularly relevant to concepts about the human 
body.
W e t  v e r s u s  D ry
Another symbolic opposition is dry and wet formed from the Burn words mangi and 
wae. Mangi is another non-active verb which can have a state or process interpretation:
tohon mangi 'The trail is dry.' (state)
'The trail becomes dry.' (process)
The /-t/ suffix makes the root attributive, indicating a resulting state, fuctioning like an 
adjective:
lai manqi-t 'dried meat' (resulting state)
When the genitive /-n/ suffix is added, the dryness [of something] is being noted. Often 
mangi-n refers to dry land, in contrast with the ocean or rivers (wae).
The verbal /-k/ suffix makes the root an active transitive verb.
Da manqi-k tonal. 'He dries cuscus [meat].'
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Wetness, on the other hand, is indicated by the noun wae, which refers not only to 
rivers or streams, but also to water or to the 'liquid' of any specific object. When the liquid is 
associated with a specific object the genitive /-n/ is added:
niwe wae-n 
raman wae-n 
soso wae-n 
fafu wae-n
(coconut liquid 'milk')
(eye liquid ’tears')
(breast liquid 'breast milk') 
(pig liquid 'blood')23
The /-t/ suffix again makes the root attributive, functioning like an adjective: 
ena wae-t 'wet sand'
The noun wae can also be made verbal by adding the prefix /ek-/ and the suffix /-k/, making 
it a passive verb with an unspecified yet semantically indicated agent. When someone is wet 
from rain, for example, it would be said:
Da ekwaek. 'He got wet.' (Literally 'He got liquided [by rain].')
Even though they come from these two different types of morphological roots, mangi 
and wae are conventionalised pairs used often in parallelism such as when people describe 
how they 'hunt on the dry [land]', hunt on the wet [stream/rivers]' (hama di mangi-n, hama di 
wae).
Wetness and dryness can be metaphorical indicators for the passage of time. Things 
which are originally fresh and wet in that they contain some degree of liquid, become dried 
out over time. The marriage of a daughter is said to 'return her mother's bridewealth' (oli nak 
ina nak harta). When the bridewealth returns in one generation, it is said to 'return wet' 
(harta oli wae-k); it does not 'return dry' {da oli mangi-k moo). To announce the birth of a 
daughter, people thus say "Our bridewealth returns wet."
As both water and liquid, wae is a very potent symbol in that like heat, it has 
transforming potential. Not only can wae make dry things wet, it is antithetical to heat and 
can annul heat. Wae is thus a cooling as well as a wetting agent and water is used in Burn 
ritual often combined with other symbols. In conjunction with mokin, it is particularly 
effective in cooling and opening people, enabling them to once again be productive. Wae 
degen is the 'first tips of water' taken from a spring early in the morning around the time
23Reflecting the general aversion to saying the word 'blood' (rahan), to be polite people should say instead 'pig 
liquid' for pig blood or 'person liquid’ or human blood, and so on.
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when the cock crows when night is becoming day. To make 'cooling medicine' (obat modat) 
to cool someone with 'hot hands', wae degen is used.
While water is a powerful cooling agent, cooling is only desired at certain times. Wae 
mua (literally 'jungle/green water'), uncooked or 'raw' water taken from a spring or river, is 
considered a potent cooling agent. Usually people do not drink this water, instead they drink 
boiled water (wae teh literally 'tea water') in which the potential for cooling has been 
neutralised by heat. Very powerful men like war champions, who are sufficiently 'hot', can 
drink uncooked 'jungle water' and suffer no ill effects.24 It is also acceptable for people who 
are hot after walking in the sun to drink water straight from a stream, although the water 
should always be placed in a folded leaf or some other container before being drunk.
While water is a wonderful symbol and transforming agent, 'wetness' is not always 
desired. Wet things can rot and are perishable. So drying is needed for preventing loss by 
making things durable. The drying of meat, particularly pig, deer, and cuscus meat, is an 
important activity, with the meat (lai) specifically referred to as being either 'wet' (lai wae-k), 
that is fresh, or 'dry' (lai mangit).25 Similarly, newborn infants are warmed and dried by the 
fire for several days after birth. Cloves and peanuts require thorough drying in the sun to be 
protected from loss. Once again, both values produce different outcomes and the desire for 
one or the other — wetness or dryness — is dependent on context and choice.
CONDENSED IMAGES OF A TWO FOLD BLESSING
So far in this chapter I have examined the binary value categories used as potent 
symbols to transform situations and produce different kinds of outcome. I have also claimed 
that these symbols and outcomes are linked to the Burn idea of 'prosperity and blessing'. 
Now I want to look specifically at how this is so. While these values and their associated 
outcomes are binary, it does not mean that one value is somehow linked with blessing and the 
other with curse or 'difficulty'; one value does not symbolise good and the other evil. 
Rather, as many examples have illustrated, the desirableness of the two different outcomes is 
context dependent, but whenever a desired outcome is manifested, berkat is manifested. Like 
many other things in Burn life, blessing comes in a dualistic mode.
240ne of the things which men brag about to indicate their strength is whether they can drink wae mua. 
25Although Buru people themselves do not dry fish unless they live on the coast and have learned how to do so 
from immigrants, dried fish is very appropriate to their ideas of food storage and their culinary methods of using 
dried meat. With less game available in the jungle, it has become more important for them to buy dried fish on 
the coast and take it home to save. Various documents record the 'dried meat' (Malay dendeng) that was 
processed at Kayeli from the late 18th century. During the 19th century in particular Buru people sold dried deer 
meat to whalers calling for supplies at Kayeli. (See Chapter 2.)
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There are times when berkat means productivity. This outcome is associated with the 
values of openness, wetness, coolness and light. At other times berkat means protection, an 
outcome associated with closure, dryness, heat and darkness. Transformation is possible from 
one kind of outcome to the other, but these outcomes, like the symbolic values they 
encompass, are polarised: there can only be one or the other, never both simultaneously. But 
both are concerned with the experience of life — symbols associated with production yield 
gain; symbols associated with protection guard from loss. While only one value is required to 
represent a given outcome, often several different values representing a single outcome are 
simultaneously present in certain 'condensed' images of blessing. Here I discuss several of 
these images of berkat, some associated with productivity and others with protection.
Berkat as Production Berkat as Protection
open closed
light dark
wet dry
cool hot
Figure 28: Blessing as production and protection
The imagery of people 'sitting in jungle coolness' (eptea tu muan modan) is a 
metaphor translated into Malay as peace and prosperity (damai sejahtera), a metaphor used in 
varying contexts. A few individuals who wrote letters to us in our absences from Burn 
remarked that they and their family were in good health by saying "we all sit in jungle 
coolness". This same phrase is used in prayers seeking the source of difficulty so that people 
may once again 'sit in jungle coolness'. The phrase was also recorded by Schut (1918:24, 
200) in a prayer made to prevent the anger of the ancestors over 'another marriage; another 
alliance' when a man did not marry his emdaa (MBD). The ancestors were requested to give 
the couple blessing: 'may they give birth to many hands [children] and may they sit in jungle 
coolness (da ba etban fah waro tu da ba epteak muan-modan). The metaphor presents the 
image of a lush rainforest where spontaneous growth is evidenced by the tall trees with green 
shiny leaves. In contrast to the heat of working out in an unshaded field or walking along 
unshaded trails in the hot sun, the forest provides a significant 'coolness'. The fertility and 
coolness of the jungle thus represent the blessing of productivity and the transmission of life 
as growth.
Another image of productivity, perhaps even more condensed, is the spring at the 
stream of the noro founder (wae moyang). Schut (1918: 125) recorded a Burn speech which 
began by evoking the imagery of a wae moyang, in this particular case the Wae Brapa
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stream, the wae moyang of Mual noro. The image converges the symbols of openness (the 
spring bursting open), coolness, wetness and light (radiance of the trees).
Barkate, Wae Brapa!
Da ba ila filim dae, 
da ba pola filim dae; 
tu nak mokin di leluke, 
tu nak bawa omon gilate; 
nak kawaan lahin sin le-leret, 
lahin tane eflawa.
Nangan lawe pa man laut 
nangan lawe pa man olat 
olat da ba emngesa tuha 
laut da ba emngesa tuha.
Blessed Wae Brapa!
Flowing from upstream, 
bursting forth upstream; 
with its Fine-branched mokin, 
with its shiny bawa leaves; 
its tall bamboo, 
and radiant trees.
Its opening downstream flows to the ocean, 
its opening downstream flows to the sea; 
the sea becomes one with it, 
the ocean becomes one with it.
While the entire river is called the wae moyang, the farther upstream a person goes, 
the nearer he or she is to the source, which is by the far the most significant part of the 
stream. The source of the wae moyang, the spring where the water comes out of the dry 
earth, is a place of very condensed symbolic transformations. It is where the closed dry earth 
opens and cooling water emerges. It is where the invisible becomes visible, where the visible 
'tips' of a invisible 'root' appear. What better place one might ask to symbolise the 
transformation between dry and wet, dark and light, invisible and visible, closure and 
openness? The importance of these springs and rivers is not just their mythical association 
with noro founders. The springs are a place of transformation, where symbols of productivity 
emerge and flow freely as uninterrupted blessing from moyang.
Other condensed images represent the blessing and values associated with protection. 
The Burn warrior is one such image, an image that Burn men generally try to emulate. Even 
in photographs they manipulate the symbols portraying their protection and consequently their 
'maleness and bravery' (emhana). They can depict their bodies as red and hot through the 
'redness' (meran) of their faces, cloth sashes and headdress. With the proper use of war 
magic, a black fighting cloth (soga platat) tied around their waist and knotted behind them, 
can make them invisible. Black strips of cloth tied onto weapons make them invisible as well. 
But their bodies are not only visibly portrayed as red (hot) and black (potentially invisible), 
they are also implicitly dry and closed. A warrior can be protected from the piercing thrusts 
of his enemies spears and swords by war magic which makes his enemy's weapon’s go astray. 
But even if his enemy's weapons were to strike and penetrate his skin, he would remain dry 
for his body is closed and would not lose any inner liquid (blood). In addition to using the 
proper symbols, a warrior can raise his fist and request of an ancestral epkitan "Osi, 
berkate!" (Great-grandfather [ancestor], bless me!). With the blessing and empowerment of a 
nitu warrior, with the proper use of symbols and of war magic which is knowledge gained and
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contained with much secrecy, a Burn warrior's success is predicated on his protection being 
more powerful than his enemy's protection. When he knows his protection is effective, he 
need not be afraid, and is instead 'brave', the quality of a true warrior.
Another image of protected berkat is the full granary. In fact, a key function of 
granaries is to protect things from loss, for not only is grain stored there, but also bridewealth 
and other valuables. One of the worst possible social offenses is to open and take things from 
someone else's granary and in fact this rarely occurs. Encompassed within the dark inside of 
a granary with its rat-proof pylons, baskets of rice, millet, peanuts and other wealth are 
hidden and dry, protected from loss by humans, rats, and rain. This protected 'source of 
grain' (aga lahin)26 is also the name for Burn inheritance, passed from father to son.
Photograph 21: Full baskets inside the protected granary
26Aga is a generic word for grain, including rice and millet.
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But if the granary, with all its protected wealth, stays forever closed, there is no 
productivity. No seed 'goes down' (toho) for a new planting, no bridewealth exchanged for 
brides. There is thus a need for openness as well as closure, for the blessing of production as 
well as the blessing of protection. Yet when berkat is constructed in terms of this duality, a 
tension arises when people are forced to choose one or the other: to make something open and 
productive or to contain and protect it. With the advantages of a productivity constructed as 
openness, there is also the risk of loss. With protection cum closure, there is no potential for 
out-going production and increase.
This tension is never fully resolved on Burn and yet it is partially dealt with through 
what Weiner (1992) has called, 'the paradox of keeping-while-giving'. In separating 
themselves from their sisters, Burn men become the 'source of life' for their sisters' children 
in another noro and have the right later to claim their sisters' sons as their sons-in-law. In the 
face of the myriad requests that go on in daily village life (borrowing sugar, soap, cassava, 
kerosene, or whatever someone is known to have), people are also confronted with these same 
two choices. They can either hide their sugar, soap, and kerosene, so they are protected from 
losing it through the requests of others, or they can give it away, ensuring that they will later 
be able to ask for something equivalent in return. Yet the choices are two: protect something 
for immediate use or give it away for deferred gain.
CONCLUSION: CELEBRATING THE TRANSMISSION OF LIFE
In many ways this chapter provides the basis for the following chapters in which I 
discuss the vulnerablity of such 'blessing' and how people confront 'difficulty'. Before 
moving on, however, it is appropriate to ask a final question in regard to the material 
presented in this chapter: Why, after all, should people celebrate 'first-tips' (degen)?
One possible answer comes from a functionalist perspective, where it could be argued, 
as is done to explain other feasting situations, that the degen, particularly the garden degen, 
are to redistribute or equalise wealth in society. In this argument, the surplus of some is 
spread around for all. While this equalising effect may be a consequence, it is certainly not a 
conscious motivation for sponsoring a degen. Furthermore, on Burn it is problematic to 
identify exactly when a surplus actually exists. As I observed things, there was never more 
than one degen sponsored in a village in any particular year. Usually several years go by 
without anyone sponsoring a degen, but this is not necessarily because of poor harvests. 
There may indeed be full granaries, but no degen. The motivation then is subjective, not 
based on some quantitative amount of harvest.
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Another response would be to look at the question from a cross-cultural perspective 
and say that in an Austronesian society one would expect to find harvest and house-warming 
festivals. This again may be true, but it does not explain what motivates the men and women 
in a Burn household to sponsor a degen. Festivals or rituals associated with harvest in several 
neighbouring societies appear to be generated by the agricultural cycle itself.27 But on Burn 
not every harvest demands a festival, not even a token festival. Although garden degen are 
harvest festivals, they are not cyclical; they are not mandated by the agricultural cycle.
The decision to sponsor a degen is not made on the basis of having obtained some 
fixed amount of harvest, nor is it dictated by a temporal cycle. Rather, as I have suggested, it 
is a decision based on subjective criteria — the desire to prove there is an unhindered 
transmission of life. Berkona tu berkate is essentially a self-validating concept; it is not 
present until it appears in the form of its anticipated outcome. A degen is thus a declaration 
of blessing, an overt occasion on which every person in the village registers and 
acknowledges the sponsor's 'blessing from the garden' by participating in the consumption of 
it.
What motivates a degen then, be it a garden degen or a house degen, is the vitality 
associated with the transmission of life. Indeed, degen often do occur after difficulty when 
people feel the need for acknowledge blessing. If they have been 'beaten' with difficulty and 
then attain an adequate harvest, it is a chance to declare that vitality is once again present and 
that there are no longer any offences blocking the emergence of blessing. In this sense, a 
degen is revealing the hidden state of relations. The elaborate house degen, celebrated soon 
after our village was established, occurred in the historical context of a 'big death' (enmatan 
haat), where many people had died at the previous village location and the remainder felt 
compelled to move on and found a new village. On this occasion a new house was a time to 
celebrate. It was essential to declare that blessing was once again flowing from its invisible 
sources and to reveal that previous obstacles creating difficulty were no longer present.28 
When children are born, people often sing enga fuka songs in the evening, celebrating the 
successful transmission of life.
But again, these celebrations do not produce blessing. They merely declare its 
presence. Burn people take botanical growth, the flow of life from the root to the tips, for 
granted. Using this botanical model as an epistemological basis for causation, they are not
27Cf. McKinnon 1991:186; Teljeur 1990:87; Visser 1989:Chapter 5; Ellen 1978:165; Pauwels 1990a.
28Valeri (1990a:72) has described a Huaulu (Seram) kahua feast as a performance not just a celebration. The 
same is true of Buru degen. People are not only celebrating life and growth, they are proving the vitality of their 
relationships with sources of life.
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concerned with performing periodic rituals to cause things like food or children to grow. 
Rather, they are concerned with avoiding, discerning, and dealing with blockages to the 
anticipated How of life. This means little is really required to obtain 'prosperity and 
blessing’. But as I discuss next, much is required to avoid and transform the ’difficulties' that 
may block it.
Photograph 22: Celebrating with enga fuka in the evening
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Chapter Eight
Sustaining Prosperity by Avoiding Difficulty
Much of Burn social life concerns avoidance. This becomes evident from merely 
listening to verbal interaction within the village, where people remind each other daily not to 
do this or not to do that. The actions to be avoided are numerous and the reasons why they 
are to be avoided most often go unexpressed, creating an initial impression for an outsider that 
Burn taboos are as disconnected as they are prolific. Native commentary on these taboos is 
easily forthcoming, but, as I soon found out, it is essentially limited to people's description of 
the particular 'punishment' (baut) that will occur if they ignore or 'jump over' (tinggao) a 
taboo. My attempts to encourage a more in-depth exegesis about why people were obliged to 
follow these taboos repeatedly brought puzzled looks to people's faces. To them the reason 
was simple and self-evident: "Because we are afraid (tu kam emtako dii)." Without further 
explanation, I initially continued to record what seemed like increasingly disparate taboos as I 
became aware of them.
Moving beyond my early incomprehension, this chapter unfolds an analysis 
explicating the cogency of Burn taboos. Like other aspects of social life these avoidances are 
based on the fundamental Burn notion that consequences result from causal actions, a logic 
often expressed as 'tips' coming from 'roots'. Desiring the good consequences called 
blessing, people are concerned with identifying and avoiding actions that produce bad 
consequences. Constructed this way, Burn taboos are a continually updated inventory of 
actions whose results have been evaluated as undesirable. The implicit premise of a taboo can 
thus be stated as:
If you do action X [in a given context], bad consequence Y will happen.
Such a premise allows for considerable variation and complexity to taboos. Actions 
can vary, the relevant contexts vary, and the bad consequences can vary. Most often 
however, bad consequences register as effects on human bodies. This may not necessarily be 
the body of the actual agent. He or she may become ill or suffer misfortune, but it is equally 
possible the 'punishment' will affect some other member of his or her family. In the next 
chapter I describe how Burn people in such situations seek to identify and deal with the 
specific cause, the 'source' of the sickness or misfortune, in order to restore prosperity. Here 
I discuss how they are equally concerned with avoiding actions which result in difficulty and
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obstruct the flow of blessing necessary for life. In claiming this common motivation, I am 
not, however, claiming a single explanation for Burn taboos. Indeed, these taboos arise in 
various social and symbolic contexts. Accordingly, this chapter is divided into sections 
describing a variety of differently constructed avoidances.
AVOIDING THINGS CATEGORISED AS KOIT
Avoidance is associated with things referred to as koit, a word applied to several Buru 
categories. In certain contexts people translate the verbal root of this word (koi) into Malay as 
hormat ('to respect someone or something').1 As an adjective derived from this root, koit can 
initially be glossed as 'something to be respected.' While particular behaviour indicating 
respect varies from society to society, respect always involves the establishment and 
maintenance of an appropriate relationship between two subjects. Respect, as action 
appropriate to a relationship, is thus crucial on Buru where enacting social relations can result 
in either blessing or disaster. To avoid the latter, people seek to ensure actions are 
appropriate to relational contexts by prescribing a great deal of respectful behaviour. Yet this 
behaviour is not defined in positive terms (Do X to show respect) such as "courtesy to the 
queen" or "salute the general." In relations requiring social differentiation and distance, 
respect on Buru is externalised by separation in avoiding actions that imply familiarity, 
intimacy or equality. Respect is thus defined in negative terms (Do not do X [actions 
suggesting familiarity]) and becomes conflated with avoidance and taboo. A thing categorised 
as koit can equally be seen then as something requiring respect, social distance and avoidance.
The numerous things categorised as koit include 'koit people' (geb.koit), 'koit places' 
(net.koit), 'koit things' (ii koit), 'koit language, words, or voice' (li.koit), and a 'koit period of 
the day' (torowahe koit). Although the avoidances associated with these categories are diverse 
and reasons for the avoidances are rarely made explicit, I argue there is a premise common to 
them all — the need to display respect in relations involving precedence. I consider each kind 
of koit category in turn.
Koit PEOPLE
Similar to the much discussed and 'tantalising' Trobriand word tabu (Leach 1971), the 
Buru word koit is also used to refer to people (geb.koit), not denoting a kinship category per 
se, but a more general category relevant to various kin relations. In the Buru case it is 
specific affinal relations which are considered koit. Because it is important to understand
1 As in the sentence ana.newet ep-koi nak mem.lahin, 'a living-child [ZC] should respect his root-uncle [MB].
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these koit relations in the context of other affinal relations, I list the Buru affinal categories 
below.
kete ('parent-in-law')
anyone ego's spouse calls ama (F) or ina (M) 
ego calls ama kete or ina kete respectively
Male speaking: fin.haa W
wali/dawe WB/ZH
kai fina eBW/WeZ
wai fina yBW/WyZ
beta WBW
Female speaking: geb.haa H
kakan HZ/BW
kai emhana eZH/HeB
wai emhana yZH/HyB
bela HZH
A spouse of anyone ego calls anat (C) is 
either emsawan (DH) or fina emsawan (SW)
Figure 29: Affinal kin terms
Koit people are a subset of these affines, always determined in reference to a specific 
male or female ego. Taboos associated with these people are complex and require detailed 
examination. I begin by listing the koit relations.
People who are koit to a man: WF, WM
yBW, WBW
SW
People who are koit to a woman: HF, HM
H, HZ, HeBW, HeB, HZH
DH
Figure 30: People categorised as koit
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VVBW
Figure 31: People categorised as koit to a male ego
HZHHeBW
Figure 32: People categorised as koit to a female ego
Because of the classificatory nature of Burn kinship, it is important to point out the 
incongruity between idealised kinship diagrams and reality. One relation diagramed in the 
figures above often represents numerous individuals in actual life. A woman must avoid not 
only her husband's lineal 'elder brothers', she must avoid every male classed as elder to her 
husband within his house-circle and noro. Similarly, it is not only a wife's birth father who is 
koit, it is all of her collateral 'fathers' are as well. One man with two wives commented, "I 
have so many koit people, I do not even know them all."
As the figures indicate, only particular affines are considered koit. In some instances a 
certain affinal category always denotes a koit person. In other cases only certain relations
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within a given kin category are considered koit. As an example of the first instance, any man 
referred to as ama kete ('father-in-law') is always koit (to either a male or female ego). Yet, 
as an example of the second instance, not every woman referred to as a wai fina is koit to a 
man, only his wai fina who is his younger brother's wife. His wai fina who is his wife's 
younger sister is not koit at all. She is someone whom he 'reciprocally teases' (seduk saro) in 
a sexually suggestive manner as he may with all his wife's sisters, not only those younger than 
his wife but those elder as well (his kai fina). The same is true for women. A woman's kai 
emhana who is her husband's elder brother is koit, but not her kai emhana who is her elder 
sister's husband. A woman's kakan who is her HZ is koit, but her kakan who is her BW is 
not. This means that the criteria for being a koit person is not solely based on affinity nor on 
particular affinal categories.
I suggest that what makes certain affines 'koit people' and other affines not, is 
precedence. The general principle is that koit people are one's affines having a structurally 
prior relation to one's spouse. However, further complexity is created through gender. To 
explain this, I begin by dividing koit relations into those which are reciprocal and those which 
are not.
VVBW <-> HZHHeB <-> vBW
Figure 33: Reciprocal koit relations
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koit H
koit
H eB W
Figure 34: Non-reciprocal koit relations
The above figure shows there is a correlation between the reciprocal versus non­
reciprocal nature of the relation and the cross-sex versus same-sex nature of the relation. All 
of the reciprocal koit relations are cross-sex relations. Furthermore, every same-sex relation 
involving a koit person is a non-reciprocal relation. A man's father-in-law is koit to him, but 
he is not koit to his father-in-law. A woman's mother-in-law, her husband's sister, and her 
husband's elder brother's wife are all koit to the woman but she is not reciprocally koit to 
them.
The one non-reciprocal koit relation that involves a cross-sex relation rather than a 
same sex relation is between husband and wife. While this relation implies a male and a 
female, drawn as a triangle and a circle on kinship charts, the Burn husband/wife relation 
involves the fusion of two separate identities into a single social identity. The Burn couple is 
thus a complementary unit with two potential configurations: 1) a single androgynous2
composite of fused or undifferentiated gender, or 2) two entities separated as male and female. 
This feature of the husband/wife relation is reflected in various ways. First, the structural 
unity of a husband and wife can be seen in the kinship terminology used to refer to each 
spouse's same-sex siblings. A woman, for example, refers to her husband's elder (kai) and 
younger (wai) same-sex siblings as her 'male elder same-sex siblings'(kai emhana) and 'male 
younger same-sex siblings' (wai emhana). Her point of reference for determining precedence 
in these relations is always the same as her husband's. Same-sex siblings elder to him are 
elder to her, those younger to him are younger to her. The same thing occurs in the terms a 
man uses to refer to his wife's same-sex siblings. They are his 'female elder same-sex
2In using the term androgynous I mean a unit which can be decomposed into male and female parts.
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siblings' (kai fina) and 'female younger same-sex siblings' (wai final. This unified structural 
position of a husband and wife is illustrated below:
kai - to H
kai emhana - to W
wai - to H 
wai emhana 
- to W
kai - to W 
kai fina - to H
wai - to W 
wai fina - to H
Figure 35: Structural unity of husband/wife as reflected in affinal kin terms
Secondly, the composite yet single social identity of husband and wife is also reflected 
when a woman is pregnant in that her husband is also referred to as a 'pregnant person' (geba 
egalit). It is very relevant that neither gender nor singular-plural distinctions are being 
indicated in this phrase by the word geba.3 What is indicated is that a 'person-unit' - 
potentially divisible and potentially gendered - is in the state of 'being pregnant’. 4This 
conjoining of husband and wife into a single social identity further correlates with Burn 
notions about the fusion of male and female 'liquid' (waen) in the creation of new life. Burn 
people explain conception as occurring when 'two bloods become one' (raha rua ep-sia-n) and 
form the embryo, a 'blood stone' (rah.fatu).
As a structurally androgynous composite undifferentiated by gender, a husband/wife 
relationship is thus internally differentiated like other Burn same-sex relations — on the basis 
of precedence. The husband, who was in the house-circle and noro first, is referred to as the 
'elder same-sex sibling' (kai) of his wife. It is thus due to his precedence as kai that a wife 
considers her husband a koit person.
But not only is her husband koit, all his seniors (HF, HM, HeB) are koit to a woman. 
Because of the composite nature of a couple, her HeBW also has the same seniority as her 
HeB and is therefore another koit person to her (regardless of their actual age difference or the 
timing of their marriages). Although there is no precedence indicated within the terminology 
of a brother/sister relation, a relation with a brother or sister is considered prior to an 
individual's relation with a husband or wife. Thus, a woman's HZ's has a prior relation to 
the woman's husband (as sister) and so she (HZ) is also a koit person. In addition, the
3Plurality can be unambiguously indicated through the addition of the plural enclitic -ro (geba-ro), but the lack of 
the plural marker does not preclude plurality.
4However, when people talk about intersexual avoidances (discussed in the next section) gender becomes 
important. In those cases they are specifically concerned with fina egalit (pregnant woman or women), not geba 
egalit (pregnant person or persons).
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reciprocal bela relation (HZH/WBW), which people stress as being very koit, is predicted on 
the prior existence of B/Z relations.
Saying that all a woman's affines with structural precedence are koit to her explains 
many (HF, HM, H, HeB, HeBW, HZ, HZH), but not all, of the relations between koit 
people. Gender also plays a role. When gender is differentiated, (cross-sex) koit relations are 
reciprocal. When there is no gender differentiation, (same-sex) koit relations are non­
reciprocal and based only on precedence. Precedence in same-sex koit relations is indicated in 
the figure below with a number one [1] marking the prior relation.
[ fem ale  ego —> H M  ][ m ale  ego
[ fem ale  ego —» H Z  ] [ fem ale ego —> H eB W  J
Figure 36: Precedence in same-sex koit relationships
The role of gender in these relations will become evident shortly when discussing the 
distribution of taboos involving koit affines. Before doing that, however, it is necessary to 
consider briefly the affines who are not 'koit' people. A relation which contrasts with the koit 
HeB/yBW relation is the HyB/eBW relation. Although the latter is a cross-sex affinal 
relation, it is not a koit relation because a woman's HyB does not have a relation of structural 
precedence to her husband. He is, after all, a wai ('younger same-sex sibling').
It is still necessary to explore some apparent inconsistencies in the system and ask why 
a woman and her HeB are in a reciprocal koit relation, while a man and his WeZ are not in a 
koit relation at all, but in a relation which allows a good deal of sexual banter and teasing. Or 
why a woman's HZ is koit, but a man's WB is not. I suggest that the difference here, which 
results in a greater number of koit affines for women than men, is a consequence of the 
principle that upon marriage 'brothers stay while sisters leave' their natal house-circle and 
noro. Because a woman (rather than a man) joins her spouse's noro and house-circle, she
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assumes a structural position within her husband's generation based on his position of intra- 
generational relative age. The nature of her relationship with her husband's siblings is 
consequently always defined in terms of their joint precedence. A man, on the other hand, 
never comes to belong to his wife's house-circle and generation as she does to his. 
Consequently, the nature of his relationship with her siblings is predicated on a difference of 
gender (being their sister's husband) rather than of precedence. Although he never forgets the 
inter-generational precedence ('root'> 'tip') of his wife's parents as koit people, a man's 
relation with his wife's siblings is not based on precedence and therefore none of them are 
koit.
Now to consider the actual taboos concerning koit people. There are two major 
avoidances, which I label name avoidance and contact avoidance. The most common 
avoidance is name avoidance, a ban on speaking the name of a person considered koit to ego. 
This avoidance applies in every koit relation, although according to some people, a man has 
the right to say his daughter-in-law's name because he 'bought' her, a point I will return to 
shortly. For all other koit relations, name avoidance is a basic taboo.
If this only required one to avoid saying a koit person's name, things would be 
relatively easy, but people must also avoid saying anything 'close' (brangin) to a koit person's 
name. They must 'avoid names' (emolik ngaan) as well as 'avoid name similarities' {emolik 
ngaan ohin). To illustrate this taboo, I list some of the ways it affected a single individual, a 
particular married woman. She could not say the word tangi, 'cry', because it was like the 
name of one of her fathers-in-law. Instead of comforting her children by saying "Don’t cry" 
she had to say "bara pelbingu", 'don't be confused'. Neither could she say the name of a 
jungle palm, (eslait), for that was like another father-in-law's name. Nor could she say natu 
ratu, 'chicken’s comb', for that was too close to one of her husband's elder brothers called 
Atu. Nor could she say nakan ('jackfruit') which was also near the name of one of her 
husband's other fathers. If she wanted to eat jackfruit she would have to say "let's eat some 
sticky fruit'. Of course I only learned half of this from the woman herself as she could not 
say the names or the name similarities. She was dependent on her kakan, her husband's 
sister, to tell me the names and the name similarities. For the kakan these men were 'fathers' 
and 'brothers', not koit people.
As Burn people explain things, name avoidance is one reason teknonyms are so 
common in that they provide a way to avoid saying a koit person's name. Certain Burn 
teknonyms are referred to generically as tahin-tina and tahin-tama, the name given 
respectively to a mother and father based on the name of their first child (male or female). 
For example, after a first child called Serli is named, people begin to call the parents Serli-tina
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(Serli's mother) or Serli-tama (Serli's father). Even if the first child dies, the parents' tahin- 
tina and tahin-tama continue to be based on that child's name, although people may use the 
teknonyms less frequently.5 There is no ritual or event to mark the time when these names 
are bestowed on parents, others simply begin to use them to refer to new parents as the name 
of their first child becomes known in the community.
Yet name avoidance mechanisms are not completely dependent on parenthood. A 
married man can be referred to as Msa X, 'son-in-law (emsawan) of noro X', in reference to 
his wife's natal noro, as in Msa Mual (son-in-law of Mual [noro]), Msa Masbait (son-in-law 
of Masbait [noro]) and so on. If in one location there are numerous sons-in-law from the 
same noro, the name can be made more specific by referring to a man as son-in-law of noro X 
from place Y. Similarly, women are often referred to by their natal noro as Mhuka X, 
'maiden of noro X', as in the way a maiden of the Geb.Hain noro would be called Mhuka 
Hain. Along with the use of 'nicknames' 6 and titles,7 people have various strategies for 
referring to individuals without ever needing to say their actual name.
I use the shorthand of contact avoidance in contradistinction to name avoidance as a 
label for other avoidances which are concerned with the physical separation of koit people. 
These avoidances specifically include: never pass in front of a koit person's face, never cast 
your shadow on them, never eat with them. The avoidances are even more intensified in 
regards to a female ego and her ama kete (HF), kai emhana (HeB) and bela (HZH). Not only 
must she avoid contact with these koit people, she must not consume any vegetables they pick, 
any tubers they dig, any trail food (lafat) they carry, any water they carry, or anything cooked 
in water they have carried. She can, however, eat meat that they catch. I return to these 
points shortly, but it is necessary first to step back and look at the way Burn people 
consistently talk categorically about the distribution of these behavioural taboos:
5Because of polygamy and frequent remarriage after the death of a spouse, in some cases a husband and wife may 
have tahin-tama or tahin-tina based on different children. In one case a widow who already had children (and a 
tahin-tina) married a bachelor and also took the name o f the first child with her second husband as a tahin-tina 
symmetrical to her new husband’s tahin-tama (Ocetina and Ocetama). However, as she told me, it was not 
because she decided to do this. It was because a younger female affine who had to avoid her first tahin-tina (the 
child's name on which it was based was too close to a koit person's name) began to call her Ocetina instead, 
which was a name she could say. The name stuck and soon others were using it as well.
6Such as 'left hand' (Fah.Bali), 'youngest person' (Geba Hena or Malay bongso), or a person's fam name.
7Such as 'Father Big Man' (Ama Geb.haa), 'Father Village' (Ama Kampung), porwisi [political title, second after 
raja], 'Father raja' (Ama Raja).
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A man must avoid saying the name of his: 
A man must avoid contact with his:
WF, WM, yBW, WBW 
WM, yBW, WBW
A woman must avoid saying the name of her: HF, HM, H, HZ, HeBW, HeB, HZH, DH
A woman must avoid contact with her: HF, HeB, HZH.
Figure 37: Distribution of taboos regarding koit people
The distribution of these avoidances again corresponds to non-reciprocal same-sex koit 
relations and reciprocal cross-sex koit relations. In the husband/wife relation and other same- 
sex koit relations which are non-reciprocal — only one party is koit to the other, and the 
junior party is required to show respect by not speaking the koit person's name. Thus a wife 
'places respect or adat' (tahu adat) toward her husband by avoiding his name.8 In 
recognising the precedence of other women in her husband's house-circle, a woman also 
avoids saying the name of her HM, HZ and HeBW.9 This requirement of name avoidance 
also applies to men who do not say their father-in-law's name. In all these koit relations 
where gender is undifferentiated, name avoidance is the only taboo evoked.
In the reciprocal cross-sex koit relations where both parties are considered koit to the 
other, the taboos include both name avoidance and contact avoidance. While name avoidance 
is to be enacted asymmetrically by only one party in a relation, the separation necessary for 
contact avoidance must be enacted by both parties. Consequently, cross-sex koit relations are 
necessarily reciprocal because the relation is not only constructed in terms of distinguishing 
precedence but also in terms of separating gendered identities. Thus, physical closeness and 
eating together, with all their connotations of sexual intimacy and a conjoining of gender, 
must be avoided to maintain these distinctions. It is also necessary to avoid inappropriately 
gendered actions in these relations. If koit male affines collect vegetables, dig tubers, carry 
trail food or water — generally considered female activities — a woman must not consume 
the products of their actions. It is perfectly acceptable, however, for her to consume these 
things if the actions are performed by her brother or her husband's younger brother, for they 
are not koit people to her. On the other hand, hunting — a typically male activity — 
produces meat, and a woman can consume meat obtained by the actions of koit male affines.
8Women often gave a reason for why they should not say their husband's name: "Because he bought me." They 
were not implying they had been purchased like a commodity, but that it was his transaction that brought them 
into his house-circle. On the temporal criterion of precedence, they are necessarily 'after' or 'younger' than their 
husband.
9This does not necessarily mean they are older in years. They occupy a structural position of precedence.
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Same Sex (non-reciprocal) Avoid Name Avoid Contact
m -  WF + —
f HM + —
f HZ + —
f HeBW + —
Cross Sex (non-reciprocal) Avoid Name Avoid Contact
f -» H + —
Cross Sex (reciprocal) Avoid Name Avoid Contact
m r  WM + +
l 1 *
f L D H  J + +
m r  yBW + +
t 1 *
f i- HeB -l + +
m r  WBW-, + +
* 1 *
f L- HZH -1 + +
m r  SW + +
t 1 *
f L- HF -l + +
Figure 38: Taboos and reciprocal versus non-reciprocal koit relations
In summary, the basis for categorising people as koit is that they are an affine with a 
structurally prior relation to one's spouse. In addition, when gender is differentiated in the 
relation, the relation is reciprocally koit. On the ground, this means that when a relation is 
not differentiated by gender (same-sex relations, and the husband/wife relationship as a same- 
sex relation), the koit relation is asymmetric and ego must display respect for his or her 
affine's precedence by avoiding their name. When a koit relation is a cross-sex relation, it is 
reciprocal and both parties maintain their distinctiveness through mutual name and contact 
avoidance. The one case where some people said a father-in-law could say his daughter-in- 
law's name reflects his precedence in their relationship. But because of the cross-sex relation, 
he must follow the contact avoidances in his relationship with his daughter-in-law. Koit 
people are significant not because they are powerful, dangerous, or contaminating, but 
because Burn social relations, including affinal koit relations, must be maintained through 
appropriate action and separation. Danger comes with indiscriminate action which 'forgets'
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the precedence of senior affines and negatively affects the relationship. Action that forgets to 
'place adaf in these relationships can result in bad consequences and blocked prosperity.
Koit versus dape: constructing difference in social relations
Labelling things set apart and revered, the Burn koit category resembles Dürkheim's 
distinction of the sacred. There is further similarity in that Dürkheim contrasted the sacred to 
the non-sacred or profane just as koit is contrasted to things which are non-koit, referred to as 
dape. Although Dürkheim developed these ideas to explain religious phenomenon and 
although 'profane' is not at all an adequate translation of dape, the notion of profane reflects 
the way in which dape contrasts with the set-apartness and reverence of things classed as koit.
The word dape can mean 'familiar, easy, intimate, or relaxed' and is used in 
numerous contexts on Burn. Certain trails through the jungle are said to be 'easy' (dape) in 
contrast to much more arduous trails. The Burn language, we were often assured, was 'easy' 
(dape) to speak (and consequently we would learn to speak it quickly). Someone who is not 
classed as a koit person is a dape person (geb.dape) with whom the numerous avoidance 
behaviours prescribed to prevent the assertion of familiarity, intimacy, or licence with 
geb.koit are not required. The ease of relations with a dape person in contrast to the 
burdensome nature of relations with a koit person became very apparent one day when two 
women were telling me about the strict avoidances required of bela (WBW/HZH). However, 
where there are symmetrical marriages, the spouses of a brother and sister are not bela, but 
brother and sister. In referring to one particular man who was her HZH one of the women 
said with great delight, "Oh, he is not my bela, he is my brother". Her delight was not just 
because it was possible to find an alternate means of reckoning the kinship relation, but 
because the nature of the relation was constructed so very differently. The two of them came 
from the same noro so even as her HZH, he was her brother, a geb.dape not a geb.koit. 
Their relation was easy and familiar, not requiring the burden of separation.10
Figure 39: Brother and sister, not bela
10This also reflects the inalienable nature of the brother/sister relation including the inalienability of their 
'intimacy'. This relation cannot become koit.
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Transforming koit to dape
While koit relations are created when people of different noro marry, there are 
occasions when certain aspects of koit-ness can be made dape. These transformations occur 
through ritual, often very simple rituals. When people describe these rituals they use the 
word dape as a verb, saying they dape this or dape that, so there is no longer any 'obstacle' 
(halangan) or separation required. One instance of this is when a woman first arrives in her 
husband's house as a new bride. Before she uses the 'things' (iyero) of her senior female 
affines (her HM, HeBW, HZ), particularly their kitchen and household utensils, or before 
they cook for her, she must individually give them a sarong or other piece of cloth 'to dape 
their things' (dape nun iyero). Once she has done this, she can use her mother-in-law's and 
sister-in-laws' things without the action being construed as inappropriate. Another thing a 
new bride has to dape is her own head (dape olon) before she can ask any of her elder sisters- 
in-law (HZ, HeBW) to comb and pick nits from her hair (sisu olon) .11 To do this she gives 
her sister-in-law a ring or bracelet. If a bride does not give such a gift and fails to dape her 
head before her sister-in-law combs her hair, the punishment or bad consequences will be that 
her own hair falls out. In giving these gifts of cloth and jewellery, a bride is not transforming 
these women from koit people to dape people. They are still koit to her; she still may not say 
their names. What she has done is paid for the licence of specific intimacies — using their 
things and having her hair combed. In paying to transform these specific actions from koit to 
dape, she has also transformed the consequences of those actions.
Another thing people can dape is the name of geb.koit (dape ngaan) .12 People do not 
do this impulsively, but only when it is decided that the name of a koit person is close to 
frequently used words which are too difficult to avoid saying. A person can dape the name of 
an elder affine by giving them money, dishes, or clothing. One man described how he 
eventually decided to dape the name of one of his fathers-in-law. The name of the man (his 
WFB) was Safoit (he would not say the actual name, he had his wife tell me). His problem, 
however, was because of its closeness to Safoit, he could never say the word foi, bathe, a 
word necessary for everyday life. To avoid the difficulty, the next time he went to this father- 
in-law's village, he presented his father-in-law with two large ceramic bowls saying "I am 
buying your name." (Ya safe kae ngaam). He still would not say the name Safoit, but he 
could at least say the common word foi.
^W om en told me they would not ask their husband's mother to do this, only his sister.
12I am only aware o f men doing this with their father-in-law's name, although it may also happen in other 
relations.
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When people pay for the licence of using kitchen utensils and names, they are relating 
as juniors to same-sex senior affines (a bride with her HM, HeBW, HZ, a man with his WF).
I am not aware, however, of any similar payments to temper the avoidance and separation 
demanded in the case of cross-sex koit relations. As reciprocal geb.koit, they must always 
follow the mutual avoidances. Yet for such a man and woman there is an occasion when a 
very serious ritual can be performed to transform their entire relation from koit to dape: 
when they want to marry each other.
Widows (falu) are significant in Burn social life, and perhaps were even more so in the 
past when young brides where given as second and third wives to older men who soon died 
and left behind young widows. Since it is the house-circle that 'pays compensation for’ (safe) 
a bride, a widow can remarry someone else within her deceased husband's house-circle 
without any further marriage negotiations or bridewealth transactions.13 It is particularly easy 
if she marries her deceased husband's younger brother because the two of them are dape and 
not koit to each other. The only requirement for such a marriage is the ritual needed for the 
remarriage of any widow, a ritual called mut.herat, meaning 'the debt to herat' . 14 This ritual 
is done to inform and show respect to the nitu of the dead husband (geb.haa nitu), to ensure 
that he does not become angry and later 'cause people to be sick' (pempei geba), or cause 
other problems such as miscarriage, stillbirth, breech birth and other bad positions of the 
infant at birth. The ritual involves the sacrifice of a pig called the 'pig for the debt to herat' 
(fafu mut.herat) for the dead husband's nitu. Some men's clothing is also purchased and (all 
or a representative portion) placed at the dead husband's grave for several days, after which it 
can be retrieved and used. This clothing is called 'forgiveness clothes' (elwani eslaut) or 
clothes for the debt to herat' (elwani mut.herat). A parallel ritual is done when a man 
remarries after his wife has died, to 'ask forgiveness of the dead woman' (eslauk 
anafin.matat). Thus, the remarriage of any widow or widower includes the acknowledgement 
and payment of a 'debt to herat', so there will be no trouble later on in the relationship with 
the nitu of the dead spouse.
But when geb.koit are to marry each other, an additional ritual must be carried out to 
make them dape (dape geb koit). This must be done for the marriage of a widow to her dead 
husband's elder brother, the marriage of two bela (HZHAVBW), or the marriage of a woman 
to a man classed as her son-in-law or father-in-law.15 I was told that each of these marriages
13This is often something women desire, because they can stay with their children who belong to their deceased 
husband's house-circle.
14Herat is the place name for the location of dead souls (nitu).
15I recorded several cases where widows married classificatory sons, but this needs no ritual because mothers and 
sons are geb.dape not geb.koit.
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has its own adat, and yet I was only ever told details about the marriage of a former kai 
emhana (HeB) and a wai fina (yBW) which one man had seen done when he was young. A 
mat had been placed over the entrance of the house, blocking the doorway. The man was on 
the outside of the house with some elders of the house-circle and the woman was on the inside 
with others. Slashing the mat with a 'sword which cuts open the door' (kat.ka sasa suba), 
the man and those outside came into the house and placed the sword on a table in the front 
room along with the clothes and the head of the sacrificial pig for the 'debt to herat'. The 
difference between the remarriage of two dape people and the remarriage of two koit people 
in this instance was the sword that slashed open the blocked door, removing the separation 
and obstacle between the two koit people, making them dape and allowing them to marry.
Net . koit
Beside people (geb.koit), another thing labelled as koit is places (net.koit).16 Again, 
people immediately talk of these places in terms of avoidance, although it is not that the places 
have to be avoided, but that when people are at these places, certain avoidances must be 
observed. The 'koit places' on the island are numerous, of various sizes and have varied 
taboos. As people frequently comment, there are "many different places, each has its own 
taboo" (neten-neten tu nake koin) .17 This often means that to walk through the jungle to go 
to the garden, to go to a different village, to go hunting, or even just to collect firewood, 
individuals need to know a variety of taboos associated with numerous places.
People often talk about these places to instruct their children (as well as outsiders) and 
to remind themselves how to act in these places. Like the taboos, the 'punishments' for 
'stepping over' them also vary. They can be 'big' or 'small' and people may 'carry the 
punishment on their backs' (wada baut) until they die or their children die. There are often 
conventionalised ways to get around a taboo, ways to accomplish the same objective while 
avoiding the undesired behaviour, and this is particularly so with taboo places. The general 
pattern for talking about 'taboo places' is to state the place and the taboo, then the 
punishment, and then finally, what to do instead. For example, when people talk about a 
taboo place at a stream called Wae Gogon they say, "The taboo of that place is that we cannot 
say 'mosquito' (senget) or 'the biting thing' (inhadat) .18 The punishment for 'jumping over' 
this taboo is that mosquitos will bite us and we will not be able to sleep. Instead of saying
^From  neten ('place').
17In this case koi is nominalised with the genitive marker -n indicating that it is the koi inherently associated with 
the neten, the place. (Similar to saying in Indonesian 'taboo-nya').
18Both senget and inhadat are taboo-generated avoidance terms for mosquito and are fully assimilated into 
different dialects (C.Grimes 1991:35 and Grimes and Maryott, in press).
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mosquito' at Wae Gogon, say 'young girl' (anafina emhuka)." Another example is at the 
lake in the centre of the island. It is taboo to say the word emhein 'wave' there, for if it is 
spoken, waves will come up and anyone out on the lake in a canoe will drown. Instead of 
saying emhein there, people should say ahut to refer to waves. Some places have non- 
linguistic taboos as well as linguistic ones. To cross the Wae Fakal stream, a person must not 
wear a hat. The punishment for doing so: great wind, rain, and floods. While people may 
collect water, bathe, wash clothes and dishes at Wae Fakal, children are not permitted to play 
there.
The largest taboo place on Burn is called Garan, an area between the lake in the centre 
of the island and the north coast in the vicinity of the Wae Nibe River. There are no villages 
in this area and it requires two days to walk from one side to the other. People who live 
around the lake must pass through this area to get to the north coast. Its taboo: do not speak 
the Burn language. The punishment: disaster will strike; wind and heavy rain will come, 
sickness will break out. Flow to avoid the taboo: instead of speaking the Burn language, 
speak the Garan language (Li Garan).
BURU
Garan area
Kak Pala Madat
2735m.
AMBELAU
10 15 20 25 30
KILOMETRES
Map 14: Garan Area
The phenomenon of a taboo language' on Buru was noted by a colonial official in 
1933 (Jansen 1933). Linguistic and social aspects of this 'language' have been discussed by
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C. Grimes (1991:40-42; also Grimes and Maryott, in press), including the effect of this and 
other localised taboos on dialect variation. He notes that technically Li Garan is neither a 
dialect of Burn nor a separate language. It can be considered a special speech register 
developed entirely around taboo:
The syntax of Li Garan is the same as that of the Burn language. In looking at the 
lexicon, one can generalise that content words (such as nouns and verbs) tend to have a 
very general Li Garan term substituting for both generic and specific terms in the 
common Burn register. Functors (such as prepositions, deictics, aspect markers, 
verbal auxiliaries, pronouns, numerals, discourse markers) tend to be the same in the 
two registers.
People who live around the Garan area teach their children to speak this language from the 
time they are very small so that when they are in Garan they will already know it. To speak 
Li Garan is greatly valued, and people also use it as a secret language when they are not in 
Garan. The relevant point here is that Li Garan functions like other Burn taboo behaviour: it 
is a way to get around a taboo. As Burn people are quick to point out, it is not that people 
must speak Li Garan only in Garan, nor that they can only speak Li Garan in Garan. People 
can speak Li Garan wherever they like. And as we were often assured, if you are in Garan 
and do not know Li Garan, you may speak Malay, English, Chinese or whatever language you 
please as long as you do not speak the Burn language. That is the taboo of the place.
The question to ask not only about Garan, but about all koit places, is why? Why are 
so many different avoidances required at different places? I suggest that it is once again 
because actions need to be appropriate to relations constructed in terms of precedence, but this 
time with beings in the invisible world. According to Burn cosmogony, visible beings 
(humans) and certain invisible beings (spirits) have commonalities and both are referred to as 
geba. 19 These two kinds of 'creatures' came into being through the supra-human noro 
founders who are said to have given 'many births'. Those born first were the geba who 
eventually 'returned to the darkness' (oli di reden) and became invisible agents,20 while 
subsequent births resulted in geba Tike us' I was told, visible human beings. What is clear 
from these stories is that in the temporal sequencing, spirit geba came before human geba. 
This cosmogony constructs a relationship between spirit and human geba on the basis of 
precedence. In this case, precedence belongs to the 'senior' spirit geba created before the 
'junior' human geba.
19In most contexts I translate geba as 'human' or 'person' but it also includes some non-human spirit beings. The 
most common Malay translation o f geba is orang.
20Other generic names for these spirits are jingi and setan, two Arabic terms also used frequently in Malay (see 
Chapter 3).
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But what does this have to do with koit places? Because they are invisible, these 
spirits are known through place. As a consequence, the actions of junior humans in relation 
to these elder spirits is also dependent on place. The places of certain spirits called 'masters 
of the place' (geba neten tobon) are especially important because they are considered to be 
the 'owner or master' (duan) of the wild animals in their domain. Hunters must not only 
show respect and sometimes offer prayers to them for game, they must also take care not to 
offend them. In some places hunters do not say the name of the animal they are hunting, so 
the spirit owner of the animals at that place is not aware of their intent. This creates one 
motivation for the prolific taboos associated with hunting, which are always restricted to a 
certain locale: "In such-and-such a place do not say 'pig'. If you do, you will not catch a 
pig." Around the trees in the jungle which are considered to be the 'houses' of the 'lords of 
the place' it is important to be quiet so as to not annoy them or make them aware of one's 
presence. Walking near these places in the jungle, parents are always reminding their children 
in forceful whispers 'Don't be loud, it's taboo' (Bara hean moo, tu koin). The goal is to 
maintain separation and avoid offence by acting in a way appropriate to this relationship with 
'senior' spirits at koit places. This means not forgetting the avoidances that cause bad 
consequences.
KOIT TIMES
In constructing places as koit, place is a metonym for spirits who inhabit an area and 
are cosmogenically senior to humans. Spirits are also associated with a particular time — the 
koit hour (towahe koit) around dusk.21 This hour signals the arrival of night and is the 
beginning of the Burn 24-hour cycle (beton). It is at this time of darkness that invisible spirits 
become active and move around, with only their eyes visible as flitting fireflies.22 The 
avoidances associated with the period in the early evening particularly concern noise. There 
should be quietness in the village so as to not draw the attention of the spirits. Noisy children 
playing outside are always told to come inside the house.
What is of concern both at koit places and during the koit time is the maintenance of 
proper relations. Like other Burn koit relations established on precedence, relations with 
invisible spirits must be properly maintained through action. Again, actions inappropriate to 
the relation can result in disastrous consequences. In seeking the cause or 'root' (lahin) of an 
illness, the past actions of the individual and his or her relatives at all known taboo places and 
during the taboo hour is reviewed to discern if actions were performed which were
21The word tow ahe refers to a time period within a day, and is now usually equated to an hour, Malay jam. 
22Fireflies are referred to as setan raman 'spirit eyes'.
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inappropriate in relation to the spirits. If so, the situation can be rectified through prayers and 
requests for forgiveness similar to the way people re-establish proper relations between 
themselves. So in both the visible and the invisible Burn worlds, relations of precedence are 
properly revealed and enacted through avoidance. Forgetting the avoidances can jeopardise 
the relationship and result in misfortune.
KOIT THINGS
Koit things (ii koit) are heirlooms and objects belonging to a noro which authenticate 
and confirm its past. These include various objects of a noro's history such as ruling staffs 
given by the Dutch, knives, swords, and ruling sashes. People use these objects to 
authenticate their own identity, but they do not need to interact continually with them. The 
koit things I saw of one noro were stored in a large tin (bleke)23 hanging from the highest 
rafters of a house waiting to be transferred to the noro's hum.sikit when it was built. These 
objects are not considered dangerous or as having some magical power for use in ritual. 
Rather, they are symbols of the past. Again it is because of their precedence that these 
'things' should be distinct and separate, stored away from 'things' of the present.
KOIT SPEECH
A final thing considered koit is koit speech (li.koit). When people use this phrase they 
are referring to the speech or voice that curses someone, particularly a parent or mother's 
brother. Such action toward elders is highly condemned and in a sense, backfires on the 
individual. It is possible for mothers' brothers to curse their living-children or for parents to 
curse their offspring, but how can tips curse the root? To attempt to do so misconstrues the 
unidirectional nature of time and precedence in the relation, and can only bring a curse upon 
oneself.
Concluding  remarks on the category  koit
Douglas (1966:72) has noted that "prohibitions trace the cosmic outlines and the ideal 
social order". In this chapter on Burn prohibitions, I have focused so far on certain things 
categorised as koit, arguing that respect (manifested by avoidance and separation) is required 
in these situations because of an ideal Burn social order constructed in terms of precedence. 
The avoidances associated with koit people concern relations with senior affines. The prolific 
avoidances of koit places and the quietness demanded at the koit hour are because of the
23Tins are significant as rat-proof containers, particularly for cloth.
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seniority of spirits in relation to humans. Koit things stored in a tin hung from the rafters 
objectify a noro's past and its ancestors. Koit speech is offensive and dangerous because it is 
inappropriate to a relation with senior life-givers. All these relations of precedence are 
revealed through appropriate action. To act disrespectfully or in a familiar way in these 
situations is to confound the relation based on an irreversible temporal sequence. As people 
say, to act inappropriate to a relation is to 'turn adat upside down' (pol.duwe adat). It is to 
confuse prior and consequent, senior and junior, root and tip. When the relationship is in 
such a negative state, there is disorder and no possibility of growth or blessing in life.
INTERSEXUAL AVOIDANCES
In addition to avoidances constructed to maintain the difference of precedence, another 
set of Burn avoidances are constructed to maintain the difference of gender. Numerous 
avoidances concerned with the opposite sex come into sharp focus during periods when men 
are hunting and women are birthing children. The gendered nature of these two activities is 
clearly indicated in a Burn proverb:
women die as a result of difficulty in childbirth; 
men die as a result of accidents in hunting.
Unfortunately, this proverb is all too true. Yet despite its sobriety, it reflects an important 
Bum differentiation in female and male activities. Although this differentiation correlates 
with common characterisations of gender roles in many other societies (women bear children 
and men hunt), I do not follow analyses that typically juxtapose these two activities in terms 
of an opposition between female life-giving and male life-taking. Rather, I attempt to portray 
these activities, their associated taboos, and the assumptions about gender behind them from a 
Bum perspective, where killing versus creating life is not relevant in the differentiation of 
male and female (cf. Ortner 1974:75). I suggest instead that hunting and childbirth on Burn 
are two gendered modes of productive action, or to use a Burn idiom, two ways of producing 
blessing (berkat). From this perspective, hunting and childbirth are not antithetical, they are 
parallel.
I choose to characterise the relation between birthing and hunting as parallel for 
several reasons. First, there are similar results. Both children and meat brought into society 
are 'blessing'. Secondly, both hunting and childbirth are predicated on the same symbolic 
values. In both activities openness is the primary criterion for success, closure is the cause of 
failure. Thirdly, these two activities are parallel in that males and females perform them 
while acting separately, never 'intersecting' with the opposite sex. This is because gender
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demarcates different types of agency (cf. Strathern 1988:93) which demand dissociation from 
the opposite sex.24 To discuss the forms that this dissociation takes I describe both activities, 
beginning with the male activity for the simple reason that hunting constrains interaction 
between the sexes in very noticeable ways. The taboos associated with childbirth, on the 
other hand, are not as immediately obvious in daily life. Although hunting is considered the 
main livelihood of Burn men and is done all year round, there are times when men 'enter the 
jungle' (rogo mua) to hunt for three to five months. This period requires greater separation of 
male and females.
H u n t i n g  a n d  M a l e  A g e n c y
During the years when elodi trees (genus Shored) flower abundantly, wild pigs and 
cuscus grow fat by eating blossoms and fruit from these trees scattered throughout the jungle. 
Using the amount of fruit on the trees as their indicator, in a particularly good year men may 
decide to 'enter the jungle' (rogo mua ful.timo) to hunt during the east monsoon from mid 
May to mid August. When they decide to do this, they also decide which particular area of 
the jungle they will enter. If that land belongs to another house-circle or noro, the men must 
request permission to hunt there.25 The 'boundaries' (waut) of the hunting area are carefully 
defined, its size determining how many men will go to hunt in that particular location. If it is 
a small area only two men will go, if it is large, up to five or six men may go. In preparation 
for this intense period of hunting the men make a 'hunting house' (hum.tapa) within the 
designated area in the jungle. When they are ready to enter the jungle they leave the village 
bringing food supplies (such as cassava, sweet potatoes, rice, dried corn), dishes and clothing 
to the hunting house. Their wives or sisters can help carry these supplies to the hunting 
house, but they should leave immediately without entering the house. If the women are forced 
to spend the night because of the distance from the village, they must sleep outside the house 
on mats on the ground. If women bring more food supplies to the men at a later date, they 
must leave the food at the edge of the clearing and not enter the hunting house. To avoid any 
intersexual contact, they should also try to arrive at a time of day when the men will be away 
from the house, setting or checking their traps.
The hunting group chooses a leader who is called the angkoda. Together they decide 
which 'circuit' each man will have within their given hunting area. They spend the first
24Taking this approach I have benefited from recent work on gender relations and the sociology o f agency in 
Melanesia (Biersack 1984, 1991; Jolly 1992; Strathern 1987a, 1988) for insights into how 'gendered agency' 
works elsewhere.
25This is when a man's mara (MB noro) and halan (MMB noro) become important. He can go to someone of that 
noro, and remind them of the relationship, "My halan is here" (ya halang fi naa), and request to hunt on their 
land.
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weeks making hundreds of traps and snares, placing some in trees for catching cuscus and 
others on the ground for wild pigs. Cuscus are nocturnal animals and the hunters wait until 
the day before the dark phase of the new moon to set all their cuscus traps at one time. When 
they go out the following day to check these traps for the first time, the catch can be huge. 
One man described how each person in his group had made 250 cuscus snares; the first night 
they set them each hunter caught around 100 cuscus. The cuscus must be taken down from 
the traps, carried back to the hunting house, defurred, cleaned, and split. The meat is then 
dried over a fire on a 'drying rack' (kalafel) made so the distance from the fire can be 
frequently adjusted. If pigs are caught some of the meat is dried and some of it salted.
This time of hunting is one of very intense labour. Each man must frequently check 
his circuit, repair and reset his traps. Immense amounts of firewood must be collected. 
Preparing and drying the meat is a time consuming process as well as a very hot process. 
Men often recalled the sweat pouring out of their bodies as they laboured over the drying 
racks in the hunting house. Costly in terms of effort, the end product is of great significance. 
Dried meat is not only future food, it is a trading commodity, one of the ways that young men 
traditionally work to gather the items required for bridewealth.26 There are standard trading 
equivalences so that when a man has 25 dried cuscus27 they say he has an 'old cloth'. When 
he has 30 cuscus, he has a 'new cloth'.
People appropriately describe this period as a 'hunting competition'. The pigs and 
cuscus each hunter catches are carefully counted and marked to identify the owner. At the 
prearranged time to leave the jungle, people who remained behind in the village greet the 
returning hunters with the fanfare of beating drums as they enter the village. As the hunters 
walk along the pathway into the village, they carry their dried and salted meat on shoulder 
poles (kalebat), with the champion hunter — the one who caught the most meat — leading the 
procession. The time when hunters 'exit the jungle' (suba mua) is a festive period in village 
life and within a few days a big feast is made for the 'people who remained' (geba endefut) to 
share in the bounty of the hunters. At this time the hunters may also go to church to 'pray 
thank-you' (salawatu terima kasih) for the bounty. The owners of the land on which they 
were hunting are also given recompense, usually around 10 dried cuscus from each hunter.
As the leader of the hunting party, one of the main responsibilities of the angkoda is to 
ensure the success of each member, each of his 'children' (anat) in the hunting party. This
26This barter is called ka.leli (habitually reversing) or marbutu. As the trees and consequently the wild animals 
decrease on Buru, hunting becomes increasingly difficult. Today young men needing to collect cash for 
bridewealth items often process melaleuca oil (gelan) instead.
27The dried cuscus are split flat and tied into bundles of five. (See photograph 23).
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means that if one of them is not catching much game in his traps, the angkoda must discern if 
the hunter is 'closed', and if so, why. There can be several causes for the closure. It often 
involves anger or resentment, particularly in a relation with an elder kinsman or the spirit of a 
dead kinsman (nitu). Other causes could be sorcery or adultery. The hunter himself may not 
have been angry or involved in adultery, it may be someone else in his family such as a 
brother, sister, or wife. But because the action of one person can register its effect through 
the unsuccessful efforts of another, people are dependent on one another for their individual 
success. If a problem is discerned, but not something the hunter himself can disclose, he may 
need to go back to the village and talk with his family to find the specific source of his 
'closure'. Another cause of closure may be that he did not follow the taboos concerning 
women which are in effect during this period. One sign the angkoda uses for discerning 
closure due to intersexual contact is finding a male and female cuscus caught together in one 
of the hunter's snares.
The separation of women from men and from men's activities is crucial during this 
period when men 'enter the jungle' to hunt. Yet it is not the only time when women are 
separated from hunting activities. Just as they are excluded from entering hunting houses, 
women are excluded from entering 'hunting gardens' (hawa mansari) which men plant as 
lures to bring pigs to traps surrounding the garden. It is also essential to avoid sexual contact 
with women, including wives, before men go to 'poison the river' (tufa wae). If it is a 'big 
poisoning' at a large river there can be up to two hundred basket traps to carry. While 
women can go along to help carry the traps, it is of utmost importance that a menstruating 
women does not go or the venture will fail. If it does turn out to be unsuccessful, a man who 
admits to having slept with a woman or whose wife was menstruating when she accompanied 
the fishing party, can be fined a very large pig to compensate the other men for their 
unproductive efforts, their wasted tiredness and 'sweat'. Even the relatively simple activity of 
catching crayfish in a river, an activity which is often done by women and children, will be 
unfruitful if a menstruating woman goes along.
The concern with menstruating women is a concern about the transferability of female 
fluids to men, fluids constructed as having substantive qualities that are transferable.28 When 
women are losing internal female fluids in menstruation or in childbirth, it is a crucial time for 
men to avoid them because of the potential these female fluids have to negate men's maleness
28The notion of liquids transferring substantive qualities is not only seen as negative. Men spit on the knees of  
young boys learning to walk to strengthen their legs. In times of illness, verses from the Bible or Koran are 
written on a small piece of paper which is then stirred into a glass of water and given to the sick person to drink.
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and strength should they come into contact with it.29 To avoid such contact, men do not eat 
food cooked by a menstruating woman or a woman who is confined after giving birth. If they 
did, men assured me they would get violently ill with stomach pain and become weak and 
'closed' in their hunting efforts. Because women usually have a vested interest in the success 
of their husbands and other male relatives, they, as well as men, actively promote and follow 
the taboos associated with menstruation and childbirth. It is not necessary or even proper for 
a woman to announce her period openly, but if there is no one else to cook, she may have to 
say discretely to her husband, male relative or guest, "There is food here, but I cannot cook 
it. " 30 To avoid contaminating men, menstruating women are careful to bathe downstream 
away from the area where men bathe. If they carry water from the stream, they are careful to 
not use that water for things men will drink or eat. Menstruating women stay away from pig 
and deer traps placed near the trail as well as eel and fish traps in rivers and streams, for 
menstrual blood would make the traps ineffective.
This construction of 'female pollution’ reflects a Burn concern about contact with 
female substances that can 'close' men and make male actions ineffective. To be effective 
gendered agents, Burn men must separate themselves from females and female substances. 
Burn men must act as gendered agents not only in hunting but also in warfare. When either of 
these activities are pursued seriously, a male identity is established beforehand through sexual 
abstinence and the avoidance of all female pollution in a sexual purification process referred to 
as edisa. When this is necessary, men sleep separately from their wives at night, often going 
into the jungle or sleeping near the village but on the other side of the stream to give some 
evidence of separation. This is crucial, for whether men succeed in hunting and warfare is 
strongly dependent on whether or not they edisa prior to the event. Men often referred to the 
need to edisa for hunting in a simple equation: "If a man does not edisa, he will not catch 
anything (edisa moo, dufa moo)". Concerning warriors they say, "If a man does not edisa, 
he will surely die" (edisa moo, da mata). Thus, the success of both hunting and warfare is 
contingent on the differentiation and separation of males from females.
Childbirth and Female Agency
The parallels between hunting and childbirth reflect a productivity on the part of 
gendered agents in both instances. Just as with the outcome of hunting, the outcome of 
childbirth is highly dependent on the state of social relations. This means childbirth may or
29In several New Guinea ethnographies (Meigs 1976, 1984; Faithorn 1975, also Strathern 1988:105) bilateral 
pollution has also been found. As on Burn men can be a source of pollution to women as women are to men. 
30Although I have enquired, I never encountered a taboo language used by menstruating girls as Schut (1919) 
reported. He may have been referring to nothing more than this typical circumlocution.
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may not be a problematic event. Providing there have been no actions jeopardising social 
relations, no sala ('offence, social wrong') causing bad consequences to register their effect, 
the birth will take place quickly and without complication. If so, a woman often remains 
unattended for the initial period when her 'stomach hurts' (fukan pei), until the birth is 
imminent when one or two other women may be called to assist. While a husband does not 
leave the village (or garden house if she is there) when his wife is in labour, in case social 
complications become evident and require his attention, in general an uncomplicated birth 
takes place quietly with few people in the village even aware that it is happening.
Because the outcome of a birth is dependent on the state of social relations, it is 
people's perception of their relations that determines whether or not the birth is considered to 
have complications.31 If there is known discord and anger in the house-circle, people expect a 
complicated birth and may even attempt to deal with the anger before the birth to prevent 
complications. When difficulty is perceived and it is feared that a woman in labour is 
'closed', other women are quickly called to assist her. Relatives and friends as well as the 
church pastor or an elder are also called to the house to assist in discerning the problem 
causing the closure,32 which must be dealt with before the woman will be open and the child 
can be born.
To do this, people discuss recent events looking for a sala by interrogating not only 
the woman herself, but her husband, parents, parents-in-law, siblings and affines. A living or 
dead relative (nitu) may be angry. There may have been adultery or sorcery. Or it may be 
that the woman has been closed because of contact with male substances. Equally as 
dangerous as female blood to a man, is male spittle to a pregnant woman. Male spittle, which 
is often abundant and red from chewing betel, near the front door, on the floor or at the 
stream can 'affect' (bisa) a woman and close her (ulen waen bisa anafina). Front doors and 
porches where men sit to chew betel, and streams where they bathe and rinse their mouths out 
are particularly dangerous places for pregnant women. Yet life is very precarious because, 
even if a pregnant woman is careful to avoid spittle at these places, there is always the 
possibility she may have been closed before she was aware she was pregnant.
In contrast to an uncomplicated birth that occurs with hardly any notice given to it, a 
complicated birth can put the entire village in a state of turmoil for several days. Even non­
relatives pay frequent visits to the house offering their support and suggestions for the cause
31From my observations there was no correlation between the length of time a woman was in labour and the point 
at which closure was suspected. Sometimes it happened after many hours of labour, sometimes it happened very 
soon after a woman felt pain. The criteria for closure relates to suspected discord in social relations, not the 
length of time the woman has been in labour.
32This was frequently referred to with the Malay word, halangan (obstacle).
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of closure. Until the problem has been resolved, close relatives must remain nearby and not 
leave the village to go off to their gardens or anywhere else they may have been planning to 
go. The problem can also demand the full attention of the pastor and church elders for several 
days. While the births I observed were always resolved in less than 24 hours, I was told of 
numerous other problematic births in which the woman’s stomach was in pain for three or 
four days and of three births which lasted six days. One of these eventually resulted in a 
stillborn delivery while another the problem was never found and both the mother and twin 
infants died. But until the source of the closure is identified and the birth occurs, people 
continue to seek the cause and demand of each other that any sala be confessed. After a day 
or more of this intense social interrogation, it is not only the woman who is exhausted, but 
most of the people in the household and village as well.
In the births I observed, men were rarely present in the bedroom when a woman was 
in labour or even after the child was born. On a few occasions a male pastor or church elder 
actually came into the bedroom for a brief time to pray. Usually the husband and any other 
men who might be with him remained in the outer sitting room, very aware of what was 
happening in the bedroom, yet separated by a door curtain and the bedroom wall. In the 
bedroom the woman giving birth would squat on a mat on the floor while hanging on to a 
stick at the end of a rope or cord tied overhead in the rafters. Or instead, she could be on a 
bamboo bed platform, propped up by other women sitting behind her.
Regardless of the position of the mother, when the child was born it would lie on the 
mat on the floor or on the bed in the exact position in which it was delivered, without being 
touched by anyone until the placenta (kai) was also delivered. Until then, a cloth might be 
thrown around the baby to keep it warm, yet the women were always careful to touch only the 
cloth and not directly touch the baby. If the women deemed the baby not to be breathing and 
crying sufficiently, they would clang a metal spoon against a china plate very close to the 
baby's ear, usually startling the baby and making it cry loudly. But in doing this they would 
again be very careful not to touch the baby if the placenta was not yet delivered. Sometimes 
people become very tense waiting for the placenta to be delivered. There is a great fear of 
placental retention and it was by far the most frequent reason I was given when I inquired how 
specific women had died in childbirth: the placenta would not come out and ’rotted’ inside 
(kai bono da lale) .33 If it took long for the placenta to deliver, the tension would rise. People 
would begin to recall the names of women who had died because of placental retention. The
33From what I was told, in these cases it appears that the infants usually died. I believe this is due to the Buru 
practice of not touching or interacting with the neonate until after the 'elder sibling' placenta has been delivered. 
If the placenta is retained, the child could be left unattended for an extended time.
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men would be equally anxious, repeatedly calling through the bedroom wall "Has the kai 
come out yet?"
Once the placenta delivered, the anxiety of everyone in the house would be 
immediately relieved. Men would finally feel free to wander outside while the women 
assisting in the birth would set to work caring for the infant and mother. The cord would be 
tied with thread and cut with a bamboo knife. The placenta would be set aside and later taken 
to the jungle to be disposed of properly. In contrast to the previous avoidance of touch, the 
infant would now be picked up, held and admired by the women, bathed in a basin of warm 
water and wrapped in cloth. The sex of the infant would have been immediately noted at 
birth, but now as women cuddled the infant they would speak to him or her as already having 
a gendered identity. Newborn males were told how they would soon be climbing coconut 
trees and doing other activities associated with males. While they were cuddled and admired 
female infants were called 'maidens' (mhuka) of their noro and comments made about how 
they would return their mother’s bridewealth. On one occasion a classificatory aunt (FBW) 
presented a newborn female infant with a new sarong from a classificatory brother (FBS) 
within minutes after she was born, saying "Yori [the 'brother'] gives this to his sister."
The mother would also be bathed with warm water, sometimes boiled with clove 
leaves and melaleuca oil, and assisted into clean clothing. Throughout the birthing process, 
women are careful to contain the fluid and blood with old cloth. They seek to protect even 
other women from coming into contact with the 'dirty' Iraki) cloths which are carefully taken 
to be washed at the stream after the birth. Usually one of the women who assisted at the birth 
does this washing, but some women refused to allow another woman to do it, insisting on 
washing the soiled cloths themselves when they had rested for a few hours after giving birth.
Men not only avoid menstrual blood, they are careful to avoid the discharged fluids of 
childbirth and the newborn child as well. On one occasion a man (the pastor) came into the 
bedroom to pray for his sister when the placenta was not quickly forthcoming. He glanced at 
the newborn child only once and a look of what I can only describe as repulsion and horror 
came across his face. In another instance a brother entered the kitchen where his sister's 
newborn was being bathed. The instant he saw what was happening he immediately looked 
away and walked out of the room. The noticeable aversion these men showed toward 
newborns was because they were in close contact with them. Usually men are nowhere near a 
newborn infant. Although the front room may be full of men waiting for the child and 
placenta to deliver, once the birth is over they are gone from the house. It is the female fluids 
and the wetness of both the infant and the mother that men seek to avoid.
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Photograph 23: Gendered Action
Right. A cuscus caught in a trap.
A newborn being warmed and dried 
at the fire (pangik) by her paternal 
grandmother while her maternal 
grandmother looks on. The mother 
looks out from inside the bedroom 
(behind the paternal grandmother).
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After the infant is bathed a fire is built on the floor in the bedroom. A grandmother, 
aunt or other female relative holds the baby in one hand while sitting near the fire. In her 
other hand she holds a piece of cloth, repeatedly placing it over the fire to warm it and then 
using it to shape the baby s nose, arms and legs. This process is called pangik34 and the 
woman who does it is the infant's person who pangiks' (geb empangit). The process is done 
repeatedly with the goal of making the baby 'hot' (poto), making its face look good, and 
causing its nose, arms and legs to be straight and firm. Women stress that it is important to 
pangik the baby for a while each day, at least until the umbilical cord falls off.
The time it takes for this to happen often corresponds to the eight days the mother and 
infant remain relatively confined to the bedroom where a fire is kept burning continually. The 
mother does not cook during this period and her eating utensils are kept in the room separate 
from those used by the rest of the household. Other women or older daughters must assist 
with the cooking. Sometimes a female relative may come to breastfeed the baby for the first 
days until the mother's milk comes in. The mother may leave the room to go to the river to 
bathe or to relieve herself, but the baby always remains confined to the room. Called a 'red 
child' (an.meran), the baby lies on the bed in the warm dark room being continually warmed 
and dried by the fire on the floor.35 Because this is the time when malicious spirits may 
frighten the baby and make it cry excessively, an open Bible may be placed on the bed beside 
the infant to protect it. On the fourth day and then on the eighth day the father sprinkles 
water on the baby's head. On the eighth day this signals the end of the confinement for both 
the mother and child. The ritual period is now over, the child can be brought into society, the 
avoidances no longer pertain and life returns to normal.
A period of confinement after birth is common in many societies in the region. Yet it 
is necessary to ask of the Burn situation whether the eight days of confinement in the bedroom 
concerns the child or the mother? Is this practice like those typical of many Austronesian 
societies, in which a baby is ritually brought into society following an initial period of 
confinement after birth? Or is it like many New Guinea practices concerned with secluding 
women who are polluting after childbirth?36 Burn practice resonates both ways and I suggest 
this analytically complex scenario concerns both the mother and the neonate.
In many ways this confinement serves to protect men. The seclusion of the mother 
and infant in the bedroom, the fact that the mother does not cook and that her dishes are also
34The word pangik is fossilised etymologically from /ep-mangi-k/ 'cause to become dry'.
35A newborn baby is also called a ’red person' among the Gnau of West Sepik province in Papua New Guinea 
(G. Lewis 1980:182).
36This also occurs on Seram and has been described among the Nuaulu (Ellen 1978) and the Huaulu (Valeri 
1990b).
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confined to her room, all work to ensure that men do not become contaminated by the female 
fluids of childbirth. As I observed Burn women after childbirth and the reactions of others to 
them, it appeared that the real goal was the protection of men, not the confinement of women. 
The room was not a gaol; no one ever told them to get back inside. The confinement was 
very much a relative matter. The new mother could leave the room to bathe and wash clothes 
if she wished. I was told of one woman who had even gone out to dig food from her garden 
the day after giving birth. Yet this was not described as if she had 'broken' a taboo or 
forgotten Burn adat. The concern is not that women be confined to a specific place after 
childbirth, but — just as when they are menstruating — that they take care wherever they may 
be to avoid contaminating men with their female fluids.
It is easier, however, to contain contamination inside the bedroom and new mothers do 
spend much of their time there, always eating there during the eight days after birth. Of 
course the baby is also there and often requires their attention. Yet rather than isolate the 
mother, I suggest the primary purpose of the eight days is to dry the child. The fire is 
continual and the pangik person often comes to warm the baby at the hearth. In fact, the 
simple ritual at the end of the eight days when the father sprinkles water on the infant's head, 
is referred to as 'the drying words or voice' (li.kas.mangit). While I was initially puzzled that 
pouring water on a child would dry him or her, in fact, the water cools the child, signaling 
that it is now dry and the heated (red), drying period is over. As I was told, this means "the 
child has been cooled twice, and is no longer koin [to be avoided] (emoda lalen rua pa koin sa 
tehut moo)".
Concluding remarks on gender avoidances
Burn avoidances surrounding hunting, warfare, menstruation, pregnancy and 
childbirth are complex. Men avoid contamination from the fluids of women who are 
menstruating or who have just given birth, fluids which would 'close' them and make their 
male efforts unsuccessful. At these times women may avoid men too in order to protect them 
from contamination and closure. To act successfully as male agents in hunting and warfare, 
men must establish their gendered identity through separation from women. Thus, when men 
edisa, they avoid all contact with all women, not merely contact with menstruating or post­
natal women. Pregnancy is a dangerous time for women, as men or male fluids can close 
their bodies, so pregnant women are careful to avoid certain contact with men. Aware of a 
woman's vulnerability at this time, men may take it upon themselves to prevent danger to 
pregnant women by such things as always walking in front of, rather than behind, pregnant 
women who during this period are concerned with avoiding situations in which men are
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behind their back. Thus, when people of one sex avoid the other, it may be to protect 
themselves or it may be to protect the other. Through all these avoidances the concern is to 
effect a separation of male and female when one is involved in gendered activity.
From the start of this discussion I have proposed that hunting and childbirth are not 
antithetical but parallel activities. I suggest that their similarities are not only because they 
both involve gendered agency, but also because they both involve productivity. Specifically, 
this is a productivity concerned with separating and distinguishing a product from its source 
(cf. Strathern 1988:124), whether it be the extraction of meat from the jungle or the extraction 
of a child from it's mother's body. In both cases, these actions of extraction are dependent on 
the openness of gendered bodies. And this very issue is so problematic, so fraught with 
uncertainty and anxiety, precisely because bodies reveal the effects of prior actions and may 
be closed. Yet when there is success in hunting or birthing, it is evidence of openness and 
properly enacted social relations. People may also choose to celebrate these separated 
products as evidence of blessing. Hunters make a feast and have festivities to share their food 
with others in the village. When people (particularly fathers) wanted to celebrate a birth, they 
would have a minor celebration, inviting people to their house to sing enga fuka on a night 
soon after the birth, although such celebrations did not occur with every birth. Although the 
baby and mother remain in the warm, closed bedroom, perhaps even in a different house from 
the celebration, people celebrate because the separation of the child from its mother has been 
successful.
In suggesting that notions of gendered agency are operating in sexual avoidances on 
Burn, I am taking a different analytic approach from Valeri (1990b) has in his article entitled 
"Both Nature and Culture: Reflections on Menstrual and Parturitional Taboos in Huaulu 
(Seram)." In Huaulu society the separation of men and women is more noticeable than on 
Burn, for Huaulu women go to the isolation of menstrual huts for the duration of their period 
and to give birth. The general picture, as Valeri presents it, is that Huaulu "men and women 
reciprocally exclude one another from their most defining activities", which are in hunting and 
warfare for men and in childbirth and menstruation for women (1990b: 242). While the 
ethnographic details suggest gender separation is also required among the Huaulu to define 
male and female agency, in Valeri's account Huaulu women are not agents — it is the men 
who act. Indeed, his main argument is that "something like the contrast of 'nature and 
culture' is correlated with the contrast of male activity and female generativity." (1990b:264).
However, the problem that Valeri identifies is an important one: the perceived
asymmetric nature of Huaulu gender pollution. He does not see the creation of difference as 
an adequate explanation of Huaulu gender pollution in that "an account of male and female
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pollution as a device for preserving or creating a mere difference is clearly insufficient" for it 
does not explain why Huaulu "women are more dangerous to men than men to women" 
(1990b:248). To explain this asymmetry, Valeri sees hierarchy at work:
[T]he ideology of gender pollution is not based on a logic of separation pure and 
simple, but on a hierarchy of states, processes, and activities. This hierarchy 
appeared to be reducible to one basic opposition of values: that between the superior 
value of intentional activity, control — symbolically associated with men — and the 
inferior value of passive undergoing, lack of control — symbolically associated with 
women (1990b: 269).
Confronted with "extraordinarily powerful but basically uncontrollable" female generative 
processes, the hierarchy is jeopardised:
In sum, what is highest because most autonomous and most capable of asserting 
control is revealed by the phenomena of female fertility as ultimately heteronomous 
and passive. The powerful must avoid confronting its powerlessness: thus when 
women most evidently manifest their fertile power, together with its contingent and 
uncontrollable character, ... they must be removed from men and the village, which 
embody the power of control and autonomous self-determination. It is, then, the 
contradiction between power and value that creates pollution in this case. The term 
that is inferior is threatening to the superior because it undermines its claims to 
superiority; it contradicts its categorical definition. (1990b:269,270)
Explaining these taboos in terms of male anxiety to maintain a gender hierarchy, it is still 
unclear why men should be even a little bit dangerous to women. I do not see that hierarchy, 
or 'something like nature and culture’ needs to be drawn upon to explain these Huaulu 
intersexual taboos. Both Huaulu men and women are acting as agents to separate themselves 
from the other to protect the other in the performance of gendered activity.
Yet Valeri's concern with the apparent asymmetry of taboos is a legitimate point that 
needs addressing in both the Huaulu and Burn data. As with the Huaulu, it can appear on the 
surface that Burn 'women are more dangerous to men than men to women'. But for Burn, 
rather than seeing this as indicative of an inherent gender hierarchy, I suggest the difference in 
gender avoidance is a difference predicated on timing. Even if they are not actively hunting 
all the time, with their traps and snares (as extensions of their effort) set waiting to catch prey 
in the jungle, it can be said that men are involved in hunting much of the time. Consequently 
their need to act as male agents is continual, although more is at stake when they abstain from 
all contact with women before they enter the jungle to hunt in the east monsoon. In contrast, 
the need for women to act as female agents in pregnancy and childbirth is only periodic. 
Because of this difference requiring almost constant (male) agency but only intermittent 
(female) agency, men worry about the effects of female pollution on their bodies all the time; 
while women only worry about the effects of male pollution on their bodies some of the time. 
But this does not mean that women are inherently more dangerous to men than men to women.
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In discussing the taboos in this section, several times I have noted a mutual concern to 
protect the opposite sex from closure or failure due to gender pollution. Because the gendered 
bodies of male and female agents are vulnerable to the actions of each other, men and women 
(particularly husbands and wives but also brothers and sisters) must cooperate to ensure each 
other's success. But their vulnerability to each other does not always result in cooperation, 
for men and women can also be antagonistic and seek to cause each other to fail. Thus, men 
worry about menstruating women 'hiding their secret' or in anger, contaminating their food. 
Women worry about men sneaking up behind them when they are pregnant. Because of the 
real and symbolic uncertainty of behindness, a pregnant woman should never walk in front of 
a man on the trail, to ensure that he does not secretly close her through sorcery, perhaps even 
with a 'key lock' (konci). When I asked in more detail about this key lock, I was assured it 
was metaphorical ('He holds the key lock just in his inside [heart]' Ringe gao kunci baa di 
ringe lalen) and that it is specifically evil or angry men who would intentionally close a 
woman in childbirth. A man whom a woman may have previously refused to marry is often a 
prime suspect. Resentful and jealous, he may attempt not only to close her, but to lock her so 
she will not be open in childbirth. While specific male/female relationships can become 
antagonistic like this, a rhetoric of cooperation is much more common than one of 
antagonism. Yet Burn gender relations are fundamentally precarious in that men and women 
are vulnerable to the actions of each other for their own success. Still, this is not a 
predicament exclusive to male/female relations. The nature of interaction in other Burn social 
relations is also evidenced through human bodies and also affects individuals' consequent 
success or failure.
One final point to make is that these avoidances influence but do not overly determine 
how people act. Knowing that men can be contaminated by the fluids of childbirth, the Burn 
pastor who entered the bedroom to pray for his sister made a choice and took a risk. Another 
occasion which illustrates this point involved a man who was badly gored by a wild pig while 
hunting. He barely managed to get back to his hunting garden alive and his son, who was 
with him, went back to notify other people in the village. When the injured man's wife heard 
the news she immediately went to the hunting garden and stayed there for many days caring 
for her husband. Faced with his possible death, neither the wounded man nor his brothers 
were concerned that her presence would make the hunting garden ineffective. So it was not as 
if she were breaking a law prohibiting women from hunting gardens. At that point it was far 
more important that she be there to care for her husband. If the garden no longer lured pigs, 
it could be abandoned. These taboos then, are not unwritten laws. They are more like 
calculated risks, structuring people's choices when they act as gendered agents.
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AVOIDING UNDESIRED RESULTS OF SYMBOLIC ACTION
Having described how avoidances derive from different concerns with precedence and 
gender, I have not yet exhausted the topic of Bum taboos. Other Bum taboos are constmcted 
as attempts to avoid the undesired implications of symbolic action. The important point here 
is that when the Bum symbolic system is employed in action, consequences occur irrespective 
of intentionality; symbolic actions produce effects regardless of whether the agent intends to 
produce the effect. The problem then is to avoid symbolic action that produces an unwanted 
effect in a given context and to ensure there is always a match between the symbolism of 
actions and desired outcomes. While some avoidances constructed on this basis are widely 
known and followed by many, in new contexts people continue to recognise actions which 
they perceive to produce bad effects. They then create new avoidances for themselves, 
developing avoidances which can be idiosyncratic.
The recognition of the symbolic concurrence between action and result (cause and 
consequence) underlies many details of Bum social life which I have already described. Here 
I mention some additional ways this constmcts taboos. When men enter the jungle to hunt, I 
was told they can eat as much 'wet' (fresh) meat as they like, but it is taboo (koin) for them to 
eat any of the dried meat. If they do, they will not be successful. This is a time when men 
are meant to be producing dried meat, not consuming it. As another example, some men who 
have bracelets and other kinds of protection from sorcery and war magic will avoid eating 
chicken eggs. Nor will they eat or drink from a plate or glass that has been 'cracked' 
(ekfakak). Consuming an egg that has been cracked or eating food from a cracked dish, 
would crack or break their protection and make it ineffective. In another case, I was told of a 
man who learned anti-poisoning protection from some Moslem immigrants.37 Because the 
immigrants, the source of the magic, had taboos, the Bum man also adhered to those taboos, 
at least to the extent that he did not eat pork. In this case, the protective magic had become 
identified with its source and was considered Moslem magic. Because Moslems avoid pork, 
by metonymic association the efficacy of Moslem magic also depends on avoiding pork.
AVOIDANCE AND PROTECTION
The final topic I address in this chapter is the way people use the same principle of 
avoidance (If you do action X, something bad will happen) to safeguard their prosperity by 
protecting the results of their labour (the 'tips of their sweat') from loss. This includes
37PeopIe usually referred to these immigrants with the generic name Binongko, used for various Moslem people 
from the islands around southeast Sulawesi.
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products from gardens and from trees which people have planted and consequently own, as 
well as objects such as firewood or housebuilding wood which they have cut and collected in 
the jungle but not yet brought home. Because they cannot always be present to ensure that 
other people do not take any of these things, they signal that they have 'forbidden' (erei)38 it 
by creating 'forbiddances or prohibitions' (en-rei-t) through spells and signs called 
kanwaket.39 These prohibitionary signs speckle the Burn landscape as they do in many places 
in Indonesia (Tichelman 1954; E.D. Lewis 1988:38-42). They are found around certain 
plants in gardens,40 by tobacco plants and betel pepper plants near villages, around coconut 
trees, fruit trees, sago palms, areca palms, sugar palms, or by piles of wood in the jungle. 
The kanwaket is a stick about 150 centimetres high (often with a shorter horizontal cross­
piece tied to the top) that has been thrust into the ground in a prominent place near the 
forbidden item. The spell that the owner says over the kanwaket determines the effect or bad 
consequence that will result if someone ignores his prohibition and takes the forbidden object. 
Apparently there is no correlation between the type of object and the type of spell used to 
protect it, for a certain spells can be used to protect various things. Different individuals 
know different spells and use them to protect different things, as I was told, 'according to 
their own desire’ (hai nun lalet).
Some iconic object is always added to the kanwaket to signal the specific 'punishment' 
(baut) evoked by the owner. Kanwaket are also named according to the specific spell and 
punishment they evoke. There are thus numerous kinds of kanwaket with new ones 
appearing occasionally as people learn new spells from immigrants and use them to make new 
kinds of kanwaket. The following list represents only some of the most common Burn 
kanwaket. I list the name of the kanwaket, the iconic object, and the 'punishment' for 
someone who ignores the prohibition.
38The verbal root erei also means to refuse or not agree with the proposition of another person.
39Called mata kao in Malay. Morphologically, the Burn word is from ka[u].[eln-wake-t, meaning 'stick used to 
w ake ('put something off-limits').
40Such as cucumbers and pumpkins which the owner wanted to remain unpicked until they had grown to a 
sufficient size.
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D r o o p in g  s h o u ld e r  k a n w a k e t
(kanwaket mala groho)
a d r o o p in g  c o c o n u t  b r a n c h s h o u ld e r  w i l l  b e  w e a k  a n d  d r o o p
P ig  j a w  k a n w a k e t
(kanwaket fafu aan)
a  p ig  j a w ,  s o m e t im e s  w ith  tw o  
s tr ip s  o f  re d  c lo th  t ie d  to  e a c h  ja w
a  p ig  w i l l  'e a t' ( s la s h )  y o u
B a n a n a  s h o o t  k a n w a k e t
(kanwaket fuat waan)
b a n a n a  s h o o t y o u  (o r  w i f e )  w i l l  g iv e  b ir th  to  tw in s 4 1
E le p h a n t ia s is  (? )  k a n w a k e t
(kanwaket tafobo)
a la r g e  r o c k e n la r g e d  s c r o tu m
S h a r p  s ic k n e s s  k a n w a k e t
(kanwaket empei emtaet)
a p ie c e  o f  b a m b o o  
s h a r p e n e d  o n  b o th  e n d s
p le u r e s y  (sh a r p  s ic k n e s s )  in  lu n g s
S p l in te r  k a n w a k e t  (kanwa sinat) a  p ie c e  o f  sh a r p  b a m b o o a  s p l in te r  w i l l  g o  th r o u g h  o n e ' s  f o o t
H e a d a c h e  k a n w a k e t
(kanwaket olon peit)
a  p ie c e  o f  w o o d  w ith  
a  n a il in  th e  e n d
a  n a ile d  o r  s p l it  h e a d  
( c f  a  s p l it t in g  h e a d a c h e )
D iz z in e s s  k a n w a k e t
(kanwaket beglifun)
a  h o o p  tra p  m a d e  o u t  o f  v in e  th a t  
s w in g s  in  th e  w in d  
(th e  w in d  p la y s  w ith  it)
d iz z in e s s
P a in fu l  h e a r t  k a n w a k e t
(kanwaket poson pei)
a  s te m  o f  t o b a c c o w h e n  y o u  s m o k e  t o b a c c o ,  y o u  w i l l  h a v e  
a  p a in fu l h e a r t
Figure 40: Some Types of Prohibitionary Signs
Like other Bum 'sayings' (esnarut)42 to produce effects, the spell that the owner says 
over the kanwaket is straightforward and has no hidden meaning like other Burn speech 
genres. Over a 'drooping shoulder' kanwaket to protect his coconuts, an owner might say, for 
example:
Kanwaket an naa, ku jaga eta sane ego niwe naa, do, egrohok malan gam di 
niwe lawan dihe.
Kanwaket here, you stay guard and if someone takes a coconut, then cause their 
shoulder to droop like this coconut branch here.
People take kanwaket very seriously. The fear of a drooping shoulder, a splitting 
headache, dizziness, or whatever other 'punishment' is indicated, is an effective security 
device. It is allowable for people, especially if they are travelling far on the trail, to stop and 
eat a small amount from a garden they pass, to take a few pieces of fruit from a tree or one or 
two young coconuts to drink. But they should only take what they need for their immediate
41Twins are associated with the way a second banana shoot always appears. Twins are feared because they are 
undifferentiated individuals and are also associated with complications at birth.
42There is no single word for 'spell'. The noun esnarut (en-saro-t), is from the verb saro-k, meaning 'to speak', 
and is associated with much more than just 'spells' to produce effects.
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replenishment. To walk off with extra is stealing. But if there is a kanwaket by a certain 
plant, regardless of how hungry or thirsty they are, people avoid taking anything. The trail 
from the mountain villages down to Leksula goes through several old gardens (wasi) where 
there are fruit trees. On one occasion going down to Leksula, my trail companion told me to 
wait while she went off the trail to get some avocados for us to eat. As she went down the hill 
to the avocado tree, the moment she saw that someone had put a kanwaket in front of the tree, 
she immediately turned around and did not even look at a single avocado. There was no 
contestation and we continued on our way without a rest to eat avocado.
Photograph 24: A kanwaket empei emtait
The missed avocado is only one example of the efficacy of kanwaket. While they are 
effective, their efficacy is also problematic in that any Burn spell (whether it is a spell used 
with kanwaket, in warfare or in sorcery) can be countered and annulled. This sets up an 
alternation between what could be called magic and counter-magic, although there are no 
equivalent Burn terms for these words. Rather, this interaction is described with metaphors of 
warfare, specifically the imagery of two men fighting with weapons. One attacks by thrusting 
forward with his spear or sword to 'penetrate or cut' his opponent (lata), while the other 
protects himself by 'blocking' (bela) the effect with his own sword or shield. Similarly, 
owners signal that they have thrust out spells with their kanwaket. People can forget what 
they wanted, turn around and run like we did with the avocado, or, if they know how, they 
can block or negate the effect of the spell with a counter called anti.43 One man described this
43This word is commonly used in Malay and is associated with medicinal anti-biotic.
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by saying "If we see a drooping shoulder kanwaket, and we know the anti for drooping 
shoulder, then we are not afraid and we can take a coconut to drink." The anti for sick heart, 
the kanwaket that makes one have a sore heart when smoking, is to rub one's chest with 
tobacco before smoking. I was assured that all the kanwaket spells have an anti. The 
dynamics then become a matter of knowledge and of knowing spells for which others do not 
know the anti. This means that kanwaket knowledge is relatively secret but also that people 
are sometimes keen to seek new knowledge from immigrants.44 When someone knows an 
anti, then the object needs no longer be avoided and is said to be dape ('easy') using the same 
word that describes koit affines after rituals allow them to be 'intimate and easy' and their 
relation is no longer predicated on avoidance.
There is a special prohibition associated with the GPM church and referred to in 
Malay as sasi gereja (church sasi). While this is also common elsewhere in Maluku, on Burn 
it is used most frequently in places near the coast like Leksula where scores of coconut trees 
were planted in the early part of the century under the guidance of the UZV mission to ensure 
a source of income for Burn churches. Today these trees are 'put off-limits' (sasi) for three- 
month intervals, after which the coconuts are harvested and sold for copra. The sasi period 
begins and ends with a prayer by the pastor in church on Sunday 'closing' (tutup) and then 
'opening' the sasi (buka sasi). There is no kanwaket, but a sign nailed to one of the trees 
declaring sasi gereja to communicate that God, as the owner of the coconuts, will take 
vengeance for any that are taken. Burn people have varying comments on the effectiveness of 
sasi gereja. Some consider it effective and it is to a certain degree. Others feel that as long as 
people do not take coconuts to sell, God would not be angry, so it is permissible to take a few 
coconuts even if they are 'closed'. But whether it is by a sasi gereja sign or by a kanwaket, 
people construct and communicate the need for avoidance as a means for protecting their 
prosperity and effort.
CONCLUSION
In this chapter I have described how the desire to avoid bad consequences engenders 
various kinds of taboo. Because the social relation determines how one person should act 
toward another, taboos concerned with koit things seek to ensure that actions are appropriate 
to maintain a relation involving the irreversible superiority and precedence of the one who 
came before. Intersexual taboos are concerned with the separation of male and female when 
people must be active as gendered agents. Other taboos seek to avoid the undesired effects of 
symbolic action that is incongruous with the symbolism of a desired outcome. And finally,
44Although Buru people learn these from each other, they stress the original source as immigrants.
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further Burn taboos are created by means of protective spells communicated through the 
prohibitionary signs of kanwaket. Through all the details, the goal of this chapter has been to 
illustrate that avoidance is not just a way of life on Burn — it is integral to sustaining the 
transmission of blessing and life.
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Chapter Nine
Restoring Prosperity by Dealing with Difficulty
In spite of the prescribed ways to avoid it, 'difficulty' (emgoin) inevitably occurs. 
Manifested through bad effects on human bodies, difficulty is constructed as a consequence or 
'tip' (luken) of some adverse 'root' cause (lahin) that is preventing or blocking prosperity. 
The root cause of a particular manifestation of difficulty may initially be unknown or hidden, 
but the point is to find the true cause and deal with it effectively. Once the root cause is 
known, people strive to transform the adversity through their words and other symbolic 
actions. If the bad effects are from contact with harmful substances, people wash or 'purify' 
(esmolak) the body. If the source of difficulty arises from some 'offence' (epsalawan) in a 
relationship, they 'make amends' (eslauk). Or if the misfortune comes from an external 
source, they counter and block its effect (ebleuk). In this chapter I discuss how Burn people 
deal with difficulty and restore prosperity through these symbolic actions.
RECOGNISING THE EVIDENCE OF DIFFICULTY
While there are many possible causes of difficulty, the 'tips' or effects always register 
on human bodies. Thus, illness, accidents, infertility and death are all indicators of difficulty. 
In addition, work or productive action is seen as an extension of the body and difficulty can 
register there as well. Like other relations constructed in terms of cause and effect, things 
such as children, meat from the hunt, and food from gardens are considered causal 
consequences of human effort. In referring to these effects of effort as 'tips of their fatigue' 
(emloo luken), Burn people are aware that production comes in return for the effort and 
'sweat' (banit) that leaves their bodies. In this context, the metaphors of opened/closed are 
very appropriate descriptions for the body. To be successfully productive, bodies must be 
open. If people work but do not gain — if there is no return for their sweat — their bodies 
and efforts are closed and there is evidence of difficulty.
The time it takes to discern difficulty varies. Illness in a child may be suspected 
immediately, while on the other hand it may take two or three years of poor hunting for a man 
to conclude 'someone has tied me with their eyes, someone has closed me' (geba sa pramsoo 
yako, trego yako haik). When men 'enter the jungle in the east monsoon' (rogo mua 
ful.timo), a major responsibility of the angkoda, the leader of the hunting party, is to discern
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closure in any of his men from the 'result or evidence of their work’ (kerja wahan). It may 
take several days or even weeks, but the repeated failure to obtain cuscus, deer or pigs from a 
particular man's traps will eventually lead the angkoda to recognise his 'child' is closed.
Expectations also influence how people interpret the evidence of difficulty. From 
early in my fieldwork I noticed a wide variation in people's reaction to illness. Upon noticing 
a slight fever in her child, an anxious mother could mobilise a house full of people to seek the 
cause within a matter of minutes. However, there were other occasions where people showed 
little concern about illness, even though an individual may have been sick for weeks or even 
months. The uneven concern was initially puzzling. What I considered to be severe and 
debilitating illness (malaria, pneumonia) sometimes went without comment when people were 
obviously ill, while minor symptoms could produce astonishing high levels of anxiety. The 
uneven concern was also reflected in childbirth. Before giving birth a woman could lie 
unattended for many hours with people showing no anxiety, content to wait saying 'the child 
is still hunting for the pathway' (anat hama tohon hede). Or, from the very onset of birth 
pains, someone might declare 'the pathway is closed' (tohon etregu) and most of the village 
would be galvanised to action trying to discern the obstacle preventing the child's birth. As I 
came to realise, the recognition of difficulty has far more to do with the existing state of social 
relations than with the length of childbirth or severity of illness. When social relations are 
known to be problematic, difficulty is anticipated.
FINDING THE CAUSE
Once people acknowledge that difficulty exists, the next step is to find its source. 
Because the effects of difficulty can register on the body of any family member (not just on 
the body of the agent of an offence), the extended family is often needed to find the source of 
misfortune registering on the body of a particular individual. Numerous individuals may be 
summoned to the house to help 'hunt for a source of sickness' (hama empeit lahin):1 pastors 
and/or church elders, mother's brothers and other relatives such as father's brothers and 
elder/younger brothers. When all these people have gathered, it may include people from 
most households in the village. In fact, no one is excluded if they care to come and show 
their support by suggesting a possible cause for the illness. Discerning the cause of difficulty 
registering on an individual body is always a family affair and often a village affair.
^Similar efforts to discern the cause of misfortune are found elsewhere in eastern Indonesia. See, for instance, 
E.D. Lewis (1989) on the practices of Tana 'Ai and Barnes (1989) on Lamalera.
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The cause of difficulty is found by collectively reviewing the past. There is 
considerable focus on the state of social relations and family members are encouraged to 'open 
their inside (i.e., confess) (fuka lalen) to disclose any anger' (epsefen) or offence' 
(epsalawan). These two words, ep-sefe-n and ep-sal[a].lawan,2 have a reciprocal prefix ep- 
indicating multiple actors are performing or experiencing an action in relation to each other 
(C. Grimes 1991:113, 115). The significance of this morphological detail is that 'being 
angry' (sefe) and 'doing something wrongly' (sala) occur in the context of a relation with an 
other. Many internal noro relations are hierarchically constructed on the basis of precedence. 
When a junior forgets to act appropriately to a senior, his or her actions are 'wrong' (sala) 
and can result in both epsefen and epsalawan in that relation. It is thus not surprising that 
anger and wrongs are often suspected and sought within the hierarchical relations of the 
house-circle and noro. But it is not only the relations within the house-circle and noro that 
are examined, it is also the state of relations with Oplastala, moyang and nitu. To examine 
adequately all these relations, pastors and/or church elders, mother's brothers, fathers and 
other relatives are needed.
The discussion and process of having various people confess to any known anger or 
wrongs can go on for several hours, sometimes several days. If early confessions do not 
result in any improvement of the afflicted individual, people begin demanding more 
substantial confessions from each other. Knowing a cause exists, but frustrated at not finding 
it, they may conclude someone is 'concealing their inside' (foni lalen). Emotions can run high 
as people put even more pressure on each other to 'open their inside' and as grievances are 
aired.
Knowing I brought a few supplies from Ambon, when someone was ill people would 
often came to request medicine. Even though it gained a reputation for being medicine that 
worked 'effectively' (beta), I soon realised that medicine only treats symptoms, not causes. 
In fact there were numerous ways to alleviate symptoms. Beside the medicine I brought from 
Ambon, people could walk to the coast to purchase medicine from the health clinic or Chinese 
stores in Leksula. There are also a variety of traditional Burn medicines, including the 
frequent use of melaleuca oil rubbed on the skin. But regardless of what medicine is used to 
treat the symptoms, the cause of illness still has to be found.3 This means dealing with the 
symptoms and dealing with the cause of illness are complementary activities. On one
2Morphologically, ep-sal[a].lawan is composed of ep- (reciprocal prefix) - sala ('wrong') - lawan ('to oppose'). 
As a noun indicating an action (a sala) that is performed and negatively experienced (lawan) between two agents, I 
translate epsal.lawan as 'offence'. I translate sala (also used predominantly as a noun) as 'a wrong' or something 
done not as it should be. A sala that has registered in a relationship, becomes an epsal.lawan.
3This is similar to Keesing's (1982:119) description of Kwaio curing: "Curing ... treats the symptoms of illness 
and injury; only sacrifice or other atonement can treat the causes" (his emphasis).
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occasion I gave malaria medicine to a young teenage boy who did not improve even after 
several days. In attempting to discern the cause of the illness, his mother's brother became 
very frustrated. As he said, he had prayed about every possible epsalawan he could think of 
until he had nothing left to pray about. Furthermore, he added, Bentina's medicine did not 
help, indicating that it was a very difficult 'root of sickness' to find. In essence, he was 
summarising the Burn view of medicine: when people are ill, they should be given medicine, 
but until the real cause is found, even medicine from Ambon will not help.
The need for confession and 'opening of insides' to discern the cause of difficulty is 
often made more urgent as the symptoms of illness increase and people realise that if the root 
is not found and the damaged relationship remedied soon, death could result. If death from an 
unknown cause does occur, whether it be through illness, through an accident (falling from a 
tree while hunting cuscus, hunting wounds, drowning) or through childbirth, its cause must 
still be determined so the root problem is resolved and will not emerge again later in more 
illness and death. In these cases, people 'hunt for the trunk [tree] of death, hunt for the base 
[shrub] of death' (hama enmatan lahin, hama enmatan puun).
There are various ways to ascertain the source of the difficulty even after death. Schut 
(1920) described one such ritual called 'beating the body' (empah.fatan). The body was 
wrapped in bark4 and suspended from a piece of rattan called 'nitu rattan' (ua nitu). Facing 
the west, (the direction in which the spirits of the dead reside), the leader, referred to as an 
angkoda, sought to reveal ('open') the cause of death. As he questioned the nitu while 
beating the body, any movement or swaying of the body would indicate that he had stated the 
cause of death. The body was beaten with a branch from a tree symbolic of openness, the 
fakal tree whose wood will easily faka ('split open'). Schut (1920:234) describes the occasion 
on which he observed an angkoda inquire whether the 'guilty one' (.schuldige) was the sanat 
(male's elder's), the kori (female's elders), a good spirit or an evil spirit. It was discerned that 
the cause of death was from a man in another noro. The man was later killed, although Schut 
adds that this death was also part of an outstanding 'bloodfeud' (bloedwraak). This added 
note is significant in that nowadays it would be considered far more appropriate to kill 
someone in 'revenge' (kalungan) to keep the balance between noro, than to kill someone 
because they were accused of sorcery. I suspect the same may have been true when Schut was 
observing these men 'beat a body' to discern the cause of death over eighty years ago. In
4Prior to having 'entered religion', people wrapped corpses in bark and placed them on rock ledges in caves or 
cliffs or buried in nests of megapodes (mabet). Built on the ground from huge piles of leaves, it is much easier to 
dig a grave in a megapode nest than in the normally rocky Buru soil. Now corpses are placed in coffins (peti) and 
buried in graveyards outside villages.
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killing someone accused of sorcery, at least some legitimation was gained from the need for 
equivalence between noro.
When I asked people about 'beating the body', it quickly became apparent that having 
read Schut s account I knew more of the details than they did. While they knew the purpose 
of the ritual and were interested to know that Schut had written about it, by no means did they 
worry about having ’lost’ a ritual, nor did they inquire about how Schut had seen it 
performed.
In using symbolic action Burn rituals are not predicated on codified actions that are 
either remembered or forgotten. As in this particular ritual in which a closed or unrevealed 
cause of death was opened, Burn ritual is predicated on symbolic action transforming states. 
The details are idiosyncratic: in a sense, every one does his or her own thing. What is 
consistent in all the idiosyncrasy is the logic and symbolism people employ in their actions. 
The efficacy accorded individual applications of symbolism in ritual depends on the perceived 
outcome, whether or not people consider the action ’effective* (beta). Thus, the people I 
talked to in 1990 saw Schut’s 1920 account of a ritual as one individual's way of doing what 
everyone is still concerned with doing: discerning the cause of death. In their eyes it was not 
as if their collective society had 'lost' a ritual, because they continue to achieve the same end 
goal. Although they may utilise different actions, their actions are informed by the same logic 
and symbolism as the actions observed by Schut.
I was told by one man how the cause of death could be discerned using ashes. In the 
GPM denomination a vigil and secondary funeral service is held on the third night after death, 
referred to as malam ketiga ('third night'). The significance of malam ketiga to Burn people 
is that this is the time when the nitu returns to the world and should see a proper grave and 
hear people speaking good things about him/her.5 Knowing the nitu returns on this night, 
people can close the house and sprinkle ashes by the doors so that when it enters, the footprint 
of the nitu will be in the ashes exactly as in life. If the nitu comes in the front door and goes 
out the back, it means the person died at the time Oplastala intended. As they say, Oplastala 
'called' him/her. However, if the footprints reveal the nitu came in the back door and went 
out the front, it means he/she died 'forced by a spirit' (setan paksa). In essence, this ritual is
5Cooley (1961:429) notes that this 'third night feast' in the GPM church "probably had its origin in the belief, 
surviving from indigenous religion, that on the third night the spirit of the dead returned to his former abode, with 
not necessarily beneficent intentions toward the living. Finding the service in progress encourages it to continue 
its journey to the abode of the spirits of the dead.” When the malam ketiga service I observed was about to begin, 
a conch shell (foli) was blown. For most church services the villagers are called by clanging on a piece of metal 
hanging by the church. Although people made no comment about it, it is significant that the blowing of conch 
shells is often associated with calling spirits in Maluku. In that regard, both the nitu and the villagers were called 
to the wake and service.
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similar to 'beating the body’: it enables people to know if they should attribute a death to 
sorcery.
If people are not able to ascertain and deal with the cause of death, more deaths may 
result. When deaths which are not considered to be ’death of old age’ (mata emkedan) occur 
in close succession, people say there is a ’big death’ (enmatan haat). Often a ’big death’ 
motivates people to 'leave behind the bad place’ (hek.tatak neten boho) and migrate to 
another place, forming a new village. Members of the Arlale house-circle of the Mual noro 
moved numerous times within living memory because of ’big deaths'. The locations of their 
successive villages —  and the reasons for migrating — were described to me as follows:
Our grandfather lived at Wae Brapa, the ancestral stream of the Mual noro. In that 
village there were Muals and Gebhains and 'religion entered' (agama rogo). But then 
there was a big death and people divided, some going to Wae Katin [a still existing 
predominantly Gebhain village, where the first Dutch church was established] and 
others going to a place called Wae San Belen. At Wae San Belen there was also 
religion [a church] and at that time [presumably pre-independence] people paid taxes 
(sili balasteng). But again there was a death and people moved downstream a bit to a 
place called Eha Molu. There was agama serani [GPM church] there and an 
Ambonese pastor, Pendeta Meskita. His 'tips' [descendants] are still on Burn. But 
people started to die and so Pendeta Meskita left and people moved on to Wae Bunan.
At Wae Bunan, Temi, [a Mual man who became associated with the Sidang Jemaat 
Allah denomination], gathered people together. There was no church, but services 
were held in people's houses. But then there were more deaths and people moved on 
to a village called Negriatlale [a large village with Mual, Gewagit, Gebhain and Wae 
Temun people]. People lived in Negriatlale building three Sidang churches 
[successively]. But then people started to die and everyone fled from Negriatlale.
Some went to Wae Haa Olon [where I recorded this account], some to Siwat Lahin 
[which later moved to Kudil Lahin], some to Liang [a still existing Sidang village] 
some to Emtanga, some to Wae Katin and some to Banu Lalet.6
To the best of my calculations, the dispersal of Negriatlale and migration to Wae Haa 
Olon (and other places) occurred about 15 years ago. In the process of living with people at 
Wae Haa Olon, we had been told by various individuals of different noro about fathers who 
had been 'entitled men’ (geba emngaa) before they died. In asking about the migration from 
Negriatlale, I realised that at least ten men — these 'fathers' we had heard so much about —  
had died there within a relatively short time span. Although they were older, none were 
considered old enough to have died from old age. In addition, many young people died in that 
'big death', so people eventually abandoned Negriatlale. When the porwisi who was the 
'village custodian' (negri duan) became ill after many other men had already died, he told his
6The reconstruction of these past villages in reference to the churches built there is noteworthy in that I was not 
inquiring about religion or churches. In another case when we asked about the history of a village we were given 
information about the different named churches that had successively been built there. In going back 60-80 years, 
church buildings (which are often individually named) appear to serve as the primary indices for reconstructing 
the past of a place.
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children that if he also died, they were to abandon the village. He died and that is what they 
did.
Eventually I was told several interpretations regarding the cause of the big death at 
Negriatlale. A Gebhain maiden had been married to a Migodo man (whose origin territory is 
farther west and north of Wae Kabo). The Migodo man was old and died, leaving her a 
Migodo widow {falu Migodo). Usually widows are re-married to another man in the deceased 
husband's house-circle or noro and apparently the Migodo men were assuming this widow 
would become someone else's wife. But before that could happen, a Gewagit man (her MBS) 
'ran off' with her (heka tuha), making the Migodo men very angry. Eventually the Gewagit 
house-circle paid 70 things for her (a generous widow's bridewealth), but the anger of the 
men in the Migodo noro (who were, I was assured, very evil) was taken very seriously in 
reconstructing the cause of the 'big death' that followed shortly thereafter. One reason, I was 
told, that people migrated far away from Negriatlale and established the village of Wae Haa 
Olon where we lived, was to get as far away from the evil Migodo noro as possible. But 
according to another person the final analysis was:
Ma tewa moo enmatan dii nak lahin fi di Migodo pi fi di negri emhewak.
We do not know if the root of that dying was from the Migodo [noro] or from the
village itself.
My point in telling the story of Negriatlale is to show how the cause of death can have 
various interpretations and that people may continue to live with uncertainty. But, as in this 
case, the uncertainty is essentially limited to two possible causes: either the source of the 
dying was from some internal problem within the village, or it came from outside, from 
people in the Migodo noro. Because no one could ascertain the source with enough certainty 
to stop the deaths, people finally fled the bad place.
Even though a possible cause of difficulty may be contested and discredited in the end, 
once a likely source of misfortune is revealed, several courses of action are available. I have 
noted the importance of praying (to Oplastala, to moyang or to nitu) as a means of alleviating 
misfortune. As people say 'Pray, the difficulty disappears' (sembahyang, difuk susa). While 
this may sound simplistic and easy, praying can be very hard work as the prerequisite includes 
hunting for the source. To be effective, a prayer must disclose the true source of difficulty. 
Sometimes the difficulty disappears just by prayer, but at other times Burn people put actions 
with their prayers. I now consider the actions which they employ to transform difficulty by 
symbolically separating pollution from the surface of the body (esmola), amending
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deteriorated relations (eslauk) and countering or blocking external sources of misfortune
(ebleuk).
SEPARATING POLLUTION FROM THE BODY (ESMOLA)
The meaning of the verb esmola was initially elusive. People did not equate it with 
any Malay word and explained it as 'bathing someone' (foi) or 'pouring water on someone's 
head' (bilu). But obviously they were not referring to normal bathing. Piecing together the 
various contexts in which the word was used, it become apparent that the word is always 
associated with the use of water to remove some kind of metaphorical 'dirt' (raki) from the 
body. This 'dirt' comes from contact with substances categorised as dangerous. A noun 
made from the same root (esmola-t) was defined as 'bad thing[s] on a person's body' (ii boho 
di geba fatan). By washing it away, the 'dirt' or contamination is separated from the body.
One scenario in which it is necessary to esmola is when there has been sexual 
pollution. This is the case, for example, when men 'enter the jungle to hunt' and an angkoda 
discerns closure in a hunter. He urges the closed hunter to confess and if the problem is 
sexual contact, the angkoda will esmola the hunter so the effects of female pollution are 
removed. Apparently, it is not only sexual pollution on the part of the hunter — sexual 
intercourse with a woman at a time when it is crucial to 'abstain' (edisa) — the sexual 
behaviour of his sister or wife at home can also close him.7 To purify the hunter from these 
effects, the angkoda takes him to a stream. Using a large leaf called bila,8 he pours water 
onto the hunter 'so that his dirt leaves' (la nak raki iko), saying something like:
A bilu tatak geba naa nake epsalawan la nak mansari oli.
I wash away this person's offence so that his hunting returns.
The end result of this washing is that the hunter's body is now open and his hunting 'returns’.
In associating sexual contact with 'dirt' (raki), it is not that Burn people are attempting 
to negate sexuality. Burn gender symbolism operates on the principle of androgynous 
male/female units (brother/sister; husband/wife) separating themselves from each other when 
gendered action is needed. This means the union as well as the separation of male and female 
are predicated on social space and time. Extra-marital sexual affairs are described as 'playing 
outside' (midi la kako). By inference, there must also be sexual activity that is 'inside'. But
7While men often voice concerns about their sister 'playing outside’ (midi la kako) in extra-marital affairs, I am 
not sure if complete sexual abstinence is required of a sister. The point is, husbands and wives, brothers and 
sisters are dependent on each other for their gendered success.
8These leaves are shaped similar to taro leaves, but smaller.
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both inside and outside sexual activity are contingent on timing and must be curtailed if 
abstinence is required to produce gendered action during specific social times such as when 
men 'enter the jungle in the east monsoon' (rogo mua ful timo). For men to be open in this 
productive male activity, the bodies of men and women must be distinct and separate. Inter- 
sexual contact at this time causes closure, but by having the angkoda esmola, it is possible to 
wash away the contamination of sexual contact and open the male body, ensuring a 'return' 
for his effort.
The action of esmola washes away more than just sexual pollution. It also removes 
the bad effects of contact with death. Two traditional Burn funeral rites, called the 'small 
emoia' (esmol.roit) and the large esmola' (esmol.haat), were performed four and eight days 
respectively after a death.9 Having 'entered religion', people told me that when there is a 
death they no longer esmola, for now they have the malam ketiga service in the GPM church 
instead. Schut (1920:233,234) briefly mentioned these rites, translating them as the 'small 
death meal' and the 'large death meal'. As he describes it, the esmol.roit was a meal, the 
usual evening meal, marked only by the fact that before eating, every man, woman and child 
would wash their face. If there is no spring water near by, they would use dew drops off 
leaves. I suggest that esmola is actually referring to this washing that accompanies the meal. 
Death is most definitely a 'tip' of a bad 'root' and people are concerned with purifying or 
washing away from their own bodies any effect from their contact with death. This explains 
what one person told me about esmol.roit:
Kalo geba saa mata eta beton paa, du esmola, artinya du puna adat dii, 
supaya gebaro dii bara emtako geba dii nake enmata lahin tehut moo.
Four nights after someone died, they would esmola, that means they did adat so the 
people are no longer afraid of the person's cause of death.
To esmola then is to wash the body, symbolically removing pollution and ensuring a 
separation between male and female and a separation between the living and the dead. In 
accord with the metaphor of washing bodies that have come into contact with 'dirt',10 the need 
to esmola occurs when there has been inappropriate contact with the opposite sex or when the 
living have had contact with the dead. But not all sources of difficulty come from contact 
with dangerous categories and there are still other ways to transform misfortune.
9The timing of these death rites is symmetrical with the timing of birth rites four and eight days after birth (see 
Chapter 8). But death rites effect separation while the birth rites allow for incorporation. After eight days when 
its initial wetness is no longer dangerous, an infant is incorporated into society. After eight days when the 
dangerous effects of contact with the dead are washed away, a separation between the living and the dead is 
possible.
10’Dirtiness' is negatively valued. Until I could persuade them that it did not matter, the most common reason 
people gave as to why I should not hold their children was "He/She is very dirty (da raki tirin).”
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AMENDING RELATIONS (ESLAUK)
In searching for the source of difficulty, people are also concerned with the state of 
inter-subjective relations: Are they 'good' or 'bad'? Far more often than they esmola, people 
deal with misfortune by expiating some 'wrong' (epsalawan) or 'anger' (epsefen) in a 
relation. The verb used to describe this transformation is eslauk, a word which people 
frequently equate with Malay minta ampung 'ask forgiveness'. 'Praying for forgiveness' 
(sembahyang minta ampung) is particularly necessary when a relation has been affected by 
anger, a common occurrence in relations between elder and younger brothers. While some 
prayers are much more elaborate and eloquent, in essence they state "God [Grandparent], you 
know these persons have reciprocal anger, so now forgive" (Opo, kae tewa gebaro naa nake 
epsefe, do, ampung beka.) If this anger is truly the root cause, the problem at hand will be 
solved.
Not only are people concerned about relations with the living, they are concerned 
about relations with the dead. Nitu may be angered by the actions of their living family 
members and relations with nitu often need to be amended. Apparently before they died ten 
to twenty years ago, several Burn men forbad their descendants from going to school. 
Whatever their objections were then, nowadays most Burn people even in the remote parts of 
the interior, feel their children should go to school for at least a few years. They want them 
to be able to read and reckon money properly, so they will not be easily deceived like 'stupid 
people' (geba ebelen) when they interact in the cash economy with Chinese merchants and 
others on the coast. Remembering the 'forbidding' (enreit) of their forefathers and the risk of 
angering them, these people have sent their children to school with considerable caution. 
Particularly if they have sent a child to school on the coast, at the first sign of difficulty such 
as illness, the child will be removed from school and forgiveness asked of the forefathers.11
But it is not only ancestral nitu who can become offended. Burn people emphasize 
that any nitu, even the spirit of a dead infant, can be become angry, especially if their grave is 
not properly attended. If the grave is not kept clean and free of weeds, if a grave house 
(huma kaun) is not built or if it is in a state of disrepair, a nitu may become angry at his/her 
living relatives, thinking "you are not taking care of me" (kae melayani yako moo).
11It should be stressed that not all Buru people have this forbidding imposed upon them, only certain individuals. 
Furthermore, if they decide that the ancestors are forbidding one child from going to school, it does not mean they 
will not try again with a younger sibling. Apparently the forefathers are only angered over specific children being 
sent to school. Some children go to school and do not encounter difficulty.
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Photograph 25: A Buru grave house
By reading the body, there are various ways to discern that a cause of difficulty is 
from a problematic relation with a nitu. One sign is coldness, particularly the hands or feet 
becoming 'cold' (bridi) like the hands and feet of a corpse. Another sign is when a person's 
eyes are closed as in death and it is not possible to open them. These two signs were both 
evident after a woman apparently fainted late one night. She was carried into the bedroom 
and laid on the bed where someone immediately noted her cold feet. Earlier that day she had 
asked me for stomach medicine and everyone knew she had been complaining that her 
'stomach was biting terribly' (fukan hada tirin). Now the cause of the problem was being 
manifest in the coldness of her body and the closure of her eyes. She and her husband were 
from a different village and had been spending a few days in transit on their way from the 
coast to her husband's village another day's walk into the interior. Recently married, they 
had spent the past several months at her parents' village on the coast where their first child, a 
son, was born. However, the infant had died at about one month of age and they were now 
returning home without him. Apparently her brother had also died recently on the coast, for 
when another woman came into the bedroom and saw her, she immediately said, "It's a nitu; 
it's her brother; have someone pray." A relative who was visiting in the village, an elder in a 
GPM church on the coast, prayed a rather elaborate prayer in Malay, including any problems 
from her parents or deceased brother:
...kalau ada soal dari pihak perempuan, dari bapa atau ibu, atau dari saudaranya
yang telah dipanggil oleh Tuhan. ...
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. . .if  there is any problem from the woman's side, from her father or mother, or from 
her sibling [brother] who has already been called by God. ...
After that prayer, another man in the village showed up at the house with his pressure 
lamp. He looked briefly in the bedroom, but then stayed in the main room of the house, 
questioning the woman’s husband. Was this a 'run-off with [eloped] woman’ (anafina 
enhekat)? No. Were there any problems over the bridewealth? No, the marriage 
negotiations had been settled to the satisfaction of both parties. Well, then perhaps it was the 
nitu of their child? They discussed the child for some time, considering the fact that he had 
died on the coast, never having seen his grandparents or other relatives in his father's village. 
The husband agreed. Yes, it must be the nitu of the child. If he had been born in the 
mountain village, he would have known his grandparents and relatives. The man then prayed, 
addressing Oplastala first and then the nitu of the child, whom he referred as a 'pure spirit, a 
pure soul' (roh enmilit, jiwa enmiiit).
Forgive (ampung), you were born seaward and you never knew your grandparents, 
you never knew your elder and younger siblings. Return to heaven, do not cause 
trouble for your mother.
Shortly after, most people were willing to assume the cause had been dealt with and returned 
home to bed. In the morning when the woman was up and about, a friend summarised how 
the problem had been dealt with: "They talked to her child and then it went away. (Du eprepa 
nak anat, petu da tolak.)"
These prayers were typical of the way people pray about offences to nitu (sembahyang 
fi di nitu). Occasionally people address nitu immediately, but more often they begin a prayer 
by addressing Oplastala, asking that the request for ampung be passed on to such and such a 
nitu. Or later on in their prayer, they directly evoke the nitu. In other prayers which I 
include below, moyang are evoked along with Oplastala. It is not that there are different 
kinds of prayers on Burn, for praying is communicating with agents in the invisible world. A 
single prayer may evoke one agent or several of them.
In relationships with the living or the dead, whenever there is anger or the potential 
for anger or when the relation is considered to have deteriorated for whatever reason, the first 
step is to pray minta ampung. Often this takes care of the problem. The hunting will return, 
the child will be born, the ill will recover. But on other occasions, people do more than pray. 
They 'amend the relation' (eslauk) through offerings of cloth and/or the sacrifice of animals.
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O f f e r i n g s  o f  c l o t h
At various places in this study I have noted how cloth is used to create social bonds 
between affines or between a brother and sister. Offerings or gifts of cloth are also used in 
expiation, to restore social relations. Prior to the re-marriage of a widow, gifts of cloth (a 
pair of pants, a shirt) are placed on the grave of her previous husband and a pig sacrificed 'to 
make amends to the former husband' (eslauk geb.haa enosit). If this is not done, there will 
be difficulty later, particularly infertility or complications in childbirth.12 To cool a person 
and re-establish a good relation after justifiable punishment, a parent or village head will 
present cloth — a shirt, a pair of pants — to the 'child' who was punished. Whether it be a 
biological child or another member of the village, people say "We punish people, we restore 
the relationship" (ma hukum geba, ma eslauk).
People also eslauk with gifts of cloth for offences of adultery. To 'pour out the debt' 
(tofa mutan) for having an affair with another man's wife, a man must give the woman's 
husband a valuable 'batik headcloth' (ifutin). After we arrived in one village I was told of a 
woman who had childbirth pain for six days but still had not delivered the child. Apparently 
the pastor and many relatives had spent several days and nights trying to ascertain the cause of 
her closure, but had eventually given up. When I saw her on what people said was the sixth 
day, she was being attended by several women who were telling her frequently to confess 
('open her inside' fuka lalen). After one of them had talked with her at some length, she 
agreed to have her husband called in. She told her friend to open the clothes chest and find a 
new sarong. When her husband came into the room she laid the sarong over his shoulder and 
spoke briefly to him. Although I did not hear what she said, I was told she confessed to 
having had an affair. Her husband left the room and shortly after she delivered a stillborn 
male infant. Had she been willing to 'open her inside' and eslauk earlier, I was told, the child 
would have lived.
When Burn people talk about creating or restoring specific social relations they refer 
to bolts of muslin, sarongs, batik headcloths, shirts, and pants. Although it comes in all these 
shapes and sizes, the gift offered in these situations is always cloth. In recent studies on the 
anthropology of cloth (Weiner and Schneider 1989; Schneider 1987) it has been pointed out 
how the thread of cloth is iconic in symbolising the connectivity of actors in social relations. 
At the same time, "Precisely because it wears thin and disintegrates, cloth becomes an apt 
medium for communicating a central problem of power: social and political relationships are 
necessarily fragile in an impermanent, everchanging world (Schneider and Weiner 1989:6).
12It is also necessary to eslauk 'a dead female' (fin.matat) before her husband remarries, although I have not been 
told specifically of the use of cloth or the sacrifice of a pig in doing this.
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In sum, cloth is fragile and people on Burn use cloth to both objectify and restore fragile 
social relations.
S a c r i f i c e
There are also occasions when animals are killed to eslauk and make amends. 
Although there is no generic Burn word differentiating these kinds of killing as 'sacrifice', I 
am differentiating them as such because of their goal of restoring social relations, recognising 
that people also kill animals to create social relations. Affinal links in particular are created 
by killing pigs at numerous points in the marriage process. Here, though, I focus on animals 
killed for expiatory purposes. As with cloth offerings, the relation in focus can be with other 
humans or with agents in the invisible world. The peace pigs' (fafu damen), killed and 
jointly consumed when a child has been given to another noro to compensate for murder or 
manslaughter, is part of the process of restoring 'peace' between two noro. For the remainder 
of this section, however, I consider sacrifices done to expiate relations with invisible agents.
On Burn such sacrifice is done without much fanfare. By just observing actions, it 
would be difficult to differentiate sacrificial killing from other non-sacrificial killing of 
animals. 13 The difference lies in the motivation, not the overt action. When an individual or 
group of individuals perceives the need for a sacrifice, usually a single animal is 
unceremoniously killed, prayers are made, and the animal cooked and eaten by the household.
One kind of sacrifice is associated with hunting, 'paying the debt’ to spirit owners of 
wild animals so they do not become angered at losing their animals to hunters. 14 Although I 
never saw them, I was told hunters could 'weave' (pali) imitations of pigs or cuscus out of 
pandanus (neke) leaves or carve shapes of chickens to offer the spirit owners. 15 On other 
occasions before any significant hunting is done, they might sacrifice a chicken, placing the 
head or blood in a bamboo holder called an upa. This container is about 15 centimetres tall 
and tied to a pole stuck in the ground by the side of the trail.16 This soothes the relation and 
prevents the anger of the spirit owners from blocking their hunting. As I was told, an upa 
ensures that when people hunt, they succeed.
13This contrasts with the sacrificial killing of animals in other societies in the region where large numbers of 
animals are killed. While those sacrifices would not pass unnoticed even to an outsider, Burn sacrifice could. 
14These spirit owners include sanane and geb.rawa, discussed in Chapter 3.
15These woven leaf offerings can be seen as analogues of cloth offerings (cf. Weiner 1989).
16These are more common in 'Hindu' villages. In villages with a church it was rare to see upa, although they 
were not always present in every 'Hindu' village either.
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Spirits in the jungle can be offended in other ways as well. The illness of the boy 
whose mother's brother could not find the cause even after I had given him medicine, was 
finally discerned to have been an offence to a jungle spirit. A week or so previously another 
one of his mother's brothers had been clearing a garden and killed a python. When no other 
cause could be found for the boy's illness, it was decided that a jungle spirit had resided in the 
body of the snake and was offended that the snake had been killed. To make amends, a 
chicken was killed to eslauk the spirit and then eaten by the family.
Another kind of sacrifice concerns the relation with a moyang and the ancestors of a 
noro. Schut (1918) relates how people would present sacrifices to their 'forefathers', 
requesting blessing when the relationship was in potential danger because a son did not marry 
his emdaa (MBD). On occasions a pig was sacrificed and traditional Burn religion has come to 
be referred to as 'worshipping the pig's head' (empuji fafu olon). For some, the pig's head 
has come to be an icon of pre-Christian religious practices. In a banner at the GPM church in 
Wae Katin commemorating 100 years of Christianity on Burn there were two symbols, a pig's 
head and a cross.
The 1991 sacrifice at Wae Brapa
To illustrate the way people combine prayers, offerings of cloth, and sacrifice in 
expiation, I describe a ceremony I observed during my fieldwork in 1991. That year we 
resided mostly in Wae Haa Olon, a village about five kilometres inland from Leksula. Wae 
Haa Olon is a relatively new village, having been formed after Negriatlale was abandoned 
fifteen or so years previously. However, not everyone from Negriatlale had migrated to Wae 
Haa. Others from Negriatlale were living near the head-waters of Wae Brapa three to four 
days walk from Wae Haa Olon in a village called Kudil Lahin. This village was small as 
there were only ten households (nine Mual of the Arlale house-circle with one household of a 
Gebhain brother-in-law). The Mual men living there saw themselves as guarding the wae 
moyang of their noro at the Wae Brapa river. Because of close family ties there were 
frequent visits between Wae Haa Olon and Kudil Lahin. When people from Kudil Lahin came 
to the coast to purchase supplies, they would stay with relatives in Wae Haa Olon which was 
conveniently near but not at the coast. Kudil Lahin is described as a 'Hindu village' in that 
there is no church building there and from early December about twenty people from Kudil 
Lahin had been staying with various relatives at Wae Haa Olon, joining in the Christmas 
festivities at the church there. One family maintained a house at both Wae Haa Olon and 
Kudil Lahin and when it was time to harvest the corn in their gardens near Kudil Lahin in mid 
January, my elder son and I went with them from Wae Haa Olon. Many of the other people 
returning to Kudil Lahin were loaded down with items purchased at Leksula (sugar, salt, oil,
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kerosene, plates), as well as shells gathered from the beach to make lime. In addition, trail 
food (lafat) had to be taken so the women's carrying baskets and the men's shoulder poles 
were extra heavy. There were also several children who had to be carried part of the way, so 
the journey up the mountains to Kudil Lahin progressed slowly. Two nights were spent in 
transit, the first in a shelter in the jungle and the second at the village of Wae Katin.
After we arrived at Kudil Lahin I found out that many of the supplies people had 
brought back from the coast were for two ceremonies: a secondary mortuary meal17 and a pig 
sacrifice. Since I had come, they wanted to have both of these ceremonies before I returned to 
Wae Haa Olon. The mortuary meal was held after about week when enough sago had been 
pounded, and the pig sacrifice was held several days after that. In explaining the reasons for 
doing this latter 'adat', the Mual men at Kudil Lahin emphasised it was because of their 
'difficulty' (susa). As one man said, it was because of so many 'problems' (masalah- 
masalah) over such a long time. Although they were never specific about the nature of the 
problems, I realised this group of people had been part of the former village at Negriatlale that 
disbanded after the 'big death'. They had moved first to another place called Siwat Lahin, but 
there they found that their domesticated 'village pigs' (fafu fena) continually disappeared. 
Eventually they concluded that they had built the village too close to the house of the spirit 
jungle owner. When he fed his jungle pigs, he would see their village pigs, want them, and 
make them invisible. So three or four years previously they had moved again about two 
kilometres from Siwat Lahin to Kudil Lahin. To them, there was plenty of evidence of 
difficulty and they were going to 'make adat' (puna adat) to deal with the problem.
The men gathered the night before to discuss how they would do this adat. Early the 
next morning a pig that had been kept in a pen was killed. It was then brought inside one of 
the houses where it was draped over two suspended bamboo poles. On the ground underneath 
the pig, a live chicken was tied to the wall. On another suspended pole in the house the men 
had draped several headcloths, pairs of pants, and shirts. On a small table there was areca, 
betel and lime. The Mual men sat on a bench along one side of the room, while I was allowed 
to sit in a chair in the room to tape record the adat. There were three generations of Mual 
men represented; most of the men were 'fathers', heads of the households in the village along
1 /This meal, called the 'final table' (meja pek sepun) or 'final hospitality' (sareat pek sepun) is largely 
commemorating the deceased person. If he or she was important, it may be held up to two years after the death 
so that all his or her children, children-in-law, grandchildren, and 'living-children' (ZC) will come to the meal. 
The pig killed is said to be for the 'muddy hand people' (geb.fah.kabo) to compensate those whose hands were 
dirtied in digging the grave. The night before the meal, people 'make festivities’ (puna ramen), dancing and 
singing all night. The particular meal in Kudil Lahin was for the mother of several men in the village; she had 
died a year before. Before the pray at the beginning of the meal one of her sons gave a short speech, 
remembering his mother, saying her body is here but her spirit (roh) is with God. As in other situations 
remembering the goodness of certain individuals, it was seen as significant that 'tears fell' (raman waen moho).
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with one grandfather left from the previous generation and one adult male who was of the 
'child' generation. One of the fathers18 stood and said that before he began 'calling in the 
manner of adat' (kalak secara adat) he would explain things to me. He explained that this is 
what people did before there was any other religion. He compared it to a church service, like 
taking the 'scripture' (firman), putting it on the table and praying. In fact, he stressed it was 
praying (persis tu sembahyang). Satisfied that I understood the basis of what was happening, 
he then began to pray:
Pertama, Tuhang Allah, Opo Yesus, Tuhang Roh Kudus. Do, oli naa tu nak 
perinta, Bokis Raja. Oplastala, pengakuan masala ama. Minta ampung.
First, Lord Allah, God Jesus, Lord Holy Spirit. And, returning here on her authority,
Bokis Raja [the name of the Mual moyangl. God, [this is aj confession of problems 
of our fathers. We request forgiveness.
He continued, stating that his words, the pig, the chicken, the clothes were 'to make 
forgiveness; to make respect’ (da puna ampung-e; da puna kehormatan). He saw the 
problem as evidenced by divisiveness in the house-circle at Kudil Lahin. Shortly thereafter in 
the same prayer he stated:
A kaduk tu geba ang naa, da eptea-eptea bu da bobot moo. Tu da eptea lien 
epsiak moo. Da puna gam di emgean haike, da puna gam di soal sabate 
haik. ... Kam etak res-resen masala-masala iher naa. Eta masala dii, gam 
dita resen-e, iyer tu jujur, ampung supaya sabat, jujur kehormatan secara 
adat, fafu, teput, esnapa. Biar tu nango fisara sa remat moo tu a fasa sarat. 
Ampung tabea. Sepo.
I come with this person19 here, he sits and sits [resides! but he is not ??. For he does 
not sit with a united voice. He already makes it like an embarrassment, he already 
makes it a problem of relationship.20 ... We truly acknowledge these problems. If that 
is the problem, if that is truly it, said with honesty, forgive so that there is 
friendliness. This is adat done with honesty and respect: the pig, the chicken, the 
pieces [of clothing!. Even though I have not spoken long, I have fullfilled what is 
needed. With all respectfulness, forgive.21 [I am] finished.
After he had finished, several other self-appointed men prayed in turn. Excerpts from 
these prayers include the initial statement from the man who had given the pig:
Pertama-tama Tuhang Alla, Tuhang Yesus...nang fafu naa, da pele nango 
susa...
18The kawasan, whose job it is to 'arrange things' in the house-circle, was the one who made the first prayer. 
^Grammatically geba is not specified as plural here and the verbal markers used are singular not plural. What is 
being stressed is that the men of the house-circle are a unitary (and yet composite) person. To act as an agent for 
a common purpose, they are collectively appearing as 'one man' (cf. Strathern 1988:277).
20The word sabat was used, referring to a friend or companion, someone with whom an individual has a good 
relationship (cf. Malay sahabat).
21The phrase ampung tabea was used. Ampung meaning 'forgive' and tabea, 'respect; honor', (cf. Indonesian 
tabik as hormat 'honor').
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First, Lord God, Lord Jesus ... my pig here, it counters my difficulty...
Another man prayed mentioning their quarrels but noting:
Do, ampung tabea. Tu hansiak kam nami esnaphan pila-pila. Geba emsian- 
emsian tu nake esnapa. Hai nakeke.
So, forgive. For all of us have our various pieces [of clothing]. Each person with his 
own piece. Follow according to each one's.
Photograph 26: The sacrificing house-circle
It was possible that the source of difficulty was not with them, as these men called themselves 
'person/people with new insides' (geb.lal.fehu). An 'error' (kesalahan) from their forefathers 
was also possible and one man included this in his prayer.22
masalah fi di opo pi ama pi osi, kam tewa moo. Kam puna hang naa ute fi 
saka ama nake kesalahan, kam puna hang naa ute fi saka opo nake 
kesalahan.
[If this] problem is from our grandfathers, fathers or great-grandfathers; we do not 
know. We have made this here for the wrongs of our fathers up above, we have made 
this here for the wrongs of our grandfathers up above.23
22Some of these forefathers may have died at the big death at Negriatlale. 
23In this context the metaphor 'up above' is referring to the past.
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Photograph 27: Restoring Relationships
The sacrifice at Kudil Lahin: the pig, the chicken, the cloth
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Various other men prayed, all requesting 'with all respectfulness, forgive’ (ampung tabea). 
By the time seven or eight had prayed, one of the younger men said 'that's enough' (sepo 
dita) and everyone agreed enough prayers had been said. The pig and chicken were taken to 
the kitchen, butchered and cooked for a communal meal held in the house.24 In the process I 
was told that when the pig was killed it had made no noise and had not bled. In fact, the spear 
came out 'white'. This was a good sign: evidence that the pig was 'pure' (enmilit).
Although sacrifice is one of the oldest topics in the discipline of anthropology, the 
discussion of sacrifice has not ended. Recently there has been an effort to consider sacrifice 
specifically in the context of eastern Indonesia.25 While many aspects of Burn sacrifice 
resonate with aspects of sacrifice in neighbouring societies, here I have tried to explicate its 
significance for the Burn pursuit of prosperity and blessing. Sacrifice is above all, performed 
out of concern for a relationship between visible human agents and invisible spirit agents who 
are the source of prosperity and blessing. The action of sacrifice, along with offering cloth 
and praying for forgiveness, is said to eslauk, to amend or restore relations that have been 
adversely affected by inappropriate action (sala) or anger (epsefen). At Kudil Lahin, the 
source of the long term difficulty experienced by that house-circle of the Mual noro had never 
truly been found. In an attempt to restore prosperity and blessing, these men dealt with their 
difficulty by sacrificing a pig and chicken, by offering individual articles of clothing, and by 
asking ampung tabea from God and their moyang for their own disunity and any errors of 
their forefathers.
It is also possible to step back from the meaning of the immediate context and consider 
the symbolic logic of Burn sacrifice. In many eastern Indonesian societies26 blood is used 
prolifically as a symbol of life and fertility (cf. Erb 1992). In these societies blood is often 
smeared on objects or human bodies after sacrifice. In some, the amount of blood that pours 
forth indicates the amount of prosperity. The more blood, the better. However, on Burn, 
blood is associated with a different kind of symbolic action. In the sacrifice I observed, 
people did nothing with blood and, in accord with the Burn notion that it is very crude to talk 
directly about 'blood' (rahan) ,27 blood was never even mentioned. It was only inferred when 
people said the spear came out 'white'. In this case the auspicious sign was the fact that the
24As with other communal meals, a 'long table' (meja remat) was set up inside the house. The men ate first, then 
the boys, and then the women, girls and smaller children.
25Conference held at University of Oslo, June 1992.
26This includes, among others, the Sikka of Flores (E.D. Lewis 1988:182); Nage of Flores (Forth 1992); 
Manggarai o f Flores (Erb 1992); Toraja of Sulawesi (Waterson 1992); Lio (Howell 1992); Nuaulu of Seram 
(Ellen 1992).
27While it is not taboo (koin) to talk about blood, it is seen as indiscrete and overly descriptive. It is more polite 
to talk about the liquid (wae-n) of humans, animals (and plants).
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blood did not pour out of the animal's body, but remained contained within it. While blood 
may symbolise life as in neighbouring societies, on Burn it is meant to be a contained and 
unseen symbol.
Beyond the limited context of eastern Indonesia, a common interpretation of sacrifice 
has been to see a symbolic equivalence between the donors and the victim of sacrifice bringing 
purification to the donor (cf. Leach 1976). An explicit equivalence was made in the Kudil 
Lahin ceremony between each man in the sacrificing community and his article of clothing 
hanging as an offering on the pole. And yet, as with offerings of cloth made to nitu, the 
articles were later taken and worn as usual. There was an equivalence between donor and 
cloth, but the cloth did not become permanently sacred or purified. It did not purify the 
donor; it merely stood as a temporary symbol of a relationship. Furthermore there was no 
indication from these men that they were equating themselves with the pig and chicken. 
While the notion of purification (esmola) is important in other contexts, in this ceremony they 
made no reference at all to purification.
So why did they kill the pig and chicken? There must be some reason for animal 
sacrifice. I suggest the reason this Burn sacrifice was performed was to communicate a 
request for forgiveness in order to restore a relationship. The potential of sacrifice for 
communication comes from the metonomy of death. Death symbolises the transition from the 
visible world of human agents to the invisible world of spirit agents. Sacrifice communicates 
between these two realms by bridging the gap between life and death and between the visible 
world and the invisible world. It is, as Keesing (1982:141) has said of Kwaio sacrifice, "a 
dialogue through the doors of death". On Burn it is specifically a dialogue communicating 
ampung tabea through the death of a pig and chicken in order to restore the relationship with 
agents in the invisible world. But not only does it restore the relation, it restores the potential 
for prosperity and blessing to emerge in the visible world from these source agents in the 
invisible world.
COUNTERING EXTERNAL SOURCES OF MISFORTUNE (EBLEUK)
Having described how people esmola when causes of misfortune are attributed to 
pollution and how they eslauk when causes of misfortune are attributed to 'bad' inter- 
subjective relations, I now discuss how people deal with causes of misfortune attributed to the 
someone else, an other with whom no relation is postulated. These bad effects can arise from 
the anger or jealousy of an other, or from the intentional action of an other to cause harm. A 
successful hunter can be 'closed' by the jealous eyes of another man. A woman who refused 
to marry a suitor can be 'closed' in childbirth by his residual anger. An angry or jealous
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person is said to lock' (konci) or 'lock the head' (konci olon) of someone: "When a man
looks for a woman [to marry] but doesn't succeed, he may consequently become angry and 
then he locks the woman." (Hama anafina bu dapak moo, petu ringe sefe pa da konci fina 
dii.) In other cases an other may act to inflict harm through the use of various objects (wae 
bulat) ,28 Or, he may evoke the power of a 'bad spirit’ (setan eboho) to bring about someone 
else's misfortune.
Traditionally in anthropology a distinction is made between witchcraft and sorcery on 
the basis of Evans-Pritchard's (1937) seminal analysis of a Zande distinction:
According to the Zande distinction, the main difference between a sorcerer and a witch 
is that the former achieves his evil ends by magic, whereas the latter (often though not 
invariably conceived of as a woman) achieves hers by some mystical power inherent in 
her personality, a power that does not require the help of magic. There are other 
differences between them. As to motive, witches are considered to be slaves of 
aberration and addiction, and, thus conceived, are weird, sometimes tragic, figures. 
Sorcerers, on the other hand, are considered to be ordinary people driven by 
understandable, even if disapproved, urges, such as malice, envy or revenge, which 
are part of everyone's experience.
Propensity to witchcraft is usually considered to be hereditary or at least constitutional 
in the sense of having been implanted — in various ways — at an early age, whereas 
sorcery usually demands no special personal attributes and is believed to be practiced 
by anyone who can acquire the necessary magical substances (especially in Africa) or 
the appropriate spell (especially in Oceania). (Marwick 1982: 12,13)
Not surprisingly, this traditional (Zande) distinction is problematic for the Burn data. 
Although there is little justification for comparing features of an African and eastern Indonesia 
society, because the terms witchcraft and sorcery are almost always associated with Evans- 
Pritchard's analysis of Zande some comparison is necessary to avoid confusion.
I use the term sorcery to refer to the Burn concept of people acting with learned 
magic29 or through the agency of evil spirits to cause intentional harm. I am thus attributing 
intentionality to acts of sorcery. But in considering the full range of misfortune on Burn 
attributed to others, intentionality is not always relevant. An other may not do anything, but 
bad effects can arise from the very fact that he/she is in a state of being angry or jealous. 
Although these bad effects arise without any use of magic, these Burn others are not like
28Like other kinds of magic these are idiosyncratic and 'owned' by individuals. Often water is used, such as 
writing a person's name on paper and taking it to a stream. Apparently, the idea being that this person's 
prosperity and/or life will leave and flow away.
29It possible to see the similarity between spells and magic used for protective purposes as with the prohibitory 
signs of kanwaket (cf. Chapter 8) and spells and magic used for malicious destructive purposes. Because these 
two kinds of magic are used for different motives I use the term protective magic to refer to the former and 
sorcery to refer to the latter. A difference is also made in how these kinds of magic are socially evaluated. 
Protective magic is socially valued, sorcery is not.
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Zande witches. There is not some mystical destructive power inherent in their personalities in 
contradistinction to everyone else. Rather, these Burn others are in a negative subjective state 
(angry, jealous, resentful) which is always dangerous in that it can destroy the possibility of 
success and prosperity. On occasion, this destructive state can further motivate others to 
destructive actions of sorcery.
Resentment in an other is always possible because of the tension between the 
obligation to share food so that one does not appear 'stingy' (ka.mokot) and the reality that 
one's food is limited. Consequently, a significant amount of food hiding occurs to avoid 
making others resentful when one is not sharing food. If it is a small catch (such as a cuscus, 
bird or bat), a hunter often hides the results in his hunting pouch because it is impossible to 
share a small animal with an entire village.30 Women return from their gardens just at dusk 
when it is less likely someone will see what they bring home in their basket. Except for 
communal meals to which everyone is invited, the consumption of food in the village should 
always be done in private, almost secretly, inside the house without announcing to uninvited 
persons that one is eating. On the trail it far better to be hungry and share one's food than to 
be greedy.31 Food consumption is thus a problematic arena of daily life where the need to 
share food and to avoid making others resentful is in tension with the reality of limited food 
supplies.
So whether it is from resentment, anger, or sorcery, it is possible for an other to be 
the source of someone's misfortune. But Burn people rarely identify or accuse a specific 
person of being the source of this type of misfortune. The fact that the Migodo noro was 
singled out in the demise of Negriatlale was because it was known that they were angry with 
people in the village over the matter (perkara) of the eloped widow. In that context, people 
assured me men in the Migodo noro were 'evil' and yet, of course, the Migodo brother-in-law 
living in our village was not evil. While everyone considers that it is evil men who close 
women in childbirth or men in hunting, no one I ever met was identified as such a person. 
These sources of malice exist, but they are never here or us, they are most often an 
unidentified other.
During one of our earliest periods living on Burn we were told of a big death at a 
village called Ena Biloro around 30 years ago. With great confidence the man telling us the 
story attributed the cause of the big death to the sorcery of a particular young man, angered 
because a woman would not marry him. However, this was not a typical Burn interpretation
30It is far more difficult to hide a pig, but it is also much more possible to share a pig.
31Frequently people also pretend not to notice when someone is eating, communicating that because they do not 
notice, they will not desire the food and those with the food are not obliged to share.
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of misfortune and even now it is the only case in which I have been personally told of a 
specific named person accused of sorcery.32 I later realised that while the person telling the 
story considered it justifiable retribution from God when the young man died (along with 
many others) in the big death, this man he was accusing of sorcery had in fact been dead from 
the very start of the difficulty. In addition, we later found that people at the new Ena Biloro 
village (called Unet) did not attribute the 'big death' to this young man at all. They saw it as 
an internal problem, 'bad relations among relatives' (kakawait boho).
As the big death at Ena Biloro indicates, causes are interpreted variously by different 
people. Furthermore, the latter interpretation is more consistent with Burn interpretations of 
misfortune in that sources of difficulty are usually attributed to internal, not external causes. 
As the sacrifice at Wae Brapa illustrates, people will go to extreme lengths to deal with sala, 
even attributing it to their deceased fathers and grandfathers. But it would be difficult or 
perhaps even misleading to attempt to create statistics about the percentage of causes of 
misfortune attributed to internal and external causes, for both are always possible. A sala is 
assumed, but when all known sala are confessed and the problem is still not resolved, people 
begin to consider external causes much more seriously. In other words, sala and sorcery are 
both possible; in finding the cause of any particular difficulty, both are always considered. 
But in general, Burn people concentrate on finding and dealing with internal sources of 
misfortune.
But when they do attribute difficulty to an external source, their goal is not to accuse 
someone of sorcery or witchcraft. Rather, they set out to counteract the bad effects of the 
person's anger and/or actions. For this counteracting action there is a Burn verb: ebleuk. 
The root can also be made into a noun, ebleun, referring to what is done to counteract bad 
effects, a word equated with Malay anti, the counter-magic or protection that blocks bad 
consequences coming from outside one's self, family, noro, or village.
Like other bad effects, the effects of external malice also register on human bodies and 
must be discerned by reading the body. After it is recognised, someone must be found who 
knows how to 'counter' (ebleuk) the specific cause. If a person has been locked, there are 
’unlocking/lock opening' (fuka konci) actions thait can be done. These include various ways 
to 'open a pregnancy' (fuka engalit) and to 'open hunting' (fuka mansari). If magic has been 
used, the specific counter-magic (anti) must be fo'und.
32My reference here is to native Burn people. Generally, Buru people consider sorcery to be quite prevalent 
among various immigrant groups on the island.
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A specific pregnancy opening ritual called 'opening with a knife' (fuka tu katanan) 
was performed by the oldest man in the village of Wae Haa Olon, referred to by everyone as 
Tete. On the occasion when I was present, those attending a woman in childbirth decided that 
she was closed and sent her husband to ask Tete to come and do this ritual. When Tete 
arrived in the bedroom he brought with him a sago frond about 20 centimetres long and a 
small knife. He sliced the frond into several strips, letting the each piece fall around the bed 
where the woman was lying. As he did this he spoke in a soft voice something to the effect of 
'open' (fuka). When I later asked how many pieces of the sago frond should be sliced off, I 
was told six, seven or twelve, depending on how the woman was locked. If it didn't work the 
first time, it could be done again, cutting the frond into a different number of pieces. For 
some births, Tete had to be called three different times.
In addition to 'opening with a knife', I was told there are several other ways to open a 
pregnancy. One involves the use of a small copper box (dosi)33 that has a key kept inside the 
box. The dosi is taken to the bedside and opened, the key is taken out and dropped on the 
woman's face. The goal is to startle her, literally to 'startle her inside' (dike lalen), which 
will have the effect of transforming her body from a state of closure to openness. It is also 
possible to achieve the same result of startling a closed woman by suddenly spiting on the bed 
post or bamboo wall in the bedroom. While there are numerous rituals to open a pregnancy, 
the one thing they have in common is that they should be done when the sun is well up in the 
sky. A good time is around 11 o'clock in the morning, I was told, which was approximately 
the time Tete did the opening with a knife.
Similarly, when a man seeks someone to open his hunting, the rituals can vary. Just 
as Tete was the one who 'knew' how to do the opening with a knife ritual and was the person 
always called to do it, most hunting opening rituals are private knowledge. Although I never 
saw a hunting opening performed, one man described to me how he had once sought someone 
to open him. The man made a small hole in a section of bamboo and filled it with water. He 
took a piece of ginger root, cut it into seven sections, chewed each one and then spit the 
masticated ginger into the water in the bamboo. After shaking the water and ginger together 
he sprinkled it on the closed hunter, on his machete, swords, spears, and other hunting 
paraphernalia. While doing this, the man said
Yako fuka pako bodal-bodal; Yako fuka konci bodal-bodal.
33These little copper boxes called papun in Malay are about 12 centimetres long and 6 centimetres wide. As they 
can no longer be purchased on the coast, they could be considered antiques. They were formerly used for storing 
betel, areca and lime, but I was told that people now use them for storing the key to use in the ritual for pregnancy 
opening.
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I open the nails all around; I open the lock all around.
Then he split the bamboo container. The piece that fell with the inside up was placed in the 
thatch roofing of the hunter's house as evidence that he had been opened. In my informant's 
opinion, this ritual was rather complicated and 'known' by only a few individuals.
As I observed how people ebleuk and as they told me other ways in which it can be 
done, several things became evident. First, the countering action must match the specific 
source of misfortune. Just as people eslauk a specific sala in a relation, here they must ebleuk 
a specific 'bad' source of external misfortune. Second, in doing this, people must 'find 
someone who knows the counter' (hama san tewa nak anti). Here the Burn verb tewa is 
important. To tewa is not only to be cognisant of something, but to have the ability to do 
something. Even though someone might have seen Tete 'open with a knife' many times, it 
would not mean he or she would be effective in doing the same ritual. These counter rituals 
are thus individually owned, for only certain people know them. But even so, no one has a 
monopoly on anti, for everyone has the same potential to learn them. As far as I am aware, 
this was the only anti people ever called Tete to do.34 Thus, specific antis are owned by 
specific individuals.
In sum, when a person is locked through the bad effect of an other's negative state or 
action, he or she must be opened. To reverse the effects, people must find someone who 
knows how to ebleuk that particular kind of closure. When the ebleun is effective, the sick 
become well, the child is born, the hunting 'returns'.
DEALING WITH DIFFICULTY: A CASE STUDY
To illustrate how people read the body in constructing various possible sources of 
difficulty, I present a case study of a childbirth. The events I describe occurred between 9am 
and 1pm on a Tuesday. The first indication I had that the birth was imminent was around 9am 
when the woman's husband, whom I will refer to as 'Jan', came to our house with a request. 
His wife's stomach was in pain (fukan pei) since the middle of the night and did I have any 
medicine from Ambon that would help the child be born? Disappointed that I did not, he was 
at least grateful that I would accompany him to see his wife. He was actually from another 
village, but had been staying with his sister and her husband in Wae Haa Olon mainly because 
his wife's family lived in Wae Haa Olon. When we arrived at his sister's house, his wife 
Min', was in the bedroom, being attended by her mother, her husband's sister, and the 
pastor's wife. The women were calm, sitting on the bed with Min, talking. They told me the
*4Like magic, counter-magic must be learned or bought. Many other kinds of anti are learned from immigrants, 
but I am not sure where Tete learned his.
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pastor had already come and prayed and had just left to go work in his garden. We sat there 
talking for about an hour, when the women decided they should have Tete 'open the key' 
(fuka konci). They yelled for Jan to go get Tete, one of his sister's husband's fathers. 
Although his house was very close, Tete was an old man who walks with a cane and it took 
him 15 to 20 minutes to arrive. By this time Min was getting rather impatient, asking 
"Where's Tete? Where's Tete?" When he finally arrived, he brought the sago frond and knife 
and did the 'opening with a knife' ritual described above. This was necessary I was told, 
because Min might have been closed by some evil man.
After Tete left, the women were in and out of the bedroom doing other things they had 
to do, although at least one person always stayed with Min. Eventually, when the pastor's 
wife was there, she leaned over and asked Min something. Min replied "yes" to the question 
and immediately grabbed a new sarong from the shelf near the bed. The pastor's wife helped 
her open it out of the plastic bag and laid the sarong on Min's stomach. Min then half sat up, 
addressed the unborn child as "little boy or little girl" and then asked forgiveness. The 
pastor's wife also rubbed Min's stomach and said to the unborn child:
Don't be angry. Don't make things difficult for your mother. Please be bom so she 
can carry you with this cloth.
I was later told that Min asked forgiveness of the child because she had either contemplated or 
attempted abortion. She had become pregnant before she and Jan were married, and although 
they wanted to marry each other, her parents and mother's brother in Ambon had initially 
been opposed to the marriage. Although everyone eventually agreed, there were several 
reasons for their initial hesitation. Min's mother was Ambonese and it could be expected that 
her brother in Ambon would resist the marriage, more than likely sharing Ambonese views of 
Burn people as 'backward' (orang belakang). But it was also significant to Min's father, an 
elder in the GPM church in Wae Haa Olon, that Jan was from a village where people were 
affiliated with the Protestant Sidang Jumaat Allah denomination.
A bit later Min's father came into the room with one of his wife's blouses (kebaya). 
He laid it on Min's stomach and said to the unborn child:
Little boy or little girl, your grandmother and grandfather ask forgiveness. We were 
angry before, but we are no longer angry. Please don't make things difficult for your 
mother.
By this time it was around noon and the child was still not born. The pastor had been 
called back from his garden to pray again. He, along with several men, was now sitting in the 
front room of the house attempting to discern the source of the difficulty. From the bedroom
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the pastor's wife and Jan's sister began to yell at him to 'open his inside' (fuka lalen). Having 
already asked Min about 'playing outside' in an extra-marital affair, the women told Jan that 
Min had done nothing wrong and it must be some fault of his preventing the child from being 
born. "Come in and see the difficulty of your wife" they yelled, "so you will open your 
inside." Min was also getting anxious and began to yell from the bedroom "Jan, open your 
inside, open your inside." Jan never did go into the bedroom and even when the pastor 
demanded that he open his inside, he sat in silence.
As the men discussed the problem in the front room, they wondered if Jan had been 
living in this village with his sister and brother-in-law for too long. Perhaps he was being 
pulled back and forth between the two villages and should return to his own village.
By this time Min was getting tired. She was being held up by several women and 
frequently told to 'deliver the child’ (eptanek anat), but instead she began to insist that she be 
allowed to lie down. After they helped her to lie down, she closed her eyes. The pastor's 
wife did not like this at all and began to suspect a nitu. At one point Min's eye twitched and 
the pastor's wife asked the other women in the room, "Which eye was that? Her right eye? It 
must be a male nitu." The women discussed this and went out to ask the men sitting in the 
front room what nitu it might be. Might it be the nitu of a male child who had recently died 
over in Jan's village? They considered this but decided no, it was not that. Then Jan's sister 
remembered an incident that had happened a month before when Jan fell out of a tree while 
picking cloves. Although Jan had only been slightly injured, they had searched for the cause 
of the accident after it happened and decided it was the nitu of Jan's paternal grandmother. 
She was sending a 'sign' (eptoken) to her living relatives telling them that although she had 
been dead almost a year, she was aware the house on her grave was still not made. But after 
he fell, Jan had continued living in Wae Haa Olon and had not done anything about the house 
on his grandmother's grave which was near his village. So this present difficulty was another 
sign from the nitu. They prayed about the nitu (sembahyang fi di nitu), asking forgiveness 
because the grave house was still not built.
Through all of this Jan sat silently. The pastor once again began to pray in a loud 
voice, asking God to make Jan not be stubborn and to 'open his inside'. Then, finally, the 
infant was born. There was visible relief on people's faces, but even the men waited until the 
placenta was also delivered before leaving. When at last it was all over, everyone agreed Jan 
would have to do something about his grandmother's grave soon.
In these increasingly tense four hours, people attempted various ways of dealing with 
the difficulty evidencing itself through the closure of Min's body. Perhaps some evil man had
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locked her, so they called Tete to ebleuk and unlock her by 'opening with a knife'. Perhaps 
the relation with the unborn child was problematic. When the pastor's wife suggested this to 
Min, she grabbed a new sarong to eslauk and ask forgiveness for initially not wanting the 
child. Min's father also came with cloth to eslauk and assure the child there was no longer 
any anger in their relationship. When Min became exhausted, laid back and closed her eyes, 
they pastor's wife discerned "A nitu is closing this person (nitu trego geba naa)". When 
Jan's sister remembered the tree incident, most everyone agreed it was the nitu of his 
grandmother. And in fact, the child was born shortly after they prayed forgiveness from the 
nitu. Thus, they had succeeded in blocking the effects of any external malice, and in 
amending relations between the living, the dead, and the unborn.
CONCLUSION
In this chapter I have analysed three Burn verbs — esmola, eslauk, and ebleuk — as 
symbolic actions which effect a transformation. While they imply a common potential for 
symbolic transformation, these verbs act on different causes of difficulty. The potential bad 
effects of contact with death or sexual pollution are washed away when people esmolak, 
creating a separation between male and female and between the living and the dead. The bad 
effect of anger or misdeeds in relations is removed when people eslauk through prayers, 
offerings of cloth, or sacrifice. The bad effect of external misfortune is blocked or countered 
when people ebleuk. These Burn rituals, which could be called purification, expiation and 
counter-magic, are thus a means to an end. By transforming difficulty, people hope to restore 
the evidence of prosperity and blessing in their lives.
It is also possible to consider the Burn data presented here in light of other analytical 
frameworks. Following Dürkheim, there have been numerous functionalist analyses of 
religion and ritual, including Radcliffe-Brown's (1952) focus on the social function of religion 
in contributing to the formation and maintenance of a social order (Morris 1987: 126,127). 
While this is not their motivation to esmola, eslauk and ebleuk, Burn people are maintaining 
their social order when they do so. Particularly when they esmola and wash away the effects 
of female pollution from a male body, they are maintaining the periodic Burn separation of 
two fundamental social categories — male and female. When they eslauk and amend 
relations, they are overtly maintaining proper relations between trunks and tips and between 
elder and younger same sex siblings. In their search for misfortune on the inside and their 
hesitancy to accuse others of sorcery, Burn people are in fact maintaining an inward focused 
social order, a social order far more concerned with maintaining internal than external 
relations.
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Rather than focusing on the social function, others like Malinowski have focused on 
the psychological function of religion, seeing it as giving people mastery of their fate and a 
degree of control over circumstances. While the mechanisms of esmola, eslauk and ebleuk 
are means for controlling misfortune, I suggest the confession that comes from 'opening the 
inside' has particular psychological consequences. Among other things, it is an effective 
means of (at least partially) resolving internal social conflict. On several occasions, as I 
observed Burn childbirth, I was also reminded of Levi-Strauss' (1963:186-205) analysis of the 
effectiveness of symbols in a Cuna song sung to facilitate difficult childbirth. In this analysis, 
he suggests a link between psychological and physiological cures for tension. In this regard, 
openness is more than just a nice metaphor: it is an effective metaphor. The psychological 
release of social tension as people 'open their insides' in communal confession, contributes to 
the physiological release as a woman's body opens in childbirth. There is a link between the 
physiological and the social, because the Burn construction of childbirth is predicated on the 
state of social relations.
In addition to these functionalist explanations, it is useful to consider a few further 
aspects of Burn confession. While anthropological commentary on religion is prolific, 
anthropological discussion of confession is rare, usually limited to the context of Christian 
priests and penance. However, it should be clear that Burn confession is not a church 
confession; Burn people do not view their practice of 'opening their insides' as a Christian 
ritual that 'came with religion'.35 Burn confession is a traditional technique for maintaining 
relationships and restoring life. In commenting on confession in Western societies, Foucault 
(1978:59) has noted how confession has 'became one of the W est's most highly valued 
techniques for producing tru th '.36 His analysis brings out some relevant points for Burn:
The confession is a ritual of discourse in which the speaking subject is also the subject 
of the statement; it is also a ritual that unfolds within a power relationship, for one 
does not confess without the presence (or virtual presence) of a partner who is not 
simply the interlocutor but the authority who requires the confession, prescribes and 
appreciates it, and intervenes in order to judge, punish, forgive, console and reconcile; 
a ritual in which the truth is corroborated by the obstacles and resistances it has had to 
surmount in order to be formulated; and finally, a ritual in which the expression alone, 
independently of its external consequences, produces intrinsic modifications in the 
person who articulates it: it exonerates, redeems, and purifies him; it unburdens him of 
his wrongs, liberates him, and promises him salvation.... By virtue of the power 
structure immanent in it, ... the agency of domination does not reside in the one who 
speaks (for it is he who is constrained), but in the one who listens and says nothings;
35In translating Buru fuka lalen (Malay buka hati) as 'confess' or 'confession' I am not equating it with any 
particular Christian practice, but using the term as it is used on Buru to refer to the process of revealing the 
hidden state of a relationship. Similar concern over confession in another eastern Indonesian society (Lamalera) is 
described by Barnes (1989).
Foucault is not limiting his analysis to religious confession. As he says confession "plays a part in justice, 
medicine, education, family relationships, and love relations" (1978:59).
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not in the one who knows and answers, but in the one who questions and is not 
supposed to know. And this discourse of truth finally takes effect, not in the one who 
receives it, but in the one from whom it is wrested ( 1978:61-62).
There are two points of comparison with Burn confession. First, Foucault notes the 
transformation or intrinsic modification of the speaker that occurs through confession. On 
Burn the act of disclosing or revealing hidden ’roots' of difficulty through confession effects a 
similar transformation. But on Burn the transformation takes place not only in the individual 
confessor, but in a relationship and in the body of his/her family member suffering the effects 
of the 'wrong'.
Second, Foucault notes the relationship of power in confessional discourse. On Burn 
confession can be purely voluntary, particularly if it is done preventively. When his sister's 
daughter was soon to give birth, the man with whom we lived in Wae Haa Olon called the 
church and village elders one evening to confess his anger beforehand,37 so there would be no 
'obstacle' when she gave birth. On other occasions, however, confessions are not easily 
forthcoming and it is necessary to extract a confession from someone. In these cases the 
dynamics of power that Foucault described are evident. When Jan's wife was experiencing 
difficulty in childbirth, his wife, his sister, and other women began yelling from the bedroom 
for him to confess. In the front room, the pastor also began to demand that Jan confess. 
When he sat in silence, the pastor prayed that God would cause him not to be stubborn but to 
confess. Although the demands put on him to confess were both numerous and intense, Jan 
never confessed anything. It was his sister who eventually remembered the previous accident 
and the problem with the nitu of the grandmother.
While Jan as well as many other men and women can be dominated by others 
attempting to extract confession, on Burn there are limits to this kind of domination. Here the 
relation between the dominating listeners and the confessor is never permanent, as it is always 
possible to turn the table, to have the priest and penitent change roles. While one person may 
initially be more suspected of 'hiding his inside' as was Jan, in their search for the true cause 
of difficulty, family members demand confessions of each other. Family or communal 
confession can thus be a very tense time as confessions are demanded, but it is also a 
necessary time in that family members are dependent on each other for disclosing the hidden 
state of their own internal relations. Burn society is a confessing society because confession is 
a major mechanism for dealing with difficulty. But as with the other mechanisms also
37This woman and her siblings were orphaned and had been raised by their mother's brother. She was 
unmarried, which meant her child would be another mouth for her mother’s brother to feed. His anger was over 
the fact his sister's husband's family gave nothing to help support these orphans although all the children, 
including this new baby, belonged to their noro. Another noro was increasing at his expense.
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discussed in this chapter, it is always a means to an end. In transforming difficulty, people 
restore relationships, returning the potential for prosperity and blessing to be manifested on 
their bodies and in their work.
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Chapter Ten
Conclusion: The Quest for Life
"The power to reason about so abstract an idea as life comes very largely through 
metaphor."
-Lakoff and Turner 1989:62
In this final chapter I expand my focus to a comparative context with two goals in 
mind. The first is to understand Burn not only from what is present in social life, but also 
from what is absent. The second goal is to consider what Burn can contribute to the 
comparative study of societies in the region. To isolate different points for comparison, I 
begin the chapter by summarizing an alternative approach to life from another eastern 
Indonesian society, the Mambai of East Timor. My reasons for choosing Mambai are two­
fold. First, Traube's (1980a, 1980b, 1986, 1989) writings provide considerable ethnographic 
detail on the Mambai based on fieldwork conducted before the major upheavals that followed 
1975. For purposes of my comparison here, these works present relevant aspects of Mambai 
social life in greater depth than what is available for other societies in the region. Second and 
more importantly, Mambai society provides an ideal foil for contrasting the aspects of Burn 
social life I intend to discuss here. I see Burn and Mambai societies as expressing "a set of 
common concerns about the nature of life" (Fox 1980c) and at the same time, employing very 
different strategies in their "quest for life". In a comparative study of ritual and social life, 
Hocart (1970 [1936]) used the phrase the "quest for life" to describe the goal of small-scale 
societies in organising themselves for ritual. From the perspective of this thesis — an 
analysis of the Burn quest for life — I suggest that ritual may not be the only strategy used in 
questing for life. By comparing Burn and Mambai, it will become evident that similar tropes 
and 'metaphors for living' are employed in different ways, resulting in quests for life that are 
as different as expressive Mambai rituals or silent Burn taboos.
THE MAMBAI CLAMOUR FOR LIFE'
Burn and Mambai share a common 'metaphor for living' in the botanical images of 
'root' and 'tip'. Although not linguistically cognate, semantically Mambai fu  and lau 
correspond to Burn 'root' (lahin) and 'tip' (luken):
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In both formal and informal speech, the Mambai make extensive use of the botanical 
categories of fu and lau. Fu is a cognate of a single Austronesian term meaning 
"trunk," "base," "origin," or "source." It can be used the sense of "beginning" or 
"cause." Lau signifies "tip," "peak," "crown," or "extremity." It is used in reference 
to the uppermost or outermost limit of objects that stand fixed in place, and also to 
represent the culmination of temporal processes, with the sense of "end," "outcome," 
or "result" (Traube 1989:325).
To go beyond merely listing similar metaphors, I am concerned here with the 
implications of these metaphors. If the transmission of life is conceptualised as growth, the 
comparative question I pose in regards to Mambai and Burn is: How is life (growth) 
maintained? According to Traube, this is a major concern of Mambai society, "organised 
around the ritual promotion of life."
Mambai conceive of life as the product of exchanges transacted in ritual contexts. By 
"life," I intend a general notion of fertility, prosperity, material well-being, or what 
Mambai sometimes call "the good bearing of women and the good bearing of men, the 
good breading of pigs and the good breeding of dogs." This life or vitality is procured 
through collective rituals and then lived, or spent, one might say, over the course of 
everyday existence. In sociological terms, the promotion of life periodically reunites 
collectivities, which subsequently scatter again to get on with the business of everyday 
living (1986:19).
The Mambai promotion of life includes two types of ritual: elaborate mortuary ceremonies 
classified as "black" ritual, and yearly fertility rituals classified as "white".
The purpose of black ritual is to convoke the living to bestow gifts on the dead and 
send them away on a voyage to the mountain and the sea. White ritual deals with life 
and fertility and in the central ceremony of the yearly white cycle, the souls of the dead 
return from the sea to bestow on the living wealth, luck and plenty - the blessings of 
life. The two schema involve reverse passages and flows of prestation. Together, they 
suggest that the living and the dead are linked in a system of reciprocal exchange 
(1980a:298-299).
In addition, there is an important temporal aspect to these rituals coincident with 
seasonal variation: black rituals are performed in the dry season and white rituals in the wet.
All life symbolically begins in the wet season, when scattered house members 
reassemble at their origin place to commemorate their dependence on the source. After 
the final rites have ushered in the dry season, the origin place is abandoned once more.
Its members go out from the house and scatter themselves throughout the outer realm 
of space (1986:157).
I return later to the significance of Mambai black ritual, but focus first on white ritual 
because of its associations with growth and life. As Traube describes it, the underlying 
objective of all white ritual action is rain. Bringing life to plants and generalised prosperity to 
humans, rain is associated with divine sexuality and spoken of as nurturing "milk" (susun)
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coming as a consequence of the union of Father Sky and Mother Earth. In white ritual these 
deities are repeatedly implored to come together to obtain the desired results such as
Drench Bebili
Becloud Behaila
For the wetness to swell
For the earth to ooze (1986:170).
As a result of white ritual promoting the union of Father Sky and Mother Earth, 
fertility and life are given for a new year. But at the end of the rainy season, Father Sky goes 
away once again to leave Mother Earth dry and depleted. Rituals promoting life must then be 
done again to ensure rain, nurture, growth and life for the next year:
Mambai social life is structured by obligations to multiple sources of life, fertility, 
prosperity, and all these sources share a salient feature: they are not inexhaustible, but 
must be periodically renewed (1986:243).
THE RELATIONSHIP OF LIFE-GIVING ROOTS AND LIFE-RECEIVING TIPS
Because of the metaphorical connection between plant growth and the transmission of 
life, it is imperative for any comparison to begin on the ground by considering the differences 
in how plants grow on Burn and Timor. Both peoples inhabit the mountainous interiors of 
non-volcanic islands and engage in swidden agriculture. Yet the geographic locations of these 
two islands create a crucial difference in terms of rainfall. Burn is located within an 
equatorial zone that extends approximately five degrees on either side of the equator, a zone 
where rain generally occurs all year round. Bellwood’s (1985:9) general description of this 
zone notes that there are two slight rainfall peaks, "but for practical purposes the rainfall is 
frequent, heavy, reliable, and the evergreen rainforest grows luxuriantly in constantly damp 
or wet soil". Timor, on the hand, is located south of this zone in an area characterised by 
clearly differentiated wet and dry seasons. Because of the occurrence of a dry season and 
occasional severe droughts, forests in this latter zone tend to be more open and to be 
deciduous.
Thus, one significant difference between Burn and Timor is whether or not people can 
take rain for granted. Given this environmental difference, it is not surprising to find cultural 
differences in their concerns and approaches to growing food. Because of the annual need for 
rain, Mambai white ritual must be performed regularly each season.1 In contrast, on Burn
^ h e  critical need for rain is also reflected in the presence of fertility rituals in the arid islands of southern Maluku 
where crops fertility is also a constantly recurring problem. To cite but one example, on Marsela (an eastern 
island in the Babar chain), a fertility ritual referred to as a 'great dance' occurs yearly. This month long ritual 
now occurs with the advent of the calendar New Year (Tahun Baru) and is done to request rain, a good yield from
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there is very little concern for or practice of agricultural ritual. It is only when problems arise 
that people turn to garden ritual. For example, in the unusual event that a garden appears hot. 
ritual is needed to cool it because heat is antithetical to growth. In this event, cooling plants 
are planted. Or, if there are predators such as birds, there are ways to protect the crops 
including threatening the birds.* 2 While concerns about heat and predators may also be dealt 
with in Mambai gardens, what is absent on Burn is agricultural ritual for promoting fertility in 
the sense of causing crops to grow. And yet Burn people do not need to do as the Mambai 
who yearly implore Father Sky and Mother Earth to come together so there might be rain and 
growth from their union. On Burn it is not necessary to compel the cosmos to yield up rain; 
it rains without compelling. In fact, it rains so frequently people often look to the sky and say 
"Hey, don't rain! (Bara dekat-e)."
TEMPERATURE RANGES 
AND DURATION OF THE 
DRY SEASON IN 
SOUTHEASTERN ASIA
— Lines of equal annual range (differences between the 
mean temoeratures of the hottest and coolest months)
^  Lines enclosing areas in which less than 4 inches of ram 
fall in J consecutive months 
WM. Area with less than 4 inches of ram during 6 consecutive montns
mmm.
Map 15: Climactic zones in the Indo-Malaysian Archipelago (from Bellwood 1985:10)
During my time on Burn I did not yet understand why there was so little concern with 
fertility-producing ritual in agriculture. I thought perhaps that with minor crops such as
both the land and the sea, and numerous human offspring. In their prayers, the Marselans phrase this request in 
ways such as "May there be many people, may they live far removed from danger, may the koli palms produce 
much water, and the sea a great yield” (van Dijk and de Jonge 1990).
2I have been told that a woven bamboo cage is taken to the garden and displayed to the birds along with the threat 
"If you eat these crops, I will put you in this cage." Threatened with captivity, the birds should leave.
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peanuts and tubers it was not considered necessary, but even when it came time to plant the 
most important crops of rice and millet, people went out to plant, not to perform ritual. A 
common explanation for the lack of (exotic) ritual in Maluku is the influence of Christianity or 
Islam, and I also wondered if that might be the case. But I could find no evidence from what 
people told me about how their grandfathers and great-grandfathers planted, or from the 
literature on Burn that it had ever been any different. I came to realise it is not that people on 
Burn no longer perform annual fertility rituals, it is that they feel no need to be concerned 
about the fertility of crops. I should have taken my friend at her word the day she tried to 
reassure me when I expressed my anxiety about whether the cassava we were planting would 
grow. "Of course it will grow," she said. "On Burn we just stick things in the ground and 
they grow."
Given the conceptualization of life as growth in both Burn and Mambai societies, I 
want to push the comparison and analysis from the agricultural to the social. Underlying both 
Burn and Mambai social life is the premise that life (as growth) is a consequence of the 
relationship between life-giving roots and life-receiving tips. Whether the participants in this 
relationship are dieties and humans, dead ancestors and living decendants, mothers' brothers 
and sisters' children, wife-givers and wife-takers, I will refer to the relationship as that 
between symbolic life-givers and life-receivers. In both societies this relationship is defined 
and objectified through exchange. And yet the different concerns about maintaining 
agricultural life are also reflected in social practice. Here the difference can be seen by 
asking: How is the relationship between life-givers and life-receivers maintained? For
Mambai the relationship is dependent on interaction and renewed exchanges between root and 
tip, exchanges which take the form of continual ritual 'obligations to the source'. For Burn, 
on the other hand, the relationship is dependent on continually creating the difference between 
roots and tips through human action. Through separation and avoidance (actions that do not 
imply intimacy or sameness), respect and social difference create and maintain proper 
relationships.
These differences are particularly reflected at birth and death. Burn rites at these 
times appear very muted in comparison with many other societies in eastern Indonesia. Burn 
newborns are warmed at the hearth and after eight days incorporated into society; the dead are 
properly disposed of and after three days their spirits (nitu) sent on their way to the afterlife. 
However, what is absent at both birth and death are obligatory exchanges with human life- 
givers (wife-givers or mother's brother) .3 This contrasts with the Mambai, where death is a
3Birth rites that contrast with Burn include those in the domain of Lewolema (eastern Flores). There birth rites 
include exchanges and the obligatory presence of the mother’s brother (Graham 1991:55ff).
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'lodestone' attracting another round of obligatory gift-exchanges between affines in elaborate 
'black' rituals:
Black rituals chart the several stages attributed to the afterlife, beginning with the 
funeral and culminating, usually many years later, in spectacular ceremony wherein the 
dead are sent away to the sea. Although organized by a core of close agnates, all black 
performances mobilize a set of connubially contracted relations. From the funeral to 
the final rites of dispatch, the affinal relatives of the deceased engage in obligatory 
gift-exchanges with the surviving agnatic kin. These several mortuary payments are 
viewed as the closing stages in exchange relations initiated by the marriages of the 
dead and their descendants (1980b:91).
For both Burn and Mambai, exchanges at marriage define the participants in the life- 
giving/life-receiving relationship, but on Buru continued exchanges are not obligatory after 
marriage.4 As with agricultural fertility rituals, I would argue that the lack of continued 
exchanges and the unelaborate death rites do not reflect a loss of culture. The Buru 
relationship between life-givers and life-takers is not dependent on exchange for maintenance 
and a final mortuary exchange is not necessary to close or sever the relation. During life 
people are continually worried about 'not forgetting' that relationship by acting appropriately 
toward their mother's brothers and life-giving affines, but after death the relationship can be 
forgotten. So just as for the Mambai, Buru relationships with life-givers are necessary for 
life, but people only need return to interact with their sources of life when there is a problem 
about life. When blessing does not occur and people have 'forgotten' the relationship with 
their life-givers, it can be redefined, made to reappear through another exchange. Yet in 
contrast to Mambai, this renewed exchange is not obligatory nor is it tied to the life cycle. It 
is only done when needed, in times of life crises.
It could be said, then, that on Buru people can take the result (growth, life) for granted 
as long as the relationship between life-givers and life-takers is properly maintained through 
actions of respect creating the difference between roots and tips. For Mambai, on the other 
hand, the difference between life-givers and life-takers does not need to be continually 
created, but regular exchanges are required to maintain this life-producing relationship. 
Mambai effort thus goes into regular engagements between the participants in this 
relationship, while Buru effort goes into taboos and avoidances to create difference between 
the participants. This also creates a difference in discourse: Mambai interaction with life- 
givers is concerned with evoking a future fertility; Buru interaction is concerned with 
imploring 'forgiveness and respect' (ampung tabea) for past misdeeds. In this sense, Mambai 
actions and concerns about life are largely pro-active while Buru actions are largely re-active.
4In fact, people vigorously stressed to me the finality of the last marriage exchange, the 'grass bending exchange' 
(cf. Chapter 5) which made the grass on the path between the houses of the affines bend both ways. "That's it," 
they would say. "It's finished. No more pigs, no more 'things' [return-gifts]"
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In sum, I have isolated what I see as three interrelated differences in Burn and Mambai 
'quests for life', even though they are structured on similar metaphors for living. The first 
has to do with the notion of fertility (causing growth and life), whether it be in plants, 
animals, or humans. Concern about causing growth is lacking in Burn agricultural rituals as 
well as in those at birth, but it is the focus of many Mambai rituals. The second difference 
has to do with the temporal nature of continued exchange between life-giving roots and life­
receiving tips. On Burn this is sporadic and motivated by a crises in which life appears 
threatened. (See photograph 28.) For Mambai it is periodic and motivated by a need to make 
life appear regularly. The final difference concerns the focus of human agency, where people 
put their efforts. Through lavish feasts, generous gifts, and elaborate ritual evocations, the 
Mambai compel life to be brought forth as they celebrate the interdependence between life- 
givers and life-takers, and the interdependence between the living and the dead. As those on 
Burn see it, however, no compulsion is needed. For them, the effort lies in their vigilance 
concerning the state of relationships. When there is difficulty and hardship among the 
Mambai, it is because rituals and exchanges have not been performed properly and life has not 
been given. On Burn it is because people have neglected to show respect and have not created 
the difference necessary to maintain the relationship that produces life.
The key to the Mambai quest is thus repeated rituals and continued exchange, evoking 
life from its source. The key on Burn is separation and taboos ensuring that people will 
properly enact the relationship that brings life from its source. With these differences, 
however, there is also the difference of climate and rainfall. As Schulte Nordholt (1971:27) 
has pointed out in reference to the kind of land the Atoni (of Timor) cultivate, the tillage 
(colere) of the soil and the possibilities of survival offered by the land have their climax in the 
religious cult (cultus). For Burn and Mambai it is possible to see how they share a common 
conceptualization of life and yet recognise how differences of colere correlate with differences 
in cultus.
GENDER SYMBOLISM AND THE CONCEPT OF UNITY AND DIVISION
Yet not everything is colere, for in addition to the way Burn and Mambai people take 
varying aspects of a common metaphorical conceptualization of life for granted, there are also 
differences in the way they use gender symbolism, stemming from different assumptions about 
complementarity, unity and division. In both societies all these tropes are extremely 
significant, but rather than list similar categories here, I again want to consider differences in 
Burn and Mambai social life stemming from different assumptions about another common set 
of cultural concepts. To look at their different approaches to notions of unity and division, I
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begin by looking specifically at gender symbolism, posing the question: Is sexual 
differentiation taken for granted?
Without wanting to appear overly simplistic, I would suggest that for Mambai the 
answer is a resounding yes. Much of the Mambai world is pre-gendered. The cosmos is 
divided into the realms of Father Sky and Mother Earth. In the Mambai theory of conception, 
maternal 'red blood' (lar-meran) and paternal 'white blood' (lar-butin) form gendered female 
flesh and male bone respectively (1986:93). Mambai houses (fada) are social groups defined 
by men who stay while their sisters leave in marriage, but in returning to their origin house 
each year to reunite for white rituals, the nurturing house is female. The well-being of houses 
as well as the cosmos hinges on the complementarity of categories pre-defined as male and 
female:
The house is also metonymically associated with women, who "follow Mother Earth" 
and preside over the inner realm of space. Symbolically, a woman's domain is the 
house, and she should not leave it. It is men as a class who venture outside, to work in 
the fields and gardens, to penetrate the bush and cut down virgin forest, to visit distant 
places, in short, to open up new spaces, while women, like Mother Earth, remain 
indoors with their children, waiting for the men to return. From this perspective, the 
overall well-being of the house is based on the same complementarity of male and 
female that sustains the cosmos as a whole (1986:80 my emphasis).
So for the Mambai, the world is gendered. But from there, Mambai effort goes into creating 
unity out of the prior division. Annually Father Sky and Mother Earth are implored to unite 
in white ritual. Ritual authority is held by a Ritual Lord referred to as 'Old Father Old 
Mother', symbolizing a "sexless couple combining male and female". In that he is neither 
male nor female but both, he is said to be in a state of 'fullness' or 'wholeness' (tema). In 
ceremonies of white ritual offering sacrifices to an altar post (called a 'tree') and a rock, the 
Mambai 'pile up symbolic representations of the desired union' (p. 174):
Throughout a performance rocks and trees are the tangible mediators between above 
and below, tokens of the desired reunion of the deities (1986:176).
While much more could be said about Mambai effort to create union from separate 
identities, it should be obvious by now how it contrasts with Burn effort to effect the 
separation of male and female. While the Mambai begin with sexual differentiation, the 
starting point on Burn is androgyny, the unity of male and female. Burn conception theory 
stresses the combining (ep-sia-n 'cause to be one') of maternal white liquid (waen botit) and 
paternal red liquid (waen merat). While Burn people insist that whiteness is associated with 
females (who are 'patient', Malay sabar) and redness with males (who need to be warriors, 
dangerous and angry), the difference between Burn and Mambai conception theory is more 
than just symbolic inversion. The two Burn liquids do not remain separate, creating gendered
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Photograph 28: The Quest for Life
Redefining a 'forgotten' relation between a mother's brother and sister's son.
This sister's son (on left, scraping the singed pig) had 'encountered many difficulties': his 
wife and child had died, he had not been able to find another wife, and his younger brothers 
were doing poorly in school. He lived on the coast and had never met his mother's brother 
until he decided to 'return to have his mother's brother pray for him.' In his quest for life 
leading him to re-activate this relationship, the sister's son brought gifts (swords, dishes and 
other items) to his mother's brother on a trip that took him over a week's walk to get to his 
mother's brother's village. In return, the mother's brother (squatting on the right with the 
child), gave his sister's son this pig which was later dried over the fire. When the sister's son 
returned to his village, he took the smoked pork back to share with his younger brothers, the 
results of an exchange (similar to affinal exchanges at marriage) and evidence of the redefined 
relationship with their source of life.
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flesh and bone. The Burn embryo is a 'blood stone' (rah.fatu), a combination of red and 
white liquid that has become 'encompassed or encircled like a stone' (emloli gam di fatu).
In short, it becomes androgynous. Although he or she is physically sexed, the Burn person 
does not appear pre-gendered. Gendering — creating the difference of male or female — 
comes only through the effort of human agency.
This androgyny is not limited to persons but applies to Burn houses as well. The term 
for a Burn household is huma kemat, meaning a 'whole' or 'complete' house, referring to the 
completeness of the couple who form the nucleus of Burn households. The lack of diagrams 
in this thesis pointing out male and female divisions in houses, gardens, and land is not an 
oversight. Like persons, Burn spaces are not pre-gendered.5 Gendered space (such as male 
hunting houses or male gardens) is produced only through gendered action creating a 
separation from the opposite sex. Androgyny is the starting point on Burn and human agency 
is required to create a separation of male and female. For Mambai, however, sexual 
differentiation is taken for granted, and human agency is required to create union.
At the same time, acts to create unity or division apply to other categories than just 
gender. Not only do the Mambai take gender differentiation for granted, seeking the union of 
male and female in their white ritual, they also seek the union of the living and dead in their 
black ritual. These two types of rituals are in themselves complementary, for the Mambai 
quest for life depends on ritually creating both the union of male and female and communion 
between the living and the dead. The need to unite, combine, and join is expressed beautifully 
in Mambai ritual language:
When white is not enough
Increase it with black.
When black is not sufficient
Augment it with white (1980b:91).
But in the end, Mambai effort is not enough to sustain a continued unity and attempts to unite 
must be periodically repeated. For as the Mambai see it, "life, by its very mortal nature, 
provokes anew the state of separation" (1986:147).
5Initially there may appear to be an exception to the lack of gendered spaces in that two gendered beings in Buru 
cosmology are associated with cosmic space: a male leber is associated with the sky (leber.emhana) and female 
leber with the earth (leber.final. I was told they are like latu (’rulers'), but not a human latu. However, little 
reference is ever made to them and they are not evoked in prayer as the Mambai do with Father Sky and Mother 
Earth. As I see it, these two beings are significant in symbolising the complementary of gender in the totality of 
the cosmos, but the given state of the Buru cosmos is androgynous. I have never heard any other reference to a 
gendered sky or earth.
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In contrast, Burn agency is required to create a separation between male and female, 
roots and tips, elder and younger, the living and the dead; an effort that rarely finds 
expression in eloquent poetry. Rather, the Burn scripts for creating difference are often 
expressed in the negative terms of taboo, the avoidance of mothers' brothers and affines, the 
requirement for sexual abstinence, and in the need for purification from sexual pollution and 
contact with death. In characterising the Mambai quest for life as predominantly employing 
ritual and the Burn quest as predominantly employing taboo, I do not mean to suggest there 
are no Mambai taboos nor any Burn rituals, for obviously there are.6 What I am suggesting 
is that these two societies employ common tropes and metaphors for living and yet they have 
different strategies, what Hocart called 'theories of prosperity'. The Mambai approach insists 
on uniting what is divided; the Burn approach seeks to divide what is fused.
BURU AND EASTERN INDONESIA
I conclude by returning to my early fieldwork impression about the differences 
between Burn and other societies in eastern Indonesia. It should be apparent that I would now 
attribute very few of these differences to a historical 'loss of culture’ in Maluku. Rather, 
these differences reflect different theories by which people seek prosperity and life. In having 
contrasted Burn and Mambai, I am not making a typology; I am not suggesting societies in 
eastern Indonesia follow either a Mambai or a Burn approach to life. It is far more 
complicated than that. In light of what I have learned about Burn through comparison with 
Mambai and other eastern Indonesian societies as well as with Melanesian societies, I now 
return to address several of the distinguishing features of eastern Indonesian societies (Fox 
1988a:xii) noted in the Introduction to this thesis.
Complementary categories
My first point concerns the notion of complementary duality — division in unity — a 
pervasive feature in eastern Indonesia and part of van Wouden's original 'structural core'. 
Since van Wouden, many further studies have faithfully recorded the 'products' of dual
6Mambai luli, which Traube (1986:142) glosses with the double meaning of "sacred" and "prohibited", is 
semantically similar to the Buru notion of koi-t or koi-n (cf. Chapter 8), while the "absence or lack of prohibitions 
is signified by the adjective sau" (cf. Buru dape). "Luli does not signify an essence but a relationship...a relation 
of distance, a boundary between things, created out of gestures of avoidance." Avoidance and abstinence are 
important at times such as in white ritual when a human mediator separates the old and the new crops, or in black 
ritual when close kin of the dead are forbidden to do usual human activities (bathe, shave, cut their hair, engage in 
sexual activity) to be separated from the living and considered "black" "old" and "dead". The difference from, 
Buru is that these Mambai avoidances appear necessary for 'decomposing' or separating things (crops, life) that 
have been previously created through a ritually induced union.
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Classification systems in eastern Indonesia (sea/land, earth/sky, hot/cool, male/female ...). A 
goal of this thesis has been to consider not only the products of Burn classification, but also 
how Burn people use their symbolic system in action. Considering the Burn ’play of tropes', 
it becomes obvious that people are not only playing with the tropes of dual categories, but are 
also playing with tropes of unity and division. Comparing Burn and Mambai has shown that 
in employing complementary categories, either unity or division can be the starting point or 
the taken-for-granted state. In comparative efforts it should prove productive not only to 
consider the categories employed in complementary duality, but also to ask how human 
agency is applied in manipulating the symbolic categories. In using complementary 
categories, are people striving for unity or division?7
Particularly in Maluku it appears different societies put major effort into either 
cancelling distinction or creating it. On Fordata (Tanimbar), for example, "everything, or 
nearly everything, has a gender" whether it be activities, social groups, or the goods and 
valuables used in exchange between social groups (McKinnon 1991:166). Starting with this 
symbolic division in Fordata, growth and life (in the garden or in the social world) require the 
union of male and female, the combining of symbols of death and life:
The process that is productive of life always turns toward an other, which is 
complementary in nature: it requires the union of male and female as well as the union 
of objects that have been generated out of heat and death with objects that have been 
generated through coolness and growth (McKinnon 1991:187).
On the other hand, the well-known Siwa-Lima system of village alliances found 
extending from Seram to Aru is an effort to create difference.8 In detailing the complexities 
of this system, Valeri (1989) has noted that in addition to the numerical indexes of 9-5, other 
symbolic oppositions used in the system include male/female, inside/outside, 
landward/seaward, autochthonous/immigrant, and less often right/left, life/death, black/white. 
Yet historically, the system has been very fluid. Symbols associated with the Siwa group in 
one area may be associated with the Lima group in another area. Furthermore, symbols 
perceived as superior (such as male) may be claimed by both groups; each side constructing 
the other in terms of the inferior symbol (Valeri 1989:136).9 As I see it, the goal of this 
system is not to produce a systematic classification of the Maluku world; there is no final 
encompassment, no absolute hierarchy. Rather, the system is an effort to create difference, to
7For example, Cia-cia (South-east Sulawesi) boats require the obligatory presence of male and female symbols 
(Michael Southon, personal communication); as on Roti where certain textiles considered female also require 
some presence of symbolic maleness. In both cases symbolic action is creating the union of male and female.
8Discussed in Chapter 2.
9Although Buru people seldom mention Seram, when they do, they construct their relationship with Seram in 
terms of Buru being the 'elder same-sex sibling' (kai) and Seram the 'younger same-sex sibling' (wae).
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distinguish an other. Yet the creation of difference comes through more than just the use of 
binary categories, it also comes through symbolic action in that traditionally, these two groups 
could only interact in warfare. This means that the binary categories symbolising each group 
could vary as could the particular category assigned to an other from a single point of 
reference; but in the end, the binary classification and the symbolic action of warfare, created 
distinction in defining an other as an 'eternal enemy'.
D iv id e d  o r  u n it e d  B o d ie s
In conjunction with these different initial assumptions about unity or division and the 
subsequent effort to create or cancel distinction, my second point follows in regards to human 
conception. While in many eastern Indonesian societies human bodies are considered to be 
composed of opposing elements, Burn illustrates that not all eastern Indonesians are conceived 
as persons composed of differentiated blood or flesh and semen or bone. Rather than divided, 
some appear united, and in terms of gender, androgynous. Again, different assumptions 
starting with either unity or division, result in the need for different symbolic actions to 
separate or unite the components of human bodies. As on Burn, symbolic agency may be 
required before a person takes a gendered form.
H ie r a r c h y  a n d  p r e c e d e n c e
In contrast to the hierarchy of western Indonesia and mainland Southeast Asia, eastern 
Indonesia has long been associated with dualism. Yet in eastern Indonesia, dualism and 
hierarchy are 'inextricably intertwined'.
Complementary dualism has long been regarded as a hallmark of eastern Indonesian 
societies and is sometimes invoked, in almost totemic fashion, to differentiate them 
from the hierarchical societies of western Indonesia and mainland Southeast Asia.
While there is something to this contrast between a dualistic east and a hierarchical 
west, it should not be overdrawn. If dualism and hierarchy are logically distinct 
principles, the one based on opposition, the other on inclusion, then in eastern 
Indonesia the two have become inextricably intertwined (Traube 1989:341).
In discussing the relationship between dualism and hierarchy, Fox (1989:52; 1994) 
specifies hierarchy in eastern Indonesia as predicated on asymmetric dual categories which are 
recursively applied to produce an ordered sequence or graded series. He illustrates this with 
regard to how same-sex categories can be used to distinguish a graded series:
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elder > younger
elder > younger
elder > younger
elder > younger
The hierarchy that occurs in Burn society is in fact constructed in this way: the 
"recursive application of asymmetric categories". Asymmetric relations associated with 
precedence accord superiority to roots over tips and elders over juniors. Another asymmetric 
relation is constructed in terms of the superiority accorded wife-givers over wife-takers. But 
Burn sister-exchange and other bidirectional marriages cancel this latter asymmetry in that two 
groups can be wife-givers to each other. In this instance, reciprocity creates a higher order 
symmetry from asymmetry. But relations of precedence are problematic. Based on notions of 
time (prior/later), the asymmetry in these relations cannot be altered or cancelled: it is fact. 
In this relationship one party is senior and the other must be junior. But the difference in the 
relationship is not taken for granted — it must be continually created through appropriate 
action, a burden that falls on the junior. He or she must act like a junior, remembering the 
taboos of showing respect and properly 'placing adat'. This Burn hierarchy is, thus, an 
unstable hierarchy, always threatened by forgetful behaviour that will put 'adat upside down' 
(pol.duwe adat).
Life-enhancing rituals
Related to this Burn concern about the way people act in given relationships, I draw a 
final point about life-enhancing rituals in eastern Indonesia.10 Like other societies in the 
region, on Burn the relationship between human life-givers and life-receivers is defined by 
marriage. The life of children comes from their mara and their halan, represented by their 
MB and MMB. In many societies continued exchanges between life-givers and life-receivers 
occur throughout the life cycle, but Burn has shown that these continued exchanges may not 
be necessary. The final affinal exchange may occur at marriage and never be needed again as 
long as the difference in the relationship is maintained through appropriate actions. If life is 
not forthcoming and the relationship appears to have been forgotten, an additional exchange 
can redefine the relationship with life-givers, but this additional exchange only occurs in times 
of crises.
10In a recent article Barraud and Platenkamp (1990) have also presented a comparison of rituals in eastern 
Indonesian societies. Recognising that "society is conceived of in terms of relationships rather than as a collection 
of discrete groups" (p. 117), their goal was to reveal the relationships underlying rituals in several societies. 
Following Dumont's (1980, 1986) approach to ideology as a hierarchical ordering of a society's ideas and values, 
they also aimed to determine each society’s ultimate value or relationship as reflected in the ritual under study. 
My comparison here is of a different nature, considering how human effort is evoked in maintaining the 
relationships in society. The symbolic action required to maintain societal relationships can be focused on either 
ritual or taboo.
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My argument about these differences in exchange practice stems from what I see as 
different approaches for maintaining relationships. For many societies like Mambai, the 
relationship is maintained from birth to death by periodic exchanges of differentiated gifts. 
For Burn, however, no gifts are required to maintain the relationship, but the distinction 
between life-givers and life-receivers is never finalised and must be continually revealed by 
specific forms of interaction encoded more often than not as separations or 'avoidances'.
While concerns about life-giving relationships are crucial in eastern Indonesian 
societies, this particular Burn approach to maintaining relationships reflects Melanesian 
notions as well. In that the success of Burn agents is dependent on their maintaining good 
relationships, Burn relationships can be seen as extensions of the acting agent. This is 
reflected in the centrality of Burn metaphors of open and closed, metaphors based primarily 
on an image of the body. Open bodies are indicative of good relationships; closed bodies 
indicative of bad (improper, 'wrong') relationships. The consistency of these metaphors in 
the social construction of the body resembles Melanesian concerns about the openness and 
closure of bodies (cf. Mosko 1985).
There has been some focus on the social construction of the body in Melanesia. 
According to Strathern (1988:207), "the Melanesian body is imagined as composed of internal 
relations". In attempting to locate the Melanesian agent, she refers to Leenhardt's (1979:154- 
155) comments and diagram of the New Caledonian person: to locate the New Caledonian 
person "we cannot use a dot marked 'self' (ego), but must make a number of lines to mark 
relationships".
Empty and incapable of 
affirming himself outside 
of his relationships.
The personage located by 
means of his relationships.
Figure 41: Leenhardt's diagram of the New Caledonian person located by means of his 
relationships (from Strathern 1988:270)
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Strathern also makes an analytic distinction between the Melanesian 'person' and 'agent'.
The person is construed from the vantage points of the relations that constitute him or 
her; she or he objectifies and is thus revealed in those relations. The agent is 
construed as the one who acts because of those relationships and is revealed in his or 
her actions (1988:273).
I see this distinction as applicable to Burn in that the Burn person has a physical body 
socially constructed in terms of relationships. If his or her relationships are adequately 
maintained, his or her body is open and growth and life can be transmitted. However, if the 
interaction is 'bad' or inappropriate, the relationship suffers, the body is closed and no growth 
or blessing appear. The state of relationships thus determines whether good or bad 
consequences register on people's bodies and on their productive actions as agents. This 
points out the Burn agent. To be productive, people must act, but they can only do so in 
relation to an other. As agents, Burn persons are concerned with acting in accord with the 
specific relation in focus, be it a same-sex or cross-sex relation, an elder/younger relation, or 
a root/tip relation.
The transmission of life on Burn depends on the interaction of socially embodied 
persons. Life (as growth) is transmitted if relations between sources and tips are maintained 
and bodies are open. But harmful substances can also be transmitted to agents. Contact with 
death or with the opposite sex can close the bodies of living and gendered agents if they are 
not 'washed' and purified (esmola). In that life and growth are conceptualised as coming from 
source life-givers as well as through the productive actions of males and females, the Burn 
quest for life is pursued through the continual differentiation of roots and tips, males and 
females. The actions of separation to create these distinctions appear more as taboo than 
ritual, but these actions are the human effort required on Burn for good relationships and open 
bodies to yield 'prosperity and blessing' (berkona tu berkate).
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